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Abstract 

Artistry, Aesthetic Experience, and Global Futures in Civilization Game Design: How the 

ESCAPe Framework as an Ontology Captures an Art Form of the Information Age 

Andrew Corpuz 

 

Civilization games can depict imaginative and sophisticated perspectives on the future. Yet some 

scholars have critiqued civilization games for their replication of dominant, limited ideologies. 

Game designers often learn about design directly or indirectly from frameworks, such as the 

Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics (MDA) framework which contains a very idiosyncratic 

definition of aesthetics. Given that aesthetic thinking can unlock the sociological imagination, 

the aim of this dissertation was to discover opportunities to expand civilization game design by 

understanding the aesthetic experience of designers. A qualitative interview study was conducted 

of 13 game designers who created at least one civilization game based in the future. The 

interview and analysis had an ontological focus, to better understand how aesthetics fit into the 

existing puzzle of game design knowledge. The findings showed that designers employ their 

perspective in game design; this sense of self and perspective is not captured by current 

ontologies of game design. Furthermore, designers are limited in their ability to explore the 

boundaries of civilization games by task complexity, emotionality, and reliance on player 

experience. Resultantly, they may focus intensely on known aspects of game design in order to 

deliver a product. The dissertation proposes two primary solutions. Firstly, a game design 

framework that integrates the self into game design and more clearly delineates the game as an 

artifact. Secondly, cultivate truer senses of vision in game design for those who want to push 

civilization games and games as a whole, while understanding the practical realities of game 



 

 

 

design. These implications can be used by educators to reconsider game design program 

curricula, as well as affirm game designers’ pursuit of their own perspective. 

Keywords: game design, game design education, civilization games, futures, games as 

art, self-expression
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Personal Connection 

 My childhood was filled with searching for outlets for my creative spirit. I often used 

found or collected objects to create a theater of imaginative play, whether animal figurines 

hosting elaborate narratives, marbles and stuffed toys racing down obstacle courses, or leaves 

traversing down the gutter after rainfall or a neighbor washed their car. My eventual main focus 

was music, where I connected music with dance and fooled around with MIDI (electronic music 

production). Further in the realm of the digital, I tinkered with website design, forum 

management, and ‘90s and early ‘00s forms of photo and video editing.  

 As a millennial, I started playing video games quite young, and as I loved learning, I also 

took an interest in educational games and interactive encyclopedias. Out of boredom and 

imagination, I created many of my own card and board games. I often drew and crafted new 

components — but also adapted existing game-related components (e.g. tarot cards, Scrabble Jr.) 

— into new, completely unrelated games. I also became engrossed in early game production 

tools such as RPG Maker and M.U.G.E.N. To me, my early game designs just felt like another 

one of my creative, playful expressions.  

Pursuing an undergraduate degree at the University of Southern California (USC) in Los 

Angeles, I initially was a music major, but I left the major as I started to have strong inklings of 

wondering how I could make more impact beyond the aural realm. After I hopped around majors 

for a bit, I found myself in the new Interactive Entertainment program in the School of Cinema, 

part of the first undergraduate class. The program was an opportunity to further explore my 
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passion for games and game design. It was exciting to be part of something that both felt very 

new, creatively daring, and well-resourced.  

Many of my game design influences came from this program. For example, Tracy 

Fullerton was one of the program founders. Tracy is an industry veteran and a lover of artistic 

innovation and individual uniqueness; Tracy pushed for creative boldness and the avant-garde in 

her students. Founding members of thatgamecompany, Jenova Chen and Kellee Santiago, are 

examples from this program (albeit the graduate program) going down this route. 

Thatgamecompany is known for both commercial success and emotionally-provoking games 

such as Flower and Journey, which have influenced many designers and artists anecdotally. 

Situated in a research university, the program had a significant influence from both 

industry and technology. Electronic Arts (EA), one of the largest and most recognized gaming 

companies, had an integral part in the development of the games department. Additionally, other 

faculty such as Danny Bilson (a former EA executive) and Chris Swain played significant roles. 

But industry influence was not just limited to games. As part of the film school, one could 

observe the schools’ connections with corporations such as Walt Disney, or famous alumni like 

George Lucas donating to the school. Many of my peers were driven towards industry 

connection and success, not to mention the growing presence of simultaneously glitzy and do-it-

yourself social media at the time. In many ways, we were babies of Hollywood with many 

resources and pressures in our ambience. 

Abundance not only came through industry connection but also through technology. 

There was a constant push for immersion, and the department facilitated this with classrooms 

surrounded by projection screens, opportunities for large video installations, and virtual reality 

projects. Additionally, our department collaborated with the engineering school on programming 
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focused degrees, not to mention the technical skills needed to use film equipment. In the midst of 

the technology focus was an emphasis on paper prototyping, that is developing games without 

using technology. I explored interactive technologies and figured out how to express my visions 

and ideas through these media. I also made artsy films using rented equipment.  

If the influences of art, film, technology, and industry were not eclectic enough, serious 

games and games for change were also emerging at the time. With BBC Climate Change, the 

United Nations’ Stop Disasters game, and Darfur is Dying (which was created by Susana Ruiz in 

our graduate program) as examples, I saw the possibilities of how to use games to articulate 

alternative perspectives and narratives on global issues through a play experience (See Appendix 

H for a visually-aided overview of civilization games and related genres). Many of these games 

approached game design from a futures-oriented activist or public policy lens, approaching 

concepts from reality in a much more serious way than most games, and seemed to need to 

juggle many more interests than just entertainment.  

All these different influences proved overwhelming, particularly to someone as porous as 

I was, ready to take it all. This multifarious newness is reflected in research of game design 

(Larsen, 2018) and game studies programs (Zagal & Bruckman, 2007). Perhaps other students 

were clearer in what they wanted to do, but for me, I was simultaneously captivated and 

confused. I felt overwhelmed by the amount of interests and self-driven career options, not only 

from what the games program itself was presenting, but also just being a creative, expressive 

spirit living in the land of everyone trying to make a name for themselves.  

It was not clear to me at the time how one perspective or approach differentiated from 

others. While approaches had distinctly identifiable characteristics, I perceived them as blended 

and overlapped, and to a certain degree they were. For example, art games used to often be 
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included under the umbrella of serious games; now that indie games and games for training have 

expanded (among other developments), this is not the case. Additionally, while I got to explore 

the limits of self-expression through the program, I never really understood what that meant or 

even readily identified it. Because I felt many influences so strongly, I had a difficult time 

connecting my practices with others; I simply felt I was pursuing many senses of game design 

and art. The program and the entire game design scene (from art to industry to technology to 

games for change) was brimming with new ideas, resources, and a lot of incredibly energized 

people… But what was my language? What was my voice? 

 After working at a non-profit doing serious games consultant work, working as a quality 

assurance tester on a variety of industry games, and earning a master’s in instructional design 

(among other experiences), I would end up enrolling in the program of this dissertation. Through 

the Art and Art Education program, I became intellectually exposed to the ways of making, 

articulating ideas, artistic development, and much more. I better understood the lenses and 

practices of my self-expression through the study of numerous artists and scholars who were 

contemporaries or came before me. Though I was not in a community of game designers (games 

were still discussed and made by others), I felt like I was in a community of peers; one of 

nurture, creative exploration, and nurturing of others. 

 For this particular dissertation, I focus on games as they have become a form of high 

academic and public interest. I have a deep affinity for the evolving craft of games, both 

respecting the beauty of the games as they are while also asking for more of their potential, 

which are attitudes reflected by many in the industry and education as well. As an educator, I 

recognize this dichotomy and the necessity to deliver students both technical craft and potential, 

as both can be critical not only to their employment and growth, but also to the substantiveness 
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and growth of game design as a whole. Growth represents where games can go, including 

exploring new horizons of futures. 

With my background and life experiences, I have always been deeply immersed in 

figuring out how to sustainably improve the quality of life in society, whether ensuring basic 

resources, increasing rights and freedom, or discovering new society-shifting opportunities. 

Resultantly, I have dedicated a considerable amount of energy thinking about the 

interconnectedness of underlying social systems and how they can be different, both through 

imagining new worlds and taking a critical eye to policies, narratives, and cultures that shape our 

existing world. While there are many disciplines that tackle the existing and possible realities for 

our global civilization, I have taken particular affinity to futures for its inclusiveness of 

criticality, fiction, and connections to social change.  

Creative endeavors such as games, art, design, and interactive art have become a way for 

me and others to explore visions of the future. Civilization games, or games that feature creating 

or managing civilization-scale societies, are one such example. I have taken the opportunity to 

study the craft of civilization game design in particular, in order to better understand the 

connection among aesthetic thinking, imagining new and/or improved worlds, and using an 

aesthetic form. 

 

Background to the Problem1 

 Game design education is in a dilemma. Without going into too much detail just yet, 

game design education has multiple lineages of influences. Art, design, technology, industry, 

 
1 In this dissertation, I use a handful of overlapping terms around art, artistry, aesthetics, and futures. I use these 

terms as they are used in common parlance and in academic literature, as how these words are employed in practice 

and literature have significant relevance to the purpose of the dissertation. I explore the meaning of such words in 

different contexts because such words shape and influence the practices of game design, art-making, art 
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games for change, e-sports, and more; these are all valid priorities when thinking about games. 

As many of these lineages are just coming to fruition as I write this dissertation, the multifarious 

and shifting statuses of these design lineages contribute a sense of dynamism to the fields of 

game design and game design education. However, with this dynamism and newness comes lack 

of clarity and articulation in the research. To exacerbate the dilemma further, many of these 

lineages are simply priorities rather than distinctly different ways of practice, and each lineage 

heavily influences and overlaps with others (Larsen, 2018). Resultantly, game design education 

is not yet in an ideal position to carry the traditions of these lineages to students in a clear and 

organized manner. Most relevant to this dissertation is the dilemma of the role of games as art in 

game design education. 

 As will be revealed throughout the dissertation and as I slowly uncovered through my 

research process, the knowledge and research of what is artistic or aesthetic about game design is 

lacking and unsettled. One ongoing debate is the legitimization of games as art (Bourgonjon et 

al., 2017; Smuts, 2005), which is not merely an easily dismissed academic debate but one that 

has currency in the gaming public (Kirkpatrick, 2013; McKernan, 2019; Parker, 2018), and also 

spotlights the role of the designer (Adams 2006; Devine et al., 2014). Another possibility for the 

absence of progress in understanding games as art is that much of game design research is 

focused on games and players, rather than the process of design itself (Chiapello, 2021; Larsen, 

2018; Junior & Silva, 2021; Kuittinen & Holopainen, 2009). For artists, the process itself is often 

of importance, if not of dominant concern (Löwgren & Stolterman, 2004, p. 21).  

 
appreciation, and more. The reader can choose to understand these terms as they come up in the narrative, or they 

can review Appendix G before they read the background to the problem. Appendix G provides a descriptive 

glossary of key terms. 
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In my experience, game design educators at universities have an openness to games as 

art, especially since many faculty have a background in the interactive media art and design 

fields. Extant research and articles in game design education show support for interdisciplinary 

game design education inclusive of artistic approaches (Argent et al., 2006; DeVane et al., 2016; 

Fullerton, 2006; McNeish & De Paoli, 2016; Murray et al., 2006; Taylor & Baskett, 2009). 

Despite any sense of support, there are some reports of higher education students experiencing 

tension between art and other influences such as industry (Harvey, 2019) and computer science 

(Dickey, 2010). Furthermore, some scholars argue that knowledge and the public’s experience of 

games is heavily centered on industry and computational systems. An advocate of the avant-

garde, games professor Brian Schrank (2014) describes games as “dominated by corporate and 

government forces” (p. 182). John Sharp and David Thomas (2019) describe the field as one 

begat from the Information Age, wherein the fields’ concepts are reliant on computer science, 

systems, “an overemphasis on an abstracted modeling of the world,” and the “military-industrial-

academic complex” (p. 62).  How can educators successfully integrate an artistic approach with 

other approaches when the knowledge of the field is still in its infancy and potentially occluded 

by other forces? 

One genre of games that could potentially be indicative of this dilemma is civilization 

games. In this genre, designers play with the concept of globality to create immersive digital 

environments for their players. In these digital spaces, the players create and manage designed 

aspects of many different civilizations. Such designed aspects can be anything from ideas, to 

systems, to people, to objects, and more; often what is represented can be captured by a PEST 

(political, economic, sociological, technological) analysis. With input from the player, all these 

elements interact to give a glimpse of how a global society operates. Designers not only illustrate 
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concepts and things through civilization games but they also create an experience for audiences, 

an experience that is bigger than the sum of its designed aspects. This is well recognized by the 

many critics and fans who love (or are disappointed by) civilization games, who play civilization 

games for more reasons than just appreciating what the game intends to represent. 

To me, civilization game making is an immersive and imaginative process. The process 

of creating a whole entire world and corresponding artifact with many moving details that other 

people get to see and interact with feels quite similar to the process of creating other art and 

media. However, I understand not all designers are like me. 

As a genre, civilization games are not known for being beacons of games as art or indie 

games. Quite simply, there are not enough varied examples of civilization games for that to be 

the case. In fact, civilization games could be argued to be closer to games for learning, as 

civilization games are one of the most oft-cited entertainment games to be used in educational 

settings, formal or informal (Hayes & Games, 2008; Papadakis, 2018; Squire, 2005). Civilization 

games can be studied to not only learn about how civilizations can be portrayed but to also 

understand how the design of civilization games corresponds to patterns in game design and 

game design education as a whole.  

While civilization games may focus on purely historical realities or alternities, many 

often choose to detail the future. The use of the future in the civilization game genre is 

particularly important as it embodies a broad range of thinking of which aesthetic thinking is a 

huge part. As will be explored further later, futures-thinking often involves many activities 

including strategic forecasting, trend projection, scenario-building, thinking about alternative 

possibilities, discovering unknown cultural narratives, self-reflection, visioning, and more, some 

of which rely heavily on aesthetic thinking.  
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When futures-thinking is on the global scale, the futures-thinker is thinking about large-

scale, civilization spanning issues. This can range anywhere from epidemiological statistical 

projections to how particular cultures carry their heritage into the future, or how scientific 

discovery impacts people’s fashion and appearance. Since a lot of that information is unknown, 

the futures-thinker needs to envision a rich amount of information to fill in the gaps. The more 

broad-scale and image-focused the vision of the future, the more information the futures-thinker 

will need to generate. Thus, the futures-thinker relies on their imagination — among other skills 

like analysis, research, and more — to piece together known and generated information, in order 

to construct future worlds and realities. Depending on the types and nature of futures-thinking, 

the futures-thinker may be having an aesthetic experience, envisioning different aspects of this 

future world.  

I use the concept of aesthetic experience in order to recognize that game designers are 

having an experience when they create a game, a fact that is overlooked in the game design 

literature (Chiapello, 2021). Secondly, the use of “aesthetic” recognizes that the designer’s 

experience has the potential to be richly imaginative and aesthetic. Thirdly, the designer’s 

aesthetic experience can be connected to the player’s aesthetic experience. For instance, the 

futures-thinker who creates a game about the future transfers their ideas into a game form that is 

in turn experienced by players. The player-minded designer would thus consider the nature of the 

gameplay experience, as the game offers futures stories, sensations, and worlds of a distinct 

aesthetic quality created by the designer.  

In the context of civilization-scale issues, futures-thinking can be quite political, just like 

aesthetic-thinking. Most importantly, futures-thinking can resemble wishing for utopia, an ideal 

world that does not exist. While an unrealistic and overzealous focus on utopia (as well as 
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futures-thinking) can lead to dissociation from the present, a more measured approach to 

thinking about utopia can be beneficial. Philosopher Ernst Bloch’s (1988) identifies utopia’s 

utility: a criticality to what is flawed about the present, a recognition of the wishes and goals one 

hopes to achieve, and an opportunity to identify what can become objectively real. When 

creative individuals such as designers or artists create an object about utopia or political futures-

thinking, the individuals and the objects can possess what Bloch (1996) refers to as anticipatory 

illumination or anticipatory consciousness, that is the ability to show and even shape what could 

become real. 

In many ways, futures-thinking can lead to futures creation, especially when futures-

thinking is tied to the creation of an aesthetic object. As futures-thinking and futures creation 

embrace both the not-here and the not-yet (Slaughter, 1998), the futures that are created can be 

fictional, fantastical, or realistic. Since futures feature the range of what is possible for the world, 

futures creation can reveal the creator’s imaginaries and narratives about the present world. 

Additionally, through the play experience in games, futures games can also catalyze an opening 

of the player’s inner imaginaries and narratives about the present world. The opening of these 

mental realities can occur no matter the intentionality of the designer, though a mindful designer 

will keep the potential player experience in mind as they design. 

In the scope of increasingly complex and existential dilemmas in the real-world (climate 

change, AI proliferation, etc.), exploring civilization-scale issues — even in a fantastical setting 

— can prove illuminating, not only for a player but for the designer. Players and designers can 

use civilization games to understand how many parts of a civilization system interact to create a 

whole. Civilization games can also be ideologically rich, as players have a subjective experience 

with “in-game identities [that] are never entirely separated from the options provided by the 
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actual social formations in which the games are set” (Dyer-Witheford & de Peuter, 2009, p. 192). 

In other words, civilization games have the capacity to tell and potentially shape the systems-

level images and realities of civilizations in alternative, imaginative, or avant-garde ways. 

If there is any doubt as to the power of engaging with the mental work of futures-

thinking, Schrank (2014) argues that influencing a “social construction” such as “our 

understanding of the world” can “shift the nature of reality” itself (p. 161). A designer who 

engages in the social construction of futures-thinking can shift how other people think about the 

world. Even small shifts in futures-thinking can have an impact. For example, museum 

professional and art historian Erin McNeil (2016) describes how Civilization: Beyond Earth, a 

futures-oriented spin-off of Civilization V, calls into question the symbolism of the original game 

in areas such as technology and human development, by simply implementing twists on the 

original game.  

Players and designers can also use civilization games to investigate often overlooked 

thoughts, narratives, or images about the world. These mental realities might be more valuable to 

particularly vulnerable minorities, communities, or even individuals, which is important amidst 

ongoing global social strife, unequal distribution of resources, and limitations on rights and 

opportunities. For example, a hypothetical civilization game that uncovers the macro-level issues 

of the plight of migrant communities could be quite revealing.  

Simultaneously, civilization games may also replicate common or hegemonic viewpoints, 

no matter their contentiousness with vulnerable communities or fields of practice. Technology 

communications scholars Shawna Kelly and Bonnie Nardi (2014) describe how Civilization V 

incentivizes players towards growth rather than sustainability, reflective of how modern society 

prioritizes growth. As climate change becomes a more accepted reality, only recently have more 
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mainstream video games included it. In the case of the Civilization series, the most recent 

mainline game, Civilization VI, introduced climate change gameplay more explicitly in an 

expansion (it was in previous games but not so overtly), but not without pushback from more 

vocal consumers who did not want what they view as political content in the game (at least with 

how it was implemented). 

Other scholars criticize the Civilization series for its Western imperialist perspective 

(Ford, 2016; King & Kryzwinska, 2006, pp. 189-190; Pobłocki, 2002; Voorhees, 2009) and its 

sterile approach to portraying cultures (Mol et al., 2017). These criticisms can be particularly 

dicey since Civilization carries particular ideologies (Uricchio, 2005) while simultaneously 

claiming to be ideologically agnostic (Orland, 2016), manifesting an “illusion of free play” 

(Henthorne, 2003, p. 64). Artists — who are used to experimentation and pushing boundaries — 

and other social theorists — who are used to sophisticated and detailed investigations of theory 

— may in passing look for inspiration to the dominant forms of the genre, such as the 

Civilization series, but may not find quite what they are looking for.  

I bring up these criticisms while acknowledging that the Civilization series is pioneering 

and full of marvel. It has had an undoubted influence on many designers’ and players’ lives, 

including those who aim to generate social change or critique around many civilization-scale 

issues both directly and in the abstract. Some examples include professors Stuart Candy and Jeff 

Watson’s Thing From the Future, the United Nation Development Programme’s Stop Disasters! 

game, or Nikhil Murthy’s Syphilisation. Additionally, there are many civilization game examples 

that represent planetary-scale, futuristic science-fiction and other games that resemble utopia-

building (such as Eclipse or Utopia: The Creation of a Nation). Civilization has also inspired 
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countless mods (Chapman, 2013b), and as part of the civilization-genre more broadly, inspired 

many discussions around history and futures.  

 For the genre more broadly, civilization games can carry some degree of dissident play, 

wherein the player engages in alternatives and politics in the way that they wish (Dyer-Witheford 

& de Peuter, 2009). As “nonspecific simulations” (p. 330), they are also effective at 

“encouraging a more abstract, theoretical engagement of historical process” (p. 330) and 

producing more fanciful narratives of global events (Uricchio, 2005). They are “cyber-utopias” 

that offer “social commentary” that encourage players to think of alternatives (Henthorne, 2003, 

p. 64). With their capacity for different possibilities of the world and play experiences, the genre 

has capacity to grow. Such optimism for the genre has been even reflected in recent scholarly 

literature. Since Civilization VI introduced more indigenous heritages into the series, a 

multidisciplinary collection of scholars acknowledged the potential for greater inclusion of 

heritages in upcoming games (Mol et al., 2017). 

Considering the theme of global civilization is not unique to games, the theme is an 

enduring one across forms of media and communication. One only needs to look at the array of 

literature from academic to science-fiction that showcase an array of deep investigations into 

what civilization is or could be. But as a tableau, civilization games only represent a small 

portion of what is both known and possible in the portrayal of futures. Though other media have 

certainly been around a lot longer and have had more time to develop, civilization games and 

games-at-large could still represent a greater array of possible futures. If one bears in mind that 

there are people who want to or who could want to use the game medium to explore and 

investigate civilization-scale issues in more artful or critical ways, then there is an opportunity to 
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think beyond the game genre’s current practices and limitations in order to reach unknown 

avenues of the genre.  

To better understand the concepts behind the game design aspect of civilization game 

design, it is imperative to understand the practical and professional application of knowledge that 

undergirds the nascent field of game design education more broadly. This is particularly 

important under the context of the tension between fostering creative exploration versus creative 

professionals in game design education (McNeish & De Paoli, 2016). To reiterate the nature of 

game design as an interdisciplinary field heavily populated by practitioners, game design 

contends with supporting many different interests and traditions of knowledge, amidst the 

dominance of computer-based approaches in industry and beyond. Such interests and traditions 

of knowledge are captured in part by two related ways: game design frameworks and 

introductory game design textbooks. Together, they can be considered to be a significant portion 

of the ontological basis of game design. For the purposes of this dissertation, I define an 

ontology as a set of concepts that relate to each other that aim to describe the knowledge or 

discourse behind a domain. 

Game design frameworks include the Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics (MDA) 

Framework (Hunicke et al., 2004) and the Design-Dynamics-Experience Framework (DDE) 

(Walk et al., 2017) among others. Game design frameworks are essentially a set of related 

concepts that model game design. Introductory textbooks include Tracy Fullerton’s Game 

Design Workshop (2019) and Jesse Schell’s The Art of Game Design (2019) among others. Such 

frameworks and textbooks are often viewed or used as if they are holistically describing game 

design, whether or not that is the intention.  
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Though certainly far from universal, many learners, practitioners, researchers, critics, and 

educators refer to such frameworks and/or textbooks to support their understanding of game 

design. While there is little research on the connection between game design frameworks and 

game design education, some academics have done meta-analyses on these introductory 

textbooks to understand their ramifications on game design education (DeAnda & Kocurek, 

2016; Larsen, 2018). Because such frameworks and textbooks have relevance in the game design 

zeitgeist, educators and practitioners should be mindful of their limitations. 

 

Problem Statement 

Due to their holistic nature, game design frameworks and textbooks should be able to 

encapsulate artistic or aesthetic approaches to game design. While artistic approaches or 

understanding of aesthetics are at least mentioned in most of these frameworks or textbooks, 

there are significant gaps and opportunities for greater clarity. For example, aesthetics is one of 

the pillars of the MDA Framework, but its definition is limited to a broad collection of 

experiential adjectives that define the player experience. In the case of the introductory 

textbooks, many briefly exclaim the value of games for art-like ends or skills but do not 

sufficiently dissect such statements further. 

Much of these frameworks and textbooks are rooted in the personal experience of those 

the field have deemed experts. While such ontological understandings and advice have 

undoubtedly been invaluable in pioneering and establishing the field, more rigorous empirical 

and theoretical study is needed. If such study is situated in the realities of game design and builds 

on such frameworks and textbooks, the practices of game design can be further understood, 

legitimized, and transformed. 
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In order to situate the dissertation in a particular tradition, civilization games are an ideal 

genre of focus not only because there are a variety of designers in different professional and 

hobbyist contexts in this genre, but also because the practices of the genre represent both the 

opportunities and limitations of the role of artistic and aesthetic approaches in game design. Just 

like the literature of the art and aesthetic in game design, representation of global futures in 

civilization games is still in a maturation phase; there are not yet enough examples that reflect 

the meaningful depth or diverse array of visions exhibited by ordinary folk, let alone seen in 

futures studies or other media. Certainly, no single civilization game or game designer is 

required or responsible to pursue uniquely sophisticated or aesthetic portrayals of the global 

future, and there is incredible beauty and achievement in civilization games regardless. 

Civilization games and similarly themed games provide an often-immersive, interactive 

experience, stimulating the mind, and showing many alternative pathways and possibilities 

within designed scenarios or designed toolsets. But there is a tension between what is espoused 

as the potential of the gaming medium more broadly to illustrate imaginative futures (Farca, 

2019; Kelly and Nardi, 2014; McGonigal, 2011; Sweeney, 2017; Vervoort, 2019), and the 

actuality of the games that exist in the civilization games space (Kelly and Nardi, 2014; 

Vervoort, 2019). Instead, in general civilization games have over-relied on dominant historical 

narratives to inform such futures (Kelly and Nardi, 2014), or have simplified bolder visions of 

the future in order to serve as effective pieces of instruction in the realms of serious games 

(games for education, training, and social change). 
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Research Questions 

The problems of the dissertation led me to an initial set of research questions that 

centered more heavily around the conception of aesthetic experience in futuristic civilization 

game design. The corresponding conceptual framework centered around aesthetic considerations, 

primarily through the MDA Framework (Hunicke et al., 2004)), aesthetic experience (primarily 

through Dewey (1980) as well as Leder & Nadal (2014)), and aesthetics in futures-thinking. 

However, the research questions were revised throughout the research process to better reflect 

new literature and analysis, and most importantly, the realities of the study participants. As will 

be explained in the methodology chapter, the research methodology pulls from constructivist 

grounded theory, from which it is reasonable to revise research questions as part of the 

theorization process (Charmaz, 2006; Sebastian, 2019).  

As will be explained more completely later on, the concept of aesthetic experience was 

found to be simultaneously a step too far and too niche to accurately and more practically 

describe the designer experience in the process of civilization game design. Therefore, in order to 

respect the data, the concept of aesthetic experience was placed in tandem with the broader 

concept of artistry. Additionally, a greater focus was attuned to refining existing concepts of 

aesthetic experience, aesthetics, and artistry in game design ontologies. This would help in both 

the broader pursuit of appropriately integrating artistic approaches in game design education and 

better supporting advanced research into artistic and aesthetic-related game design concepts in 

the future. 

 

Main Research Question 1 (Primary Research Question): Given that games have aesthetic 

properties and that neither more sophisticated nor a diverse array of futures are yet represented in 
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civilization games, what are the opportunities and limitations towards more artistry and visionary 

futures in civilization game design? 

● How do futuristic civilization game designers exhibit artistry? 

● How is aesthetic experience a part of the designer’s experience in futuristic civilization 

game design? 

● What are the types of futures-thinking in civilization game design and how does artistry 

inform particular kinds of futures-thinking? 

Main Research Question 2: Given the limitations of existing game design frameworks, how can 

the study of artistry in futuristic civilization game design be extrapolated to game design more 

broadly? 

● How is the practice of futuristic civilization game design indicative of the frameworks of 

game design more broadly? 

● What might a new game design framework look like that more fully captures and 

delineates the experience of game designers, integrative of artistry? 

Main Research Question 3: Given the wide possibilities of motivations and the students’ own 

discovery of their motivations, as well as the multifarious lineages of game design education, 

how might considerations from the above questions be used in the education of the game 

designer? 

 

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework involves game design frameworks, artistry inclusive of 

aesthetic experience, games as art, games as systems, and aesthetics of global futures. 
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Game design frameworks tell the story of knowledge that supports design and education 

in game design. Practitioners and educators use frameworks to consider how games are made 

and define the aspects of design that are worthy of attention. 

As artistry is quite broad, the dissertation considers how artistry is most applicable to 

game design by identifying a tessellation of behaviors or experiential qualities that are artistic. 

The attention to artistry reaffirms the focus on the designer and their experience, which is of 

particular importance as much game design literature and knowledge focuses on the artifacts of 

games or the corresponding player experience. 

Next, critical and philosophical viewpoints of games as art provide context to games as 

an art form among other media. This helps illuminate how aspects of game design can be 

understood as artistic practice, in turn giving insight into the artistry behind practitioners of game 

design.  

Games’ reliance on systems is an aspect somewhat distinct to games. Designers use game 

systems to illustrate concepts in their games and provide the structure for the player experience; 

game systems have particularly strong relevance in civilization games wherein they are often 

simulating copious amounts of discrete concepts. As simulation within the open form of games is 

filled with open-ended decision-making, there is opportunity for artistry. 

 Though we do not have a wide understanding of how game designers approach futures 

concepts aesthetically, there is ample conversation of how futurists and designers approach 

futures-thinking aesthetically. Since futures often involve acts of creation, understanding how 

futures form and are developed with artistry can reveal how game designers conjure futures in 

their games. Additionally, it is important to identify the diversity in thinking of how futures are 
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developed, as this can provide key insight into the kinds of thinking that are most relevant to 

design. 

 

Primary Educational Aims of the Study 

Through the use of frameworks, the dissertation attempts to understand how frameworks 

can better represent the practices of game design. This is achieved through a combination of 

empirically-based examination of reflections of civilization game designers, as well as 

theoretical inquiry and personal understanding of game design and its artistry. From this two 

pronged investigation, a new game design framework (the ESCAPe framework) is proposed 

which can be used in the education of game design more broadly. 

I also use this combination of analyses to consider how game design practice is an artistic 

endeavor. I propose how educators can think of game design as an artistic endeavor by 

highlighting important themes and qualities. I also propose how such an approach can be used in 

education in tandem with other existing approaches, such as a player-centric approach. 

As the study focuses on civilization games with at least a partially futures setting, I 

consider how the design of civilization games yet-to-come can be supported through 

documentation and how artistry supports futures visions. In addition to the ESCAPe framework, 

I propose a secondary framework intended to support civilization game designers and futures 

visions. I consider how civilization games are unique in the field of games, such as their reliance 

on complex systems of discrete concepts. 

Finally, I consider how the civilization game form and its practices can be used, adapted, 

and transformed by those with less formal training in game design but have a concerted interest 

to engage in civilization game design. This is done not only to share the lessons of artistry in 
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civilization game design more broadly but also to consider what civilization games and 

civilization game practices are at their core, less adulterated by the expectations of designers and 

players of what civilization games should be. 

 

Assumptions 

 

Assumptions Not To Be Debated 

● Frameworks can encapsulate and represent domains of knowledge. 

● Frameworks do not need to be useful to all faculty, researchers, and practitioners in game 

design or game design education in order to be considered generally useful. 

● Frameworks are models of information, not necessarily prescriptive ways of operating 

● Futures-thinking is a worthwhile and definable topic of study. 

● There are prospective students and designers who are looking for more ideas and support 

on how to create futuristic civilization games. 

● One can push the boundaries of and experiment with (civilization) game design while 

still staying within the practice of (civilization) game design. 

● Civilization games can be encapsulated into a genre. 

● Game design and game development can be distinguished. 

● Artistry and critical perspectives towards the world are interwoven. 

 

Assumptions To Be Debated 

● Civilization game design has an aesthetic quality and the potential for artistry. 

● Game design, particularly civilization game design, need not be highly technical. 
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● Civilization games and similar genres (4x, strategy, simulation) are some of the most 

demanding genres of games to create and play. 

● Artistry and aesthetic experience can be clearly defined. 

● Aesthetic experience is related to artistry. 

● Artistry has a role in game design education. 

● Game design is artistic. 

● Game design has a physicality like other media making. 

 

Limitations of the Study 

The study has a small sample size from a population that is not representative of game 

design as a whole. Additionally, the population fits a complicated niche: games with civilization-

scale content that at least partially involve the future. However, to make useful contributions to 

game design as a whole, I exercise a combination of literature, theory building, personal 

experience, and empirical analysis to make conjectures. Though I try to remind and make it clear 

when I am using only my perspective, readers should keep in mind this limitation and my role as 

researcher. As the researcher, I use my experience, knowledge, and expertise to filter and shape 

the data in a way that best answers the research questions. 

While the empirical data are the reflections of game designers who created civilization 

game(s), I make many connections to game design education. While game design education is 

rooted in game design practice, I have needed to make many assumptions about the nature of 

game design education more broadly to make these connections. To the particular game design 

education issues addressed by this dissertation, the need to make such assumptions is supported 

by the dearth of research into how frameworks and textbooks are used in educational settings. 
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Even if the assumptions may be reasonable and many of them are tested in the dissertation, the 

reader should bear in mind the potentially complex realities of how frameworks and textbooks 

are used (or not) by game design educators and even amateur and professional game designers 

more informally.  

The study is also built in part on actor-network theory which emphasizes that in a 

networked system, there are many key elements which each have their own agency and act upon 

each other (Cresswell et al., 2010). To understand a social practice such as game design, it is 

imperative to understand how the actors interact and form networks (Cresswell et al., 2010). The 

actors in civilization game design include the designer (as an artist), the games themselves, game 

players, the technological platforms of games, and more. However, the dissertation questions 

consider the results of the study in the broader context of game design education. Whether within 

game design and even less so in game design education more broadly, it is not feasible to 

consider all actors in a network. Rather, it is critical to focus on key actors that will elicit the 

richest insights possible within the practical considerations of answering the dissertation’s 

research questions. The actors that become more essential are discovered through the research 

process. Thus, even though the research methodology draws inspiration from actor-network 

theory, it is still imperative to follow traditional research paradigms and privilege certain 

perspectives to deliver cogent arguments and understandings of reality. 

 Another limitation is the reality of game design as an emerging field of practice in a 

complex, ever-shifting world. In some form of contrast, this research relies heavily on existing 

literature and empirical data. Furthermore, game design frameworks attempt to provide structure. 

As a human phenomenon, game design is a field that has no rules. Game design is only truly 

limited by the commonalities of traditions and practice, what can be afforded by the physical 
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properties of the medium, and the ongoing, shifting dynamics and capabilities of human beings. 

Readers should consider this dissertation as a form of documentation of perspective and of what 

was reality in a moment of time, rather than an embodiment of generalizable truths of the nature 

of humans or the form of game design; impenetrable or objective truth is not the goal but rather 

expanding knowledge of what is and supporting practice of what could be. 

 

Chapter Summary 

I began the chapter with a description of my personal connection to topics of artistry, 

aesthetic experience, civilization games, and game design education. I shared how I was enriched 

by the wealth of resources and information in my undergraduate design education program, but 

was still not clear with what all this information meant to me as a designer. I then discussed how 

different approaches to game design have influenced the undergraduate education of game 

design but how there are gaps in the documentation of game design, particularly around artistry 

and the designer as a unique individual. I also discussed how civilization games are 

representative of the tensions of different approaches to game design, in particular showing their 

capability as an expressive form. To investigate these issues, I proposed research questions 

which are the foundation of the dissertation. I then helped steer the conversation by sharing some 

educational aims of the study. To further outline the boundaries of the dissertation, I discussed 

assumptions and limitations.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

Thematic Overview 

The literature review is modeled after the conceptual framework in order to illustrate how 

artistry manifests in game design, with particular attention to futuristic civilization game design. 

Theme one provides an overview of textbooks and frameworks in game design education, 

focused on how the designer’s expression is represented and any discussion of artistry on part of 

the designer. Theme two reviews a collection of qualities of artistry that are present in artists, and 

considers how designers use or resemble these qualities. Theme three reviews how games are an 

artistic form. The theme also looks at related literature in art and interactive art to help form this 

notion. Theme four then considers how designers represent and manage the representation of 

ideas, reviewing the affordances of the medium for designers to inject their perspective and 

artistry. Lastly in theme five, the above concepts of art and design are filtered through the lens of 

futures, globality, and civilization. 

Through this literature review, it will be shown how the artistic experience of the 

designer moves through the frameworks and textbooks of game design, then how it gets 

understood through the many lenses of art. Then we will see how the artistic thinking manifests 

through the production and think of games, interactive art, and simulations. Finally, the 

designer’s artistic experience will be sieved through the lens of the future. 
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One: The Components of Game Design in Educational Settings 

Research on game design pedagogy in higher education is new (Larsen and Majgaard, 

2016), not to mention game design itself is still formalizing and professionalizing (DeAnda & 

Kocurek, 2016). Despite the lack of research around them, introductory game design textbooks 

are common tools that ground the curriculum and are part of required readings in game design 

education. As many game designers - including leading figures - are self-taught (DeAnda & 

Kocurek, 2016), game design books are often recommended in online forums for those who wish 

to learn about game design informally and are seen in game design curricula.  

Game design books have a few benefits. For example, in their seminal book, game 

designers Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman (2004) argue a book supports a “common language” 

which allows designers to “explore a medium in more variety and depth” (Chapter 1). In their 

own review of introductory game design textbooks, DeAnda and Kocurek (2016) found the 

books thoroughly emphasize the player experience and communicating “design visions” to 

audiences.  

However, such books are not universal boons. DeAnda and Kocurek (2016) argue that 

the tension between technology and art is evident in these books. Larsen (2018) questions the 

dependence of textbook use in game design education as too rigid, when in reality game design 

is more messy (there is more interchange between parts of a framework and stages of design vs 

development). 

In Appendix A, I review the most cited introductory game design books that focus on 

providing an overview of game design (other seminal design books will surface in other parts of 

the literature review). The game design books include Game Design Workshop by Tracy 

Fullerton (2019), The Art of Game Design by Jesse Schell (2019), Braithwaite and Schreiber’s 
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Challenges for Game Designers (2009), Chris Crawford’s Art of Computer Game Design (1997), 

Ernest Adams’ Fundamentals of Game Design (2014), Raph Koster’s A Theory of Fun for Game 

Design (2014), Scott Roger’s Level Up: A Guide to Great Game Design (2010), and Salen and 

Zimmerman’s Rules of Play (2004). As is shown, the designer is not a focus in these game 

design books, let alone the artistry of the designer. When the designer is described, it is usually 

in service of explaining process, role, or craft. 

 

The Gap of the Self 

These seminal game design books2 can be best summarized as acknowledging game 

design as a creative endeavor, but not deeply articulating how the designer grows and develops 

into an artist nor how game making is meaningful and an act of expression for the designer. 

Schell (2019) provides the most substantive foray into the designer, asking readers to undergo 

deep introspection and understand their motivations. Koster (2014) also has notable 

pontifications on what it means for a designer to express. What’s clear from the books is that in 

order to be a game designer (particularly a professional), one needs to focus on the object of 

design, and to a lesser degree the objectives of design, rather than the self. This suggests that 

having the decision and determination to do game design and understand games as an object is 

sufficient to be a game designer, and I would agree. But this is not the artistic process. 

The notion of player-focused design is central to the industry-led part of design; most of 

these books aim to develop the game designer to be at least an industry-capable professional, 

despite any protestations otherwise. As Adams puts it, “a game designer should be able to design 

all kinds of games” (2014, p. 12). When there are huge stakes (large amounts of $), one’s job on 

 
2
 Distinct from game books that are not about game design like game studies 
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the line (unstable employment and focused on portfolio and reputation), and team collaboration, 

speaking the language of others is critically important. In industry, the game design process is 

about replicating practice and furthering a culture that includes creativity but does not prioritize 

individual artistry. The diminution of self-expression ensures designers can collaborate with each 

other and focus on a shared goal: the craft of game design as player- or consumer-focused. These 

practices maintain the habits of a culture focused on technology, object, and consumer, while 

giving some space to the artist and the designer. 

The tension between games’ history in both technology and art is also apparent in these 

books. While as a whole, these books show a reverence for more creative and artistic processes, 

technology still reigns supreme.  Even in the absence of mentioning code, game design is 

portrayed as a “deeply technical practice” (DeAnda & Kocurek, 2016). Art has a major role in 

game design, but the books do not focus on helping the designer become an expressive artist of 

games (or a game maker). Instead, they focus on the craft of game design as well as the 

practicalities. Technology prioritizes things over ideas, processes, and the wholeness of people, 

and these textbooks and their implied frameworks highlight the craft of the object by explicating 

its components. 

 As seen in the appendix (((Insert [Implied frameworks of ea book])), each book also has 

an implied framework that illustrates the structure of the book more broadly.  Discussions of 

artistry, designer, and expressiveness are small or non-existent in the greater schema. 

 

Game Design Frameworks 

Frameworks have emerged in use in both academia and industry (O’Shea & Freeman, 

2019). By establishing a common language base of game design, frameworks can improve 
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communication among designers and developers, who may be working on projects or have 

responsibilities of vastly different nature (Bjork, Lundgren, & Holopainen, 2005; Winn, 2009). 

Through such enhanced communication, the possibilities of game design and the industry itself 

can expand (O’Shea & Freeman, 2019). Similarly, many designers have created their own 

conceptual models of design but others have found them lacking in specificity or in need of 

further work (Neil, 2012).  

Frameworks can also be seen as codified methods; activist and artist Mary Flanagan 

(2009) explains that game designers use “particular repeatable processes, or methods” because 

games and game design are systemic in nature (p. 252). To reiterate the process-based nature of 

games, anthropologist Thomas Malaby (2007) emphasizes that games are a human practice, and 

thus their behavior is contingent on the process of human action. Though Malaby’s work focuses 

on game players more than game design, the concept still applies. Malaby (2007) argues that the 

practice of games is a moving target that “produce[s] a mix of predictable and unpredictable 

outcomes” (p. 106), so reducing games to rules and formalism — as much of the games 

scholarship has done — is a suboptimal endeavor. 

 

MDA Framework 

 The Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics Framework (Hunicke et al., 2004) is a dominant 

framework from which much game design literature and practice has emerged. The framework is 

seen as a representation of the exchange between designer and player where the designer focuses 

on developing mechanics and the player experiences the game’s aesthetics. “From the designer’s 

perspective, the mechanics give rise to dynamic system behavior, which in turn leads to 

particular aesthetic experiences. From the player’s perspective, aesthetics set the tone, which is 
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born out in observable dynamics and eventually, operable mechanics” (Hunicke et al., 2004). 

Mechanics are different, programmable elements and actions of a game such as shuffling cards 

or rules that govern how cards are shuffled. Aesthetics are the player’s emotional responses. 

Dynamics describe how mechanics behave with player input, and are supported by the game’s 

content (e.g. visual assets). 

 The aesthetics framework is further articulated by a non-exhaustive taxonomy of eight 

kinds of “fun,” originally from Marc LeBlanc’s (who is a researcher on the MDA framework 

team) earlier work (LeBlanc, 2004), that attempt to deliver a more “directed vocabulary” 

(Hunicke et al., 2004). These eight kinds of fun include challenge, submission (pasttime), 

discovery, and sensation (sense-pleasure). The taxonomy is related to aesthetic ideals in games, 

which will be discussed in a later section of the literature review. Even though the paper 

describes aesthetics as “desirable emotional responses” (Hunicke et al., 2004), these examples of 

fun are not demonstrably about emotions.  

Many have cited the vagueness of the MDA framework, in particular the definitions of 

mechanics and aesthetics (Junior & Silva, 2021; Lantz, 2015; Polansky as cited in Lantz, 2015), 

and how such words are used differently in common parlance and industry (Lantz, 2015; Mora-

Zamora, et al. 2020, p.5; Walk et al., 2017).  For example, the term “aesthetics” often connotes 

art assets and art style rather than player’s experiences. In a related issue, Junior & Silva (2021) 

redefine aesthetics to say players “can invoke” the emotional responses rather than “evoke” 

them, suggesting that players play a more active role in their emotional responses. In other 

words, the players “create” their emotional experience from the tools, rules, and mechanics 

provided (Junior & Silva, 2021, p. 9) or experience them in an “individual… unique” way (Walk 

et al, 2017) rather than just passively engaging. 
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Additionally, the framework leaves out or constrains many important specifics. Key 

aspects of many game design are sidelined, such as sound, user experience, and narrative (Junior 

& Silva, 2021, p. 6; Schell, 20193; Walk et al., 2017; Winn, 2009). It is also not clear how a 

designer uses mechanics to influence dynamics or how to influence dynamics to produce 

particular aesthetics (Junior & Silva, 2021, p. 8). Game writer Luiz Claudio Silveira Duarte 

(2015) criticizes MDA for oversimplifying the player perspective; players often forgo 

experiencing aesthetics first, instead first focusing on mechanics, a reality even more true in 

board gaming where rules are forefronted to the player. Similarly, game writer Frank Lantz 

(2015) acknowledges that the MDA framework emerged during a time when game design 

emphasized “system-focused, abstract elements.” As such, the framework “reinforces” existing, 

limited conceptions of the relationship between mechanics and aesthetics, such as “gameplay vs. 

graphics” and “underlying system vs. surface qualities” (Lantz, 2015). 

 

DPE Framework 

Over the years, frameworks have been created in response to the MDA framework. One 

of the most well-cited responses is the Design-Play-Experience (DPE) Framework, which 

articulates the same Designer-to-Player structure as the MDA framework, but with different 

definitions and more detailed subcomponents (Winn, 2009). The DPE framework was created to 

appeal to serious games, and as such incorporated a learning layer. There are many other 

frameworks in the realm of serious games (Annetta, 2010)4, but of these frameworks, the DPE 

framework has received the most traction outside the realm of serious games. 

 
3
 Schell’s Elemental Tetrad 

4
 These citations are notable ones 
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 In the DPE framework, the designer focuses on the game design, and the player 

experiences the game. Play — in the middle — is influenced by both designer and player, as 

adjudicated by both of their individual backgrounds and sociocultural contexts. Each of these 

primary components (Design, Play, and Experience) is influenced by five different layers: 

learning, storytelling, gameplay, user experience, and technology. If one were to take out the 

“learning” layer, one can see how the framework is still applicable to non-serious games, though 

it can be argued that learning is still critical to the player's experience even in entertainment 

games. The intersection of these layers with the primary components produce specific 

subcomponents. For example, in the gameplay layer, the design component refers to mechanics, 

the play component refers to dynamics, and the experience component refers to affect (Lantz 

prefers affect to replace aesthetics in MDA altogether). Interestingly, this gameplay layer looks 

like the MDA framework.  

 

DDE Framework 

Unsatisfied, a designer-researcher team expanded the MDA framework into the Design-

Dynamics-Experience (DDE) Framework (Walk et al., 2017), encompassing a fuller picture of 

the game development process, including the player’s “perceptive journey.” Unlike MDA and 

DPE, the DDE does not pit the designer as closer than the player to the first component (e.g. 

design) and further from the last component (e.g. experience). Instead, it places designer and 

player in relationship to all three components. This more accurately portrays the player 

perspective, as they “sense the game world and analyze the underlying mechanics at the same 

time, while confronting and experiencing every aspect of design.” 
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In the framework, Design not only contains mechanics, but also includes “interface” of 

which the designer has “direct and full control.” Within “interface,” there are functional aspects 

such as inputs and outputs, as well as content that gets implemented into the game such as 

graphics and narrative. Design also contains “blueprint” which is the intellectual analysis 

provided by the player or “dealing with the world ‘in concept.’” Blueprint includes rules, 

characters, and the visual/aural styles, all of which contribute to the aesthetic experience.  

In the Experience component of the framework, the Designer only has indirect control of 

the player’s perceptions, whereas the player experiences an “immediate confrontation” with their 

perception. Their perception is acted upon by the “player-subject,” a term introduced by Miguel 

Sicart (2009) in talking about ethics in games. When someone plays a game, they are not 

necessarily fully themselves as they adapt different attitudes and mental schema to interact with 

the game; the player-subject is the persona or variation of the player that engages in the game 

experience. The player-subject is acted upon by different player journeys: an organoleptic 

(audiovisual, balance, etc.) journey, emotional journey, and intellectual journey. The intellectual 

journey most closely mirrors the eight kinds of fun discussed in the MDA Framework: 

fellowship, challenge, expression, etc. 

One significant critique levied by Walk et al. (2017) is how MDA excludes the instances 

when aesthetics do not emerge from dynamics or mechanics. As such, the DDE framework 

highlights other influences of aesthetics by articulating them explicitly in Design (e.g. interface, 

world description, characters) and Experience (e.g. perception, emotions, intellectual, etc.).  

Another improvement of the MDA, the Dynamics component in the DDE also explicitly calls 

out how a player interacts with a game over time, and how both players and games interact with 

themselves. 
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Walk et al. (2017) was also created in reaction to the DPE framework. The DDE 

framework authors (2017) critique the distinct layers of the DPE framework as promoting a 

“segmented design process,” and for explicitly separating the learning process from storytelling, 

gameplay, and user experience when in their view it should be more intertwined. This critique is 

similar to the one levied by Larsen (2018) regarding the over-segmentation of components in 

textbooks (p. 233). Thus, the DDE framework authors emphasize the non-linearity of their 

framework, that Design, Dynamics, and Experience are not intended to be sequential categories 

of the design process. 

While perhaps overly technical, the DDE framework helps expand details of game 

design. As described by the authors, the framework explicitly details many details of “what 

actually needs to be produced” (2017), which is valuable knowledge for advanced game design 

students. Additionally, the framework really expands the player’s perspective in a way not laid 

out so plainly previously. Despite these advantages, the designer’s perspective is still missing. 

 

Frameworks from Textbooks 

 Many of the introductory textbooks discussed earlier are organized in a way that lend 

themselves to apparent design frameworks. Appendix II lists such books and the frameworks as 

interpreted by this dissertation’s author. The exercise of converting the books to frameworks 

further shows gaps in the literature that have already been discussed. Firstly, artistic approaches 

are touched upon but not made a critical focus. Instead, the frameworks focus on defining the 

technical aspects of the artifact and the player’s experience. Secondly, the role of the designer is 

discussed but primarily in service of the artifact and player experience, rather than articulating 

and developing the expressive individual. Schell gives the most attention to this end. 
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Framework Horizons 

We explored frameworks, textbooks, as well as frameworks derived from and embedded 

within these books. In addition to DPE and DDE, there are other frameworks that build upon 

MDA as well as each other. Schell’s Elemental Tetrad (2019) incorporates story, Jeremy Gibson 

Bond’s Layered Tetrad (2014) builds upon Schell’s Elemental Tetrad and Fullerton’s Formal, 

Dramatic, and Dynamic (FDD) Elements (2019), RMDA by Junior and Silva (2021) redefines 

each term in MDA, MTDA+N (Ralph & Monu, 2014, 2015) integrates MDA with the 

“narrative” Elemental Tetrad.  Additionally, there are more adventurous frameworks such as 

Carter’s Virtual Sensation Framework (2022), Flanagan’s Critical Play framework (2009), and 

Mellecker’s (2013) exploration of exergames, expanding on the DPE Framework. This is also 

not to focus much more attention to the many other serious games and gamification frameworks, 

though the Serious Game Design Assessment Framework (Mitgutsch & Alvarado, 2012) shares 

some distinct similarities with MDA and DDE, notably a breakdown of the “Design” elements 

that includes aesthetics among fiction, framing, and content. 

As seen in the myriad of examples, there are possibilities to both expand existing models 

and cater to the underserved component of the designer perspective and their artistry. Despite the 

abundant opportunity, researchers Almeida and da Silva (2013) conducted a meta-analysis of 

game design methods and tools; they found that many such methods are too esoteric to academia 

regardless of their potential to act as a bridge between industry and academia. As design is an 

applied field, design education programs have a communicative responsibility to articulate their 

epistemic foundations and intentions. Creation of game design models should aim to at least 
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partially rely on the voices of industry if they intend to be taught to students who are at least 

weighing the possibility of entering the design industry. 

 

Two: The Constellation of Artistry 

 

Concepts Linked to Artistry and Artistic Expression 

 As part of this literature review, it is imperative to emphasize how artistry has no singular 

definition. Meritorious as a goal in game design, the term artistry by itself is not descriptive 

enough to articulate the artistic behaviors and thoughts of game designers. Linked to the 

umbrella term of artistry, there are many, more specific concepts that can help define artistry. In 

their dissertation of artistic voice in film, psychologist Dayna Burnett (2007) also splits artistry 

into different dimensions. 

Artistic expression is one such concept and is the key concept of this section in the 

literature review. Part of the original intent of the dissertation was to understand the relationship 

of designer to player through the lens of aesthetic experience. While designers certainly thought 

of the player's aesthetic experience, the designers did not report rich reflections on their own 

aesthetic experience. What was more substantial was their own lens of aesthetic expression 

through which the designers offered an aesthetic experience to their players. 
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Figure 1 

Concepts of Artistry 

 

 The above chart articulates how concepts in this section of the literature review may be 

related if it was possible to position them on two separate axes, level of output (as opposed to 

internal) and level of personal (as opposed to impersonal). These axes were chosen as an initial 

point of discussion to help distinguish concepts a little more clearly. There are additional 

potential axes that could be used such as how closely these concepts are tied to core ways of 

being (governance) and how temporally localized they are (eg. an act of expression versus 

artistic voice). The constellation of concepts was selected not only because of their relation to 

one another, but for how they reflect the data, which can be seen in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Aesthetic Expression through Self-Expression 

Games professor Brian Schrank (2014) argues that expression is one important way 

among many to understand games as art (p. 184). The most thorough form of self-expression is 

articulated by philosopher Mitchell Green (2007), who argues that self-expression is an act of 

revealing one’s “thought, feeling, or experience.” In other words, it is a way of showing what is 

within, moving from the inside to the out. Oftentimes, people express themselves unwittingly. To 

know the content of an act of expression (unwitting or not), the expresser can use introspection. 

Recall from the first part of the literature review, introspection is part of Schell’s five ways of 

listening. Other authors have also associated self-expression with introspection (Pöllänen, 2011) 

or other ways of self-discovery and self-listening (Paintner, 2007). 

 As Green (2007) suggests, an artist’s work does not need to represent an artist’s feeling 

or experience. Nevertheless, considering that Green describes expression as a way to “manifest 

some part of [one’s] point of view” and that expression can be involuntary, we can infer that any 

sort of artistic expression still displays some aspect of the artist’s perspective, intentional or not. 

Through expression, an artist shows how something feels or is experienced, shows why 

something is (propositionally or as a means of demonstration), or shows something’s sensorial 

qualities. Green’s delineation of cognition, feelings, and sensory is reflected in the DDE model 

(Walk, 2017) discussed earlier, as well as Leder et. al.’s model of aesthetic experience, discussed 

later in this subsection.  

Green (2007) also articulates how these ways of expression correspond to ways of 

knowing, whether it is emotive, experiential, sensorial, or propositional.  An art piece provides 

knowledge (through its experience as a viewer) and acts as the focus of the artist to bring 

knowledge into consciousness (through expression) (Green, 2007). Artistic expression is 
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particularly good at displaying how something feels without the feeling needing to be 

experienced by the creator, viewer, or anyone else. As such, artistic practices also provide 

knowledge that is outside of the creator, viewer, or any other single individual. 

 

Artistic Voice 

If artistic expression is the act of self-expression in an aesthetic form, then artistic voice 

is the accumulation of artistic expressions over time that can be encapsulated by a description. 

The voice does not need to be a conscious or deliberate act, but merely one that can be observed 

and articulated by the creator themselves or secondarily, an external observer. 

 Burnett (2007) describes artistic voice in four components including artists’ 

understanding their craft, creating “form from their inner ideas and vision,” expression of their 

personal experience, and vulnerability to discover the unknown and let go of what is known (p. 

94). For Burnett, artistic voice is universal in all humans. In her study of indie filmmakers, 

Burnett found that the artists’ voice was developed through deep and purposeful introspection, 

their wisdom, and their belief in their craft. This emphasis on revealing oneself to oneself over 

time is also reflected in an exploration of spirituality and the arts, in which the authors see arts as 

an opportunity to “reclaim our feelings, voice, and truth” and “give meaningful expression to our 

commitments” Paintner (2007, p. 4). 

Artistic voice is not merely an ideal for personal goals. In professional psychology 

research, voice opportunity refers to the ability of an employee to share ideas and thoughts with 

key decision-makers and is positively linked to many job performance indicators (Avery & 

Quiñones, 2002; Yang et al., 2021), albeit with certain caveats (Avery, 2003; Avery et al., 2011; 

Bellavance et al., 2013; de Vries et al., 2012). This suggests being able to express one’s authentic 
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voice is both imperative and in need of attention in an array of jobs, likely inclusive of a 

collaborative game design context. 

 

Livingness Through Otherness 

 This greater sense of humanness is also present in art and art education professor Judith 

Burton’s (2005) conception of livingness, which describes the importance of personal experience 

in the art-making process. The person or the “self” as Burton (2005) elaborates, is the core of 

“life” in art. The individual — who has tensions within and outside themselves — develops 

worldviews which inform their artistry. In other words, the stories, positions, and meaning of the 

work is “contextualized by the histories of self and experience” (p. 11).  

 If every individual is valued in art practice, then each individual’s unique characteristics 

are spotlighted. Under this spotlight, alterity and otherness are revealed. Otherness is the state of 

being different and is a quality that lifts up humanness if it is respected. According to 

philosopher William Desmond (2003), “significant otherness” occurs with art, particularly in 

tandem with originality (p. 1). Together, otherness and originality lead to “enduring insinuation 

of enigma” (p. 1).  

Additionally, the artist can produce an art artifact that is connected to one’s sense of self. 

The art artifact created by the artist produces a space for “self-reflection,” as the art artifact is 

simultaneously connected to the self but separate (Steyn, 2007b). The artist who creates such an 

art artifact becomes privy to the other and that other selves can be created (Steyn, 2007b), at least 

in relation to their own identity. 

To game designer and professor Lindsay Grace (2021), otherness is particularly relevant 

to game design and gaming culture. Grace (2021) not only notes the lack of research on Black 
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and African games and game makers, but also how there are many systems that work against 

more games coming from Black voices. Additionally, Grace (2021) notes how gaming culture 

simultaneously supports otherness while also being uncomfortable with it: gamers often like 

things that are counterculture and different, but the loudest voices often decry discussions of 

politics and identity. As is done with the creation of Black games, Grace (2021) suggests that this 

creation and recognition of otherness should not merely allow the periphery to persist as the 

other, but rather that otherness can act as the missing puzzle piece(s) of a greater whole (p. 15).  

Though this dissertation is not focused on identity or identity-formation, it is important to 

reiterate a limitation of the study and its further relevance. Grace’s identity-focused otherness is 

not reflected in the identities of the sample (all but one was White, Western, and male), which is 

also reflective of the population (as will be articulated further in Chapter 3). Nevertheless, 

recognition of otherness is created through art-making if one sees at least a part of themselves in 

their art-making; otherness is not solely about identity but it is about the experience of creating 

space for possibility and connecting those differences in those possibilities to one’s own practice. 

 

The Potential Richness of Aesthetic Experience 

As livingness through otherness suggests, there is a value in the human act of experience 

itself, and this experience is part of how the artist operates. In the realm of games, as designers 

are going through the process of a design, they are having the experience of design. If they are 

making civilization games, one may assume within the realm of possibility that the experience is 

richly aesthetic, filled with envisioning and thinking of other worlds. 

John Dewey (1980), delivered a treatise on experience in the Art of Experience, originally 

published in 1934. Dewey distinguishes between the simple process of going through an 
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experience and the experience as a whole and complete entity. When experience is recognized as 

the latter, the experiencer has an intentional purpose in encapsulating the experience as a whole 

unit, giving it a sense of unity. For intellectual experiences, Dewey believes emotion is a 

selective, qualitative force that provides unity (p. 42) and completeness (p. 38). The close-knit 

nature of intellectual and emotional components of experience is similar to what will be seen 

later in this dissertation on discussions of aesthetic experience in psychology.  

The relationship between completeness and emotionality reminds me of the relationship 

between game development and game design. Game development encompasses more of the 

technical and practical matters of developing a game, akin to programming and project 

management. In many ways, I would argue that game development helps a game feel complete. 

Game design weaves in the emotionality of the game experience. 

 The relationship between development and design is also similar to Dewey’s (1980) 

sense of doing and undergoing. Dewey argues that art unites doing and undergoing, and both 

must occur as qualities of aesthetic experience. Doing refers to taking action, and undergoing 

refers to contemplation; undergoing has some amount of suffering (p. 41)5. Dewey argues that 

doing and undergoing must be balanced with each other (p. 45). The act of constant doing 

equates to shallowness as it ignores contemplation, and the act of constant undergoing leads to 

too much day-dreaming, like an over-receptive openness that is not tested by reality. Game 

development helps move the process of making a game along; game design helps bring 

reflections on what that game is. One could argue that a game without much consideration of 

game design lacks soul, and a game that relies too much on game design with poor game 

 
5
 The suffering of Dewey’s form of undergoing is reminiscent of Kirkegaard’s (1844) conception of anxiety. 
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development doesn’t exist, lacks a sense of completeness, or becomes mired in confusion 

(development hell). 

Connecting to another analogy of this relationship, Dewey (1980) argues that artists use 

both imagination (loosely, one aspect of design) and observation (loosely, one aspect of 

development). The artist must “build up an experience that is coherent in perception while 

moving with constant change in its development” (p. 51). Once put into a form, the imagined 

becomes “public,” something that can be perceived (p. 51). I would argue that this is a form of 

self-expression. Essentially, the artist cannot observe form if the form does not exist, and the 

artist cannot observe changes in form if the form is not changed or developed. Without 

observation, the artist cannot imagine (or design) new solutions. Essentially, imagination, self-

expression, creation and manipulation of form, and observation, all work together to comprise an 

experience of making. 

Adding to the experience of making, Dewey (1980) argues the artist is one who 

constantly experiments because they must express the individuality of their experience (p. 144). 

This individuation calls upon both self-expression and artistic voice, as Dewey insinuates the 

artist cannot escape who they are. In the space of game design, this certainly calls into question 

the use of design frameworks for artistic approaches as the artist is always experimenting, but in 

my view, frameworks are intended to be inspiring as a piece of knowledge, not prescriptive, 

insomuch as a designer or artist might use frameworks. Additionally, whether or not the artist or 

those who study them realizes it, there are always limits to one’s ability to experiment; one can 

regularly experiment but only within the realm the artist is able to tolerate through their 

experience. In other words, experimentation serves the artist’s experience, not the other way 

around. 
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Dewey (1980) also argues that the artist (or designer) has taste or aesthetic perception. 

An artist who has their taste developed would be able to tap into their “unusual sensitivity to the 

qualifies of things” (p. 49). For Dewey, a work is only “truly artistic” when the work is aesthetic, 

or “framed for enjoyed receptive perception” (p. 48). In terms of game design, this means that 

the designer must also perceive their game from the lens of a player, which invariably 

emphasizes the importance of player (audience) experience in game design in order to appeal to 

artistry. 

 Aesthetic experience is also a concept in psychology. It is defined as a “special state of 

mind that is qualitatively different from everyday experience” wherein objects or representations 

of objects “lose their everyday pragmatic meaning… and transcend into the new symbolic level 

of reality” (Marković, 2012). In 2014, psychology researchers Helmut Leder and Marcos Nadal 

provided an update to a 2004 (Leder et al.) model of aesthetic appreciation and judgments which 

attempts to consolidate the many different qualities of an aesthetic experience (episode) of 

viewer engagement with modern art. Leder and Nadal’s (2014) model reflects other researchers’ 

categorizations of aesthetic experience: Chatterjee and Vartanian’s (2014) aesthetic triad of 

sensory-motor, emotion-valuation, and meaning-knowledge, Bergeron and Lopes’ (2012) 

evaluative, affective, and semantic dimensions, and part of Marković’s (2012) 

motivational/orientational/attentive, cognitive, and affective characteristics. Leder and Nadal’s 

(2014) model also reflects the experience component of the DDE game design model discussed 

earlier (Walk et al., 2017), broken down into sensory, emotional, and intellectual, as well as 

Green’s (2007) articulation of different kinds of self-expression (sensory, feelings, cognition). 

 Leder and Nadal’s (2014) model acknowledges the “social interaction discourse” and the 

environmental context (e.g., museum, house, etc.) in which the art is viewed. It also 
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acknowledges the audience’s individual biases such as expertise, previous experience, and taste. 

Most importantly for this dissertation, the model acknowledges the role of cognition, affective 

evaluation, and perceptual analysis, as well as the acknowledgment of aesthetic judgment as an 

output. 

 Considering experience is messy, it is understandable that the concept of aesthetic 

experience is a bit difficult and unruly to work with. In summary, the primary beauty of Dewey’s 

(1980) aesthetic experience is that it acknowledges the reality that there is an experience that the 

artist goes through. The experience has its own space and is not subordinate to other more 

confined aspects that can mediate what experience means (p. 274) like skill, conceptual thinking, 

measurable output, etc. Dewey also articulates aesthetic experience’s individuation, its 

distinctness from the everyday, and how it has a combined sense of action and reflection. Leder 

and Nadal’s (2014) aesthetic experience organizes practical ways of measuring and 

compartmentalizing aesthetic experience, one that can occur in more passive interactions or 

relationships with art. Together, Dewey’s and Leder and Nadal’s definitions help identify aspects 

of an experience in relation to a thing that is of an aesthetic nature, like an art object or museum 

experience. While these definitions are remarkable in their inclusivity of what could be 

considered aesthetic, they are missing that distinct aesthetic richness of what aesthetic experience 

can be in a peak experience, for example in a vivid dream or when an artist is in a flow state 

(Csiksentmihalyi, 2014) that involves rich vivid thinking.  

 Imagination may be the best way to capture the distinct aesthetic richness of such an 

experience. Dewey (1980) remarks how all conscious experiences have some degree of 

imagination (p. 272), and thus all conscious experiences are aesthetic. However, in more 

intensely aesthetic experiences, the imagination is even wider and richer as it adds to the present 
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moment (Dewey, 1980, p. 273). Though there are different types of imagination (Coleridge, 

2013; Hunter, 2013), the types overlap and can occur together (Hunter, 2013). What is important 

to acknowledge is that imagination involves the creation of mental ideas, thoughts, and/or 

images of a deeply personal and individual quality. As an aesthetic imagination is richer and 

more meaningful than the present experience on its own, artist’s use their unique imagination to 

produce work. The artwork then is extended from the artist’s imaginative impulse, containing the 

artist’s aesthetic experience (Dewey, 1980, pp. 268-273).  

There are a handful of authors who have thought further about the connection between 

aesthetic experience and imagination. Joy and Sherry (2003) discuss how when audiences 

perceive an object or event, its perceptual qualities are understood through embodiment. 

Aesthetic experience facilitates the process of understanding. One may consider how this differs 

in digital games, wherein the advantages and disadvantages of screen or virtual reality dictate our 

perception. Education philosopher Maxine Greene (1995b) points out that to have an aesthetic 

experience, one must undergo “conscious participation in a work,” rather than just approaching it 

naturally or casually. Through aesthetic experience, the audience has an imaginative experience 

“perceptually, affectively, and cognitively” (Greene, 1995b), reflecting the categories outlined by 

Leder and Nadal (2014). Building on the work of Greene, Moon et al. (2013) articulate how 

imagination becomes social when experiencing art together with others. Thus, conscious 

participation in a work not only leads to embodied imagination but can also become a way of 

sharing and connecting with others. 

 When combining these authors’ thoughts with Dewey’s work, it is interesting to consider 

how the art object becomes this embodied capture of the artist’s aesthetic experience which can 

also be shared with others (Dewey, 1980, p. 273-274). In the sense of games, this sharing of 
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experience can be quite direct because experience itself can also be experienced through active, 

physical behaviors by the player, and the experience can also be shared live through the Internet. 

However, experience can be limited by the reliance on screen, durational quality, and necessity 

of player input. 

 

The Possibility of Imagination 

 It is important to bring in imagination not only to help resolve the limitations of aesthetic 

experience but to also understand imagination on its own as a richly aesthetic process and an 

opener of possibility. Because of this process of possibility, imagination will also be investigated 

in a later section insomuch through its relationship to futures. In this subsection, there are some 

key expansions on the relationship between art and imagination that will be articulated. 

 According to Burton (2005), imagination in combination with one’s understanding of and 

utilization of the self can lead to a transcendence of convention when it comes to their art (p. 11). 

Similarly, imagination pushes artistic-thinking beyond the literal; an artist’s experience with 

material and their self acts as a catalyst for this imagination (2005). The artist uses material to 

transfer their inner thoughts to external manifestations and speak to others (of other cultures) 

who understand materials (2005). 

 A colleague of Burton, Professor Richard Jochum (2015a) also sees the artist as 

communicator or interdisciplinary mediator, who uses their curiosity and imagination to move 

between and connect cultures and identities, “integrating knowledge” that is othered: 

“underrepresented, forgotten,” etc. (p. 101). The artist uses “imagination in the service of 

transformation” (2015b) not simply to repeat the literal but to create experience, which in turn, 
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acts as the entrypoint for audiences to an artwork (2015a). This type of interdisciplinarity, 

mixing of old and new is seen in a variety of interaction design. 

As inklings can be seen with Burton and Jochum, imagination is associated with self-

expression by authors (Pöllänen, 2011; Paintner, 2007). Green (2007) also describes how 

imagination must be used to empathize with others. According to Green (2007), the self-

expressor’s empathy need not be about feeling the same emotion as another, but rather using the 

knowledge of how an emotion feels in their expression, in an act of “imaginative identification.” 

Through this imaginative identification, the artist imbues in a work of art a demonstration of 

“how an emotion feels” (2007). 

 Lastly, and as will be made more apparent in the final subsection of this literature review, 

art is seen as an opportunity to open up the mind to possibilities. Game and social theory 

professor Graeme Kirkpatrick (2013) articulates how art unlocks aspects of our mind that one 

hides away and gives permission to use imagination to fill with possibility, in essence 

questioning the social imaginary (p. 170). In describing the use of art in the capacity of 

spirituality, Paintner (2007) describes how art-making allows for “experimentation and new 

possibilities” (p. 4). Greene (1995a) describes how involvement in the arts awakens our senses 

and allows us to experience more of the less familiar. This leads artists to “discover new avenues 

for action” (p. 379), and thus a greater awareness of new and alternative possibilities (Greene, 

1995a). If one sees design as potentially art, designers will need to use their imagination to create 

artworks to, in turn, help players unlock their own sense of imagination. 
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Sense-Making & Meaning-Making 

Meaning-making has various definitions but can be summarized as a psychological 

process wherein the subject places value and adds contextual richness to objects, ideas, or 

situations by making connections. According to art educator Judith Burton (2000), artists create 

meaning through their experience with art materials, which is amplified by reflection and an 

exploration of the representation of artistic possibilities. According to psychology researcher 

Crystal Park (2013), people use meaning making to consolidate discrepancies between a stressful 

experience of a situation and their general values and perspectives. These general values and 

perspectives can be broad ideas reflective of the meaning one places in their views about the 

world. As such, meaning making can also involve the use of grand ideas in exchange with social 

forces and the culture-at-large (Burton, 2000; Walker, 2004). Many would characterize 

civilization games as having many grand ideas. 

Like meaning making, sense-making may be socially constructed (Christianson & 

Barton, 2021). Research shows that sense-making and meaning-making are closely related 

(Salvatore, 2019), if not used interchangeably (Schwandt, 2005), or even with meaning 

construction seen as part of sense-making (Christianson & Barton, 2021; Kolko, 2009; Lomas, 

2016). However, for this dissertation, it will be helpful to make a distinction between the two. 

Sensemaking is the psychological act of organizing information from a situation or environment 

in order to take action (Christianson & Barton, 2021; Klein et al., 2006; Weick et al., 2005). 

Sensemaking is used to parse out complexity, as evidenced in design (Kolko, 2009) and 

organizational management (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003). 

 From these descriptions, we can understand sense-making as a more general process of 

organizing one’s relationship to ideas, things, and the world. Meaning is just one form of such a 
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relationship, which is a process of elaboration (Salvatore, 2019). Christine Paintner (2007), a 

researcher of artistic spirituality, further expands on this richness. The arts “point to the 

complexities and ambiguities of living” and as such lead “to the creation of meaning in our lives” 

(p. 4-5). 

 If this distinction between meaning-making and sense-making is accepted, we can 

compare them to Dewey’s (1980) doing and undergoing. In the context of making and acting on 

design decisions, both sense-making and meaning-making appear to stem from doing and 

undergoing as they both rely on reflection and action. However, if sense-making is more about 

organizing information and parsing out complexity, and meaning-making is more about 

understanding what information means and its value to the maker, then sense-making is more 

oriented towards progression of doing, and meaning-making is more oriented towards 

progression of undergoing.  

 

Summary of Artistry and Aesthetic Experience 

 Because of their broadly defined nature, it is imperative to anchor some understanding of 

these terms. Recalling Figure 1, expression, voice, livingness through otherness, aesthetic 

experience, imagination, and meaning-making in my view exist in a constellation of practices 

and thinking within the greater realm of artistry. Rather than narrowly confining the type of 

thinking into defined boundaries and only looking for those types of thinking, it is important to 

attempt to capture the forms of artistry and aesthetic experience as it exists and look broadly. 

This can better illuminate how the designer’s experience is in essence artistic and what existing 

elements in the process of design could be augmented. 
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Three: Games as Art and their relation to Aesthetics and Critical Practice 

This section provides an overview of how games have been described and studied as 

artistic.  

  

Artistry in the Game Design as an Art Form Debate 

This dissertation is less about whether games are art but rather understanding what 

elements of game design are artistic and how to support students (such as through a framework) 

who are interested in pursuing such a route. Thus, we need to look at the games as art debate, 

primarily as a means to identify how artistry comes through in game design. This is about 

legitimizing and understanding one of the approaches to game design (games as art), and how 

educational programs need to explicitly articulate how approaches differ and how the student 

experience and understanding will shift with these realizations of the varying approaches to 

game design. As a point of clarity, art games or games as art should be distinguished from 

videogame art6, which is art made from playing video games or inspired by video games 

(Mitchell & Clarke, 2013, p. 15).   

In 2005, Pulitzer Prize-winning film critic Roger Ebert critiqued games as lacking 

“authorial control” and insinuated that games do not help society become more cultured or 

empathetic. This spawned numerous responses (Ebert 2007; Haley 2007; Reimer, 2020); 

including further input from Ebert themselves (2007, 2010a, 2010b), and reference to Ebert’s 

remarks continues to this day (Osborn, 2018; Lockhart, 2020; Suderman, 2022). Though most 

articles from those within the field of games disagreed, some notable game designers agreed with 

 
6
 The terminology varies among researchers, but it is important to know that there is a difference; for example, 

Peppler and Kafai (2005) refer to videogame art as video game making. 
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Ebert (at least indirectly), including game designer Hideo Kojima (Gibson, 2006), who described 

games as a service, as well as the duo Aureia Harvey and Michael Samyn (2010), often 

considered pioneers of games as art. Interestingly, Harvey and Samyn’s (2010) dissection of 

games as art argues that games are not art because modern art has eradicated a sense of 

transcendence and human achievement that should come with art. Harvey and Samyn (2010) feel 

that most games — spurred by the video game industry — appeal to the play of the inner child 

and encourage addiction. Seeing these issues, Harvey and Samyn (2010) express the need to 

make “notgames,” the in-between of “digital entertainment and art,” as there are many (like 

them) who want more from their gaming experiences. Despite the firestorm, media industries 

professor Felan Parker (2018) has described how the debate has not produced particularly 

groundbreaking discussions; rather, Parker finds conversations from academics who have 

focused on more nuanced discussions of how games are being used as art as a more useful 

discussion (specifically listing Pearce, Flanagan, Sharp, and Lowood, all of whom are referenced 

in this dissertation) (p. 79). 

 Though the Ebert controversy has impacted much of the recent discourse on games as art, 

thinking of games as art can be traced back to the Fluxus movement. With political and avant-

garde roots that many considered a way of life, Fluxus’ diverse collection of artists believed in 

performance-based experimentation and collaboration often involving audience participation 

(Anderson, 1998; Higgins, 1998; Smith, 1998), thus being one of the first recognized forms of 

participatory art. One famous Fluxus artist is Yoko Ono, who played with the form of chess as 

political activism (Flanagan, 2009, p. 113). 

To expand on participatory art for a moment, researcher Anna Dezeuze (2010) calls 

participatory artwork the “do-it yourself artwork” (p. 1), since it typically involves instructions.  
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In Participation, a collection of writings on participatory art edited by art critic Claire Bishop, 

Bishop (2006) describes the artist’s intent to implement participation as usually one (or more) of 

the following: 1) giving agency to the user; 2) sharing the authorship and thus creation of the art 

work; or 3) creating a sense of communal responsibility. These notions support populism and the 

continued degradation of what is considered high and low art. As noted by game designer and 

researcher Celia Pearce (2006) who repeatedly connects games to the Fluxus movement, games 

(which are emblematic of “low” culture) have an enduring desire to stay out of the rest of the art 

world. As pointed out by Dezeuze (2010), recent participatory work is in part fueled by web-

originated, user-generated communities, some of which may be Fluxus in origin (p. 3).  

As detailed by art and technology professor Tiffany Holmes (2003), art games or games 

as art can be defined as an interactive work by a visual artist that “challenges cultural 

stereotypes, offers meaningful social or historical critique, or tells a story in a novel manner” and 

has some sort of success objective, progression system, or graphic that represents the user (p. 

46).  From this definition, games are not much different from political art or hypernarrative 

video; however, they have an additional structured system or graphic that makes it participatory, 

or a game. The designer spends effort thinking about how to involve audiences in the artwork or 

game. 

As useful as this definition is, it is simultaneously too broad and too narrow to capture the 

nature and diversity of both art and games practices. For example, most mainstream games could 

be argued to say they tell a story in a novel manner like almost any book does, and it could also 

be argued that many abstract art games do not fit the criteria provided. This position is reflected 

by Bourgonjon et al. (2017) who feel there are too many varying perspectives on what qualifies 

as art in general, and thus it is useless to apply this standard to games as art. Additionally, 
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Bourgonjon et al. (2017) elucidate how games as art discussions have been overly focused on the 

disciplines from which they come, rather than reaching across the aisle. For example, from art 

theorists, they have appeared unknowledgeable of the vast array of game approaches and from 

games researchers, they appear overly reliant on traditional views of art (Bourgonjon et al., 

2017). As such, Bourgonjon et al. (2017) prefer to blend disciplines and focus on the functional 

potential of the medium as art. For example, even though art often pushes the boundary on 

forms, new media works (in addition to video games) have often found difficulty to find 

acceptance in the art world (Bourgonjon et al., 2017). Similarly, both art and innovations in 

game culture prefer to play and transform the medium’s boundaries (Bourgonjon et al., 2017). 

From the player perspective, Bourgonjon et al. (2017) find that like art, games have significant 

impact on audiences. Art-motivated designers can consider these similarities between art and 

games as motivation when creating games. 

Like Bourgonjon et. al. (2017), Jenkins (2000) argues that designers need support from 

the greater discourse in order to more likely reach games’ artistic potential, including greater 

innovation. Jenkins (2000) describes how games should not be written off purely for how they 

are in the current, and that over time, more designers will consider how to have greater “cultural 

impact,” including more “diverse and ethically responsible content.” Personally, I would say this 

has borne out. Jenkins (2000) bases these assumptions in part on the industry, wherein many 

designers devote efforts to wrestling with issues commonly associated with games as art such as 

how to convey emotion more through games. As such, Jenkins (2000) finds it important to 

“codify what experienced game designers know,” as is done in this dissertation. 
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Games as an Aesthetic Form 

 This section focuses on what has been discussed with regards to the medium as an 

aesthetic form, rather than the practice of game design. 

 Typologizing aesthetic experience in games.  Reflecting on aesthetic ideals through 

various fine art movements, game researchers Sus Lundgren, Karl J. Bergström, and Staffan 

Björk (2009) propose a number of aesthetic ideals encountered in game design, as follows: “light 

games” (typically games for children or families), pottering, emergence, meditation, player 

adaptability, reenactment, camraderie, and meta-game.7  These ideals are exploratory nature, as 

the authors describe them as having “blurry borders” and not formally defined (Lundgren et al., 

2009, p. 5).  Even though these are listed as aesthetic ideals, these ideals straddle the line 

between dynamics and aesthetics in the MDA framework, likely in part because the perspective 

is from game design.  Nevertheless, seeing how these ideals correspond to the experience of 

Everything and Fate of the World would help understand how aesthetics can come from these 

ideals, though it would require some empirical data. 

 One of the most cited typologies in games is Richard Bartle’s (1996) grouping of 

different player types in multi-user dungeons (MUDs), the precursor to massively multiplayer 

online games.  Bartle was interested in looking at archetypes of how players behaved in online 

worlds.  Gamification professor Juho Hamari and marketing analyst Janne Tuunanen (2014) 

conducted a meta-synthesis of several game typologies including those of Bartle (1996) and 

game designer Nicole Lazzaro (2004), who will be discussed about later.  Hamari and Tuunanen 

(2014) found that most typologies were either behavioral or psychographic, and could be 

 
7
 Lundgren, Bergstrom, and Bjork (2009) also provide a taxonomy of gameplay properties that generally would fall 

under “dynamics” in the MDA framework. 
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grouped as follows: achievement, exploration, sociability, domination, immersion, gaming 

intensity and skill, and in-game demographics. 

 Hamari and Tuunanen (2014) also critique the typologies, claiming that abstractions can 

leave out nuance (and thus feel insufficient), players’ interests and behaviors may be different 

depending on the game, and most of the typologies are already closely related Bartle’s typologies 

and thus do not add new dimensions.  Though player types do not directly detail aesthetic 

experience, they can help us dig deeper into player preferences and mindsets.  One such example 

is a study that created a psychological framework for environment-based education games, using 

reviews of Fate of the World (Red Redemption, 2011) as a case (Fjællingsdal & Klöckner, 

2017).  Using Bartle’s types, the researchers discovered that achievement and killer (domination 

in Hamari and Tuunanen’s groupings) type players were most drawn to the game because they 

were drawn to the difficulty and potential to be sadistic, respectively (Fjællingsdal & Klölckner, 

2017).  They also found that while some enjoyed the environmental education, others felt it 

might be propaganda (Fjællingsdal & Klölckner, 2017).  Such results reveal that commercial 

game players may be largely drawn to these games (at least in the case of Fate of the World) for 

reasons other than the aesthetics and theme; however, it does not reveal enough about the impact 

of aesthetics.  Seeing Hamari and Tuunanen’s criticisms as well as the close connection between 

Fate of the World reviews and player types, it is imperative in this dissertation to construct 

methods that are player-type neutral, and instead use player types in analysis of experience. 

 Rule Defiance.  Abraham (2018) disagrees with game studies’ focus on mechanics, 

arguing that games can run into issues when attempting to use mechanics as the primary source 

of implementing persuasion, particularly when dealing with contentious issues. This reflects the 

findings in Fjællingsdal & Klölckner’s (2017) on Fate of the World where the game reviews 
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revealed a strong revulsion to the game’s “propaganda.”  Abraham (2018) supports his points 

through the case of ARMA 3, a military simulation game that also demonstrates optimistic 

climate futures.  Using near-future military technologies combined with power plants harvesting 

renewable energy sources, ARMA 3 acts as a capitalist vision of the future (Abraham, 2018).  

Abraham (2018) argues that a game that forgoes ideological procedurally-simulated persuasion 

and instead focuses on the aesthetic nature of its visioning is more open to ideological critique 

(p.4).  Essentially, Abraham is arguing that media that portray less overt, in effect more 

subversive, ideological aesthetics can allow players to more openly explore futures. 

Anthropologist Thomas Malaby (2007), arguing that games cannot be reduced to their 

rules, just as human experience cannot be reduced to “play of meaning.”  As a human practice, 

games are always in the process of becoming, especially as players find new and unanticipated 

ways to play the game (Malaby, 2007); as a result, games are always generating new meaning, so 

statically proceduralizing the aesthetic experience is not correct.  Chris Bateman (2015), game 

designer and writer, describes Malaby’s idea as part of the “uncertainty aesthetic” (p. 402). Thus, 

as is suggested by Malaby, the aesthetic experience of games is like that of other media forms in 

their dynamicism, and it is this dynamicism that is uniquely heightened by games’ interactivity.   

The uncertainty aesthetic is also incredibly relevant to global futures, as these are uncertain; 

global futures are explored through interactive media to better understand the future and make 

small steps toward unveiling this uncertainty.   

 As Tavinor (2010) points out in Videogames and Aesthetics, there is a wide array of 

interactivity in video games — some choices make a significant difference in gameplay and 

others do not.  Players are uncertain about how their actions will impact gameplay and what will 

be rendered in game until they have played the game before.  This reflects the nature of 
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exploring global futures both inside media and externally — we make choices anticipating 

certain results, but the constant uncertainty leaves things open to ambiguity until there is greater 

familiarity with the setting.  Yet unlike the expanse of the global futures outside of media, global 

futures within media have a much more conceivable finitude. 

A dissertation by Tad Bratkowski (2014) further explores the aesthetic relationships the 

player develops with the game experience using three different games, each in terms of a 

different philosophical aesthetic theory.  Bratkowski (2014) concludes that aesthetic experience 

in video games happens as a result of the interaction between artist (designer), medium 

(technology), and player.  Even if the player is unaware of the designer’s intent, the player still 

consumes media as created via the designer. 

 

Considering the Centrality of Fun 

Game design has focused on delivering fun above delivering other emotions. For 

example, digital education leader Prensky (2001) equates games to fun, describing it as a form of 

pleasure, amusement, or enjoyment, and as a way of activating two ideal conditions for learning: 

relaxation and motivation. In Tracy Fullerton’s (2019) seminal Game Design Workshop, many 

designers interviewed by Fullerton and Fullerton through the book itself repeatedly implore 

designers to consider how to make their games more fun to play. A common question among 

designers when considering designs is “Is it fun?”  

Other literature explores the depths of what fun means. Koster’s (2014) Theory of Fun 

explores the different ways of having fun, describing how it is contextual. Adams (2006) would 

agree with Koster, discussing how people have fun in many different ways despite what many 

people think of entertainment. Koster (2014) also wants designers to factor in unpredictability to 
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support fun, because gamers will “intentionally suck the fun out of the game” in order to learn 

and master it; “fun is a process and routine is its destination” (p. 120). MDA framework 

(Hunicke, LeBlanc, & Zubek, 2004) centers fun as the aesthetics of games and explores its many 

manifestations. Human-computer interaction researcher Lazzaro (2004, 2012) breaks down 

different types of fun and sees fun as a better object of study as opposed to usability. For Lazzaro 

(2012), games are not designed to be as easy as possible whereas usability often focuses on 

reducing frustration. Lazzaro (2012) encourages designers and researchers to explore the role of 

emotions further, as they are essential to the experience of play. 

As will be further discovered in this literature review, many other designers and authors 

discuss what it means to pursue other emotions than fun. Ian Dallas — designer of many 

acclaimed indie games and as interviewed in Fullerton’s (2019) book — takes the reader through 

the design benefit of exploring other emotions, and how such an experience is explicitly different 

than pursuing fun. Jagoda (2020) finds that how game design has focused on the pursuit of fun is 

reflective of games as a product, something to satisfy or please the consumer on a more fleeting 

level. Still, Jagoda finds fun a worthwhile starting point for designers to pursue more complex 

and intense emotions and experiences, such as joy. Jagoda argues that joy is a richer form of 

pleasure that embodies “passion” and “bodily vitality,” and through experimental games, 

suggests that the pursuit of joy can open up the designer and player to other forms of intense 

emotions (p. 284). 

Bratkowski (2014) also argues that undergoing suffering can be a fulfilling experience in 

gameplay, whether it be through the pain of challenge or narrative tragedy (pp. 199-203).  As it 

is with any artwork, Bratkowski (2014) argues that liking a game simply because it is fun makes 

the experience too derivative; if a player can find both a level of engagement with and critical 
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distance from the game experience, then one can find fulfillment in it (pp. 199-203).   In Fate of 

the World, there is abundant suffering as the player must make procedural, escalating decisions 

that affect the existence of billions of in-game people.  Whether the player relates to and finds 

fulfillment in spite of the suffering remains to be seen. 

 

Serious Games  

 Though this dissertation does not focus on serious games, it is worth briefly mentioning 

the relationship between civilization games, art games, and serious games. Serious games are a 

branch of games that focus on having a serious primary intention — as opposed to an 

entertaining intention — from education to news to healthcare. One such intention is to persuade 

through a message of which art games are a part (Alvarez & Djaouti, 2011), at least up until 

recently. As these sectors of game-making have evolved, art games are no longer a focus in 

serious games literature. Serious games focus on those used primarily for training and knowledge 

acquisition, rather than personal expression or experimenting with form. 

 Still, games as art owes much influence to serious games, and is particularly relevant to 

this dissertation which tackles civilization games, that is, confronting subject matter that is often 

seen in serious games such as global socioeconomic systems, concepts and their implementations 

from the real world. These overlapping categories also include influences from the movement or 

genre category known as games 4 change, which focuses on how games can have positive social 

impact. Many games highlighted in games 4 change include civilization-type games as well as 

art games. 

Like thinking about games as critical practice that will be reviewed shortly, serious 

games and games 4 change add additional factors to designer’s expression. Recall in the first 
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section of this literature review the DPE Framework (Winn, 2009) which adds learning as an 

element for designers to consider, that arguably many more entertainment-focused designers may 

skip over, other than learning how to play the game. 

 

Game Design (And Art) as Critical Practice 

In Flanagan’s (2009) historical review of artistic and critical practice in game design, 

Flanagan sees games as a place separate from physical and geographical spaces as well as purely 

mental spaces. Because games are in this other place, separate from the limitations of the 

physical and the mental, but still socially constructed, Flanagan (2009) argues that games are 

prime sites for play and social transformation. Other authors concur with Flanagan as games are 

somehow both separate and coexistent with the rest of the world (Jagoda, 2020). Nevertheless, as 

game makers are humans with individual contexts and realities to contend with, the games (and 

the systems within) still reflect cultural influences and biases (Flanagan, 2009). As designers are 

influenced by micro-forces (e.g., a designer’s personal needs) and macro-forces (e.g. 

globalization and technological change), designers may embed problematic ideologies in their 

game, risk amplified by the messy creative process of game making (Flanagan, 2009).  

Like Flanagan and Jenkins in the earlier games as art discussion, Salen and Zimmerman 

(2004) advocate for the cultural potential of games. “If game designers were to embrace 

strategies of resistance more often,” how games affect culture would ramp up (Salen & 

Zimmerman, 2004, p. 588). This is because game design is indisputably cultural, even for 

designers who “eschew cultural approaches to their work” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004, p. 530). 

Game designers “must recognize how cultural rhetorics operate within their games and design 

accordingly,” which will help games be taken more seriously as cultural artifacts and move into 
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art spaces (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004, p. 539-540). In my experience, this eschewing is 

common among designers and especially players, who often approach issues such as 

representation in gaming with dismissiveness. “It’s just a game” is a common phrase in online 

discussion. 

Interestingly, Kirkpatrick (2013) supports and critiques games’ potential for their ability 

to question the social imaginary. One critique Kirkpatrick offers is that gaming culture can be 

competitive or oriented-around skill, and as such some gamers can be exclusionary; However, 

the art image, at least theoretically, offers the subjectivity of sensory “dissonance and dissensus” 

to all viewers (p. 179). Since this subjectivity and sensory detachment from the ordinary is 

offered to everyone, the art image becomes equalizing and communal, not exclusionary.  This 

does overlook the similarity between game literacy and art literacy (not to mention other forms 

of literacy like literacy of social theory) and how certain cliques in any culture can be 

exclusionary about how they interpret works. Regardless, anyone can play a game or look at an 

art image, the only difference is that as an interactive and temporal medium, games can prevent 

physical access or progress to other aspects of its artifact. Thus, a game is more likely to limit 

access to parts of its experience through aspects like difficulty, challenge, discovery, and more. 

Whether one believes this has the effect of exacerbating social exclusion is up to the interpreter. 

But for the designers who aim to design critically and open up their games to more players, they 

should more rigorously consider concepts like skill and difficulty, and whether they want to 

instill those values into their designs. 

To help mature game design processes and encourage designers to critically reflect on 

their games, Flanagan (2009) proposes a critical play framework that “should be included in the 

traditional game design process” (p. 252). The framework adds onto Flangan’s version of the 
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traditional iterative model. Together, it’s a cycle that starts with “set design goal with values 

goals” to “develop rules and tasks to support values” to “design for diverse play styles and 

subversion”  “develop playable prototype” to “playtest with diverse audiences” to “verify values, 

revise goals” to “repeat” (italicized portions are the critical play additions to the iterative model). 

Through Flanagan’s model, the designer must think about the values that will be embedded into 

their game and how they can cater to diverse audiences, with a nod to subversion. Though 

Flanagan aims to encourage “radical” gameplay (p. 259) and shift “authority and power” to 

something more respectful of the player (p. 256), Flanagan’s use of traditional iterative design 

processes helps its accessibility to experienced game designers. 

Flanagan’s perspectives on art are inexorably tied to a critical reflection that is tied to 

diversity, subversion, and value-drivenness. Flanagan is interested in having more games that 

cater to wider audiences, particularly inclusive of those who are othered by the gaming industry. 

Recall earlier in the literature review, how otherness is a significant factor of art. While 

designing inclusively can be conscious of the designer’s self-expression, any “and” in the context 

of a game design framework can add additional tasks for the expressor.   

Though I would personally like more games to consider how to seriously integrate 

diversity into their design processes, if not all games (particularly those that have the budget and 

resources), I wonder how such a framework would be impactful if the diverse portions were 

made secondary. As it stands, a designer interested in such a framework would need to accept 

subversion, diversity/inclusion, and value-based self-expression as imperative for their design.  

Thus, who does Flangan’s radical framework privilege? The designer, the player, or 

both? Which designers and players? If designers are all of the same dominant identity (which 

they often have been in the game industry), then in that context, Flangan’s model has greater 
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necessity and impact because of its focus on the inclusion of alternate views. But how might 

such a player-centric model fare among those expressing from less represented identities or 

experiences, where there are already additional burdens to expression? How can it be liberatory 

for those who do not feel agency as a result of their identities or conditions? There are also 

distinct differences between purposefully designing inclusively, designing with representation in 

mind, designing as someone from a less represented group, designing using one’s personal 

experiences more at the forefront, etc.   

Flanagan’s work on critical play is likely informed by the framework Values-at-Play8, 

which is intended to help designers think of how to better embed positive moral and cultural 

values into games (Flanagan, Howe, & Nissenbaum, 2005; Flanagan & Nissenbaum, 2007). 

Though one may initially believe they are designing their games value-agnostically, Koster 

(2014) points out that “games almost always teach us tools for being the top monkey,” stemming 

from many activities in “our early childhood play… about power and status” (p. 52). This can be 

argued to be true of civilization games, through which the player is aiming to be in control of a 

civilization and its outcomes, at least within the fantasy of the game. Thinking of socially 

beneficial moral values in games will have an aesthetic impact, whether it is reinforcing certain 

behaviors through visual cues, introducing narratives or procedures that espouse certain moral 

action, or re-designing interfaces to better suit moral arcs. 

In one such attempt to develop a methodology, the authors of Values-at-Play enumerated 

possible sources of values (Flanagan, Howe, & Nissenbaum, 2005).  Most relevant to this 

dissertation, the designers acknowledge audiences have their own values, from which values-

based conflicts with the design can arise (Flanagan, Howe, & Nissenbaum, 2005, p. 756). 

 
8
 VAP draws upon a multidisciplinary concepts such as Value-Sensitive Design 
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Designers who try to embed VAP should be vigilant of discordant aesthetics.  For example, 

haphazardly adding politically charged content in a game where the rest of the design suggests 

abnegation (playing games as a relaxing past time) can result in a negative aesthetic experience 

for those who may not be privy to such politics. 

Game designer and professor Ian Bogost9 (2007) argues that processes, or 

“procedurality[,] is fundamental to computational expression” (p. 5)10, and that and procedural 

rhetoric is a form of expression using processes to persuade (p.3).  In games, procedural 

representations require a player to manipulate them (Bogost, 2007); if a game simulates real life 

processes, the player is in effect receiving the sensation of controlling or mimicking these 

processes. Sometimes these processes contain ideologies (Bogost, 2007).  Furthermore, since 

games are a visual media, games can use visual rhetoric in tandem with their procedurality to 

persuade. In other words, the procedurality of games are player-enacted “action structures” that 

can have a symbolic value (Kirkpatrick, 2011, p. 205). Since these action structures are player-

enacted and thus experienced and embodied by the player, this may be why so much of game 

design literature focuses on the player. The player’s interpretation of the game is inexorably tied 

to their enactments. Resultantly, Bogost (2007) argues that the expressive power of games can be 

limited when the visual appearance does not match the procedural rhetoric. Thus, through 

computational process simulation, designers can persuade players, yet the aesthetic experience 

needs to also match with these intentions in order to have an effect. More on representation will 

be discussed in theme four. 

 
9
 Bogost (2006) also uses the term “unit operations” to describe discrete forms that can be found in any sort of 

expression or media. 
10

 Bogost (2007) also describes procedural expression, that is, the procedural manipulation of symbols in the context 

of human thought 
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Expanding Art Frameworks 

In order to best compare game design to art, it is imperative to briefly look at a few 

additional alternative frameworks for both art and games as they help provide a broader 

understanding of how artistry can manifest in games. For example, there are other 

understandings of game design that show potential to convey political meaning, including 

Schrank’s (2014) investigation of the avant-garde, the Triadic Game Design Framework 

(Harteveld, 2011), and the Game World Design and Analysis for Socio-Ecological Systems 

[GAS] Framework (Weines & Borit, 2022).  

 Since games can be argued to be a form of interactive art, an inspection into the aesthetic 

interaction framework from Locher et al. (2010) reveals that the framework could also be applied 

to an understanding of games. The framework provides a detailed breakdown of the player and 

their experience and situates the experience among other interactive art aspects including 

recognizing the artifact. Similarly, comic book artist McCloud (1993) proposes a multi-step 

process model to represent the creation of artworks, starting with “idea/purpose” to “form” to 

“idiom” to “structure” to “craft” to “surface” (pp. 169-171). 

Observing player actions in games, art educator Ryan Patton (2013) developed the 

MARC framework to support student creation of games as art objects. MARC stands for move, 

avoid, release, and contact, a four-prong way to encapsulate common themes in game actions 

(Patton, 2013). The four core concepts of MARC can be applied to different contexts; as 

examples, Patton (2013) provides contexts that are cerebral such as social, philosophical, 

theoretical, political, and psychological. For example, combining “move” with “social” can beget 

moving with others in a group.  
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Despite the cerebrality of the provided contexts, the four core concepts of MARC more 

readily resemble the more physical context of moving one’s body or sensory observation of 

materials, which is more akin to the practices of traditional art media such as painting and 

sculpture. Art educator Joseph Amorino (2009) and the Artistic Impetus Model further expounds 

these physicality and sensory aspects. As the artist is situated in social, philosophical, 

psychological, and other human contexts and experiences, the artist goes through a cycle of 

“sensory stimulation” which leads to “emotional response” to “expressive impulse” to 

“kinesthetic action with materials” to and back again to “sensory stimulation” (Amorino, 2009, 

p. 219). This process is regulated by the artist’s cognition (Amorino, 2009). Amorino (2009) 

speculates that continual use of this artistic process leads to a fluid state of “intellectual rapture” 

(p. 218), similar to Csikszentmihalyi’s (2014) flow. 

 

Four: How Games as System-Based Artifacts Come Alive 

 Viewing games as systems is a common theme across game design and in this literature 

review. Fullerton (2019) describes systems as something with many interacting parts; in games, 

systems create a “dynamic experience” for players (p. 129). The terminology varies across fields 

and who is writing, but Fullerton (2019) breaks systems down into objects, properties, behaviors, 

and relationships (p. 130). In other words, a system has many different things. Each of these 

things — inclusive of the environment — has its own static and functional qualities. These things 

will interact with each other based on these qualities and these qualities may change as a result. 

 By viewing games as systems, we can consider how the “Dynamics” portion of the MDA 

framework was derived. According to the MDA authors (Hunicke et al., 2004), dynamic 

behavior of a game is created by the “interaction between coded subsystems.” Fullerton (2019) 
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describes this interaction as “system dynamics” (p. 133), emphasizing that the components of the 

system do not work in isolation. The division resembles how Fullerton (2019) divides games into 

Formal, Dramatic, and Dynamic elements. Fullerton (2019) views all three of these elements as 

part of the game system, whereas Koster (2014) refers to formal abstract gameplay systems as 

the “core of the medium,” and everything else as important “dressing” (p. 174). 

Regardless of the viewpoint, it should be emphasized that designers make decisions on 

how systems are articulated in games. They make decisions on which component parts to 

include, how to portray these component parts, how these component parts interact, consider 

how components can be altered to derive particular dynamics and more, all in service of 

providing an experience with tools that can be interacted with, experimented with, and 

interpreted by a player. The many possibilities of games inclusive of options, concepts, etc. are 

imbued in the games’ systems. 

The opportunity of possibility via the systems approach is even more applicable in the 

genres of which the Civilization series and other civilization games are a part: 4X, strategy, and 

especially simulation games. These games include a high number of or have a heavy reliance on 

options, concepts, and so forth. Simulation games have been used to illustrate complex systems 

(Bekius & Meijer, 2020; Fullerton, 2019; Lukosch et al., 2018; Roungas et al., 2019).  

Additionally, the systems designed within the Civilization series have been studied as systems in 

much academic literature (Caldwell, 2004; Meeks, 2009; Voorhees, 2009; Ford, 2016). 

 This section of the literature review will consider how designers use systems and 

simulations to express themselves within the context of civilization games. 
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Managing Complexity in Games 

 As society becomes more dynamic and complex, simulation game design needs to adapt 

(Wardaszko, 2018). Not only is society becoming more complex, but game technology, player 

expectations, and game development teams — especially for big budget titles — have also 

become more complex. As noted by games researcher Kurt Squire (2005), Civilization III is 

complex, filled with “hundreds of game concepts”; in Squire’s study, secondary school students 

found the game overwhelming, “more difficult than anything they encountered in school.” 

Furthermore, civilization-type games tackle social systems which are inherently complex. As 

evidence of this growing, multifarious complexity, one only needs to look at the growing 

sophistication of the Civilization and Europa Universalis series. Designers need to understand 

how to address this increasing complexity, as well as the inherent potential complexity of 

systems design. Managing complexity has also been identified as an important skill in education 

settings (Klopfer & Yoon, 2005). 

 In order to elucidate the many layers of managing complexity, games can be viewed 

under the lens of the designer-artifact-user (DAU) ecosystem as discussed in engineering design 

(Maier & Fadel, 2003). The DAU ecosystem also resembles this literature review’s earlier 

exploration of interactive art. Maier and Fadel (2003) compare the DAU ecosystem to complex 

adaptive systems. Through their theoretical study, Maier and Fadel (2003) imply that design 

teams should lean more towards rapid prototyping over rigid design methods to better support 

out-of-the-box thinking, consider providing satisfactory solutions as opposed to optimization, 

and focus on time as an element that can be controlled to align the needs of designer, artifact, and 

user. These suggestions reflect current trends in game development, such as the rise of early 

access on Steam. In early access, developers rapidly deliver content that is in an experimental, 
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non-final state, manipulating the timeframe to align the designer’s production flexibility with the 

consumer’s expectations and ideally, a better final product that gets more attention. 

 Through a model focusing on simulation games, Wardaszko (2018) separates two realms 

of complexity: 1) design complexity, which focuses on the relationship among sociocultural 

context in which the game is being produced, conceptual model, the game as an artifact, and the 

player experience as well as 2) knowledge complexity, which describes how the elements in the 

first realm have their own kinds of complexity. In this model, Wardaszko (2018) describes how 

there is no dominant or correct way to reduce complexity and games. This section will separate 

complexity in terms of the designer perspective, the player, and the innate complexity of the 

artifact. 

Complexity for the designer. Despite the prevalence of trial-and-error methods in 

design, Wardaszko (2018) observed the importance of keeping “the outcome in control” to 

reduce complexity (p. 268). This speaks to the importance of designers having a vision; in teams, 

individuals must understand the collective vision, dynamically adjusting as needed, with 

communication. In turn, Wardaszko’s emphasis on outcome is similar to discussions of holism. 

Writing about the general field of design, Löwgren and Stolterman (2007) note that a designer 

must be able to both break things down into smaller parts and synthesize fewer complex 

elements into greater complex wholes (p. 46). From information systems, Kaul et al. (2017) also 

notes the need to conceptually break down a problem into smaller parts. This is particularly 

important when simulating social systems, as they often have “unpredictable features” (Gilbert, 

2004, p.3). From this unpredictability, the behavior of the entire system cannot be determined by 

its constituent parts alone (Gilbert, 2004, p.3).  Gilbert (2004) recommends that designers should 

aim to begin with the simplest models, provided that the most interesting characteristics of the 
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thing being modeled is not lost. Eventually, more complexity can be added as desired (Gilbert, 

2004). 

Serious games can often be more complex than their entertainment counterparts because 

on top of typical entertainment game design methods, these games are designed with learning 

goals and often need to suit the requests of subject matter experts, stakeholders, and funders. As 

such, Westera et al. (2008) support the use of authoring tools and templates in serious games. 

Similarly, Gilbert (2004) suggests simulation designers rely on existing theories, to exist as 

gateways to further research and opportunities to identify assumptions. Following this, Gilbert 

(2004) elucidates a sequence of steps that designers should take: 1) articulate the types of objects 

and arrange the objects into a hierarchical classification system, 2) provide attributes for each 

object, 3) define the environment, 4) design the dynamics of how agents interact with the 

environment and each other, 5) engage in testing and refinement, which includes running tests on 

independent aspects of the system. These steps can be summarized as grouping things together 

and designing in chunks. 

Westera et al. (2008) also present a multi-layered framework for reducing design 

complexity. Most pertinent to this dissertation, the framework suggests reducing complexity by 

providing option width over option depth, using shallow dead ends if you are attempting to drive 

players towards a particular goal, and separating decision trees as much as possible (Westera et 

al., 2008, p. 428). To support player engagement, designers should support aggregate feedback 

(e.g., a presentation of performance over time rather than constant feedback) and peer feedback, 

which can occur outside the game world such as in an online community (p. 429).  

Kaul et al. (2017) offer many solutions to dealing with complexity in information systems 

including focusing on the interaction between the inner and outer environments of a system, 
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rather than focusing on the environments themselves; decomposing and decentralizing the 

system to simulate or model aspects as independently as possible; and using abstraction and 

generalization which will be explored further later. Kaul et al. (2017) uses a two-axes framework 

to help designers decide which strategies to use. One axis of the framework is determined by the 

level of the designer’s knowledge of how the whole system works (it is more “emergent” the less 

the designer knows), and the other axis is the level of predictability and component-

independence (Kaul et al., 2017). 

Speaking to design more generally, Miettinen and Sarantou (2019) propose a framework 

to manage complexity, which can be summarized in four steps of understanding: 1) context and 

data, 2) users, 3) value and implementation, and 4) potential for future transformation.  

As is seen in this brief section, discussion of complexity management for the designer 

varies. Nevertheless, the tips of this section can be summarized as 1) keep the problem and 

concepts simple, 2) group tasks and concepts where possible, 3) keep the artifact as simple as 

possible, 4) understand the user and their context, and 5) understand the goal of the design. It 

should be noted that Kaul et al. (2017) value the knowledge level of the designer when deciding 

which strategy to take. Still, the strategy is related to how to parcel the artifact. Even in the 

discussion of the designer, this inevitable focus on the artifact and/or the player experience 

reflects how these elements are intertwined into the conception of the problem: the designer 

creates an experience for the player through an artifact. While complexity management literature 

could conceivably focus more on designer experience, a designer who is having trouble with 

managing the many parts of a game design simulation project could likely focus on the process-

based steps outlined above and have improvements. 
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Complexity for the player. In discussing business simulation games in the classroom, 

marketing professor Hugh Cannon (1995) defines the complexity paradox: games need to be 

simultaneously realistic enough for players to connect with the real-life situation the game is 

emulating, but not so complex that players do not understand how their actions impact their 

performance in the game. Games need to be understandable in order to be meaningful for the 

player (Wardaszko, 2018). While Cannon’s research stems from classroom learning, the concept 

still applies for games with non-learning aims. Cannon (1995) offers several strategies for 

designers to reduce cognitive load for players including grouping decision points together, 

providing progressive sequences of events, and “intermediate measures of performance” (p. 97) 

(e.g., a system of rewards). Cannon (1995) also notes that some gamers will develop ways to use 

these strategies on their own, especially as they become more familiar with the game experience.

 Wardaszko (2018) also discusses how games are excellent for showcasing complex 

systems, but players can disengage if the game feels too overwhelming or difficult. As creators 

of the experience, designers have a much more intimate understanding of the many layers of the 

game’s complexity, whereas players’ have the filter of their own perception (Wardaszko, 2018), 

as well as the freedom to have a more superficial relationship with the game to outright reject the 

experience. Player’s perception of complexity and difficulty relates both to flow 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) and the flow channel (Falstein, 2004), from which the designer wants 

the keep the player in a state of flow, an ideal of engagement where the player is focused on the 

game; to do so, the designer does not want the game to be too easy or too hard or too predictable. 

Jasper Juul (2009) builds on flow discussing how games want to put players in a balance of 

winning (or doing well) and failing. Failing is discouraging but it also adds depth, desire to grow, 

and a desire to try new strategies and experiences, especially if the player feels responsible for 
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their failure (2009). Winning provides positive emotions but winning without a sense of failure 

may lead to dissatisfaction (2009). Costikyan (2013) frames balancing difficulty in terms of 

player uncertainty, and suggests designers look for ways to remove, combine, or add new forms 

of uncertainty, particularly if the designers are not relying on existing genre conventions or if 

their game does not feel exciting. Costikyan (2013) essentially frames uncertainty as a liability 

and an asset to be managed by the designer in service of the player. 

 In collaboration with other researchers, Hugh Cannon updated his research to include 

uncertainty in what is referred to as the simplicity paradox (Cannon et al., 2009). Simplifying 

mechanisms such as abstraction and chunking can increase the complexity for players as they 

need to do the mental work to understand and accept the simplified concepts as representative of 

that which they are modeling or simulating (Cannon et al., 2009). Additionally, players must 

apply such simplified concepts to the simulation at hand (Cannon et al., 2009). This mental work 

and its application can feel uncertain to players as their own conceptualizations — simplified or 

not — can be different than what is portrayed by the game or experience, which in turn, can be 

different than what is happening in the real world. To counteract the simplicity paradox, Cannon 

et al. (2009) suggests using a level of complexity that matches what one would experience in the 

real world, provided it is not overwhelming in the amount of information. In the event where a 

simulation needs to have a low amount of information, Cannon et al. (2009) suggests deliberately 

designing more uncertainty into the game, such as increasing player or interpersonal interaction. 

As was illustrated in Costikyan’s (2013) research, uncertainty can be intentionally lessened or 

throttled by the designers to create a more favorable experience for the players. 

 By game designers, feelings of negative uncertainty and positive uncertainty are probably 

more commonly communicated by other terms. Negative uncertainty is usually perceived as 
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unintentional or anti-fun randomness and excessive effort on part of the player. On the other 

hand, positive uncertainty is usually communicated as fun, excitement, player interaction, or 

letting players make choices that lead where they may. 

 Designers should also keep in mind how computational technology has become a part of 

people’s lives in order to consider how the player’s experience differs from the computational 

complexity. Jagoda (2020) argues that games helped make computers and computational 

technology palpable and palatable to consumers (p. 26). Jagoda’s comments show how games 

siphoned down and put a screen over the complexity of computational technology. There is no 

doubt that games have become more complex and sophisticated over time.  As such, gamers are 

playing more complex games, even if they are not engaging in tasks that are more cognitively 

complex because of the veneer and structures of games that occlude the complexity.  

I also speculate that this is related to the rising popularity of complex board games. As 

gamers have become more adjusted to complex presentations of games in the digital space, 

perhaps they have been willing to accept more complex board games as well. Computational 

technology is part of the modern human’s daily fabric (certainly affecting some more than 

others). Computational technology is becoming a part of our thinking, our sensory 

understanding, our physicality. As we press buttons, visual assets move around, and systems get 

calculated. The more that this occurs as part of our experience, we accept that as normal or at 

least possible. If I can press buttons that unleash complex computations and provide a satisfying 

result, there is always an opportunity for more: more variations of that computation and more 

complex iterations. 

 Procedural complexity of the artifact. Designers need to keep in mind how games as an 

artifact use algorithms. In Video Games as Mass Art, philosopher Grant Tavinor (2011) reminds 
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the readers that games are both very similar and dissimilar to movies in that the display of games 

consists of a collection of audio-visual presentations, yet the events in games depend on 

algorithms which result in different presentations in each playthrough. Representational assets 

are treated separately from the mechanics so that the assets can be re-used and re-mixed in 

different points in the game code, and thus the game experience (Tavinor, 2011). Thus, Tavinor 

(2011) leaves the reader with his final proposition, that “a videogame’s artistic structure consists 

of an algorithm as interpreted by a set of artistic assets.” For example, in the highly open-

structured sandbox game Everything, the artistic structure is metaphorically like a tree with 

super-distinct branches and multiple species of flowers; in other words, both the representational 

assets and the algorithms are much more pronounced, as more traditional narrative forms such as 

story arc and character development take a backseat. 

 Game designer and professor Ian Bogost (2007) makes a strong case for Tavinor’s 

musings in the highly cited book, Persuasive games: The expressive power of video games.  

Bogost11 (2007) argues that processes, or “procedurality[,] is fundamental to computational 

expression” (p. 5)12, and that and procedural rhetoric is a form of expression using processes to 

persuade (p.3). This aligns with Gilbert’s (2004) notion that simulations can be normative 

instead of simply descriptive (p. 7). In games, procedural representations require a player to 

manipulate them (Bogost, 2007); if a game simulates real life processes, the player is in effect 

receiving the sensation of controlling or mimicking these processes. Sometimes these processes 

 
11

 Bogost (2006) also uses the term “unit operations” to describe discrete forms that can be found in any sort of 

expression or media. 
12

 Bogost (2007) also describes procedural expression, that is, the procedural manipulation of symbols in the context 

of human thought 
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contain ideologies (Bogost, 2007).  Furthermore, since games are a visual media, games can use 

visual rhetoric in tandem with their procedurality to persuade.  

As an art educator, Ryan Patton (2013) wants students to understand the complex 

interaction among code, play, and society, so that students can more effectively use games as a 

form of self-expression. Referencing Bogost, Patton (2013) notes how a game such as 

Civilization (which portrays aspects of society) has biases in the code, lending space for 

subjectivity. Speaking more generally, Patton (2013) notes how the designer can use procedural 

code to “direct players” with “structured play,” which is facilitated by common game elements 

and forms, such as feedback, visuals, and so forth (p. 39). This facilitation by game elements 

reflects the arguments of Bogost (2007), who claims that the expressive power of games can be 

limited when the visual appearance does not match the procedural rhetoric.  Structured play is 

similar to the tactics people use in daily life to navigate (powerful) social structures and 

institutions (Patton, 2013, p. 39). Through an understanding of computational process simulation, 

those wishing to use games as a form of expression (such as art or game design students) can 

understand how complexity works in games and compare it to the complexity one observes in 

society and daily life. 

 

Possibility Spaces in Games 

Salen and Zimmerman (2004) argue that all games are a space of possibility to be 

explored by the player. The space of possibility also refers to “all possible actions that might take 

place in a game” (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004). Possibilities in games are supported by the fact 

that games have systems with many different interactions among elements which the player 
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themselves can act upon; when the systems are sufficiently complex enough, “meaningful play” 

emerges (Salen and Zimmerman, 2004). 

Thinking outside of games for a moment, systems (particularly social systems) by their 

nature have emergent properties (Klabbers, 2000, 2003; Martin & Sunley, 2007). As games 

contain systems, a lot of behaviors or dynamics emerge from how the components of the system 

interact (Fullerton, 2019). For example, if we create a biological simulator with plants, animals, 

and environment, we could code the plants to grow in size. We could also code the dogs to prefer 

shaded environments when it is too hot and sunny. We could also design a shadow system that 

casts shadows depending on the placement of the sun. Even though it is not explicitly laid out in 

the code for dogs to seek the shade of plants, how the dogs and plants interact is considered 

emergent. 

If we acknowledge that games are part of a larger design-play ecosystem, emergence 

does not occur only from the coded elements interacting with each other, but from the result of 

the player interacting with such elements (and its emergences), which are created directly or 

indirectly by the designer. This acknowledgement of the design-play ecosystem portends two 

implications: 1) many frameworks discussed in the first section of this literature review can be 

used to illustrate how this emergence occurs, and 2) emergent gameplay is player activity 

(actions, approaches, or decisions) over the course of play that is not explicitly demanded for in 

the games’ code or rules. Designers can intentionally design for emergent gameplay, but 

emergent gameplay occurs regardless of the designers’ intent. Through emergent gameplay, the 

possibility space — of what the player experiences as part of the design-play ecosystem — 

expands. In the process of exploring the game, players engage in “myriad configurations” 

afforded by the rules by “manipulating the [game’s] symbolic systems” (Bogost, 2008, p. 121). 
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Koster (2014) observes a dance between designers and players: (many) game designers 

want to constantly expand the possibility space (p. 132) and provide never ending challenges (p. 

130) while player behavior attempts to manage such possibilities and challenges. The push for 

more possibilities becomes a self-feeding cycle. In order to manage this constant possibility and 

challenge, players must be in a state of constant learning new rules or opportunities. Jagoda 

(2020) notes that the dominant technological and economic systems of today create an 

environment of participation and “constant engagement” (p. 15). Thus, designers who code for 

emergence create games that are emblematic of the array of options available across 

technologies. Influenced both by games and other technologies, players become more accepting 

of nondeterminism in everyday life, attuned to constant possibility (Jagoda, 2020 p. 28-29). As a 

proponent of experimental games, Jagoda argues that designers can utilize this constructivism 

into offering players a wider sense of what is possible in reality, rather than offering mere 

“temporary satisfaction” (Jagoda, p. 285).  

It may be an interesting exercise to speculate how focusing more on emergence could 

lead to more expansive ideas of expressive simulations of reality. As an activist, Flanagan (2009) 

pushes towards a more expansive notion to some degree, articulating how “there is a growing 

need for designers to approach the creative process with increased awareness and responsibility 

to be inclusive, fair, and cater to a variety of play styles” (p. 252-253). To those ends, Flanagan 

(2009) notes how designers still need to create rules towards where they want players to go, 

often relying on “repeatable processes or methods” (p. 252). Both Fullerton (2019, p. 146-148) 

and Schell (2019, p. 180-183) provide ideas on how designers can design for emergence. 

Advanced designers have a more innate understanding of how their designs create the possibility 
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space, whereas novices struggle to move beyond more templated practices (Cooke et al., 2020, p. 

329).  

Many who have written about simulation game design have mentioned how modelling is 

more of an art than it is a science (Morgan & Morrison as cited in Wardaszko, 2018) 

Gilbert (2004) notes how simulations are uniquely able to demonstrate emergent properties of 

“micro level actions” (p. 2). Taken in the game context, a micro level action can be a player 

making a decision or pushing a button. Micro level actions in the aggregate can lead to the 

emergence of particular patterns or new behaviors of agents in a simulation. However, Koster 

(2014) may disagree with Gilbert, describing how “game systems are not good at conveying 

specifics, only generalities” (p. 162). As such, the designer has “less freedom to propagandize” 

compared to other media (Koster, 2014, p. 162). 

Despite much discussion on possibility and emergence, it should be emphasized that 

there are still limitations on the possibilities of experiences that emerge from any particular 

game. Like any artifact or form of communication, games provide a template from which the 

player has their own experience. The artifact acts as a stimulus from which the viewer (or player) 

manipulates and interprets.  From the designer’s end, that means they can reasonably expect a 

significant amount of the possible experiences a player may have, or at least only be surprised by 

a few. If a designer made a game about gardening in a farming simulator, it is incredibly unlikely 

there would be emergent gameplay that replicates ice hockey. Even if experience and 

interpretation is subjective, there are still reasonable limitations on the range of possibilities. 
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Games as Simulations and Representing Ideas Simulation and its Relationship to Reality 

As has been discussed, designers make decisions on the type of possibilities they grant to 

players. How they make those decisions is still up to debate and can be viewed from different 

angles. Most relevant to this dissertation is the issue of representation, which is representing 

ideas, thoughts, and feelings into a game artifact. If art is understood as representing reality 

(Read, 1958, p. 11), then representation through games as simulation can be artistic.  

Even though there is a simulation genre in games, there is variance within this genre as to 

the degree of mimesis of reality. Crawford (1997) makes the distinction between games and 

simulation: a game is “an artistically simplified representation of a phenomenon” and is done so 

“deliberately,” while a simulation “simplifies reluctantly.” Salen and Zimmerman (2004) 

describe how simulation designers need to “abstract and structure information” and often feel 

“obliged to justify” detail (p. 461), as born out in simulation literature (Raghothama & Meijer, 

2018). Koster (2014) describes games as “iconic depictions of patterns in the world.” Games are 

closer to how people perceive the world rather than “how reality is actually formed… [a] pattern 

depicted [in a game] may or may not exist in reality.”   

From these authors, there is a loosely defined spectrum of simplification and abstraction 

on one end where games are, and realistic detail on the end of simulation. On any particular idea, 

thought, or feeling, the designer makes decisions on not only where that idea, thought, or feeling 

lands on the spectrum, but also how they will represent and portray that idea. This suggests 

expressive potential. When there are a multitude of ideas, thoughts, and feelings, the number of 

decisions can become complex.  
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It should also be noted that there are other related spectra. Sociologist Nigel Gilbert 

(2004) articulates a variety of “dimensions of difference” (p. 6) for simulations as follows: 

abstract vs descriptive, artificial vs realistic, positive vs normative, spatial vs network, and 

complex vs simple agents. As will be shown in this dissertation, there are other potential 

dimensions of difference within the context of games, such as fantasy vs realistic and contrived 

vs authentic. What is important in the context of the research questions is thinking about how the 

designer makes the decisions of directing the representation of ideas within game design. 

Returning to the notions of abstraction and simulation, designers cannot simulate 

everything from reality because of time and psychological constraints on part of both the design 

experience and the experience of play.  Abstraction “involves selecting things we want to 

represent and ignoring others as a means to reduce complexity” (Kaul et al., 2017, p. 35). As a 

designer, it is easier to manage less parts and less relationships among parts.  

On part of the player, “meaningful play stems from the ability of players to make 

meaningful choices from a limited set of knowable options” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). A 

player needs to be able to recognize and understand everything that’s being simulated (Salen & 

Zimmerman, 2004, p. 457). Similarly, Koster (2014) argues that games are “abstacted and 

iconic, they are readily absorbed… they exclude distracting extra details.” As an act of 

communication or service, the designer needs to spend the time to deliver content that the player 

can understand. But as we know from art, neither an act of expression nor a successful artwork 

needs an audience member to fully understand it to experience it, if not enjoy it. Of course, game 

design often places barriers or artificial challenges to experiencing the game more fully, but that 

is a discussion that can be set aside for now. 
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Salen and Zimmerman (2004) refer to semiotics and signs to describe the use of 

abstraction and references. They argue that “games use signs to denote action and outcome, two 

components of meaningful play.” Signs “gain their symbolic value or meaning from the 

relationship between signs in the game” while simultaneously referencing “objects that exist in 

the real world.” Based on signs and other elements of the game, the player interprets, moving 

between “known and unknown information.” 

However, players often gloss over signs and symbols, focusing on something else 

altogether. Koster (2014) observes that designers usually “dress up game systems with some 

fiction” (p. 80), rather than fully integrating the fiction into the experience. Resultantly, “while 

metaphors are fun to play with” designers essentially “train their players to ignore the fiction that 

wraps the patterns” (Koster, 2014, p. 80). Since players often focus on mechanics rather than the 

game’s fiction or meaning behind signs, Salen and Zimmerman (2004) remind that a game 

simulation also includes how those “mechanics engender and permit player action” (p. 467). 

Game mechanics can lead to actions or behaviors that simulate real life actions and behaviors as 

well. 

It should also be a reminder that even if mechanics are a significant part of simulation, 

many designers and researchers might argue that mechanics should not always be reduced to 

mathematics alone. For example, in a discussion about how games reflect aspects of reality (even 

abstract games), Koster (2014) laments that “reflecting mathematical structures is also the only 

thing many games do.” Many games focus on “calculation of odds… or combat… even games 

ostensibly about building are usually framed competitively” (Koster, 2014). 

To aid in this effort of expanding the horizons of game mechanics, I find it important to 

bring up the issue of designer experience. Different dimensions of a system can be observed 
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externally, but some dimensions are best analyzed from internal experience (Klabbers, 2003; 

Wardaszko, 2018). Thus, I would argue that a civilization game designer should at least consider 

their experience (if not others’ experience as well) within civilization. At least with social 

systems, meaning is derived from participation, and the structure of and knowledge in the system 

is determined in part by this meaning (Klabbers, 2003). For example, to understand the power 

dynamics in a corporation, a researcher could look at more externally-facing data such as 

supervision structures, promotions, and retention rates, but this does not provide the data that one 

could get from candid interviews with employees or even direct experience of working inside the 

organization. 

 Since better understanding of simulation comes from experience, this portends an 

opportunity for designer/artist to use games to share their views. Particularly in the nature of 

civilization futures, a designer’s view is molded by both their observations of the world and their 

experience in it. Regardless, an individual’s view - especially with regards to a complex system - 

will never fully replicate the fullness of reality; furthermore, a simulation will never be complete 

either. Thus (simulation) game design is a two-fold imperfect system where both the artifact and 

human input through design are opportunities for human subjectivity. As is articulated by 

Crawford (1997), a game is “a closed formal system that subjectively represents a subset of 

reality.” 

 

Representing Ideas & Reality in Art & Game Design  

Gilbert (2004) notes that computer programs are one way — in addition to words and 

equations — to “express theories” of social simulations. The expression of theory gets at the 

heart of subjectivity; I would argue that civilization games are good opportunities for expressing 
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sociological theories because of their ability to handle multiple media and simulate complex 

ideas. Culturally, words and writing are the most dominant and recognizable forms of expressing 

theory, but any expressive form is capable. Games have the many affordances discussed 

throughout this dissertation, but the ability for a designer to create and manifest a theory as an 

experience can be quite powerful. 

Developing models (such as those used in games) can be one way to express theories. 

Through representation of ideas and concepts, a designer creates a model to encapsulate certain 

beliefs or perceptions of reality; the model then acts as a mediator between theory and reality, as 

well as between the creator (the designer) and the interpreter (the player) (Raghothama & Meijer, 

2018). To further emphasize the expressive potential of modelling, in games “the reference 

system for model building doesn’t have to be real” (Wardaszko, 2018, p. 270). It could be a 

theory, an idea, or an imagined way of being. Wardazsko’s statement alludes to differences 

among modelling for expression, modelling from other game references (as will be seen in data), 

modelling as a service.  

 These notions are further supported by Jagoda (2020), who argues that games are not 

only a technological art form that can model something in the real world (p. 29), but also are a 

way to “construct new concepts”and create new ways of “being, acting, and experimenting” (p. 

39). As discussed earlier, Jagoda (2020) notes that games—just like the constant engagement of 

phones and social media—transform how people interact with and perceive the world.  

This perception is critical in the player experience. As noted earlier, the games industry 

has spent more effort upgrading technology to make games appear realistic through the senses 

rather than thinking about how to achieve realism cognitively, such as through imagination 

(Shapiro et al., 2006). In other words, video and audio fidelity has increased while cognitive 
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realism has not. One such way to achieve cognitive realism is by enhancing the believability or 

internal consistency of worlds and stories, whether the setting is fantastical or realistic (Shapiro 

et al., 2006). Players make realism evaluations when they play any game (Shapiro et al., 2006), 

but tastes will vary. This is also true in niche genres such as serious games, wherein “authenticity 

of content” is more important than high fidelity representation (Westera et al., 2008, p. 429). In 

serious games, the designers intend players to focus mostly on the content; as such, players may 

only need a small degree of fidelity to have a meaningful experience or to at least fulfill the 

design goals (such as learning). 

 

Referentiality in Game Design 

 To source their ideas, designers have reference systems. That reference system can be 

based on reality or feel more fictional. For example, for simulation designers, Wardaszko (2018) 

points out that “reality” is a “reference system” for them (p. 267). Furthermore, Raghotahama 

and Meijer (2018) note that designers have “different perspectives of the reference system” (p. 

249). Despite any push for more possibilities in gaming, many designers — whether intentional 

or not — heavily rely on inspiration from existing games and design practices.  

Professor and game critic Lars Konzack’s (2002) seven layers framework of computer 

game analysis approaches games from a ludologic perspective, taking a broad perspective like 

the MDA framework.  Starting from its physical technology, its seven layers are as follows: 

hardware, code, functionality, gameplay, meaning, referentiality, and sociocultural (Konzack, 

2002). Konzack (2002) links referentiality to genre, stating that “they help us understand the new 

by providing references to the old, and in that respect all genres are referential” (p. 97) 

Referentiality is important as it becomes a language from which designer can communicate to 
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player in a way that the player can understand and have an experience with. Use of genre helps 

facilitate that form of connection.  

Regardless of the source of inspiration, design references are intertwined in the 

designer’s familiarity and experiences playing games. This perhaps leads to a differentiation of 

skills: one skill is becoming more advanced in the practice of replication of existing design 

practices but in different game contexts. The other skill is generating and implementing more 

original ideas, or at least ideas that are not seen as often in gaming. 

Even as Jagoda (2020) notes (p. 285), it is not necessarily wrong or problematic to make 

games that are like other games. Additionally, making games like other games has connections to 

playing as a pastime (an aesthetic called out explicitly by MDA framework), and can be a 

gateway to further creativity (creativity researchers often advocate for just taking one idea 

and…). Plus, with the difficulty of making games, sometimes it is just better to make something, 

as long as it exists, rather than being stuck forever in a cycle of ideation and prototyping without 

a final entity. 

 Replication of other games is discussed by McNeil’s (2016) work on ludic spolia, 

comparing Civilization V and a futures-themed spin-off Beyond Earth as briefly described in the 

introduction. Ludic spolia refers to the re-use of game elements (anything from game engines to 

assets and mechanics) in another game. McNeil discusses how Beyond Earth twists certain 

aspects of the theme and mechanics of Civilization V while retaining much of its core. Beyond 

Earth dissects and transforms Civilization V while simultaneously relying on it. These twists 

highlight the differences, and keeping-in-line with its theme, allows the game to “chart a new 

future” (p. 18). 
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 Interestingly, Dewey (1980) may have had an interesting take on this dissertation’s 

emphasis on frameworks, as well as designer’s use of referentiality. Dewey described 

“submission to convention in practice and intellectual procedure” as “enemies” of the aesthetic 

(p. 40). “If the artist does not perfect a new vision in his process of doing, he acts mechanically 

and repeats some old model fixed like a blueprint in his mind” (p. 50). I would say the process of 

using references and frameworks can be less conventional than what appears to be the case at 

first glance. Certainly, an over-reliance on convention often results in more mechanistic 

production. However, as will be seen through this dissertation, both references and frameworks 

act as scaffolding steps to move forward; otherwise, designers can find themselves in an unclear 

pool of over-originality. 

 

Storytelling in Sandbox & Simulation Games 

The study of narrative, narratology, used to have a more significant role in game studies 

discussion. Though one could theorize as to why, it can be likely attributed to the existing 

strength of academic programs in literature, rhetoric, and other fields as well as rise in the 

industry and study of a notably narrative form, film. Another potential reason is the paradoxical 

relationship between narrative and gameplay (Lindley, 2005). Schell (2019) also encapsulates 

the debate between the importance of story vs gameplay, stating that some on extreme ends feel 

that the two do not support each other (p. 316). Once the study of other elements of game design 

caught up, game design research started to acknowledge the greater role other elements could 

play in game design.  

 The discussion of the dominance of narrative and storytelling is brought up because from 

my observations, storytelling is considered an effective tool by many game designers. Looking at 
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some of the game design textbooks reviewed by this dissertation in part one, there are chapters 

dedicated to story alone (Adams, 2014; Braithwaite & Schreiber, 2009; Rogers, 2010; Schell, 

2019). In Salen & Zimmerman’s Rules of Play, there is a chapter on “narrative play.” In 

Fullerton’s (2019) Game Design Workshop, there is a chapter on “Dramatic Elements'' which 

mostly focuses on aspects akin to traditional linear storytelling, with the addition of “challenge” 

and “play.” The other two books are not structured in an elemental, parts of game design sort of 

way. 

 Without going into great detail, storytelling has a unique role in games that prioritize 

emergence such as sandbox and simulation games. According to Raphael van Lierop (2018), a 

game designer of a sandbox survival game, The Long Dark, “a story is a set of consecutive 

moments that are imbued with meaning due to their context... by how you think about them, how 

you feel about them, and how you talk about them with other people.” Van Lierop’s definition 

captures common views on interactive storytelling in games: that it is a sequence of pieces that is 

put together by the player and that it has emergent qualities, in part created by the player, but 

also contextualized through the world by the designer. What it does not quite capture is that the 

story may not be experienced linearly or in consecutive chunks. Rather, the player can retell the 

story in a way that is consecutive. Van Lierop (2018) hints towards this, noting that it is an 

interesting dilemma to combine the designer’s “authored story” without ruining the player’s own 

sense of story “authorship” nor the “experimentation” inherent in sandbox survival games; van 

Lierop believes this can be resolved in different ways including 1) balancing the “different types 

of story the player will experience,” such as “world story” (player’s sensorily-oriented reaction 

to the world) and the “system story” (stories that emerge from player’s interaction with the 

games’ systems); 2) acknowledging player story is most important, and 3) using the designer’s 
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story to provide context and help “provide necessary momentum and motivation for player 

activities.”  

Though this dissertation is not focused on the details of player experience itself but rather 

how the designer considers player experience, one common theme that is relevant to story is the 

theme of player freedom, agency, or independence. This centralizing of the player's story reflects 

philosopher C. Thi Nguyen’s (2019) concept of games as the “art of agency.” Additionally, 

Schell (2019) notes how giving players freedom allows them to use their imagination and feel in 

control of their experience (p. 343). 

 Other authors reflect this pining for greater narrative possibility in articles more directly-

related to civilization games. In a study of archaeology in gaming, the authors encourage 

designers to allow for multiple subjectivities so that alternative stories can emerge from 

inspection of in-game representations of artifacts (Livingstone et al., 2016). In a study focused 

on improving understanding of ancient civilizations, the authors note how player authorship of 

stories improves a variety of digital skills (Dimova et al., 2018). Lastly, in a study of the 

historicity of Civilization, players are experiencing and experimenting with narratives, in a way 

that is emergent and referential (Chapman, 2013b, p. 316-317). Games as a whole are “audience-

led playful text” (Chapman, 2013b, p. 322).  

 

Five: Expressing Global Futures 

As explained in the introduction chapter, the dissertation focuses on designers of 

civilization games which portray some aspect of futures. Based on the content of these games, 

game designers who use futures will likely engage in rich thinking about what the future of the 

world may be. This section looks at the literature of futures studies and related topics in order to 
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better understand the ways in which designers can think about the future. To focus the 

discussion, this section will provide a brief overview of the different kinds of futures thinking, 

opportunities for the self and the aesthetic in futures thinking, and how futures-thinking has been 

used by designers. 

Both futures and the related discipline of foresight have dozens of recognized methods 

(Glenn & Gordon, 2009; Popper, 2008). There are many ways of encapsulating such futures-

thinking. One common way is the three Ps of futures: preferable, probable/plausible, and 

possible (Bell, 1996, 1998; Kicker, 2009, Puglisi, 2001). Another way is futurist Sohail 

Inayatullah’s (2012) four approaches: predictive, interpretive/understanding, critical, and 

participatory. For the purposes of this dissertation, it can help to consolidate the different kinds 

of futures into language that is easy to understand. Firstly, there are futures that people can try to 

predict using empirical data such as trends. Secondly, there are futures that people can imagine, 

regardless of its likelihood; futures that show limitless possibilities such as in science fiction are 

usually seen as imaginative. Thirdly, there are alternative futures, or futures that are different 

from what is commonly imagined, anticipated, or accepted; this typically requires an 

understanding of dominant mythologies or knowledge of the futures’ topic in question. Finally, 

there are futures that people can prefer and can potentially actively create such as via social 

change. 

While there is plenty of research on the future of the world, the term of global futures is 

not thoroughly established in the literature. In many academic discussions of futures, the future 

of the world is often implied. Still, I use the term global futures to more clearly delineate the 

future of the world or a global civilization as a unit - which is a central theme of civilization 

games - as opposed to just talking about futures more generally.  
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In video games, the term “global” may be applied loosely as the game may take place in a 

more abstracted setting. But what is key for a game to be considered “global” is not only a sense 

of scale but also a sense of many parts coming together to affect a larger sense of scale beyond 

the individual or even regional. Global studies scholar Jan Pieterse (2000) implies that global 

futures incorporate many regions and civilizations’ own futures. This is to emphasize that with 

greater connection and globalization, there are many issues - environment, artificial intelligence, 

migration, nuclear proliferation - that have the potential to impact humanity existentially; global-

scale cooperation has become a regularity to address these issues (Gidley, 2017; Mignolo, 2011; 

Pieterse, 2000). Additionally, global futures are becoming more pluralistic and numerous 

(Mignolo, 2011), as global society moves past colonialism wherein only hegemonic powers’ 

voices mattered. Rather than advancing one dominant option, the possibilities of many 

alternative futures develop and coexist (Mignolo, 2011).  

As viewed from three of the strands of futures (imaginative, alternative, and 

preferred/actionable), futures are offering something different than what is enacted in the present. 

Worldmaking, visioning, imaginative scenario planning, and speculative design are some 

examples of how one might engage in parseable, productive thinking around global futures. To 

any individual engaged in thinking about global futures, there may be a sense of responsibility 

and possibility since such thinking is concerned with issues of open-ended outcomes that affect 

billions of people (including themselves). Thus, when futures are distinctly of the global level, 

the weightiness and breadth of futures can be overwhelming. As education professor David 

Hicks (2006) describes, global futures may tinge ambivalent feelings of despair and hope, denial 

and agency. In the context of game design, these feelings can add to the already complex nature 

of game design.  
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To better understand the potential significance of futures-related games and digital art 

practice, we need to firstly briefly understand futures studies and its key components. Since 

futures studies’ primary concern is human improvement typically through organizational 

foresight, technology, and global cultural politics, the historical lineage of futures studies is often 

seen as multifarious, tracing back to science and technology breakthroughs, science fiction, 

utopian concepts, political texts, business, and even ancient texts, as described by 

communications professor Janna Anderson (n.d.) and futures researchers and professors Edward 

Cornish (2004) and Thomas Lombardo (2008). 

 

Origins and Current Status of Futures Studies 

Futurist Eleonora Masini (2006) notes that in response to World War II, several European 

thinkers began analyzing how to address future consequences using academic research. One of 

these thinkers was French political futurist Bertrand de Jouvenel, who was able to first form 

futures studies as its own academic area of study under the name “Futuribles” in 1960. Drawing 

inspiration from science fiction writer, artist, teacher, and historian H.G. Wells, de Jouvenel 

(1967) described the future as both “pre-existent” (p. 48) and “a work of imagination” (p. 125), 

thus a conceivable and influenceable reality.  In Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man 

(originally published in 1964), Marshall McLuhan (2013) noted art's “prophetic” ability to 

“anticipate future social and technological developments,” though this was contrasted with art as 

a vehicle for self-expression.  

Into the late sixties and early seventies, several additional leading futures thinkers began 

to teach classes and found their own futures organizations, including Alvin Toffler, Wendell 

Bell, James Dator, and Edward Cornish (Anderson, n.d.; Lombardo, 2008). Eventually, Amara 
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(1974), Henchey (1978), Masini (1993), Dator (1996), Bell (2017a, 2017b) (originally 1997), 

and Cornish (2004) among others would publish foundational texts that would cater to the 

diversity of approaches in futures thinking. As evident through futurist thinkers’ description of 

the discipline, futures encompass predictive thinking (probable futures), choice (preferable 

futures), and imaginative or chaotic systems (possible futures), all of which are addressed in 

contemporary art, particularly the latter two. 

More recently, there have been several texts that attempt to not only summarize futures 

studies but also propose modes of thinking that are used by contemporary artists. In 

Contemporary Futurist Thought: Science Fiction, Futures Studies, and Theories and Visions of 

the Future in the Last Century, Lombardo (2008) emphasizes the need to ethically investigate 

current changes and question larger narratives, further opening the creative and political aspects 

of futures studies. Creativity in futures studies is taken to another level by futures researcher 

Sohail Inayatullah (2008), who describes how to expand the richness of futures thinking through 

six pillars, three of which include deepening visions, creating alternatives, and transformation 

through actualization of the preferred. As part of Metafuture, an educational think tank on 

futures, Inayatullah often works closely with Ivana Milojevic, who herself argues that futures 

studies would benefit from working more closely with feminism. Milojevic (2008) reminds 

futurists that the approach to time in futures studies has been predominantly patriarchal, 

technocratic, and Western, which parallels the field of media technologies. Acknowledging the 

overemphasis of the male perspective, an even more cautionary viewpoint comes from futurist 

writer, Ziauddin Sardar (2010), who assesses futures problems as incredibly complex, diverse, 

needing skepticism, and futureless, arguing that the benefits of tackling futures problems lay 

primarily in the present, as manifesting change often creates additional unforeseen issues. Masini 
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(2010) responds to Sardar’s work by reiterating the need to study non-Western cultures’ 

conception of time. 

As there is no singular framework for futures studies, the Futures Research Methodology 

Handbook proposes that there are at least thirty-nine methods used in futures studies, with new 

ones constantly emerging (Glenn & Gordon, 2009); many of these methods can be used to study 

art or have strong similarities to contemporary art practice. For example, the handbook describes 

interactive scenarios, participatory methods, simulations, and games, all of which are analogous 

to interactive art and games in a different context. Research methods under “personal futures” 

borrow techniques from other futures methods and apply the techniques to individuals 

(Wheelwright, 2005), which can include artists who deal with futures no matter the scale.  As 

mentioned earlier, the handbook also describes visioning as a research method helps participants 

think about their ideal futures; this is similar to the artistic process of imagination and a highly 

purposive and systematic form of creative brainstorming. Scenarios and visioning are largely 

supported by Dator’s work (2009) on alternative futures, where different methods can be used to 

link people’s images, visions, and ideas of the future to past and simulated experiences, as well 

as actual implementation.   

In addition to scenario-building, there are a few other methods that require intense 

imaginative thinking and that can dig at the underlying causes for why things exist. One of the 

most relevant methodologies to this research question is Causal Layered Analysis (CLA), 

proposed by Inayatullah in 1998. Aiming to construct “transformative spaces for the creation of 

alternative futures,” Inayatullah presents four levels to looking at any problem, digging deeper as 

one goes as follows: 1) the litany, as in what appears to be based off quantitative trends and 

hegemonic media positions; 2) social causes, as in economic, historical, cultural, etc. causes that 
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are often best analyzed by experts in those fields; 3) discourse/worldview, as in the underlying 

assumptions for what drives debate on the issue; and 4) myths/narratives, as in the archetypes 

and stories that underpin our emotions (1998). 

 As may be evident from this brief introduction, futures studies, like art, is an open 

discipline, with many potential points of entry, frameworks to conduct research, and overlap with 

and adaptation by other disciplines. In Futures Studies: Science or Art?, philosopher Iikka 

Niiniluoto (2001) expounds futures studies’ ambiguity, concluding that futures studies is 

centrally a design science, while also being a mix of “theoretical and empirical research, 

methodology, philosophy, and political action” (p. 376). Similarly, leading new media author 

Lev Manovich (2009) describes contemporary art as a practice of common culture, spurred on by 

the “extreme” democratization of media technologies (p. 329). Marien (2010) digs deeper into 

futures studies’ open concept, also mentioning how some of the most influential thinkers do not 

formally or only secondarily identify with the practice of futures studies. Likewise, in modern 

digital art practice, practitioners are often educators, museum professionals, designers, or 

technologists in order to financially supplement themselves.   

 

When Futures and Art Collide 

 In the existing literature that is focused on integrating art or aesthetic theory and futures 

thinking, many futurists expand on the role of art and artist. Art historian and futures writer 

Richard Appignanesi (2007a; 2007b) further questions art practice, emphasizing that real art 

should not possess a future as it should resist policy, definition, normalization, and 

institutionalization. In one sense, because Appignanesi sees art history as non-continuous and 

current art in a state of “constant contemporaneity” (2007a, p. 1167), Appignanesi sees 
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forecasting art’s content as somewhat futile. Interdisciplinary studies professor Juliet Steyn 

disagrees with Appignanesi in one sense as one should “love the future” (2007a, p. 1176), while 

also furthering Appignanesi’s arguments stating that art should have no essence or identity since 

it should be constantly reforming essence and identity (2007b). In her writings, Steyn (2007a; 

2007b) discusses art practice as othering, but also as a way to move from ego to selflessness, 

creating a different form of one’s identity. As a result, Steyn is a clear proponent of art as 

political, yet only if it is not systematized, continuously remaining unresolved. As futurists, it 

seems Appignanesi and Steyn suggest that art must forever question what the future is, and 

perhaps not fall into the arms of design. 

In discussing digital media, Appignanesi (2007a) describes the highly collaborative, non-

artisanal nature of digital art production, which is similar to the egolessness described by Steyn.  

While the communal nature of digital art production can help ensure art remains tied to culture, 

technology has shifted art away from culture and towards science (2007a).  Forecasting 

skeptically into the year 2015, Appignanesi (2007b) notes that this shift is further exacerbated by 

artists’ continued reliance on both capitalist, art market forces, and on the whims of the public 

good, forcing artists to withdraw from the avant-garde and into a practice of subsuming to 

external forces.  Art history and media studies professor Sean Cubitt (2007) helps visualize this 

notion of sublimation in new media by looking at various artists and art movements’ exploration 

of unpaid creative labor, play with democratic behaviors, the denial of the expected interactivity 

and spectacle of digital art, and the intersection of time and place in digital art. Acknowledging 

the various migrant and diaspora movements of the time, Cubitt (2007) sees new media art as a 

way to peacefully explore two disparate worlds, not only individually but also as they conflict: 
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the world of freed expression, utopia, and the destruction of boundaries, and another world of 

tradition, the past, and maintaining culture.  

This investigation of society’s visual mind to understand the future is present in the myth 

and metaphor layer of professor and futurist Sohail Inayatullah’s (1998) Causal Layered 

Analysis (CLA)13. As the deepest layer in Inayatullah’s (1998) Causal Layered Analysis, myth 

and metaphor intends to reveal the unconscious biases that lay underneath problems, a process 

that is well-facilitated through images (p. 820). This combination of metaphor and image perhaps 

strikes at the heart of futures-oriented games; it is possible that a player’s interactive aesthetic 

experience — in which a user manifests moral decisions and contextualizes aesthetic data — can 

act as a vessel to surface unconscious biases. 

 In discussing feral futures, which are futures that may seem at first predictable but 

become unpredictable or undesirable due to human agency, strategic scenarios expert Rafael 

Ramírez and philosopher Jerome Ravetz (2011) implore that people’s sensory, aesthetic 

knowledge cannot be ignored because it arises before other forms of epistemology in 

individuals’ personal experiences (2011). As a result, aesthetic connections can be used to 

maintain stability through dire times, connecting disparate ideas to provide greater 

understanding, which in turn, can be used to provide goals and solutions (2011).  When 

managing future outcomes of a scenario, the aesthetic experience can help provide ideas outside 

hegemony (Ramírez & Ravetz, 2011, p. 485), as art (a proxy of aesthetics) increases knowledge 

of the scenario, according to strategic business lecturers Clayton Davies and David Sarpong 

(2013).  In a sense, games and interactive artworks can generate this ferality, since the player or 

 
13

 The first layer of CLA is litany, which can be discovered through quantiative data such as trends; the second layer 

looks at socioeconomic causes; the third looks at the structure and discourse 
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participant assumes a role as a creator of and becomes immersed in the work.  Nevertheless, both 

creator and player could potentially use the aesthetic experience of an interactive experience, 

either actively or passively, to transform their anticipatory consciousness14 or lived awareness of 

a scenario. 

The connections among art, human consciousness, and futures thinking reiterates the 

concept of the other, as in another world or something different to be desired.  Since 

consciousness, imagination, and art comes from within and extends itself into the external world, 

futures thinking can disperse the externality into even larger stretches. In a 1987 conversation 

forecasting the future between two futurists Alvin Toffler and John McHale, after McHale says 

boundaries between art and life are crumbling, Toffler says art expands possibilities and offers 

alternative ways of dealing with situations, which elevates consciousness and imagination. This 

extension of art into life management is evident in the context of environmental (and to some 

degree, interactive) futures art according to design professor Maria Reimer (2010), who 

describes the aesthetic dimension with a duality: intimate and public, contemplative and 

activating15. It is this duality that gives the fusion of futures and art its energy.  Yet in the sense 

that art should inhibit a space of otherness, political critique alone in art is no longer enough as it 

has become mainstream, according to media studies professor and activist Stephen Duncombe 

(Duncombe & Peters, 2012). Duncombe stated, “Those who wish to maintain critical function 

are doing something else (Duncombe & Peters, 2012). Not revealing the horrors of what once 

was, not commenting on what is, but instead managing what could be… but not a place that will 

 
14 The concept of anticipatory consciousness as proposed by philosopher Ernst Bloch is discussed further in the 

second topic 
15

 Attempting to achieve sustainable futures with art practice extends aesthetics but does not feed into a positive 

feedback loop wherein pursuing “aesthetic perfection” (2010, p. 36) would achieve sustainable futures.  
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be” (Duncombe & Peters, 2012). Therefore, the vigorous convergence of optimistic imagination, 

consciousness, and the other is perhaps currently seen most fervently in the old concept of 

utopia. 

 

When Futures Thinking Creates Aesthetic Spaces 

 Utopian thinking. Stephen Duncombe’s purpose at the Walker Art Center was to discuss 

his work on utopia (Duncombe & Peters, 2012); the concept of utopia is traced back to Sir 

Thomas More (2021), who wrote a book of political fiction of the same name in 1516. As coined 

by More (2021), the term “utopia” comes from the Greek ou-topos, which means “no place,” 

suggesting that utopia is nothing serious; but More was also toying with the idea of eu-topos, 

which means “good place” (Duncombe & Peters, 2012)16. Just through the term alone, utopia 

connotes a paradoxical world. The society in More’s Utopia is uniform and not diverse; even 

though the society borrows a lot from other cultures, everyone shares the same morals and 

virtues as everyone is part of the same educational and belief system. As a result, the society in 

More’s Utopia does not truly permit true futures thinking since alternative possibilities become 

moot; nevertheless, More’s proposition of a utopia, and the act of thinking about utopia does 

provide a sense of the other, and the existence of alternate possibilities. More’s process of 

creating a utopia advocates for futures thinking, even if the utopia itself proposed by More would 

be likely perceived by current Western values as futures limiting in many ways17. More’s Utopia, 

which Duncombe calls “genius” for being “simultaneously satirical and earnest” (Duncombe & 

 
16

 The main narrator in More’s Utopia is Raphael Hythloday.  The first name is biblically derived, whereas the last 

name is derived from huthlos, which means “nonsense” in Greek (Duncombe & Peters, 2012). 
17

 More’s utopia also permits slavery and war under certain conditions, and is willing to punish those who go 

outside norms with servitude. 
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Peters, 2012), reminds us that there is at least the possibility of something else to aspire to, while 

also evading the scrutiny of seriousness18.  It is through this duality, that is, both a highly flippant 

and serious look at the future, that a more imaginative look at the future can come to fruition 

(Duncombe & Peters, 2012). For example, as is written about in Utopia, a serious proposition to 

have no religious class would have been blasphemous in the rigid, early sixteenth century 

English environment19 in which More wrote, but under the guise of a nonsense literature about a 

“no place,” the notion of no religious class escapes shame. The idea is not only allowed to exist, 

but also to fester and grow (at least privately) in the imaginations of those who may be curious of 

what life without a religious class may be like. As Duncombe states, “the reader has been 

infected… another option has been shown… the regular has been disrupted” (Duncombe & 

Peters, 2012). 

Thomas More’s Utopia is often cited as an early inspiration for the modern futures 

studies movement because it’s one of the first (Western) accounts of a rich, deeply layered world 

full of futures thinking (Anderson, n.d.; Lombardo, 2008). Utopian thinking can reveal truer 

thinking, underlying myths, metaphors (similar to CLA) that fuel our thoughts and actions. As 

with futures thinking, utopia can act as a device to create dialogue on relevant sociopolitical 

issues/strife. Through Utopia and Duncombe’s interpretation of the fictional story (Duncombe & 

Peters, 2012), we may be reminded of Steyn’s (2007b) discussion of art practice as othering as 

discussed earlier, and the unique role of art to reveal or accentuate what is other, odd, or 

different.  As indicated by previously mentioned literature as well as by philosophy professor 

 
18

 More’s utopia is considered well-cultured by Raphael (the main character), notwithstanding its sameness.  

Despite More’s Utopia (or the act of writing about utopia) promoting futures thinking, it is perhaps more futures 

than Raphael’s description of Europe, in which he calls it judgmental, lacking financial mobility, etc. 
19

 Sir Thomas More was executed for treason in 1535 because he did not want to accept King Henry VIII of 

England as the head of the Church of England after it had separated from the Roman Catholic Church  
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Paolo Bolaños (2007, p. 26), since futures is hope-driven, it is what one wishes to happen, 

through narrative and action.  On a global scale, this involves considering many perspectives and 

policy, and execution of such policy.  Since in most current political systems artists have little 

direct ability to change policy, artists work on the level of culture and can shape narrative (which 

can influence policy/behavior/law). Short of illuminating utopia, games highlight that the 

“virtual is real and can become actual,” and as such the world is not a fixed place (Jagoda, 2020, 

p. 32). Games can serve as a reminder that there is opportunity for more than what is in the 

actual. 

Many modern political philosophers further discuss how the artist can reveal the 

imaginary other through utopia and its polar opposite, dystopia.  Philosopher and composer 

Theodor Adorno20 was a supporter of the avant-garde, and as a result felt much of art practice 

(and music) had become overly dependent on commercialization, a subjugated consciousness 

under popular cultural fetish (Bolaños, 2007). In Aesthetic Theory, which was originally 

published in 1970, Adorno (2002) feels society had reached a point where it could almost 

achieve paradise and catastrophe through technology and mechanical production; thus, modern 

art and “true consciousness” (p. 33) could showcase such potential extremes.  Stemming from 

this dichotomy and these new technocultural forces, Adorno (2002) argues utopia (through art) 

acts as a freeing, “imaginary reparation” (p. 135) of historical catastrophe; thus, the artist 

becomes the arbiter of hope to revive our consciousness in such dismay. Historian Richard 

Wolin21 (1990) interprets Adorno’s work to suggest that art is inherently utopian, as art, with its 

 
20

 Theodor Adorno is also recognized as a leading thinker of critical theory, which is beyond the scope of this 

research study 
21

 Wolin (1990) also helps connect Theodor Adorno’s theories on aesthetics to philosopher Georg Hegel’s dialectic 

(thesis, antithesis, and synthesis) as well as (briefly) philosopher Walter Benjamin’s theories on aesthetics which are 

both out of the scope of this research study 
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own worlds, can bring wonder to the daily world by virtue of it not being utilitarian and 

“illuminating a path toward what has never-yet-been” (p. 46).  However, it should be noted that 

Wolin (1990) also criticizes Adorno’s theories for their unreceptiveness to modern cultural 

contexts, as Adorno formulated his ideas in the context of Naziism and the Cold War in his 

recent memory, and Adorno was not able to prognosticate that the boundaries between art and 

entertainment as well as high and low culture would blur (pp. 45-47).  Furthering the work of 

Adorno, Bolaños (2007) argues that artists should not just be hopeful but should also convey 

dystopia, in order to showcase what society is lacking.    

Through art practice, we can see how many have argued that artists have the power to 

transform how society views its history, present, and future through other worlds and 

possibilities. Taking this a step further, self-proclaimed social sculptor and theorist Joseph 

Beuys22 embraces a somewhat intense attitude towards political action, arguing for a non-violent 

transformative way of life, in which everyone communally commits to a lifestyle that is 

alternative to current hegemonic paradigms (Beuys, 1982). Beuys believes the artist has a 

position to shape political planning as science has unable to do so, as argued by linguistics 

professor Wolfgang Wildgen (2015, p. 254). Contrasting with Andy Warhol’s popular media-

centric work, art historian Donald Kuspit (1987) feels Beuys art practice was life-giving, for its 

subliminal ability to deconstruct and reconstruct how we interface with life, a form of healing 

transformation towards a new planet. However, art historian Ernest Buchloch (1980) is 

relentlessly critical of Beuys, feeling Beuys’ desire to make “politics into art” (p. 135) is almost 

totalitarian, reminiscent of the Italian Futurist movement.  With respect to Beuys’ artwork, 

 
22

 Joseph Beuys was also part of the Fluxus movement, which will be discussed briefly later.  Social sculpture is a 

term coined by Beuys to designate sculpture made for social transformation. 
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Buchloch (1990) argues that Beuys intention to represent objects sans metaphor and his works’ 

ahistoricity encourage blind fandom as anything can become meaningful without context.  Most 

tellingly, Buchloch (1980) derides Beuys’ openness to merge the myth of his persona with 

his/her work, employing the writings of philosopher Ernst Bloch on how people gravitate toward 

hysteria. Through Beuys, we can see how the fervor of future through alternative possibilities 

can also create cultures of extremism that seem rational to those who support them.  This is 

perhaps similar to the hysteria criticized by Adorno with regards to aspects of pop culture, except 

Beuys is tying it to political action. 

Anticipatory consciousness. Perhaps the most relevant Utopian philosopher for this 

study besides More is Ernst Bloch23, who writes on the utopian nature of art in The Principle of 

Hope and several essays.  As mentioned in this paper’s research question, Bloch’s (1996) 

concept of anticipatory consciousness sees darkness in the now, and a positive openness towards 

the future that is adequate as opposed to unrealistic (See Figure 2).  Bloch (1996) describes 

reality without practical possibilities as incomplete, stating that “concrete utopia stands on the 

horizon of every reality…” (p. 223). In essence, anticipatory consciousness is our society’s 

awareness of that which will happen to us in the future.  For example, anticipatory consciousness 

could possibly explain that which compels nations to collaborate on environmental change, 

health issues, or regional conflicts (the darkness of the now) as well as pursue practical 

achievements (adequate openness), all within the context of our potential to destroy or recreate 

ourselves.  Art provides perspectives and not totalities, which reflects the world in its layered 

richness and perpetually unfinished state (Bloch, 1988, p. 72-73). According to Bloch (1988), art 

 
23

 Like many futurists and utopians, Bloch experienced a lot of hardship in his life (as discussed by Zapes in Bloch, 

1988) 
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can act as the portrayed or expressed foundation that illuminates rather than corrects.  Thus, art 

in the context of anticipatory consciousness, particularly when driven towards utopian thinking, 

can help reveal where our differences are on a more foundational level, and compel us to 

collaborate.  Similar to anticipatory consciousness are Bloch’s (1988, 1996) further plays on the 

future, including the fabulously inventive, the not-yet-conscious, and the not-yet-become, all 

concepts that describe an awareness of the other, an awareness that something, whatever it may 

be, lies in the future. 

 

Figure 2 

Interpretive Illustration of Anticipatory Consciousness 
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Davies and Sarpong (2013) connect anticipatory consciousness to the study of art in 

futures studies, proposing that art can provide visionary glimpses on how a society can unfold 

itself into a practical utopia.  Davies and Sarpong (2013) provide an example of an artist 

portraying anticipatory consciousness through a specific graffiti work on the Berlin Wall, in 

which from left-to-right, mythological, animalistic figures confront each other, followed by a 

rural scene with mythological skull figures with amiable expression, followed by human figures 

not-in-conflict against a blue and white sky, suggesting a point in time when mythical deities 

(perhaps religious figures, dictators, or demagogues) will disappear to a collaborative human 

society.  This collaboration is tackled by globalization expert Boaventura de Sousa Santos 

(2004a), who in an article discussing the World Social Forum (WSF), an annual meeting of non-

governmental organizations aiming to create counter-hegemonic narratives in our globalized 

world, merges the concepts of anticipatory consciousness, utopia, and alternative futures.  

Through the WSF24, these organizations are providing alternative futures of utopian ideals of 

emancipatory democracy and multiple economic, social, cultural, and corporate reform policies 

through an anticipatory consciousness that highlights emerging realities (de Sousa Santos, 2004a; 

2004b). 

 

Futures Looks at New Universes 

 Science fiction.  More’s Utopia, the many twentieth and twenty-first century 

philosophers who discussed utopia and related spaces, and perhaps indirectly the concept of 

anticipatory consciousness have inspired countless works of science fiction, as both utopias and 

 
24

 In 2004, the WSF aimed to create new movements to counteract neoliberal globalization, capitalism, exclusion, 

discrimination, and oppression (de Sousa Santos, 2004a) 
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(good) science fiction convey very rich and contextualized examples of alternate worlds and 

realities.  For the function of this literature review, utopias, heterotopias, dystopias, and other 

potentially futures-based realities are the focus of which science fiction plays a role; all of these 

futures realities reflect very deep holistic thinking about (inter)planetary environments. It may 

seem odd to connect science fiction to futures studies likely because on one hand, science fiction 

is often perceived as frivolous, preposterous, or lackadaisical, particularly the fictions 

popularized by Hollywood movies and comics, while on the other hand, futures studies is 

perpetually propelled by serious academics (Li, 2013)25.  However, futurists often see a wide 

array of science fiction works as critical to studying or at least similar to futures studies 

(Lombardo, 2008) in part because these works depict utopias, dystopias, and the like.  If it helps 

to provide a separation between the fiction that is more relevant, Lombardo (2008) describes 

“hard” science fiction as sticking closely to science and “soft” science fiction as being more 

liberal in what is an acceptable reality, though these distinctions do not have any rigid or widely 

accepted criteria or even consistent terminology among science fiction fans.  Furthermore, it has 

been noted by many futurists that many inventions, scenarios, etc. imagined by science fiction 

have come to fruition, whether or not it’s inventor and society following the prophecy.   

As it pertains most relevantly to this study, many futures literature that looks at media 

and cyberculture have referred to science fiction work.  Futurist Karen Hurley (2008) describes 

the film works that we most often ascribe to science fiction as too entrenched in hegemonic 

culture or too similar, describing such films as Minority Report and Star Wars as too 

 
25 Futures and media researcher Zhan Li (2013) notes that the relationship between science fiction and futures has 

produced a lot of anxiety in each groups’ constituents because many did not want their field to be confused with the 

other (p. 138).  In this respect, much of this anxiety has gone away; however, a new anxiety is emerging over 

knowledge production where elite intellectuals (typically futurists) want to be separated from grassroots/populist 

knowledge makers (which have gained power due to the Internet), and vice versa (Li, 2013, p. 138). 
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conservative, as they needed to pander to large audiences. Furthermore, Hurley (2008) argues the 

world views, myths, narratives26, and images in these popular films are dominated by intense 

urbanization, industrialism, capitalism, and white males, just to name a few commonalities or 

tropes. Since science fiction can often inspire invention and change, what are the impacts of such 

creative normalization?  Though she acknowledges change can happen, Hurley (2008) is 

worried, stating “Many of us feel that there is nothing we can do to make change possible, or 

even desirable. We have lost our future image literacy in leaving it up to the experts and the 

filmmakers to create it for us” (p. 354).  Nevertheless, despite any dominant perceptions of 

science fiction, the field truly is varied, particularly in science fiction literature, where novels 

range from discussing utopias (e.g., The Dispossessed by Ursula Le Guin) to the future of the 

entire universe (e.g., Star Maker by Olaf Stapledon) (Lombardo, 2008). 

Transhumanism, which indirectly translates science fiction into reality, at least tries to 

seize control against mainstream narratives; despite their individualist, proactive stance towards 

creating their own futures, they have common values and goals,27 which include, according to 

transhumanist Nick Bostrom (2003), using technology to rapidly expand the capabilities of the 

human body (p. 4-5).  Transhumanist and artist Natasha Vita-More discusses how this human 

improvement would drastically alter artistic perception, since our senses would be morphed by 

such human improvement (Vita-More, 2013).  Like futurists28 and utopian thinkers, 

transhumanists aim to create a world that is more perfect, acknowledging that what is deemed a 

perfect world is subjective (Bostrom, 2003). 

 
26 Hurley (2008) used Causal Layered Analysis in her research 
27 Any self-forming group likely has at least some common values and goals  
28 Many transhumanists are also futurists. 
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World-Making. World-building, or creating rich, layered, imaginary worlds, have been 

around since early civilization. At the 2016 Explore Future Reality conference, game designer 

David Shiyang Liu proposed that virtual reality developers should focus more on world-building 

so that users could immerse themselves in a world non-linearly. Author Mark J. P. Wolf (2012) 

takes this one step further and says that creating a secondary world within a larger world helps 

fulfill the gaps in the primary world, if the audience chooses to exercise his/her imagination (p. 

197). Primary worlds are those that are meant to resemble or impact Earth, whereas a secondary 

world is one that is meant to be distinctly separate or different from Earth. For Wolf (2012), 

media can fall in a spectrum between a primary and secondary world. It can be argued that 

researchers and designers can use futures studies to capture both of these types of worlds and 

everything in between. This meta-relationship of a world creating another world is much like the 

creative authoring software and sandbox games of today. Much like as is seen with utopia, Wolf 

(2012) argues that created worlds are “both a reflection of the world in which we live and those 

of which we dream” (p. 152).   

Since media can fall between primary and secondary worlds, film and media professor 

Torben Grodal (2009) argues that interactivity should not be seen as means to “(re)create the 

world,” but rather as an extension of one’s choices, “including the ability to devote attention to 

phenomena.”  This is reflected in Fullerton’s Walden, a historical game for change where the 

player partakes in daily activities in nature to explore Henry David Thoreau’s concept of 

transcendentalism. Close to being a primary world, Fullerton’s Walden reminds players of the 

beauty of nature through its calming and reflective approach. Through action, the player cannot 

grasp the fullness of Thoreau’s experience as they cannot entirely embody the wholeness of 
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Thoreau, but the player can still have a learnedness towards the personal, philosophical aspects 

of transcendentalism to which Thoreau was connected.  

In today’s globalized society, there is immense interconnectedness and the existence of 

global culture. Those who engage in worldmaking have a greater pool of influences to draw 

from, which can act as a boon and a burden. The experiential complexity of knowledge and 

technology has risen in tandem with worldmaking that is influenced more by symbols and 

virtuality (Aneesh et al., 2012). Even few decades prior, futurist Alvin Toffler (1971) notes how 

the symbolic, informational power of the arts is increasingly used by mass media 

communications practices such as advertising. 

 

Imagination in Futures 

Especially as connected to the preferred and alternative aspects of futures studies, a 

discussion of imagination in art suggests it can expand possibilities and come in many forms.  

According to an adult education conference proceeding from Ron Norman (2000), imagination is 

about unveiling the unconventional. Philosopher and educator Maxine Greene (1995b) feels that 

imagination and engagement with art is greatly hampered by unnecessary standardization, 

thoughtlessness, oversimplifications, avoidance of complex problems, and lack of empathy (pp. 

125-127). Burton (2000) describes how imagination allows the mind to entertain the “not-yet-

known” (p. 341), which looks like Bloch’s anticipatory consciousness. Such artists use their 

imaginations to displace the usual perception of certain ideas.   

 Nevertheless, cognitive science researcher Ruth Byrne (2008) argues that imagination has 

a rational component, as in order to imagine a new idea or new possibility, people make “what 

if” statements in response to something they know. Creative thoughts such as “inventing new 
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instances of a category” or “concept combination” (Byrne, 2008, pp. 190-193) are essentially 

extensions of the what if statement. Similarly, Hicks (2006) argues that in educational settings 

around futures, students benefit from using imagination in tandem with critical thinking in order 

to distinguish between present realities and future possibilities (p. 16-17); Hicks (2006) also 

argues that with critical thinking delineating boundaries, imagination helps conjure the range of 

possible futures. Even if there are an infinite number of possibilities within this range, only some 

of them are perceptible. It is clear that in the context of trying to effect real world social change, 

unfettered creative thinking is less effective than creative thinking with a critical eye. Other 

notions of imagination illustrate imagination and its connection to climate change (Milkoreit, 

2016; Moore & Milkoreit, 2020; Yusoff & Gabrys, 2011), visions of futures more generally 

(Pereira et al., 2018; Tanenbaum et al., 2020), and its use in education (Gidley, 2010; Lin et al., 

2021). 

 Dewey (1980) is another philosopher who finds imagination to be a powerful force. For 

example, Dewey (1980) articulates how “change in the climate of the imagination is the 

precursor of the changes that affect more than the details of life” (p. 346), suggesting that 

imagination leads to future impacts. Essentially, Dewey would agree with Inayatullah’s (1998)   

power of the myth and metaphor, the imaginaries that hide underneath more obvious 

presentations. Similarly, Dewey (1980) argues that the first stirrings of action, that is, “the first 

intimations of wide and large directions of desire and purpose are of necessity imaginative” (p. 

349), further supporting that what is envisioned by the thinker leads to recognition of future 

possibility. Resultantly, as a form of personal output, art becomes an extension of imagination, 

the embodiment of that possibility (Dewey, 1980, p. 349). Dewey (1980) also connects the 
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aesthetic to utopian thinking by arguing that the imaginative manifestation of the “ideal” holds 

morality (p. 348). 

In addition to Appignanesi, Steyn, and Cubitt, artists cannot tackle futures issues without 

imagination, as discussed by several futurists. Cornish (2001; 2004) consistently describes 

imagination as necessary for a futurist, whether it be to dream productive, construct alternative 

scenarios artistically, or give us a glimpse into the future. Educational futures scholar Jennifer 

Gidley29 (1998, 2010, 2012) brings art futures into the classroom by illuminating how art 

practice and imagination — in addition to many other educational processes — can nurture a 

holistic, humanizing learning experience by integrating youth’s visual world and redressing 

negative outlooks into the future. Gidley (2007) spears deeper into the core of human 

imagination by looking at paleolithic man, imploring that “magical thinking” (p. 64) led to 

egolessness, consciousness of will, and the expanse of the arts.  Concurring with the centrality of 

imagination to human consciousness, Davies and Sarpong (2013) note that art can explore 

emotional and intellectual realms that other practices cannot, leading to futures visions reflective 

of individual and social experience.  Through these discussions alone, one can see how one field 

could potentially greatly empower the other and vice versa. 

By extending the discussion of games and interactive art to cyberspace briefly, digital 

design scholar Peter Anders (1999) describes cyberspace as constructed as opposed to something 

like nature which is found (p. 108). As cyberspace is something that is created by humans, 

Anders (1999) proposes that cyberspace “anticipat[es]” human action and “responds” to the 

human mind (p. 108). Anders’ description of cyberspace is a reminder that like futures and 

Bloch’s anticipatory consciousness, artifacts are shaped by humans. Similar to other human 

 
29

 Jennifer Gidley is also a psychologist and the President of the World Futures Studies Federation for several years 
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endeavors, Anders feels the arts “trade on our ability to commute between cognitive and 

perceived spaces… begin[ning] with the most abstract imaginings” (p. 214). This shows that 

whether digital or analog, designers and artists can create what they want in perceived spaces; 

however, the space still reflects an aspect of who they are as people. In other words, what one 

creates is an extension from which they came; the future is created from the past. 

As acts of creation, activities such as imagination and world-building often involve 

creating images and building narrative. Futures studies pioneer Fred Polak (1973) theorizes that 

the artistic image of future reveals part of society’s future growth (p. 270). Similarly, futurist 

Richard Slaughter (1996) suggests that futures images should be used not only to shape futures 

discourse but to also help expand both dominant and burgeoning discourses with new meanings 

and possibilities. Seeing these and other futurists discussions on art and image30, it becomes 

evident that futures images can be used to re-visualize the aesthetics of popular artifacts in a way 

that awakens a sense of global community and understanding.  

 

Prospects of Futures in Game Design 

 Like utopia, games encourage players to “think about other times and places so that we 

might think politically about the present” (Fordyce, 2021, p. 298). Under the premise that active 

learning is the best form of learning, futurist James Dator (2017) argues that games are an ideal 

way to engage with politics repeatedly as they can be test grounds for experimentation (pp. 77-

78). As explained previously, games like civilization games can be windows to the multitudes of 

alternative futures which in turn can influence players to consider their current politics. 

 
30

 Most, if not all futurists, see the value in image, including Hicks (2006), Klisanin (2005), and Lombardo (2006).  

As alluded to in the introduction, many futures methods rely on images or imagination. 
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Correspondingly, designers can play a role in shaping politics via futures-oriented games, but 

more games that can add to the diversity of futures need to exist in order for Dator’s visions to 

come true. 

In a survey of gaming trends and their relationships to futures, foresight and governance 

professor Joost Vervoort (2019) argues that there are many types of games that can be sites for 

future themes, including massively multiplayer games (p. 179). One such proponent of futures-

oriented massively multiplayer games is Jane McGonigal (2011), a leader of the Institute for the 

Future (IFTF) think tank. McGoningal (2011) provides many examples of “forecasting games,” 

describing them as combining “collective intelligence with planetary-scale simulation”, in a 

process called “massively multiplayer foresight” (p. 302). McGoningal (2011) aims to use the 

power of many people to “ask players to reimagine” ways to solve global problems (p. 302), 

citing a few games she has worked on including A World Without Oil.  McGoningal (2011) is 

motivated to get as many as possible to learn to design and develop games as McGoningal 

believes games can be “thoughtful”, “active”, and “helpful” forms of escapism, fulfilling needs 

the non-game world cannot (pp. 4-6). Another IFTF leader, Jake Dunagan (2012), as well as 

Stuart Candy (2018), are two other futurists who have made approachable, workshop games who 

have written about their experiences harnessing collective imagination for the public good. These 

three thinkers’ reliance on multiplayer or group experiences unlocks a social imagination, that is 

moving the imagination outside of the private mind into a more public or communal sphere, as 

articulated by Moon et al. (2013). The power of such social imagination shifts the aesthetic 

experience to one of more face-to-face, empathetic imagination, provided the players or 

community members have some degree of mutually beneficial synchronicity.  
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Vervoort (2019) also provides a series of recommendations to grow and proliferate 

futures games including supporting the expansion of futures themes in commercial games, 

generating actionable opportunities for social change, using game tools and engines like the 

Tygron Engine that may be more suited than the usual game engines for futures work, and 

developing mods to existing games. Kelly and Nardi (2014) suggest that certain games that 

might be deemed problematic can be modded to simulate futures research. While the ease and 

benefit of modding is especially strong for popular games with robust systems such as those of 

the Civilization series, many players never download mods for their games. Still, mods can 

inspire game designers to implement ideas from the mod into the game, particularly if such mod 

is popular enough with the community. As can be understood from these more academic 

examples alone, the futures space is ripe with thought leaders and audiences to support such 

work. Designers and educators who may be hesitant to use the futures theme can find solace 

through the aforementioned thinkers. 

 

Literature Review Summary 

The literature review covered five themes as it relates to the creation of futures-oriented 

civilization games. Firstly, I uncover how artistry is not well defined in game design textbooks 

and frameworks. Additionally, and more specifically, discussion of the designer’s self and their 

expression is mostly missing. 

Secondly, I review a tessellation of artistic concepts that are relevant to the experience 

and expression of making games with an artistic mindset. Self-expression is defined and artistic 

voice is related to self-expression. Then, the experience of making is reviewed and how it relates 
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to what it means to be other. The processes of imagination and sense-making are also 

investigated and defined. 

Thirdly, I take a look at how games and game design have been described as an aesthetic 

form and/or artistic process. 

Fourthly, I review how designers tackle issues of form, and how it relates to player 

experience. I focus on issues related to civilization games, such as complexity, simulations, 

representation of ideas, and storytelling. 

 Finally, I consider futures and how it relates to art and artistic expression.
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Chapter 3: Methodology & Participants 

Chapter Overview 

 The methodology chapter provides details into the why and how the study was 

conducted. I conducted an empirical study in order to ground the outcomes with data collection 

and analysis. I interviewed game designers of civilization-like games, focusing on the designers’ 

aesthetic considerations. Outcomes include frameworks which can be used in applied settings. 

 

Research Methodology & Rationale 

 The study used a qualitative approach to show “subjective meaning, actions, and social 

contexts” as understood by the participants (Fossey et al., 2002). Qualitative research is also 

optimal for investigating ways of being, including human emotions and senses (Leung, 2015). 

I found it necessary to garner qualitative data in order to tease out the complex dynamics of 

game design from the practices and lenses of designers as human beings. In turn, these complex 

dynamics are compared to existing literature on processes so that new recommendations for 

processes and education of such processes could be developed. As I was investigating under-

researched areas in game design literature (art and aesthetic experience), I acknowledged that 

unforeseen nuances of their design process were likely to emerge. Qualitative inquiry provided 

space for discovering these new horizons of design. 

 

Ontology Development 

 One of the primary goals of the dissertation is to question and refine existing frameworks 

of game design, clarifying concepts within these frameworks and coming up with new concepts 

and frameworks as needed. In essence, these frameworks have served as a way to organize 
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concepts in the practice of game design. One way of studying and organizing knowledge of a 

practice is to use an ontology. Ontology refers to entities that exist in or comprise a domain of 

discourse (Regoczei & Plantinga, 1987; Noy & McGuiness, 2001). As an ontology helps 

establish a common vocabulary, it can help practitioners, learners, and researchers communicate 

with each other and grow knowledge in a domain (Noy & McGuinness, 2001). Games professor 

Brian Schrank (2014) argues that “understanding the value of games as art is predicated on 

embracing artistic diversity and ontological breadth” (p. 182). While ontology also refers to 

philosophical investigations of ways of being and existence, I use ontology in this dissertation’s 

methodology to refer to how game design concepts can be organized, as well as the concepts’ 

relationships among each other. Since ontology refers to what exists in a domain of discourse, 

frameworks of game design are ontologies of game design. An ontology is similar to a mental 

model, system, or conceptual graph, which each have component entities (Regoczei & Plantinga, 

1987). 

Use of this form of organizational ontology is most prevalent in different methodologies 

of ontology development, which have been used in the computer and information sciences. 

Ontology development is similar to other methodologies such as empirical taxonomy (Pugh et 

al., 1969; Cousins et al., 2006), taxonomy development (Nickerson et al., 2013), cognitive 

categorization (Mark et al., 1999; Matthews et al., 1999), and conceptual modelling. 

Because the applications can vary, there are multiple different ways of ontology 

development (Jaskolka et al., 2015; Jones et al., 1998; Noy & McGuinness, 2001). In part 

through its journey through computer and information sciences, ontology development is often 

used to categorize and organize large amounts of discrete data for use in organizations, such as 

health records. However, considering this dissertation’s limited scope, reliance on existing 
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ontologies, and its focus on the rich ways of human action through art and design, a simple and 

flexible approach is needed.  

Artificial intelligence and data science researchers Natalya Noy and Deborah 

McGuinness (2001) developed a simple ontology development methodology alongside some 

recommendations. Noy and McGuinness offer a seven-step process in the creation of an ontology 

that involves posing questions that the planned ontology should be able to answer and organizing 

concepts into a hierarchy of classes and subclasses, which in turn can have properties and values. 

To ensure the ontology’s usability and validity, the authors argue that concepts and relationships 

in the ontology should closely reflect the reality of the domain. 

Noy and McGuinness (2001) also point out that “there are always viable alternatives” for 

ontologies and that optimal solutions depend on their use, which reflects the never-ending 

plethora of new game design frameworks. Most importantly, Noy and McGuinness (2001) 

encourage “reusing existing ontologies,” of which other authors have previously considered pros 

and cons (Jones et al., 1998). In addition to game design frameworks explored in the literature 

review, there have been a few game studies (not game design) that have directly aimed to capture 

an ontology of games including Digital Game Ontology (Chan & Yuen, 2008) and Game 

Ontology Project (Zagal et al., 2005; Zagal & Bruckman, 2008; Zagal, 2014). In game design, 

there is a taxonomy of game design patterns (Bjork et al., 2005) and one from serious games 

design that explicitly uses Noy and McGuinness’ methodology (Tang & Hanneghan, 2011). 

As the research in game design frameworks (not ontologies) is entirely conceptual and 

exploratory in nature, I would venture that past game design framework authors would agree that 

their frameworks and any framework created in this dissertation are incomplete ontologies. This 

dissertation takes one small step towards producing a more complete ontology of game design, 
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using information from interviewees. However, this is not to say that the ontology of game 

design will ever be complete. As game design is an open, dynamic entity, it would not be 

possible to constantly encapsulate its completeness. Furthermore, as ontologies are in part 

dependent on the creator and rely on incomplete information (e.g., this dissertation relies on 

civilization game design), some practices of game design are better represented in such 

ontologies than others. One can look at the body of research in game design frameworks as an 

ongoing ontology development project for game design; Noy and McGuinness (2001) suggest 

that ontology development is one of ongoing revision. 

 

Grounded Ontology 

 In many cases, ontology development can be a largely intuitive or conceptual practice, 

one in which a human creator of the ontology does not consult data or only uses informal, 

secondary research such as consulting easy-to-access web pages. The degree to which ontology 

development researchers integrate rigorous use of data varies significantly, suggesting that what 

is likely more universally important to many ontology development practitioners is the integrity 

of the structure of the ontology rather than the quality of data sources themselves.  For example, 

one form of primary research is expert consultation, at varying stages of ontology development 

and varying degrees of formality and importance depending on the authors (Gómez-Pérez et al., 

1996; Norris et al., 2021; Noy & McGuinness, 2001; Ugwu et al., 2001). Considering that 

common applications of ontology development are focused on readily creating and deploying 

ontologies, this reality is understandable. 

Nevertheless, there is research that advocates for ontology data to be assiduously 

anchored. Artificial intelligence researchers Aleks Jakulin and Dunja Mladenic (2005) describe 
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how ontology without grounding can appear “excessively abstract” or unrecognizable. Business 

administration researchers Syed Irfan Nabi and Zaheeruddin Asif (2014, 2015) created their form 

of “grounded ontology” which recommends in-vivo coding of published research; in-vivo coding 

is a text analysis method from grounded theory that minimizes the influence of the ontology 

creator’s perspective. In another example of using grounded theory, music education researchers 

create their own grounded ontology using discourse analysis of annotations from students and 

tutors (Yee-King et al., 2019). Healthcare researchers adapted grounded theory to develop a 

single core category from which an ontology was developed (Kuziemsky et al., 2007).  

As this dissertation adapts grounded theory to create its own version of grounded 

ontology, I will briefly describe grounded theory. Grounded theory is a research methodology in 

which researchers use inductive reasoning to produce theory from data in a systematic manner, 

rather than deducing or verifying facts from pre-existing theories or assumptions (Glaser & 

Strauss, 2017). Grounded theory pioneers Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (2017) argue that 

this deductive verification of theory has dominated qualitative research historically; grounded 

theory emerged in part to strengthen inductive theory generation against the dominance of 

skepticism focused on verification (Glaser & Strauss, 2017). Grounded theory still uses 

verification, but it is done in service of generation (Glaser & Strauss, 2017, p. 28). Glaser (2002) 

argues that researchers should minimize their bias in part through a focus on conceptualization so 

that it is not another description-focused qualitative methodology. 

Kathy Charmaz (2008) takes a less purist stance to grounded theory, arguing that the 

researcher plays a role — with their own background and biases — in constructing theory, with 

respect to the context (time, place, social situation, etc.) in which the research is conducted. With 

this constructivist method in mind, Charmaz (2008) argues that grounded theory involves both 
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inductive and abductive reasoning. With abductive reasoning, researchers imagine a wide array 

of possible explanations before arriving at the most likely explanation (Charmaz, 2008). 

As seen in the above examples of grounded ontology, grounded theory can be extended 

into other forms (Engward, 2013), with the researcher creating new methods as investigation 

proceeds (Charmaz, 2008). Similarly, Glaser (2004) argues that grounded theory is “flexible” 

and that researcher “autonomy” not “perfect[ion]” should be sought. Having said that, 

researchers need to achieve a balance between taking liberties with grounded theory and falling 

into common misconceptions of grounded theory such as ignoring the literature or having a 

poorly detailed methodology (Suddaby, 2006). 

 In grounded theory, researchers compare units of data (constant comparative method) to 

derive conceptual categories from which theory is generated (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 

2017). Rather than focusing on a core category as is done in classic grounded theory, this 

dissertation focuses on multiple categories, as is done in constructivist grounded theory 

(Charmaz, 2006; Sebastian, 2019). Other data sources, such as literature, can be used in the 

constant comparative method to help refine the grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006). 

With grounded ontology, instead of developing a theory, I aim to further build on existing 

game design ontologies and frameworks to suggest a new ontology. Though some claims may 

end up like theories, that is not the focus of the dissertation. More traditional grounded theory 

approaches advocate for researchers to be unfettered by literature when undergoing data 

collection and analysis, whereas interpretive and constructivist grounded theory approaches 

understand that literature can inform data collection and analysis (Sebastian, 2019). I approach 

grounded ontology in an attempt to respect both researcher and practitioner by fusing the 

language of past researchers with practitioner language. With a grounded ontology, I will be able 
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to expand on existing concepts, modify existing concepts, and create new concepts only as 

needed. 

 

Actor-Network Theory (ANT) 

 ANT is a social theory that has been used significantly in science and technology studies 

(Beuger & Stockbruegger, 2017) and information systems (Walsham, 1997) research. Whether it 

is truly a methodology, theory, or a collection of analytical tools is disputed (Law, 2004; Nimmo, 

2011, Sayes, 2014), since it is “not a stable and unified body of knowledge” (Walsham, 1997, p. 

468). Regardless of its form, ANT proposes two critical tenets. Firstly, in a study of a network, 

humans and non-human objects have equal importance (Beuger & Stockbruegger, 2017; Nimmo, 

2011; Tatnall & Gilding, 1999). Objects have their own agency and are part of the social world 

(Latour, 2005), as both humans and non-human objects are “actors” that are dynamic (Cypher & 

Richardson, 2006; Latour, 1996). Secondly, researchers use ANT to centralize relationships or 

connections in a network, in a way in which connected components derive mutual benefit 

(Felski, 2016) or fuel emergence and influence (Cypher & Richardson, 2006). In this 

dissertation, I use these two ANT tenets as a sensibility that informs the methodology (Law, 

2004; Nimmo, 2011). I use ANT as a “starting point” to understanding humans and non-humans 

as having similar roles in a network (Sayes, 2014, p. 145) and to help focus on seeing the 

research problem as a network of agents with relationships.  

 ANT has been used in studies of games, game design, and design more broadly. Studies 

included how players give agency to the game network (Jessen & Jessen, 2014), agents of online 

games work together to create stability (Cypher & Richardson, 2006), games and the internet act 

as avenues for adolescents to maintain connections with people (Hung, 2006), and how designed 
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objects shape everyday decisions and ways of thinking (Yaneva, 2009). From these studies, 

methodological approaches differed. However, through a focus on relationships and the agency 

of components, the researchers collectively found that elements of the human-designed network 

acted upon each other to create an identifiable experience of designed objects. 

Game design is an inherently networked process that relies on both social and non-social 

associations. To describe plainly at bare minimum but further explore later, a game designer 

creates an object that is interpreted by others; thus, the game designer has a relationship with 

both object and player experience. This is not to mention the object’s own relationship with 

player and designer as well as the player’s own relationship with designer and object. As has 

been explored in the literature review, the act of civilization game design is a social system of 

designer creating an artifact for others to play (in addition to simulating social systems through 

games). The focus of this dissertation is how the designer perceives these relationships as an 

embodied part of the network (Cypher & Richardson, 2006). Methodologically, sociologist Dick 

Pels (1995) argues that “only humans… can act as spokespersons” for the non-human (p. 138). 

Thus, even if one were to attempt to collect data from the non-human as an agentic force, it 

would still be interpreted through the human lens. If all agents are anthropomorphized, then 

insomuch in this dissertation, the main social aspects are what the agents are to the designer, and 

then secondarily (if at all) the broader social contexts of these agents.  

 Beyond studies that explicitly use ANT, I would argue that existing game design 

frameworks predominantly adopt an ANT attitude in that they define the properties of game 

design by highlighting relationships as well as humans and non-human objects. However, they 

have simply left out critical agents (pieces) of the network or have ontologies that could be 

improved. Interestingly, in the history of these game design frameworks, the non-human aspects 
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have been articulated well and the human aspects have been mostly relegated to the player. This 

has been explored in the literature review.  

 

The Fusion of ANT & Grounded Ontology 

 Firstly, it should be noted that because no methods are strongly tied to ANT, ANT is 

better used in combination with other methodologies (Cresswell et al., 2010). For example, it is 

easy for ANT studies to get mired in detail (Cresswell et al., 2010), perhaps due to lack of 

universal, rigorous methodology in ANT’s literature. Adding grounded ontology to ANT gives 

the language of relationships more structure and precision. Similarly, ANT justifies and further 

enriches grounded ontology by broadening how concepts in an ontology interact and form a 

network. A more traditional grounded theory approach would provide meaningful results but 

may need to deviate significantly from existing game design frameworks, which opposes the 

goals and practical applicability of this study.  

 This point about the traditional grounded theory approach also impacts possibilities of 

grounded ontology. ANT with grounded ontology is about defining the agents of a network and 

broadening their relationships, rather than grounded theory’s focus on theory. ANT recognizes 

the complexity of a system or network (Tatnall & Gilding, 1999, p. 959) as well as its holism. 

ANT is used to carry a chunk of that complexity through a research process. In this dissertation, 

that complex chunk is anchored by the ontology.  

 

Research Methodology Summary 

 In summary, this dissertation uses a grounded ontology, inspired by ontology 

development, grounded theory, and ANT. As supported by the research questions, the goal is to 
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understand how civilization game designers consider the parts of game design and how these 

parts have a relationship to each other through the designer’s perspective. From this collected 

data, an ontology of game design is generalized. Literature, personal experience, and the need for 

practical application is also considered.  

 

Data Collection 

I chose a semi-structured interview as the data collection method in order to have honest 

and meaningful conversations with participants. Through such conversations, participants 

reflected on their experience designing civilization games. The goal was for them to look back at 

their experience both holistically and in detail, so that they may report what was most pertinent 

and relevant for them as they considered aesthetics in the design of their game. 

Interviews were 80 - 105 minutes in length, with one outlier at 60 minutes. The 

participant of the outlying interview informed at the onset that they needed to leave early, so all 

major themes were addressed. One follow-up interview of 30 minutes was conducted to clarify 

their answers. The interviews were done remotely online over Zoom. These interviews were 

done online in part because of geographic differences but also due to the pandemic. Interviewer 

and interviewee chose the physical location from which they would engage in the interview. 

Interviews were scheduled at convenient times for both interviewee and interviewer.  

Interviews were audio recorded and then transcribed. While most interviews were done 

with the video feature on, the video was not recorded. Additionally, the participants were 

informed that leaving the web camera on was not a requirement. Since the interview questions 

and data mostly revolved around previous experience designing a particular game, the use of 

video had minimal impact on the nature of the interview and on the findings. 
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 Interviewees were compensated for their time, although a number of them refused 

compensation at the end. The follow-up interviewee was given an additional, smaller amount of 

compensation for their follow-up. 

I developed rapport with the interviewees to create a positive relationship with 

interviewees (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). The goal was to help interviewees feel 

comfortable to share honest reflections of their design experiences. Probes were used to help 

interviewees develop answers substantively. I used the semi-structured interview method in order 

to ensure that key themes were addressed by each participant, while also allowing for flexibility 

in stories and answers to develop. Through this structure, I was able to more readily compare 

responses to themes, while also permitting new themes to emerge. 

 

Interview Protocol 

 To guide the interview process, I developed an interview protocol (See Appendix V). The 

interview protocol is divided into themes and sub-themes to answer the research questions. After 

brief introductions and reminders regarding consent and participation, I asked the interviewees 

grounding questions. Establishing questions served to warm-up participants to reflect on their 

game design experience, as well as for me to gain insight into inspirations and impetuses into 

creating their game.  

 After the initial phase, I asked questions about the designer’s attitudes towards 

civilization futures. I also asked about the designer’s goals and general decision-making in 

including civilization futures in their game. The purpose was to have designers reflect on their 

interests in the content and what motivated them to include such content in the game. Such 

questions aimed to understand what was driving the design in addition to initial inspirations. 
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Additionally, the questions could help evaluate whether designers were motivated by the cultural 

impact of game design (Jenkins, 2000; Salen & Zimmerman, 2004). If not already answered, a 

few minutes were devoted to asking if designers felt like they were successful in communicating 

their perspective of civilization futures in the game. The purpose was to understand the 

designer’s artistic voice, that is, how designers viewed whether they gave life to their ideas and 

feelings through game design (Burnett, 2007; Paintner, 2007).  

 The next phase focused on the player experience. There were two main purposes of this 

phase. Firstly, I aimed to determine how player experience could be defined with more detail 

than what is in the game design literature, including how player experience was positioned in the 

interviewees’ conception of game design. Secondly, I aimed to understand the designer’s 

perception of their relationship to the player, including how player experience connected with 

interviewees’ perspectives, particularly regarding civilization futures.  

 Next, I asked questions about how the interviewees decided to design civilization futures 

in the game. These questions ranged from selection of ideas to issues of idea representation. The 

purpose of these questions was to understand what they found important and prioritized in game 

design and to evaluate how they made decisions around deciding what to represent and why. The 

questions also aimed to seek where designers found problems, and how their perspectives may 

have shifted over the course of design.  

 After discussing design details, I inquired about the designer’s experience making the 

game and whether they felt there was an aesthetic quality to their experience. I asked questions 

about their emotions, imagination, and overall key moments. To continue the conversation about 

experience and seeing the educational nature of the final research question, I inquired how 
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designing the game might have been a learning experience for them. Finally, I asked some 

concluding questions and asked if they had anything else they would like to share. 

 

Data Analysis 

 I used a combination of thematic narrative and ontology (framework) development to 

present the data. The thematic narrative places individual data into generalized schemes. From 

these schemes, existing literature, and personal experience, practical frameworks were 

developed. How the thematic narrative and frameworks were developed are explained below. 

Firstly, I engaged in thematic analysis to find patterns in the data. I used the qualitative 

data analysis software, NVivo, to assist in transcript management and to help organize data 

codes. With the goal of answering the research questions, codes were developed based on 

personal experience and understanding of the literature. For example, codes were preliminarily 

developed from the Leder and Nadal (2014) aesthetic experience model for both designer and 

player aesthetic experience. More codes were developed as more transcripts were coded. As I 

added more codes, I grouped codes together and continuously updated the organization of the 

codes. 

Using NVivo, I tabulated the number of instances of a code to decipher any significant 

themes. Additionally, I paired codes together if they appeared to be similar in meaning. 

Eventually, I created a theme chart to encapsulate the most important codes that reflected the 

research questions. I also threw out codes that did not feel relevant to the research questions; for 

example, I threw out codes related to ideation as they felt superfluous.  

Afterwards, I developed the thematic narrative. The thematic narrative uses thick 

description (Schreier, 2018) to provide a thorough account of the participants’ experiences in the 
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terms of the data’s major themes. The thematic narrative focuses on the lens of the participants 

as filtered through my interpretation.  

From the thematic narrative, I further analyzed the data and more aggressively 

incorporated literature to derive game design frameworks. Using the thematic narrative as a 

guide, I reorganize the data to develop frameworks that is more usable by designers, researchers, 

and design educators. Additionally, I present game design frameworks in order to be in consort 

with other game design literature. Together, the frameworks and the thematic narrative tell a 

story that is simultaneously holistic and full of thematic-centric detail. 

 

Ethical Considerations 

 I considered many ethical issues in the execution and analysis of my study.  Firstly, the 

anonymity of the participants has been and will continue to be protected. The generation of 

variables method was used to remove and replace all identifiers for the data. Identifiable data 

such as names of institutions, artworks, and social ties (e.g., friends and colleagues) were 

replaced with pseudonyms.  

 The participants provided data that was non-sensitive. What constitutes sensitive data is 

not fully agreed upon by researchers (Johnson & Clarke, 2003; Lee & Renzetti, 1990). While 

designers discussed personal experiences and attitudes, the discussions mostly revolved around 

game design. Secondly, while most designers discussed global issues of a political nature, no one 

discussed them in a way that was highly emotionally charged or apprehensive. In-terms of scale, 

the globality of the issues may have created psychological distance, as opposed to more 

personal-centric or community-driven issues. This reflects research centralizing the impact on 

the individual when considering sensitive data (Johnson & Clarke, 2003). Furthermore, because 
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the interviewees were generally focused on the game design, reflecting on past experiences (as 

opposed to something ongoing), and discussing games that had already been released (or were 

about to have been), the designers may have been inculcated from the intensity of discussion of 

global issues. 

Additionally, for me as a researcher, none of the social or political issues discussed were 

ones that I have not thought about extensively prior to the interview. In service of the quality of 

the interview, I also kept an open-mind to the participants’ opinions or perspectives. None of the 

participants shared data or information that would compromise my relationship to the 

participants as a researcher. 

 There was minimal risk to the participants. The interviews were likely similar to press 

interviews administered by games media to promote or provide information on a game. Even 

though the study’s interviews were probably longer and involved more intimate questioning of 

the designer’s game design process, there is significantly less risk for public exposure with this 

study due to protection of interviewee confidentiality and anonymity. 

The researcher also prepared a plan in the event of psychological distress. The plan 

involved pausing the interview, requesting consent to continue (if it was sensible to do so), and 

stopping and providing support with resources if necessary. No discernable psychological 

distress occurred during the interviews. 

 

Researcher Positionality & Goals  

 I have a varied personal and professional history in game design, art, music, and 

instructional technology. As such, I enter with some understanding and experience of 1) how 

creative individuals develop; 2) how designer’s psychology and perspectives influence the 
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articulation of artifacts; and 3) how audiences interpret and manipulate artifacts. As a fan of 

many overlapping genres, including strategy/simulation games, indie games, and serious games, 

I have played an extremely wide variety of civilization games. As such, I am familiar with the 

many quirks and opportunities that such games can manifest. Finally, as someone of 

marginalized identity, I have personal connections to notions of otherness. 

With my experiences, I was able to connect with the participants both as a designer and a 

player. Additionally, I was able to remain open to the many different possibilities of 

interviewees’ perspectives and answers, no matter how common or unusual. Though I have 

produced civilization game prototypes, I do not have published work yet in this specific genre. 

Thus, I do not have the consistent day in and day out detail of experience designing in this genre 

as most of the participants. With this dichotomy, I was able to bring a knowledgeable perspective 

but one that was hopefully not significantly encumbered or distracted by direct experience. 

 As a researcher, I collect and review data with a naturalistic paradigm. While my biases 

and research agenda are reflected in the interview structure and questions, I aim to let the 

participants and their data have their own space and meaning (Rubin & Rubin, 2011). I recognize 

that there is no universal truth, particularly in a study that involves the multiplicity of 

perspectives on civilizations and highlights different practices of human beings. 

However, the naturalistic paradigm contends with some of the dissertation’s outcomes 

that are design-oriented in nature. One of the goals of the dissertation is to aim for practical 

recommendations, based on analytical and theoretical generalizability within the confines of the 

research questions. I believe that in the service of explaining design practices, the relevant 

aspects of participants’ idiosyncrasies can be encapsulated into frameworks (the aggregate). Such 

frameworks act as theories that explain the data (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).  
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No matter the rigor of data collection or analysis, the frameworks are emblematic of my 

lenses and interpretation. Accordingly, readers of this dissertation should remain open to other 

interpretations of similar data, as well as other approaches to game design. Both the traditions 

and new horizons of game design can manage commonalities and uniqueness, in order to 

simultaneously establish practices and highlight the beauty of difference and deviance. 

Furthermore, most of the game design frameworks discussed in the literature review are 

theoretically-based and do not have a formal empirical study as their foundation. Like my 

dissertation, these theoretical studies are motivated to produce practical outcomes in the form of 

a framework, to be used by researchers and game designers alike. Thus, I integrate results from 

the formal empirical data from this dissertation’s study with the efforts of the field’s past 

researchers in order to create new frameworks, with the intention that these frameworks 

influence future research and practice in game design. In reality, design is incredibly complex 

with unforeseen variables like many other human endeavors. I embrace the dynamics of design 

using abductive reasoning, developing best inferences from the information available. 

 

Population & Recruitment 

The inclusion criteria of the population consists of documented designers of games that 

portray some sense of developing a global civilization and are situated at least partially in the 

future. These games can be completed or prototype. These games should be available to the 

public or have information about them that is accessible to the public.  

For my search for games, I developed a preliminary list based on prior knowledge as well 

as searching popular online databases such as STEAM and boardgamegeek. While I could have 

spent more time searching for games in alternative spaces, I was initially concerned with finding 
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enough games and their designers that adequately fit the inclusion criteria. Similarly, a 

population that included underrepresented protected classes (e.g., gender, race, age, etc.) could 

not be prioritized due to the lack of availability of that information and the somewhat small 

population size. The benefit of searching in popular online databases helped ensure all of the 

games had a baseline level of publicity. Eventually, I decided to prioritize games that more 

neatly fit the inclusion criteria and be open to other games if necessary.  

Over time, I narrowed down the list and came up with a list of 44 identifiable designers 

who have worked on futures-oriented civilization games. I was able to find the contact 

information for and reach out to 32 designers (See Appendix I for a communication template that 

was used to contact designers). Ultimately, 13 participants responded, agreed to be interviewed, 

and completed the interview. One participant necessitated a follow-up interview which was 

conducted.  

A few responded after data collection was over, so they were not interviewed. During 

their interviews, a few interviewees offered to snowball for more participants, but more 

participants were no longer needed by the time interviews were conducted. I also aimed to have a 

variety of designers that fit the inclusion criteria as much as feasible. 

Purposive sampling of civilization game designers was conducted. I prioritized certain 

games and designers based on their potential suitability for the inclusion criteria. Maximum 

variation sampling is a form of purposive sampling wherein the researcher identifies 

characteristics that would vary the sample as much as possible (Patton, 2002). In order to provide 

a broad sample, I attempted to contact a diverse range of civilization game designers based on 

characteristics such as team size, content or thematic focus, and form (board game versus video 

game). Based on preliminary data analysis, I made adjustments to whom I tried contacting as 
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interviews were being conducted. By using maximum variation sampling, the researcher is able 

to analyze the “core experiences and central, shared dimensions” (Patton, 2002, p. 235) of 

civilization game design. 

It should be emphasized that a limitation of this study is that true theoretical sampling 

was not conducted, which is seen as essential to grounded theorists (Charmaz, 2008; 

Higginbottom, 2013; McCrae & Purssell, 2016). Theoretical sampling involves finding new 

participants as analysis is conducted and new theory emerges. This is relevant to bring up 

because even though this dissertation’s methodology uses grounded ontology, grounded 

ontology is derived in part from ground theory. This falls in line with nursing researcher Hilary 

Engward’s (2013) emphasis that grounded theory can be adapted. 

 Interestingly, even though theoretical sampling is seen as essential to grounded theory, 

this lies counter to the notions of “theory as a process” (p. 9) and future theories modifying past 

theories (p. 28), notions emphasized by grounded theory pioneers Barney Glaser and Anselm 

Strauss (2017). New thoughts on a theory may emerge last minute before publication (Glaser & 

Strauss, 2017). “The published word is not the final one, but only a pause in the never-ending 

process of generating theory” (Glaser & Strauss, 2017, p. 40). Abridged grounded theory can be 

presented in the form of a “typology” rather than a full theory (Wells, 1995), which is in line 

with this dissertation’s grounded ontology. Theoretical sampling of game designers more broadly 

can always be conducted in subsequent studies.  

Purposive sampling has been chosen for the pragmatic limitations (Corbin & Strauss, 

2008) of doctoral student research and the necessity of drawing boundaries on such research. In 

writing about grounded theory, nursing researcher Imelda Coyne (1997) suggests that researchers 

should be “responsive to real-world conditions and that meet the information needs of the study” 
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(p. 630). If there is sufficient “depth and breadth of a category,” then the sampling is sufficient 

(Corbin & Strauss, 2008). This does not necessitate theoretical sampling. Additionally, this 

dissertation circumvents these issues with maximum variation sampling (Patton, 2002). 

With these issues in mind, the ontology present in this dissertation may not be complete 

and would undoubtedly benefit from further study, aligning with the ability to modify and 

improve existing ontologies, similar to the concept of updating theories supported by Glaser and 

Strauss (2017). The need to create a fully couched ontology of game design is not a goal of the 

study. The openness to modification is also done out of respect to the field of research of extant 

game design frameworks, which do not suggest completeness of their ontology.  

 

Method Limitations 

 There are various limitations from the methods chosen. Firstly, the interview method is 

reliant on recall of information. Designers could be misremembering, misretelling, or simply not 

fully able to answer in a way that most closely reflects their actual process. Additionally, the 

semi-structured interview did not allow for the most uniform comparison of data across 

interviewees, though this was somewhat resolved with a thematic narrative over a cross-case 

comparison. Other data collection methods such as journaling may have provided closer, more 

accurate reflections of designers’ process, but would have been significantly less feasible and 

would have necessitated less variety. Surveys could have led to more generalizable data but 

would sacrifice depth of understanding of the nuances of design dynamics. 

Another limitation is that the frameworks are derived from data as an outcome of the 

study but have not been used experimentally. Further studies can refine such frameworks and use 

them in design and educational interventions. 
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As touched upon briefly earlier, the lack of gender diversity and potentially other 

identities of the sample limits the transferability of the study. However, the make-up of the 

sample likely reflects issues with diversity in the population as a whole. Though I did not ask for 

identity markers in recruitment or the interview, some were forthright about noting their 

positionality, stating their race and/or gender identity. While there are no statistics on the very 

small and niche population of civilization game designers, one can make reasonable assumptions 

based on existing data of game designers as a whole. Game designers are predominantly male, 

around 80-90% (CareerExplorer, 2022; Zippia, 2022), though the difference is less dramatic for 

game developers as a whole in the United States at 61% male (Weststar et al., 2021). Race 

statistics are more variable and do not demonstrate a consistently discernible difference 

compared to the United States population. Game development may also be more inclusive of 

marginalized sexual orientations than the average population (Weststar et al., 2021). 

At least with regards to the statistics on gender, it is certainly possible the sample 

represents the population, as not only complaints of male and white-dominance in game design 

as a whole are rampant, but more common genres associated with civilization games tend to be 

associated with men playing them more than women (Yee, 2017). Even in my search and 

deliberate attempts to find more women and other genders, I found it difficult to determine and 

recruit such characteristics from the already limited information available. Other indicators such 

as race, age, and neurodiversity were also difficult to decipher. Similarly, I could have made 

large strides to have the sample representative of more alternative forms of civilization games 

from underrepresented geographic locations, but this could have also been a fruitless endeavor. 

Despite the above issues with the sample, there were many benefits of the sample. 

Everyone was cognizant of dominant civilization, 4x, strategy games and game design practices. 
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No one had significant issues using Zoom or scheduling a convenient time. No one had concerns 

about my positionality as a researcher. Most importantly, everyone appeared to be ready and 

comfortable to answer most of the interview protocol and provided answers that were reflective 

and informative. 

One limitation of the analysis is that inferences outside of civilization game design and to 

game design more generally are made. This is done not only for impact, but also to have more 

meaningful discussion between game design and related forms such as interactive art and 

simulation science. Future research will need to test the applicability of the ESCAPe framework 

to other genres. 

 

Participant Overview 

While a lot of what will be covered in this section will be talked about in the findings and 

most of what is in this overview was not part of the participant selection process, this overview is 

meant to provide an initial sense of each participant so that future chapters are easier to follow. 

Amets has worked on several civilization video games and focuses on making good 

quality strategy games and the messages they relay. Amets was typically one of many game 

designers on the project. For the interview, Amets focused on a science fiction game set on an 

earth-like, futuristic world. 

Chesed has worked on several civilization board games and focuses to some degree on 

the evolution of man through a large time-scale. For the interview, Chesed reflected on a 

particular series of simulation board games which are set on earth and our solar system from pre-

history to the near future. 
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Ehsan has worked on several civilization video games and is motivated to create fun 

(insert quote) for players. Ehsan was typically one of many game designers on the project. For 

the interview, Ehsan focused on his work on a few games in a science fiction series focused on 

space exploration and colonization. 

Gable has worked on a few civilization video games, usually with multiple other 

designers. For the interview, Gable focused on a futuristic science fiction game with a narrative 

connection to present day Earth.  

Ibis designed a space civilization board game set in the near future. This is their first 

published work and plan to come out with more content in the future. Their focus is on 

mechanics. 

Kadek is an experienced visual artist who has created a civilization video game that 

incorporates a lot of climate change discussion. The game has science fiction elements and 

occurs on earth-like planets. 

Maitland has worked on several civilization-like games. For the interview, Maitland 

focused primarily on a board game designed for quick playthroughs and discussion in an 

educational setting.  Their goal is to increase socialization and discussion of topics through 

games. 

Ooyu is a designer who typically works fairly independently. Ooyu has created a board 

game that relies on player-led design of pieces and other game components, so that players are 

more actively engaged in the acts of creation and storytelling. 

Qimat is a designer who has worked in large teams on a series of video games focused in 

part on global trade and economics. Qimat is motivated to design social systems that reflect 

political issues such as climate change. 
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Sacha is a businessman who has also worked on developing war board games. Sacha has 

created a game that is about redeveloping civilization after a catastrophe, and analyzing how 

society copes with challenges and trauma. 

Ummi is a designer who has been designing games independently ever since they were 

much younger. While game design has become a side business for Ummi, they also view it as a 

hobby. Ummi has made several games set in the far future and in space, including the game of 

focus in the study. 

Wayan has a long history with many professional, entertainment-oriented game design 

projects but took an opportunity to work on a game focused on climate change education. 

Though the game was not originally their idea, Wayan had a tremendous amount of eye-opening 

learning experiences developing the game. 

Yaito has a history of activism and was developing a board game to engage others on 

climate change issues. Like Wayan, they were flabbergasted by much of what they learned and 

were very passionate about translating the systemic, social embeddedness of climate change into 

an accessible form. 

 

 

Chapter Summary 

 This chapter provided a brief narrative of the study design, data collection, and data 

analysis process. To articulate a sense of the sample, I described how participants were selected 

and a brief narrative on each participant. I qualitatively interviewed thirteen civilization game 

designers and analyzed their data using thematic analysis. To deepen the context of the 
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interviews and their data, I discussed ethical concerns, investigated my positionality, and 

considered the limitations of the study. 
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Chapter 4: Findings 

Chapter Overview 

This chapter provides an overview and a narrative from the participants’ responses. The 

chapter reveals what designers find important and aesthetically relevant from their experiences 

and perspectives designing civilization games. As a reflection of the individual discussions 

between the interviewer and an array of participants, the themes can serve as a guide for future 

designers on what they could focus on when designing civilization games. The thematic analysis 

will provide a guide for developing a grounded ontology in the next chapter. 

 

Content Analysis 

The content analysis is used to measure frequency of mention of concepts relevant to the 

research questions (see Methodology chapter). The interview data was in part coded using the 

adapted Model of Aesthetic Experience (Leder et al., 2014) as an initial guide. Additional codes 

were assigned based on emergent themes plus anything that might be relevant to the pursuit of 

understanding how artistry and aesthetic experience can be integrated into game design. Many 

interviewee’s lines had multiple codes attached. Eventually, all codes were organized to 

understand which themes and sub-themes made sense. Extraneous codes (codes that had 

insufficient relevance or occurred too infrequently and could not be combined with other related 

codes) were dropped. 
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Theme Chart 

The chart below provides an overview of the designers’ considerations when designing 

their civilization games. The chart is organized into global themes, organizing themes (sub-

theme), and units. Each global theme represents large categories of interviewee responses that 

reflect key aspects of the game design process. Since one of the goals of the dissertation is to 

integrate artistry into the knowledge base of game design, concept-based themes were chosen as 

the main unit of organization; these themes showed potential to provide structure for further 

analysis with regards to game design. The first two themes, “Designer’s General Internal 

Attitudes” and “Designer Experience & Process,” constitute psychological and experiential 

qualities of the designer as it pertains to the civilization game design process. Themes 3 and 4, 

“Player Satisfaction” and “Player Cognition,” encapsulate aspects of the player that were 

important to the designer. Themes 5 and 6, “Game Structure & Dynamics” and “Dynamics of 

Possibilities in Civilization Games,” represent components of game artifacts created by the 

designers, and how they managed and thought about these decisions. The final two themes, 

“Representation” and “Futures Voice,” are characterized by how the designers translate ideas 

about the non-digital world into game form.   

 

Table 1 

Participant Theme Chart 

Global Theme Organizing Theme Units 

Theme 1: Designer’s 

General Internal 

Attitudes 

Awareness and Orientation Towards Civ Games 

Towards Other Games 

Uniqueness 
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Individual Self-Expression Game as Outlet 

Game as Art 

Pursuit of Beauty 

Limitations 

Morality and Viewpoints Values and Viewpoints 

Social Change 

Intent/Importance 

Theme 2: Designer 

Experience & 

Process 

Emotions as a Guide Pride/Joy 

Worry (about Potential) 

Emotional Rollercoaster 

Depressing/Intense 

Process of Discovery 

Aha Moments 

Working through 

Challenges 

Learning from Making 

Difficulty/Rigor of Making 

Designer as Player 

Theme 3: Player 

Satisfaction 

Player as Priority Player Experience 

Player Satisfaction  

Player Feedback 

Player Emotion Fun 

Surprise 

Mixture 

Avoiding Negative Emotion/reaction 

Creating an Engaging 

Experience 

Immersion 

Catering to Player Interests Target Audience 

Player Expectation 

Broadening Audience 

Theme 4: Player 

Cognition 

Player Accessibility Understandable 

Simplifying, Streamlining 

Lessening Cognitive Load/Effort 

(Limits to Designer Intent?) 

Player Intellection Receiving Designer’s Ideas 

Compelling 

Education/Learning 

Player Interpretation Interpretation (Individual) 

Meaning 
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Player Freedom Agency 

Ownership 

Making Player Feel Smart 

Player Imagination 

Theme 5: Game 

Structure & 

Dynamics (Formal 

Elements) 

Genre Conceptions of Strategy Games 

Genre & Associated Game Conventions 

Progression & Goals Progression (Growth) 

Goals 

Victory 

Incentives 

Challenge Challenge 

Tension 

Player Interaction Competition 

Competition + Cooperation 

Cooperation 

Socialization 

Narrative & Imagination Storytelling (Space for) 

Storytelling as connected to Imagination 

Theme 6: Dynamics 

of Possibilities in 

Civilization games 

Sandbox Sandbox 

Player Discovery 

Player Exploration 

Options & Possibilities Content Portrayal Diversity 

Options: Systems & Possibilities 

Options: Fun, Strategy, & Power 

Options: Connect to Messages & Reality 

Magnitude Coping 

Complexity 

Scale & Large Ideas 

Player Exploitation 

Simplification to deal with Complexity 

Theme 7: 

Representation  

Abstract v. Simulate Abstraction 

Abstraction for Imagination 

Simulation 

Tension between A & S 

Realism v. Fantasy Realism 

Tension between R & F 

Fiction 
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Making it Feel Real 

Science Fiction 

Believability and Internal 

Consistency 

Authenticity 

Plausibility 

Believability & Consistency of World 

Futures Consistency 

Modeling & References General Modelling 

Economics 

Science 

Other Games 

Theme 8: Futures 

Voice 

Projection Prediction 

Currency 

Historical 

Speculation 

Imaginative What Ifs & Scenarios 

Imaginative Process 

Unknown 

Creating Futures 

Critical/Preferential Optimism 

Social Change 

Repeating Mistakes / Continuing Issues 

Encouraging Thinking, Reflection 

‘ 

Thematic Narrative 

 The following is a narrative of the interviewee’s responses. The organization replicates 

the global themes and the organizing themes (sub-themes) of the Thematic Chart. Quotes from 

the participants are interwoven with descriptive passages to ease understanding and readability. 

Since the thematic narrative is quite lengthy, the reader can skim through each global theme and 

organizing theme to get a sense of the category of the responses and then return to these sections 

later on as a reference. 
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Theme 1: Designer’s General Internal Attitudes 

Game designers have a voice and have preference for the aspect of games they like to 

focus on. A designer approaches their project with particular intentions, attitudes, and 

conceptions of the content, all of which can change over the process of development. They 

approach the project with perspectives on specific themes and content and decide how to 

articulate those themes and content. 

 

Subtheme 1.1: Awareness and Orientation  

Game designers bring a particular awareness and attitude towards games that affects the 

game design. 

Firstly, many designers exhibited a belief in the power of games and game making as 

something bigger than the game itself. For example, Wayan describes games as “the best 

medium to study things in depth, because you're essentially creating a working model or working 

simulation of something just for the game to work at all. You know you're creating it. You create 

a dynamic and interactive tool, really, that allows you to explore a subject.” Similarly, Yaito had 

the realization through the design process that “games are not completely external... or trivial to 

the world at large.” 

 Designers reported particular unique qualities of games that allay an expressive 

affordance. For example, Kadek expressed: 

a huge amount of idealism that, I was able to create this own world for myself to talk 

about this stuff, and make it possible to talk about globalization, as it is destroying nature 

and climate. And all that was what I intended. Because I had the feeling I couldn't tell 

these things in the real world, or in the art world where you go so much often into 

abstraction with your art stuff that you cannot be really—You cannot get—In kind of an 

activist way. To really say I, yes, I want to tell the story, I want to have a narration. I 

want to talk about the economic world situation and how everybody is driven into and 

profitize himself over the others, and so on. 
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Gable describes the uniqueness of strategy games compared to movies. “For a game designer, 

strategy games are the thing that's not like a movie you know. It's sort of game design in a more 

pure state where story is not as important. It’s more about what the players are doing and what 

they're constructing for themselves and it's way more theater of the mind stuff. It's the magic of 

the systems and the ownership that they impart that makes a strategy game special.”  

 Gable’s attitude towards strategy games is elaborated on by other designer’s attitudes 

towards civilization games more specifically. For example, Yaito and Chesed describe particular 

limitations of civilization games. According to Yaito, “majority of other civilization games treat 

people as commodities... there's an assumption in all these things that the luxuries that you trade 

or filter down into the rest of your societies. But it's an assumption. It's never something that's 

shown. And people are boiled down to the concepts of work and results and [their game] doesn't 

do that: People here are both the victims and beneficiaries of a society that works or doesn't 

work.” According to Chesed, “The civilization games I played were basically war games. [they] 

are centered around war, they have cooperative elements, they have trade and other things, but 

these are all rather secondary to a grand conflict and that bothered me too, because I don't see 

great civilizations as being entirely martial. yeah, and so I thought that I could improve on these 

particular aspects of civilization.” We can start to see through these quotes that how a designer’s 

game fits in the landscape of both other games and media helps drive their self-expression. 

 Critique of existing civilization games is not only relegated to content portrayal. A few 

designers were motivated to express themselves by making twists to how technology progression 

operates, a common feature in the genre. Ibis wanted to bring the joys of the Civilization 

computer game to board games.  “I really liked the game civilization five on the computer… 

And it has a technology tree… there's no [board] game that exist—even now—that has a full 
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graphical tree that is not a side thing or that is important in the game, or have a tree at all. So I 

was like I want to recreate that… then it kind of deviated eventually from just cloning the 

computer game, to my own ideas.” Ooyu mentions that “At a certain point [in] Civilization, if 

you reach far enough in the game, you would stop getting technology, you would just get future 

tech, and I thought well that's disappointing why don't we— We should be able to make up some 

of those things.” 

 Maitland critique of associated genres propels their interest and action. “Something I'm 

really interested in and is something of a white, white male for me right now is the sort of dudes-

on-a-map kind of ‘conquest game’ or 4x style game that is not rooted in violence and 

imperialism and kind of all this really shitty stuff. ... Like can we have a similar experience, but 

one that is not intrinsically you know this kind of awful violence imperialism?... a lot of it for me 

is unpacking a lot of the patterns that exist in games that we take, that we uncritically approach. 

… I like to think I'm kind of at the front edge of, or part of this kind of thinking about these 

colonial themes, this kind of really gross like undercurrent of 4x games.” 

 Both Ummi and Sacha take their experience and want their game to be distinct from the 

genres they see their game is a part of. Inspired by science fiction, Ummi explains “a lot of these 

themes in these expansion games have to do with some sort of empire that's growing from 

already being successful or you start small. This [game] was more in the SCI fi theme of chaos 

has already happened. And you're actually racing for survival, rather than expansion.”  As a 

designer of past historical and war games, Sacha explains “there's a danger that you haven't come 

up with yet another game that's very similar to another game before it, because it's historically 

based— and I didn't want to go too far SCI fi because again that's been done very well— we've 

done a bit, so I looked at earth— to give the opposite, as opposed to coming up with another 
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fantasy type design in dungeons way, where it's been done an awful lot by people out there. I 

wanted to focus on things, I thought I could possibly add an angle to, that I knew a little bit more 

of.”  

 Rather than thinking in terms of genres alone, Wayan also thought in terms of problems 

and underrepresented viewpoints. “No one's ever really done something similar...tried to crunch, 

the problem, the same way, we have… I think it offers a viewpoint… Even though imperfect, is 

one that is basically very underrepresented….it gives the context and an insight that you don't 

often find in some other games.” As such, Wayan tried to “offer a grand vision, that was 

different to other games in the genre. [Regardless,] it was [a story] that was desperately needed 

to be told I found.”31 

 Designers’ quest for uniqueness can be exemplified by the quest for being different itself, 

rather than through critique, real life perspectives, or genre definitions. Having worked on a 

series of games, Gable reported that they initially felt “we need to make this [new] game 

different from the other game [in the series].” Ibis felt they learned that designers have to have 

“something that is unique to your game and it's not just a clone of something else.”  

 

Subtheme 1.2: Individual Self-Expression 

Game designers value their individual self-expression. The designers showed a desire to 

design in their own way, rather than simply complying to others. They see games as an 

expressive outlet, even when focusing on a theme or larger message isn’t their primary concern. 

Kadek articulates both freedom and self-actualization occurring alongside self-expression 

through game design. “This project just gave me the freedom to create my world, my own world 

 
31

 Wayan also discussed how they felt the game design was ambitious 
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in a way to realize myself, and my wishes, to shape it, and also to talk about the future of 

civilization in the way I wanted.” Maitland reinforces this power through game design that 

Kadek emphasizes specifically through civilization games. “We can do whatever we want. like 

we are you know the gods of this thing, and you know when you're doing a civilization game. 

We can create that, however, we want, we can incentivize things, however, we want, we can 

approach things, however, we want,” 

Though designers want to express ideas of their own volition, some designers still saw 

their expression in service to others. For example, Sacha describes “so this game... was a kind of 

outlet for me to say, ‘look there's things you can learn here that are very useful for you, from a 

life perspective that you've got to work with.’” Amets discusses how making something beautiful 

is tied to sharing meaning and value: “also there's just a gratification of making a beautiful thing, 

making a successful thing. that other people enjoy or that gave them meaning, gave them value 

the the sharing of value, I think, are sharing the meaning is perhaps the fundamental motivation 

of art. and... I think every artist probably has their own mysterious motivations but. that's like for 

me like making a beautiful thing, making a beautiful thing that people enjoy is what gives me 

satisfaction in my job, and in my life.”” 

As we can see from Amets’ above quote, a game designer can think of their craft as an 

art. Firstly, it can be quite literal as some designers come from a more traditional art background. 

In Ehsan’s experience, “i'm an as an artist like I came into this as an artist… you know, painter. 

and I do a lot of computer stuff these days, but it's the same type of thing. it's an art. you, you 

want people to look at and go "wow that's really cool... you know I I love the fact that, when I 

was playing, I stumbled upon this thing and it made me smile, you know.””  
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Other designers describe their craft more metaphorically. When approaching game 

design, Sacha explains “You suddenly got a blank piece of paper and you go Okay, this is my 

artwork This is my This is my Leonardo da Vinci, but what am I going to do? what am I going to 

draw?”  Maitland describes their process of refining and cutting down their designs as 

“philosophically I am I think as a designer as a sculptor not a painter.” 

Though additional limitations to self-expression will be explored later, some designers 

detailed struggles with having enough ideas for the creative task or impulse at hand. For 

example, Ibis describes “a lot of [designers] are better because they have a ton of ideas and 

they're not ashamed, they just make something and throw at people. I'm kind of Conservative 

that I want to have something a little better, before I throw at people.”  Qimat worked in a 

collaborative team and expressed “and that's kind of where I say that's where maybe our lack 

lack of visions came in... and we just used a very similar system. where basically even in the 

future, we have this very medieval caste system…we lacked a vision always.” 

 

Subtheme 1.3: Morality and Viewpoints 

Designers use game design to express particular morals, views, and viewpoints. They 

make decisions on what to portray in games and understand that there are certain meanings, 

arguments, and ideas that are intertwined with creating such an experience for players. Certain 

designers are more conscious and deliberate in the intentionality behind their own design 

decisions in how it intertwines with the expression of morals, views, and viewpoints. This sub-

theme also further reveals designers’ desire to think broadly and holistically about what it means 

for civilization to be part of a global stage. 
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Chesed describes this understanding in how values are embedded in the systems that he 

creates. “All games basically computer or board or whatever uh well art is sort of a re-creation of 

reality, according to the artists values, standards. And so, you've got to figure out what the 

standards are…. I think it's really the ideas… are what's immortal...philosophical ideas, political 

ideas, religious ideas… [It] again sort of gives the parameters that you might be able to -- given 

the value judgments I put in the game -- ... figure out what's important and what's not... there's a 

lot of value judgments going into any game… especially a CIV game.” 

 Ummi did not discuss a meta-awareness of value-embedded game design but also 

described the game as a vessel for their large-scale ideas. “I was trying to argue how life came to 

be on earth through the fact that we had an eye, we had a star, we were in the goldilocks zone, 

we had a moon... And then eventually life was able to develop. we still had several extinction 

events, but we were able to persevere… That all added up to us becoming the dominant species.” 

Maitland describes how there was a contradiction between the general theme of their 

game and their internal values. “Making games about war is like a very weird cognitive 

dissonance of like how I think the world should actually be.” Through this and previous quotes, 

Maitland demonstrates the layers that games can exhibit.  Maitland’s desire to express value is 

evidence of many designers’ desire to express particular opinions on large-scale global morality.  

Further on, Maitland contemplates on how nations interact with each other stating “we’re not all 

rational actors right. that's the anarchy of the global stage.”  Chesed takes the focus on global 

morality a little further and puts it on a large time-scale. “Because humans are the only one, with 

this sort of consciousness, they’re the only ones really capable of making decisions. They are 

really the only ones with free will, with volition. And because they've got volition, they're the 

only ones capable of morality, moral and immoral actions, things that go help the cause of 
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civilizations and things that destroy them. And i'm a big one on good and evil and defining the 

differences between good and evil, and I believe in an absolute morality.” More concepts of 

large-scale will be discussed in a later theme. 

Gable implies a holistic rather than specific focus of human experience, and suggests a 

moral stance through the importance of inclusivity: “if you're making a game about the human 

experience you want to be as inclusive as possible.”  Gable’s promotion of inclusivity is about 

trying to ensure more players feel that they can relate to the game; thus, the game is broadened. 

Amets’s also reflects this broadening, as he describes sharing “The power of the SCI fi [game] 

with its peculiar blend of reality and fiction through the media... is to share the same kind of 

experiences for the same reasons that any artist does... because I want to change the world in 

some small way, or at least broaden it.” 

A handful of designers focused some of their efforts on climate change, a topic that is 

innately global and existential. Kadek describes “the importance of the topic was simply growing 

and growing. I have a very personal perspective, like how it felt back then that we thought it 

might be so important, the climate crisis topic and now it's it's four times the perception of this is 

in society and in almost all countries around the world. That this is maybe the biggest thing that 

we have to deal with, historically.” Wayan would agree with Kadek, describing “it's subject is 

the most dramatic and important and vital political issue, not just of Our time, but humanities 

time.” Maitland specifically mentions that design becomes intertwined in this process “one of the 

goals was to connect to like issues like of global warming and other things that are more 

pertinent in the public sphere… the design is to illustrate how important some of this stuff is.” 

All three designers acknowledge that it’s a topic that is also of growing importance, further 
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suggesting the broadening relevance and people-oriented nature of civ-game designers’ efforts, 

discussed earlier. 

 

Theme 2: Designer Experience and Process 

 It is often overlooked that game designers have an experience when designing their 

games. From the research interview, designers mostly focused on their emotions and how they 

overcame the challenges and difficulties they encountered. As such, the designers’ responses did 

not really suggest they were having rich aesthetic experiences when designing. Rather, they had 

successes, difficulties, and many moments they found perplexing and interesting. 

 

Subtheme 2.1: Emotions as a Guide 

 Designers experienced a variety of emotions and realizations in the process of 

developing their game. 

Many participants reported a sense of pride and joy, primarily from the process of 

generating and designing ideas into the game. Ooyu felt it was one of the “most fun experiences” 

designing the game, in particular highlighting how “it was fun to think of all the ideas,” which 

came from their game playing experiences, what they felt was important in history, and their 

imagination. “Imagination kind of cut through the whole activity,” as it was used to define the 

details and “break down” different technologies into categories. Ehsan also felt it was “fun” to 

generate ideas, as well as the “lore… appearance, the look… all of the tech.” Ehsan has enjoyed 

encountering “little things” that they created, reflecting “I came up with that. that was kind of 

cool.” Ehsan loves both “world creation” and “feel[ing] like i'm giving other people that 

experience, where they're creating their own world, and they're creating something that means 
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something to them.” Amets also found joy in “making up stuff, making up such grand ideas” and 

“wish[ing] into being this brand new world.” Qimat expressed happiness that “a bunch of ideas 

[were] in there” and that they “were pretty proud of what we came up [with] in the end.”32 Ummi 

described both “pride” and “disbelief” that they were “able to design something so expansive.” 

Wayan found it “really gratifying” that their game was being used in higher education to teach 

about climate and found creating a unique story a point of “professional pride.” Similarly, Gable 

described how they felt “fortunate in my career to work on games that I really care about,” the 

game about civilization futures being one of them. 

 Some participants expressed worry that their game would not meet its potential. Maitland 

was “worried” that players would not “aggressively” discuss one of the game’s central themes, 

militarization. (This worry turned out to be for naught). Ummi expressed disappointment when 

players “look past some of the more intricate aspects.” In such cases, the “game is not used to its 

full potential.” Amets and their team had “grand ambitions” for the game and was “aware that it 

was capable of potentially doing a lot.” However, if they pursued such ambitions or a portion of 

it, they wanted to do so “without teetering the game, one way or the other. Either over or under 

serving [the game’s] experience is very tricky.” Sacha reflected a similar attitude but more 

intense, describing the development process as “hard bloody work and disappoint[ing]” and 

hypothesized that many game designs “probably never see the light of day because people just 

do not have the onus to get through it.” 

 Some designers, such as Sacha, described how the design experience was emotionally 

volatile. “High because something worked brilliantly, low because you've got to work through 

 
32

 Qimat continued stating that one of their games wasn’t fun for the player to play, which will be explored in a later 

Theme 
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something again.” Eventually, the work became “very emotionally draining because if you think 

you're nearly at the end and you go ‘no, I've got to go back.’”33 Ascribing these feelings to all of 

their game design experiences, Gable described the process as an “emotional rollercoaster.” 

Gable is initially “always enthusiastic” about the source material, then the game’s released to the 

public where a lot of them are not going to like it. Yaito also described the experience as a 

“rollercoaster.” For them, they were motivated by both “despair and hope in equal measure,” and 

it was “difficult to keep one over the other.” 

 As they focused heavily on climate change issues, Yaito and Wayan also found the 

subject matter particularly depressing. Yaito learned a lot about climate change practices, some 

of which they found — in disgust — “terrible. I don’t want to know that stuff.” Yaito reported 

getting “upset” when talking about the game’s topics, in part because many of society’s habits 

are done for “vanity”34. “It’s been insane finding out so much about how we only need to take 

one step back to make our world that much better.”35 Similarly, Wayan felt they experienced a 

“great emotional range” working on the project but ultimately, it was a “pretty depressing game 

to work on.” This negative feeling was exacerbated by the fact that the game “invites people to 

consider things in a way that a lot of our media invites us not to think about at all, or incorrectly 

about.”36 Wayan remarked that “you can’t consider these sorts of subjects in depth” without 

being profoundly impacted. 

 
33

 Though Sacha worked on a board game, this mirrors a common belief in software programming which has been 

applied in game development discussions: the Ninety-ninety rule, which articulates how developers often think they 

are almost done with a project, but the final 10% of a project takes the same amount of time as the first 90%. 
34

 The example Yaito gave was forest and habitat destruction as well as resource cost to grow meat that is then 

shipped across oceans. 
35

 Yaito articulated how reckless human “hubris” and “vested interest” is getting in the way of making the world 

better. 
36

 Wayan referred to this reality as “daunting” and “sobering.” 
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 As it was for Wayan, the game design process can be a process of discovery. Wayan 

described the game design process as “personal development.” Continuing on how they were 

affected by the content, Wayan described how they were “investigating a narrative that is heavily 

marginalized. The more you discover it basically, the more fascinating, startling it becomes.” For 

example, one thing Wayan realized when making the game is that “solving climate change is 

technologically really, really simple, but politically, it’s really hard.” Chesed also investigated by 

researching various sources of knowledge whether it be philosophy or history. For Chesed, this 

process is a “voyage of discovery.” Gable defined an “inflection point” in the game design 

process when a game truly becomes a game: “when [the game] surprises you with something and 

does something you didn’t expect.”  

 Similar to Wayan’s and Gable’s experience, a few designers often had sudden realization 

or “aha moments.” Chesed articulated these as “things…[that]’ve been sort of staring you in the 

face all along, but you haven't really connected the dots.” Chesed provides context to Aha 

moments stating, “There are crazy ideas, speculation, probably false things that… struck me as 

possible answers to riddles that haven't really been answered yet.” Sacha’s “aha moment” was 

removing food (as a resource) in their game to lessen the number of pieces on the game board. 

Ooyu’s “aha moment” was incorporating “design into the gameplay.” Because of this change, 

Ooyu “continue[d] having fun” in the development process.  

 Some of these surprises were from player behavior. Chesed was interested in how players 

played with the combination of different ideas, as they were “able to use rules in ways I never 

dreamed up, to create ends and conditions I never thought possible.” Amets would be “surprised 

at the depths” that players took away from the game, as well as players’ “willingness to invest in 

a part of the game you hadn’t anticipated”: Amets attributed this to the game’s complexity. Ibis 
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had a similar reaction. For Ibis, theme was not a priority, so they were glad and surprised when 

reviewers “added all these colors that I didn’t expect.” 

 

Subtheme 2.2: Working Through Challenges 

Designers needed to understand and work through the problems and challenges they 

encountered. 

 While this dissertation does not do a deep dive into the learning process of the 

participants, many participants provided some overviews of how learning became part of their 

experience. Yaito expressed that the deeper they went into the topic, they discovered new ideas 

and practices that can make “our lives genuinely become better.” Qimat conducted a lot of online 

research to learn about science topics and was also exposed to a lot of “new ideas, new ways of 

thinking, of looking at things. I really learned a lot.” Ummi also reported how they needed to 

conduct research to ensure their game was not “complete nonsense”; however, they felt their 

learning was more focused on “how mechanics interact” rather than on the games’ theme.37 

Similarly, Ooyu described how it was a learning experience to figure out how to present the large 

topics of their game (i.e. “the ontology of human history in the future”) in “detailed enough” 

rules. “The whole process is an ongoing experience of education because you’re constantly 

learning how to make something interesting that’s also fun.”  

For two participants, some of their experiences resulted in lifelong lessons about design. 

Ehsan talked about how they “learn[ed] all these things” designing different games (including 

some civilization games) by coming up with different ideas, trying them out, and eventually 

figuring out what was a good idea. Later on in the interview, Ehsan described how “the art of 

 
37

 Ummi felt this was true of similar games they designed as well. 
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being a designer in the long run, is realizing when you're wrong and being able to take feedback 

or work with other people or to creatively be influenced by others.” In addition to learning how 

to receive feedback, Gable felt that designing a civilization game38 taught them “a lot of things 

about yourself, and how to be creative in the face of adversity.” Gable’s motivation was 

sustained by their “enthusiasm for the subject matter [that] never waned: it cascaded. The more 

saturated in the literature and kind of understanding what I was making, I got more and more into 

it.” 

Gable also felt their game was their “crucible.” They felt the process was very difficult 

technically and creatively, but it helped them “build the confidence to then say, ‘Okay, I can 

make anything I want now.’”39 Many designers reflected this sense of rigor and difficulty. 

Chesed pontificated how “designing games —simulation style games — demands a sort of 

rigor,” as the designer needs to conduct research and “integrate all sorts of disparate elements 

into a single scheme.” This rigor is magnified by a civilization game as they can “cross 

millennia… and yet you’re going to have the same sort of rules for the whole thing.” Yaito also 

discussed the intensity of showing an intricate world through a “microcosm.” In their game, “it 

was a mammoth task” to reduce many concepts (e.g., “people,” “desires,” “ways to achieve 

needs”) into “dice rolls and card exchanges.” As such, Yaito opined that designing any 

civilization game would be a “huge undertaking.” Ummi had a sense of appreciation of the effort 

it required to make the game: 

When you do a project this size and you actually finish it. And you let it sit there and then 

you go back, and you look at all the intricate intricate mechanics that you designed and 

how it all intertwines and and the story that you tell.  Like at first i'm like I can't even 

 
38

 Gable felt this applied to any big game like a civilization game. 
39

 Gable also commented on how exercising imagination as designer was a “process” that was largely about 

showing up to do the job and being “creative on demand,” rather than something magical or something that 

happened serendipitously. 
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believe I designed this game, I was in disbelief… at least afterwards. During it, it can be a 

complete headache. It just has to do with the scale.40 

 

 As part of the design process, participants considered their own experience playing 

through the game. Wayan talked about how a designer will want to “make a game that [they] can 

respect” themselves, adding that it is difficult to make something that “you don’t want to play 

yourself.” Similarly, Ummi described how they “design games [they] like to play,” and couldn’t 

fathom playtesting a game they did not like. Ummi also explained how “passion” and “interest” 

for the game are necessary for game design, noting that audiences would know if the designer 

“didn’t like it.” From this, the designer can find that “alignment” or “like-minded people that 

have a passion for trying to save humanity, expand humanity, or develop technologies that make 

humanity more powerful.” Ooyu reported that they design games that encourage player’s 

participating in the act of design “because I enjoy doing it, and I want other people to also 

experience the thing that I enjoy.” Maitland considered his work to be “experientially driven” 

and as such thinks about the “experience that I want to create.” From there, Maitland “works 

backwards”41 to come up with the game design that would “create that experience for people.”  

 A few designers reported positive reactions when players understood what the designer 

was trying to achieve. Sacha found it affirming when players played “the game as I envisaged 

it,” particularly understanding the game’s depth as perceived by Sacha. For Chesed, they found it 

a “joy” seeing their audience42 “learning about the world they live in, learning about the 

universe.” 43 

 
40

 Further discussion of dealing with the magnitude of civilization games is in Theme 6. 
41

 This mirrors backwards design. 
42

 Chesed mentioned this was especially true for “young people” 
43

 Though this isn’t about the game experience directly, Amets presented the game and its ideas at a conference. 

They felt “exhilirated” seeing the audience “grapple with the thoughts” presented in the game. 
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Theme 3: Player Satisfaction 

Designers are heavily concerned about player satisfaction and feedback. In summary, in 

this theme, participants of the study took action and made decisions based on their perception of 

what players want and expect in their games. Some of the participants such as Amets and Ehsan 

commented more frequently about player feedback as their games are part of a series of games. 

Such participants came into the project with more awareness of player response from previous 

games as well as higher expectations from vocal fanbases of what they would like in the next 

game. Chesed is a bit of an outlier as they recommended that game designers shouldn’t worry 

too heavily about player feedback; despite this, Chesed still revealed many concerns related to 

the player. 

Designers did not only worry about eliciting positive feedback (evaluative judgments), 

but they also worried about eliciting particular feelings (affective evaluation). While having fun 

was the most common feeling designers were concerned about, designers reported a desire to 

elicit an array of other emotions as well. 

 

Subtheme 3.1: Player as Priority 

The player is priority. This sub-theme details how designers prioritized the player and 

their satisfaction. 

According to Amets, “[Player experience] is the number one the absolute most important 

consideration, so constantly and persistently. Like player experience is the only measuring stick 

that we use for quality and for effort you know what is it worth developing… player experience 

is always the goal, the goal of every decision.” Yaito expounds on this a little further to say that 
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“player experience has been something that has been considered every single step away along the 

way. to be honest with you, and whenever I develop games, player experience’s incredibly close 

to my heart, because ultimately, what is the point of the game, except for creative player 

experience. It is everything. If you have a great game that doesn't have a great player experience, 

no one’s going to play it.” These designers explain that player experience is an essential 

component of game design and put into the question the purpose of designing a game without 

considering player experience. 

Maitland helps explain player importance in the context of systems design.  “I think I 

mean I think in any game, the player is the key right. because all we can do is set it up and 

people are going to do, what they do in that sandbox. Our job as designers is to create design 

goals that we have, and then the trick is in creating systems that facilitate people hitting those 

design goals, meeting those, having the types of experiences that we want them to have.” 

Maitland clarifies an important relationship between designer and player: the designer creates a 

system of goals for the player; the designer intentionally creates the space that allows 

experiences the designer wants the player to have. We will look at how players are engaged in 

later themes. 

In a different theme, this dissertation explores the portrayal of plausibility. In referring to 

a design decision between making a feature seem plausible versus creating a player experience, 

Amets says, “that's a kind of trade off we would make all the time, where a player experience, 

would be the tiebreaker and say. ‘You know what is going to make the game work? what's going 

to make it hold the players attention and keep them playing so that the get they full experience?’” 

This is further emphasis of the primacy of player experience. 
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So what criteria about player experience do designers use to determine game quality and 

design decisions? The most straightforward criteria is simply direct player feedback. “Yeah they 

had a great time and that's what it's all about you know getting those message across through 

everyone having a good time“ (Yaito). Ibis aims to achieve this indication through player’s 

willingness to replay the game: “one clear indication (of a good experience) is if someone says 

they want to play again.” Gable had an experience where they were recognized at a coffee shop 

by a fan; the fan let Gable know that it was his favorite game. For Gable, “I made the game for 

that guy… it made it worth it.” Additionally, Gable reminded that designers should “not take it 

necessarily at face value and try to figure out what the root cause of the problem is that they’re 

having.” Amets remarked how the “community is not shy about telling us how they feel.” Amets 

found this “sustaining” as Amets and their team have “a lot of love” for the community. 

Whether designers can rely on direct feedback, often the anticipation of feedback and 

player satisfaction becomes part of the design experience.  “Every game I make, I strive to make 

it something that I know people will enjoy” (Amets). Gable displayed some worry about player 

feedback, noting that it’s “not necessarily… constructive. It’s going to be emotional.” As such, 

Gable described releasing games as “terrifying” as there will be some people who “are not going 

to like it.” Ehsan also detailed it this possibility as “terrifying,” as “all it takes is one hardcore 

little group to just really mess with you.” Ooyu shows that players’ enjoyment was a necessary 

aim in order to release the game, “I managed to get to a point, with a game that I felt it was 

strong enough that other people would enjoy it and of course, very gratifying that they do that. 

By and large, it doesn't have a huge audience, but the audience who'd play it really seemed to 

enjoy it.” 
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 Player satisfaction is indicated not only through player reaction, but also through external 

references. For example, Ibis describes: “I think I skipped a lot of steps in proving that [my tech 

tree mechanic] works, because I know it was on the computer [game, Civilization]. It's already 

tried and true mechanic I just need to translate it... I know there's a customer base. I know people 

like it.” Ibis later goes on to say, “‘Civilization.’ like you just say that word, people will like it.” 

Another example is Kadek, who similarly focused on a particular theme. “So, we added the 

space context later, and we obviously did it because people are super excited about it.” 

References will be explored further in another theme. 

 

Subtheme 3.2: Player Emotion 

Consideration of player emotion plays a significant role in a game’s design direction. For 

Gable, “Any game is an exercise in empathy… To cultivate this bottomless well of empathy... 

that's the psychological spiritual journey of any kind of artist is to just like how, how can I 

empathize with the audience that is so much bigger than I am… We tried to the best we could 

put ourselves in, you know, in the shoes of all the kinds of people that we thought would play the 

game. It makes something that resonates with them.”  

By far, designers considered player “fun” the most out of all emotion-like responses. 

While fun itself is not an emotion, it is within the realm of affective responses. Amets explains, 

“Making the game fun is always… where you want to end up. And so, whatever we want to do— 

theorycrafting or storytelling—has to be in service of that.” Amets feels fun is a top priority, just 

like player satisfaction. When talking about a particular feature, Amets exemplifies the priority 

of fun over other goals: “like giant mechs and, like those are kind of tropes in SCI fi terms yeah. 

But they're still fun like at some point. You just got to not be too precious about it. ‘Say, you 
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know what's fun? big Mechs they just are. And, in you go big Mech.” Though Amets 

acknowledges some limitation to Mechs because they are a trope, their value as an entity of fun 

upstages the negative aspect. Kadek takes a slightly different angle, prioritizing fun over realism: 

“we needed to do many things unrealistic because otherwise it would be totally no fun to play 

this game.” Similarly, Ummi reports that “usually… i'm not necessarily trying to send some sort 

of grand message. It's more of providing a game experience that I think would be fun.” As we 

explored earlier, sharing some sort of message is important to a lot of the designers in the 

experience of making a civilization-game. But Ummi’s comment implies that designing for fun 

is a more consistently a priority over a grand message across game design as a whole, at least for 

Ummi.  

In discussing a feature in a well-known game as an example of players not having fun, 

Maitland details how a designer should toil with steering design decisions towards fun: “like I 

[the player] didn't win by not doing the fun thing. So, the easy fix is… you [the designer] 

incentivize the most fun. And so ‘the best way to win is the way that I [the designer] want you to 

play.’ and so that can take a lot of effort and refining and thinking, and you know false starts and 

twists and turns to figure out a) what's the most fun thing b) how do I make you do that, I want 

to, I want to sign post it for you. That ‘Hey like the way to win is to do all the shit that I think is 

the coolest in the experience I want you to have.’” In this passage, Maitland argues that the game 

should be designed—using incentives and pursuit of winning—to lead players to the most fun in 

a possible experience. There is an exchange between player and designer, in which the designer 

acts as a crumb-layer or puppeteer, providing tidbits in a controlled fashion for the player to 

enjoy. This dynamic can be furthered with a quote from Ooyu who feels that a game should be 

fun to play for both the player and the designer, stating “it is not easy to create a game that's fun, 
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that's unique, that's interesting, and you also yourself enjoy playing.” As we will explore 

elsewhere, designers often need to act as players to both test out the experience and enjoy the act 

of creating itself. 

Ehsan explains how giving player control over a dominion is fun. “So, the fun is that I 

just did something good. it's that dopamine hit of I just did something good… so it's that letting 

the player feel like they have that it's their world, area, that's kind of in this case, their galaxy. 

That's what makes it fun for the player. That's what allows them to build a narrative around it.” 

Ehsan argues that letting the player accomplish something good or of benefit to their area is both 

fun and engaging as it allows players to create their own story and have a sense of agency.  

Some designers observed players approaching dark situations with humor, a variant of 

fun. Yaito reported that “people make jokes even out of the most extreme situations” such as 

when an “ecological collapse” occurs in the game. Yaito found it comforting that players found 

humor “in the face of adversity.” In multiplayer games, Sacha noticed how players experience 

“classic schadenfreude” when another player experiences a bad outcome. There’s common 

“understanding” across the players that a “rant” and “throwing the cards down” out of frustration 

can coincide with a “good laugh.” 

Often designers will need to take out features in order to ensure their experience is fun. 

Other than examples described earlier, Qimat describes a multiplayer feature that was removed 

because players lost a sense of agency and fun. “We really cut the feature because it's not fun. 

Because it's not fun if you just want to build and have your beautiful green island. And 

somewhere at the other side of the world, someone is polluting and you can't win anymore.” This 

example illustrates when a game design infringes on the fun of the player building their own 

world and area. This feature essentially removed that which gave the player the sense of agency.  
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Maitland further complicates the relationship between fun and engagement, tying both to 

in-game player learning. “I am very strongly of the mind that you are not going to get those 

teachable moments if the game isn't fun, if the game isn't engaging, if the game isn't something 

that people are doing and they're enjoying it.” In this case, fun sort of serves as a vehicle towards 

a particular goal (learning), and the player must be in the act of “doing” the game and enjoying 

it. These topics of engagement and agency will be discussed in another theme. 

As we see in the above examples, fun both dictates and drives designer’s goals. However, 

it is not the only type of consideration of player’s affect. Another affective consideration is the 

sensation or emotion of surprise. Gable noted a few times that one of strategy games’ “magic”-al 

elements is that it “surprises you” in part because “the combinatorics for a strategy game are so 

large.”44 Similarly, Ooyu prioritized “the emergent quality of the game” so that the player could 

experience “surprises” that were not “pre-manufactured” by Ooyu.45 Ooyu further explained that 

it could be a “surprising condition  that makes you think, ‘oh I wasn't expecting this to occur, but 

it's exciting because it emerged from those rules.’“ Ummi felt the game needed to have “some 

sort of threat.” Otherwise, players wouldn’t experience “any element of surprise,” which was 

important to “keep the game fresh” and “simulate the problems that would likely happen as the 

world is collapsing around you.”46 

Some designers noted that players experience a variety of emotions in their games. 

Wayan described their game as a game in line with many others, “as a work of entertainment.” 

Not only does it offer “cool surprises” and “hidden secrets,” but it also offers “frustrations and 

 
44

 Gable further explained that you “just have to throw people at it before you can understand that it breaks in this 

way.” 
45

 An example Ooyu provided is when an event occurs in the game that’s unexpected. 
46

 Other designers had specific features that were surprising. Ehsan prefers conflict (military attacks) to be 

surprising for players. In Ibis’ game, when players level up they can choose a power from a random draw; players 

gravitated towards this feature as they found it “surprising” and cool. 
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delights.” Similarly, Sacha pointed out the “game is all about emotion.” For example, players can 

get “really wired up” out of frustration and get “highly elated” when thwarting a negative event 

or winning an election.47 While Ummi wanted players to “have those feelings of despair” that 

come with leaving a planet, Ummi emphasized that the players are the one “filling in the emotion 

of that journey and the tough choices they need to make.”48 

The participants exerted a bit of effort to avoid negative emotions49. Despite wanting 

players to feel despair, Ummi still wanted players to always have some feeling of “hope” 

because otherwise “why are you even playing?” if the player has no hope to win. Wayan used 

“imaginative surprises” to provide a break from the “despair.” In the design process, Yaito 

learned a lot about overfishing, sex trafficking, and corruption. Yaito expressed that “these are 

real things that happen, real people all the time… and that is a whole train ride of despair that 

you cannot put in a game.”50 

Many designers specifically sought to avoid boredom. “Hundreds of times a day,” Amets 

would think about “how is the player going to feel about this” particular decision? Amets would 

also get more specific and ask whether players get “bored”, or the game becomes “too tedious” 

in parts of the game. Ibis took out a particular feature51 because they also found it “too tedious… 

an extra system that would burden people.” Kadek felt it was important to reduce the amount of 

 
47

 Sacha also found the player “psychology” quite interesting, describing how players deal with bad die rolls as “an 

emotional roller coaster.” 
48

 While not explicitly addressing it as a variety of emotions, Kadek found it “super exciting” for players to be 

“confronted with this climate collapse thing and you see the trees dying and the deserts growing wildfires and all 

kinds of catastrophes occurring more and more.” Kadek found this scenario “quite an emotional thing, which 

everybody can connect to.” 
49

 There are additional examples scattered throughout the dissertation of instances where designers sought to avoid 

offending players  
50

 “You can’t say these things to people without them going… ‘I’m just going to play Mario’” 
51

 They did not include a system where players could build wonders, a feature of many civilization games 
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text in their game so that people would not get bored;52 Kadek learned that they couldn’t “paint 

every character in thousands of deepnesses[sic].” Ooyu was particularly worried about those who 

do not do well in the beginning of the game, stating that the game shouldn’t “become a boring 

exercise.” Thus, Ooyu implemented a restart mechanic, with which players whose civilizations 

get “wiped out” early can start over again; the game continues until all players get “wiped out” at 

least once. 

A few designers also mentioned how they avoid annoyance. Ooyu designed features that 

would help end the game53 as players would become “annoyed by a game that continued 

indefinitely.” Similarly, their game made the rise and fall of civilizations commonplace, so that 

“loss” (when a civilization perishes) feels more familiar and comfortable. To help reduce how it 

can be “extremely frustrating to lose,” Ooyu designed difficulty adjustments as well. When 

thinking about game expansions, Ehsan would ask questions about the current limitations of the 

non-expanded game, such as “do people get annoyed that they can’t go wherever they want?” 

 

Subtheme 3.3: Creating an Engaging Experience 

Designers are concerned about making a deep and engaging experience. Design—

regardless of the field—requires choosing priorities for particular projects. In this dissertation’s 

study, the designers reported a focus into providing a deep experience that requires player 

investment. Amets words this general sentiment best. “So, what do we spend our time on? It's 

always what's going to deepen the player experience? What are they going to invest in? What are 

they going to care about and enjoy?” 

 
52

 Kadek used an analogy of a comic book to support this idea 
53

 Such as declaring early winners 
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 Each designer has a unique take on how they provide an immersive experience through 

their own designs. For example, Maitland discusses how “players imagine themselves as the 

stewards of the civilizations. You know I want players to really be able to inhabit the characters, 

so to speak, that they're they're playing.” Ummi reports “The best part is when [the player is] 

building the solar systems, it creates a unique sense of immersion that you're actually the one 

creating these things, and you get really lost in the theme.” In both these cases, the designer 

reports that they are creating an experience in which the player acts out a role, which in turn, 

immerses them in the game.  

 As a quality of experience, immersion also has a temporal aspect. Kadek relates 

immersion to flow stating, “we need to add some features that are making it more immersive and 

pulling gamers into the game flow.” This quote indicates that Kadek sees their game experience 

as having a central core that has multiple entry points. The designer can add features that move 

the player into the centrally designed experience. Wayan discusses how a designer wants “people 

to get through the game.” As such, Wayan felt it was important to use techniques that drove the 

game “forward.” “If the game was literally just a constant march of disaster and despair, I think 

it'd be less engaging.” Wayan communicates an awareness that the player’s investment is not 

automatically maintained once the player is engaged; the designer needs to put effort into the 

design so that the experience provides constant hooks, or “imaginative surprises,” to keep the 

player engaged.  

 Kadek also describes how immersion in the form of escapism is important to their design 

ethos. “To go away into games, that's number one. And to find a relief from being present in the 

world, or something. To immerse to some other place…” This quote further elaborates Kadek’s 

earlier quote about game flow, clarifying that their game experience is not only seen as 
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something that has a central core intended for players, but also something that can enrapture the 

player. Ummi communicates how this escapism into another world has a unique quality in their 

game because of the cooperative elements that they added into the game. “Games can be even 

more immersive because now there's communication between players, rather than competition 

right, so instead of you, being in your own little world now you're in the world of everybody that 

you're playing with.” 

 We can learn more about Kadek’s perspective on designing immersiveness in the 

following quote, in which they connected immersion to other themes explored in this 

dissertation’s findings:  

We made it possible to experience this very very threatening and very certain problematic 

future, with all its aspects and make it exciting to explore it in our game...  ...normally 

when you design a game, you have this theory of game flow -- that you don't make it too 

too hard for for people to play and also not too boring. And the modern most modern 

games are adapting their difficulty level to the players abilities and keeping [the player] 

forever in this flow channel... we can make this with the power of and immersiveness of 

games… make it really interesting to be confronted with this inconvenient truth. So, to 

say about the climate complex crisis. 

 

In Kadek’s case, they use game immersion to make the game interesting, which in turn, helps the 

player confront the climate crisis, a central theme of their game. Kadek also discusses difficulty 

adaptation, to increase the likelihood that any player can enjoy and stay engaged in the game. 

 Designers also expressed a great deal of care for players and related this care to the 

amount of immersion in the game experience. For example, Qimat states “I love players. I love 

them to have the experience and really kind of be happy, be immersed in the world, and kind of 

get the freedom… and to do what they want within the constraints that I set them.” Qimat 

describes how they want players to become a part of the game world and be able to explore 

within the limits of the world. Ooyu also displays a similar respect for the player but comes from 

the angle of putting more of who they are into the game experience, stating “I want people to put 
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as much as themselves into the game, and I want myself as little as possible.” Interestingly, Ooyu 

comments on how they, as a designer, sort of want to be invisible to the player, which in a way, 

accentuates the role of the player. While this sentiment may be true of other designers, other 

designers seem to be more concerned than Ooyu does about communicating particular ideas, 

which in some senses, makes them relatively less invisible. 

 

Subtheme 3.4: Catering to Player Interests 

 Designers are concerned about capturing particular kinds of players and look to cater the 

game experience to these audiences. 

 Designers looked to engage players by implementing game characteristics that would 

appeal to particular audiences. Sacha exclaims “when you're looking at game design you've got 

to try and catch what you think people might be interested [in].”  And so, Sacha did just that 

through the theme. “The fact that future earth of some description has sway, because I know 

people tend to, even if they're not that interested in the game, might pick up on the theme… 

people go ‘ooo what's that.’” Ummi adds on another layer by relating his own interest to that of 

the player:  

You design games that you want to play. So, if you can find likeminded people that have 

a passion for trying to save humanity or expand humanity or develop technologies that 

make humanity more powerful — If you have that alignment, then people are going to 

enjoy the game. 

 

Ummi defines their game through thematic actions that both the player takes, and the designer 

creates. By seeing themselves as a player, Ummi creates an enjoyable game experience for both 

designer and player. 

 Certain designers have unique views on evaluating the interests of their target audience. 

Ooyu wanted to create a game that embraces players’ creativity. As such, they felt creativity is 
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“best suited for a game that you sit down and you deliberate over, and you have time to think 

about it… that's what people are probably engaged with more more heavily.” Thus, their game 

has this more thoughtful ethos. Though fun is a common aim of game design, Qimat emphasizes 

that this is not necessarily the case with players who are interested in science fiction games: “it's 

a reaction we get a lot from the sci-fi or future thing like, ‘This is interesting, not necessarily fun, 

but interesting.’ And then you address the specific player kind of demographic that goes with 

[that].’” Similarly, Kadek was vigilant to lessen the competitive elements of their game after 

learning that “our aimed audience is like enjoying endlessly building and perfectionizing 

something they work on. So, they want no competitors, they want no evil enemies and stuff.” 

Though all these designers are creating civilization building games, their games have engaging 

appeal that does not appear through every game experience.  

 Like Kadek’s worry about evil enemies, many designers seemed to focus on particular 

elements impacting their games appeal. Sacha, drawing upon their past experience working on 

historical games, took out an element that was originally in their game: starvation54. 

“[Starvation] was never an issue when I was growing up. Today's it's just not a topic that people 

want to really have in a game I don't think.” Though Sacha does not express full confidence of 

starvation’s lack of appeal, their concern over its appeal is one reason it was not in the game.55 

However, this appeal worry does not necessarily mean removing a feature. In Wayan’s case, 

what they were worried about is central to the game experience. As a climate change game 

designer, Wayan exclaims “you're generally offering thoughts and insights that are very 

unpopular to the people you are asking to invest in the product as well, so I think it's also very 

 
54

 Starvation is a common element in many recent board games that thematically use food as a resource. 
55

 Sacha also removed it from the game to help simplify the experience. 
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problematic to make products like this. Very difficult should I say.” Wayan expresses worry of 

public reception of the game, but since these “thoughts and insights” are the primary driver of 

the game, they remain. 

Many designers reported the need to manage player expectations. Qimat and their team 

would use player personas56 to get an idea of “who is playing and what do they expect from the 

game,” particularly about “the future… the topic, the dream that we are selling them.” Thus, the 

designers “built [the] game around those expectations” of the future that came from doing this 

persona research. For example, if the players expected some sort of spaceship, the team tried to 

cater to that. Sometimes, the players expected things that went counter to Qimat’s team’s 

ideology. For example, players expected that nuclear power plants would “need to explode at one 

point,” simply because they were included in the game. In such cases, Qimat’s team would 

decide when to concede to those expectations.57 

 Like Qimat, Ehsan worked on a game that is part of a series. As such, the games have a 

lot of fans, so if they “ever change things too much, [they] hear about it.” Many hardcore fans58 

are such big fans that they have “designed the next game in their brain already.” Thus, the 

designers are “competing with what [the audience] loved about the last game and trying to 

improve it.” To make it even more difficult for the development team, players are looking at the 

latest and greatest game innovations or technology — “the sexiest thing” — and are expecting 

Ehsan’s team/game to be able to do those things as well.  

 
56

 Personas are common in design fields and are profile-like descriptions of potential users of a product or 

experience, often derived from some form of research or intuition. This can help designers cater the product or 

experience to the intended audiences. 
57

 Another example that Qimat provided is that with science and technology in 4x games, “everyone kind of expect 

this linear progression thing” where the player is constantly getting new things and then the player wins when they 

approach the end of what was programmed in the game. To Qimat, that seemed kind of strange because “science 

doesn’t stop.” 
58

 Ehsan also described how some fans have written fanfiction novels in the game’s universe. 
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Similarly, Gable noted how players’ “affordances” that came from playing other games 

in the series “nullified or made it very hard to sell this new thing.” Because of player 

expectation, Gable could not “make it too different [because] players wouldn’t like it or make it 

[too] similar [because] there wouldn’t be any value.” In essence, this created a double bind. 

 Fan expectations can also involve genre literacy59. Ibis noted that in many civilization or 

space exploration games, players expect some military conflict. However, Ibis’ game is designed 

for “thinky people and not war game people, so that breaks that expectation.” Having said that, 

Ibis did not want to “break this zone too much” because many of these games are dependent on 

“what people already know about the genre.” Sacha experienced a different phenomenon where 

some players expected the opposite of what one would expect from a strategy game. Some 

players expected to learn, set up, and play the game “within three minutes.” However, Sacha 

stressed that this is a game that takes time to learn, like other strategy games. 

 To help cater to as many potential fans as possible, some designers discussed how they 

broaden the audience. Sacha felt it was important to make their game “as less warlike as 

possible.”60 Wayan also reported a design-based compromise61. Wayan wanted to set “the bar for 

accessibility low enough” so that as many people as possible could enjoy the game. Chesed 

discussed how they “depended” on human values that are shared across cultures in order to 

achieve more “universal appeal.” Chesed’s goal was to ensure players from different countries 

could still “recognize” and “empathize with the sorts of struggles going on” in their games. 

 
59

 More details on genre is explored later on 
60

 Sacha also mentioned how they felt thinking about how to make it appeal to a broad audience was important. 

Sacha described how they had elections in their game. In Sacha’s game, elections are not explicitly about war but 

still contain similar characteristics, and thus Sacha considered this a good way of getting around war. 
61

 As described further later, Kadek also made compromise but in the art style to ensure the game had broad appeal. 
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 Even though Ooyu consciously created a game for a niche audience, Ooyu still 

considered how to appeal more broadly. Ooyu wanted to make the game “as open and as 

engaging as possible.” As such, they did not want to “limit” the audience even further by forcing 

players to “do creative activities that conform to this particular kind of brand of thinking”; rather, 

they wanted players to use their imagination.” Ooyu also talked about an example they would do 

differently if they were to re-release the game. In the game there is alien technology that players 

can interpret. While Ooyu “liked that idea” of aliens coming and “destroy[ing] civilization,” 

Ooyu believed that simply including aliens is “limiting for other people”; it “requires too much 

of a specific backstory for the universe” that “people may not want to have.” 

 Not only did designers think about how to appeal to more audiences more generally, but 

some designers also considered how to appeal to multiple specific kinds of audiences. Ehsan 

described catering to specific audiences while trying to “bring more people in” as a constant 

“balancing point.” According to Ehsan, “most of our pushback issues” come from the conflict 

between the wishes of “hardcore strategy people who count every little number”62 and trying to 

make the game “quicker and fun.” Ehsan described how they always have to be “ready” for these 

number-centric fans, as they are the “very vocal part of the playerbase” and tend to “find every 

system [the designer] make[s] and exploit it.” As discussed earlier, situations like this are 

amplified because Ehsan’s game was part of a series of games. Ehsan emphasized that the 

designer has “a vision but everybody’s already written their version of the game in their head.” 

 Kadek had some experiences similar to Ehsan, in which they saw some people “get really 

mad” at the game even though they played for hundreds of hours. “They’re just finding 

 
62

 Ehsan referred to such folk as “grognards” and they are a huge chunk of the game’s fanbase; they enjoy “literally 

count[ing] every grain of food,” are “min maxers,” and “just… pay attention to the numbers.” 
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unlogic[sic] things… that I could never find because I wouldn’t be trying to optimize the best 

combination” of many different systems, trying to create a “perfect world.” Still, Kadek felt their 

game was best catered to those interested in climate change and those who want something 

relaxing and enjoy “endlessly building and perfectionizing something” with little opposition. 

 Gable described how they “care” about two kinds of players. One group of players 

consists of “really critical players that understand the building process” as well as designers63. 

These players understand the experience that Gable and the team are trying to deliver. Gable 

likes to have these players test out the game earlier in the development process since their 

feedback can help the team reach their vision. The other group of players are the “consumers” 

who give “emotional” feedback rather than constructive, such as “I don’t get this. It sucks.” 

Gable recommended that designers have to be “very targeted and disciplined” about how they 

“adjust” the game to feedback from this second group, such as using it primarily as a way to 

consider how to best “deliver” or “teach” the game, rather than “big changes” such as the game’s 

central design.64   

 Ummi also emphasized playtesting as a method to witness how “people play your game 

differently” and how to “engage all those different playstyles.” As an example, Ummi compared 

how someone who has played the game before will understand the game and appreciate it 

differently than someone who hasn’t. On the topic of more vocal feedback, Sacha observed how 

“some gamers actually to their discredit seem to assume the fact that everybody’s the same like 

them when they’re not.” Thus, Sacha - in describing design of a rulebook - recommended that 

designers keep in mind that “people are just different.”  

 
63

 Gable referred to these players as those who “squint”  
64

 Gable described how using emotional feedback too early can derail the project before it has enough of a form, or 

how others may not be “used to receiving that kind of feedback” and may overreact as a result. 
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Theme 4: Player Cognition 

 The participants were concerned about the player’s cognitive experience. Designers 

sought out how to create an experience that engaged human’s mental abilities by making the 

game approachable and intellectually stimulating, while giving players the space to interpret and 

imagine aspects of the game on their own terms. 

 

Subtheme 4.1: Player Accessibility 

Designers were concerned with making an approachable game experience. 

As their game was focused on science fiction, Gable acknowledged the game required “a 

lot of explanation” to help the player navigate through the game experience. Having said that, 

Gable felt there was a “fine line…  between giving players… enough world building to learn 

about but also not saturating your game so much with jargon and SCI fi that they can't figure out 

what's going on.” Gable wanted to ensure the player didn’t feel “stupid.” Amets also cautioned 

against generating too many new sci-fi ideas as every new concept would be a “lesson that… 

makes them kind of detached from the game.”  

Similarly, Yaito needed to find a balance between “accessible information” in a way 

where players could “understand intrinsically and affect effectively,” and in the other direction, 

not “bogging [the game] down with too much with precise stuff.” In other words, Yaito wanted 

to be sure such information was as “succinct and minimal” as possible without hindering the 

player's understanding of how to play the game and the thematic context. Much of the precision 

came from the opinions of experts who worked on the game. Yaito described this as “incredibly 

dry subject matter” that does not consider the player experience. Instead, Yaito simply wanted to 
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“create that first little opening that you need in order to start taking that information there, like a 

wedge in the door.” 

Other designers also ensured their game made sense to the player.65 Ibis “spent a lot of 

time” with the theming of the cards to be sure nothing was completely “illogical.” Ooyu also 

wanted to be sure some technology categories were not too “esoteric.” Wayan mentioned how 

“comprehensibility and accessibility” were issues that were constantly surfaced. Having said 

that, Wayan reflected that the “user experience wasn’t given necessarily the time, love, and 

attention it should have been,” and in a future version, they would focus making the game “more 

understandable, more accessible.” For example, players needed to infer from context how in-

game events impacted the game mechanics66, which the players did not like. Looking back, 

Qimat also expressed some regret that their game was not easy to understand. As such, players 

often did not go “‘hey, that’s cool’” but instead would say “‘huh?’.”67 Qimat was able to use 

some of this feedback to make some adjustments based on “how much information can we give 

[the player] in what amount of time? What’s the processing that [the players] are able to do?”  

Maitland was one of many designers who made their game simpler to improve player 

understanding. Maitland described their game as “pretty straightforward” which reflected their 

“goal” to make the game “a super explicit, very obvious analogy to that real world situation.” As 

the intended audience for their game consisted of non-gamers, Maitland wanted “clarity of 

systems,” a “clear path to success,” “short,” “pick up and play,” and easy to understand. After 

 
65

 Ummi and Sacha described the amount of labor and frustration that went in to make sure their rulebooks were 

comprehensible and not too confusing. 
66

 Wayan gave an example of an event that would affect agricultural capital by a certain %  
67

 Qimat did make effort to make the game more understandable. For example, Qimat did not include economic 

“goods” in the game that were difficult to understand.  
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one or two plays68, Maitland wanted players to understand how the games’ systems 

“interconnect.” Maitland felt it was important to assume players might not always think 

intelligently69; thus, Maitland implemented incentives for players to do the “obvious thing” 

rather than using a cognitive method that would require a lot more effort.70 

Like Maitland, Kadek wanted players to experience the game in a “simple way.” They 

did not want to include features and mechanics that players “can’t even easily experience” or 

“visualize”71. They felt it was a “challenge” to portray the many layers of managing a “whole 

global civilization.” Thus, they wanted to make it “as easy as possible”; otherwise, “there’s too 

much to do.”72 

Several designers discussed caution towards requiring too much effort from players. 

Ooyu recommended that “you want to make sure that you're not creating too much work on any 

one thing if you're expecting work elsewhere,” for example if a player has to remember different 

rules and procedures on top of whatever they are actively attempting to do. “Games are 

principally for fun.” Therefore, “if you make it too hard, they’re gonna do something else.” In 

Ummi’s game, players often overlooked a particular mechanic. This may be because players 

have limitations on what they “can handle intellectually as well as keeping track of mechanics” 

particularly when there’s “so many moving parts.” Yaito noticed that players “switch off” when 

 
68

 As opposed to “20 to 30 to 50 plays” 
69

 Maitland described how they assume a player might be “stupid” in a “non insulting way.” 
70

 This is also reflected in Maitland’s choice of civilization theme, where they feel people know “how to play with 

just looking at it.” Genre choice will be explored more later. 
71

 Things that might be “too complex” or “not helpful” such as excessive simulation detail 
72

 [This will go in an Appendix] Kadek also sought to bring out this simplicity in both the interface and the art style. 

Kadek aimed to make them “accessible” and help the game be “understandable by itself and by its function.” 

Similarly, Ummi wanted a “clean” graphic design style that would “get the point across.” Ibis wanted to be sure the 

graphics were large and “clear.” 
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there’s “too many things to manage at once,” which is “always a danger” in a civilization-based 

game.73 

Yaito made several observations on how a less accessible game resulted in preventing a 

player from reaching the fun or the message. For example, Yaito “wanted to be accurate” and 

enjoyed considering the “complicated” details of the subject matter. However, Yaito felt these 

details “limited accessibility” and thus “bogged down” the experience and “made the game less 

fun.” Furthermore, Yaito noted that “if people can’t make it through a game, they’re not going to 

make it through the message.”74 Yaito felt these “decisions, making these kinds of sacrifices are 

probably the hardest ones.” 

Sacha took a more additive approach towards effort that still emphasized the importance 

of understanding. In describing the many different kinds of considerations during a game turn75 

in which “every decision is vital,” Sacha felt their game “rewards the player that understands the 

balance” among all these different decisions. “The more you understand the game, the more you 

get out of it.” Even though players had difficulty handling the negative events in the game, Sacha 

wanted players to understand that those “events are part of the game” and thus learn to “deal 

with it,” in part as sort of an extension to handling challenges in real life. Amets summarized 

their thoughts about accessibility by stating: 

all the other great stuff that we want the player to get to, they’re probably not going to get 

to if the game just is clunky, it just isn't fun, or it's tedious, or it's kind of inexplicable, or 

it's hard to play, or it's hard to learn. 

 

 
73

 One change Yaito did to help in this effort was to make labels of things “concise” (e.g. remove uses of 

“sustainable” or “social” from open compound words when they felt they weren’t necessary). This helped players 

from “tripping over themselves” over the wording of things. 
74

 Yaito emphasized this multiple times, including saying “you need to kind of start thinking about how the player 

experience can be streamlined in order to make it easier for that message to be accessed.” 
75

 For example, a player needs to be “worried” about “build[ing] things,” “very limited resource[s],” what other 

players are doing, “acquiring territory,” etc. 
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Subtheme 4.2: Player Intellection 

Designers thought about what players learned and how the game experience stimulated 

them intellectually. Some designers reported the importance of the player receiving messages the 

designer was trying to convey. For example, Ummi wanted the player to feel and “understand the 

process of moving through space takes time” and that “you need to build a foundation before you 

can support life.” Yaito also illuminated some big notions, depicting their game as an “overview” 

of “big problems” that players can learn how to “directly tackle… out in the world.” Through 

having a “great time,” the game experience would provide the “message that your actions… have 

weight.” Wayan saw their game as “a view of the dialogue between humanity and the planet,” in 

which players are “scored” on the health of humanity and the planet. The globe is the “central 

character” and “centers the players’ experience.” Through these tenets, players learn various 

things about the world and climate change, for example, “players will have understood that the 

way a nation reacts to its policies, depends on its and its political outlook.” 

 Wayan was determined for players to “engage” both in alternative ways76 to the 

“complex” problem of climate change and in the games’ mechanics that require “strategies to 

overcome them.” Amets mirrored this desire to stimulate the player, as they aimed to “present 

some interesting ideas that I have found broadening or compelling and hope[d to] try to make 

them compelling to others.” Like Wayan, Amets also wanted to “make a good strategy game, 

and the ideas that underpin it were chosen as much, if not more, for that reason, as for their 

ability to provide interesting commentary, or to be edifying.”77 Amets purposefully looked for 

players “appreciating the… cleverness of the game” with the “message that it’s sending.” 

 
76

 This topic will be explored several times later on. 
77

 In other words, Amets found it “satisfying to me if a player played the game and experienced both quality 

strategy game and an exposure to some interesting perspectives” 
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 Through Gable’s game, the player will explore “what does it mean to be a human 

being?,” another broad idea. By playing and winning the game, the player “answer[s]” the 

“challenge” posed, investigating “questions in an interesting context” and making decisions 

about humanity along the way. Ooyu aimed to also create an evocative78 experience about 

alternative perspectives, “hop[ing] that people get something out of play, not just fun” such as 

“generating ideas” or “having thought of something that you didn't think of before.” Ooyu’s 

game was especially primed for stimulation of the mind, as Ooyu reported that the creative 

aspect of the game requires players’ deliberation and “time to think about it.” 

 Kadek’s game experience also asked players to show this level of care. As the players are 

“trying to design your most efficient, profitable, or beautiful civilization, you have to take care 

[of] all the details” and understand how the games’ systems interact. In order to do well in the 

game, players need to be “mindful… about how the world is really sticking together, with all its 

parts.” Thus, players learn a lot about civilization and city building through the game experience, 

including the many upgrades, effects, or descriptions of buildings.  

 Maitland also invited players to learn about the world, as players “go through this journey 

of discovery and understanding.” The game acts as a “springboard” for education about global 

systems and nuclear proliferation through “teachable moments” that are created with fun and a 

“good time.” By focusing on player engagement, Maitland was not “forcing [players] to do 

things differently” than what has been done historically. Instead, Maitland argued the game takes 

the “lived experience” from playing the game to think about larger issues and consider the 

choices political actors and societies make and their contexts. Maitland sought to focus on 

 
78

 This evocativeness is touched upon a few times in following sections as well. 
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content that helped players “make these kind of real connections.” Additionally, the game comes 

with supplemental material to encourage educational discussions.  

 Yaito’s game also came with informational supplemental material. Even if the 

educational value was only “surface value,” Yaito perceived it as “more than a win: that’s 

society changing.” Through playing the game, players take an “active role” in conceptualizing 

sustainability, and thus their minds become “much more open” to wondering about these terms 

and concepts in the future, in part because “familiarity is ultimately what we gravitate towards.” 

By learning through the game, Yaito hoped that players would find the game “inspiring” and 

lead them to action in a “fight” against climate change with a “possible” solution. 

 Though it was less of a priority, Chesed also saw players learning through their game. 

Chesed focused on “making science accessible” and wanted players to encounter the world’s 

many times, places, and cultures. Chesed argued that games’ (as a whole) “biggest educational 

value is the fact they have rules, just like the universe.” Rules are important to Chesed as Chesed 

expressed that “patterns can be discerned and learned.” As such, they felt their games’ rules 

seem to be a “pretty good match” to the real world. With greater knowledge of these rules and 

patterns, Chesed hoped that players could better see how to “think for yourself.”    

 Thinking for oneself can be bolstered by alternate perspectives, which is what Amets 

postulated as feasible in their game experience. While there are “very few facts” in the game, 

Amets felt that players still get “educational value” from “speculation.” Players who took the 

game “sincerely” and used a little bit of mental “role play” could be introduced to some “new 

perspectives.” This is also seen in Wayan’s game, through which Wayan helped players learn the 

perspective of policymakers. Though it was contentious, Wayan left evil policy decisions in the 

game because “in reality… it’s something you can’t ignore. There are certainly voices out 
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there… who’d be very pleased to use such measures or see them as grimly inevitable.” Wayan 

did this to ensure players had “a wide range of options as possible.”79 

 

Subtheme 4.3: Player Interpretation 

Designers encouraged players to interpret and find meaning through the game experience. 

Many designers discussed how they invited players to interpret and make sense of the content 

that was provided for them. In Amets game, there were fictional characters and cultures as well 

as variations of familiar ones such as the United States and the EU. Amets wanted players to “sit 

down and make sense of who these people they’ve never heard of” are as well as those who look 

familiar but “don’t work [in] the way that they recognize.” Similarly, Qimat’s game had “a lot of 

archetypes, factions, characters, and stuff that looks like what it’s supposed to be but it’s not the 

thing,” for example fictional variants of agents that fuel climate change. Qimat felt it was 

important for players to experience these archetypes on a “metaphorical level” and use them as 

jumping off points for discussions. 

How might players interpret such content? Chesed believed players would need to “use 

their own experience to come to their own conclusions and apply those to their own lives,” 

which implies different interpretation across individuals. Sacha noticed how even though players 

can “take different meanings to what [the designer] say[s],” the designer still needs to “try to 

communicate” clearly and directly to the player.80 Maitland acknowledged the player will have 

“some thoughts” about particular country interactions in the game. Maitland made a “conscious 

decision” to make the art relatable to the current times so that players could interpret the game 

 
79

 Possibility space will be discussed more later in the dissertation 
80

 Sacha was referring to rulebook design in this quote 
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with “whatever layer they do, themselves.” Gable acknowledged that the player experience is 

much different than the designer’s. In essence, the designer doesn’t “own it anymore” once a 

game is released. Players will “take away from it what they want”81 no matter how much the 

designer hopes particular kinds of “thinking” in the player “surface[s].” 

 Amets discussed how they saw the connection between player interpretation and the 

designer’s role; game making was described as “act of sharing and an act of sort of the reciprocal 

experience.” While this type of “communication” is characteristic of many art forms, Amets 

expressed that games are often “more powerful than film or literature because they’re 

interactive.” Amets articulated that the designer is “presenting the ideas” in games. In return, the 

player “decide[s] what they mean. Tri[es] one against the other. Tri[es] all of the experiences, 

personally actually do[es] them.” The player then experiences feelings based on the decisions 

they make.  

 A few designers discussed how the game experience may be meaningful for the player to 

varying degrees. One of Maitland’s goals was to “connect” the game to “things [that]… younger 

people… are much more interested in,” including the environment. Thus, the game is designed to 

“springboard into… a meaningful experience” and not just be a “cool thing” for players. Ooyu 

mentioned that their game has the “capability” for players to “think about what these things82 

mean together” and “dig deeper on particular subject matter,” but it was not a design priority for 

them. Ooyu gave players the “framework” to approach the game “as whimsically as they want or 

as seriously as they want.” Ooyu expressed that the game is “already asking a lot of them” but 

“it’s sort of natural in this day” for players to dig deeper or find meaning. Ehsan found it “very 

 
81

 Gable described how the designers tried to “weave in” a lot of themes into the game. 
82

 Likely referring to the different categories and abstract ideas in their game 
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rewarding” when players are “creating something that means something to them.” Ibis reported 

that it’s important for players to feel as if they are creating or doing something that “they can be 

proud of.”83 Whether they are “nurturing something” or “destroying something,” the designer 

needs to “get that experience right.”  

 

Subtheme 4.4: Player Freedom 

Designers wanted to give players the space for cognitive freedom, eliciting player 

agency, ownership, and imagination. With player ownership, designers wanted players to have a 

sense that they were creating something that they owned. With player imagination, designers 

wanted players to think beyond the frameworks provided, in ways that were unexpected and 

creative. 

To emphasize agency and ownership, Ibis extended this concept of nurturing, referring to 

player’s management of the technology tree as akin to “nurturing their own baby”84. Ibis further 

explained the technology tree is like a baby — at least in their game — because players get to 

“choose [their] own path,” they grow the tree, it’s an “engine”85 that the player builds, “it’s not 

like war [in which] you hit other people,” and most importantly, “I keep calling it a baby because 

you’re kind of shaping it yourself.” 

 Ehsan not only wished for players to create meaning (as explored in the last sub-theme), 

but also emphasized player ownership over their activities. Ehsan expressed that players should 

“feel like they're building their own little federation” and “creating their own world.” Similarly, 

 
83

 This was something Ibis learned from creating this game. 
84

 Ibis mentioned how the technology tree is like a “baby” a few times during the interview  
85

 Engine-building is a common mechanic referred to in board games where players gradually build something that 

increases in power over the course of a game 
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Maitland described how players “feel like [they’re] building this little civilization: choosing how 

you want to grow it.”86 Maitland also extended this idea to building confidence in players in their 

ability to “talk about this stuff,” that is, issues of global nuclear proliferation.  

 Kadek pursued player ownership and agency assiduously. Kadek aimed to give the player 

“the most possible freedom in the simulation: to give [the player] all the options [and] make 

them accessible.” Additionally, Kadek was focused on “opening up the field of possibilities and 

letting the player do [their] own decisions, let [them] do [their] own history, let [them] create 

[their] own world.” Kadek even emphasized how these tenets were achieved in the art style: 

“accessible” but also “colorful and charming to the [widest] possible range of people.” Through 

the art style, Kadek conveyed this “feel”-ing of “giving the player the control” of the world. This 

sense of freedom even seeped into Kadek’s attitude towards the player’s moral agency, through 

which Kadek did not want players to feel “pointed into a direction morally,” but rather “see 

[that] there are some kind of very obvious reality around us87, that will show itself in the 

consequences.” Kadek also added additional modes to the game88 where players can be “living 

up to the ideas” that they have, “finding a kind of freedom.”89 

 Ummi took a different approach to agency. Ummi “intentionally ma[d]e aspects of their 

game vague” to encourage “players to develop their own techniques and their own strategies.” 

This allowed for “interpretation beyond the basic foundation,” giving players the agency to “play 

the way that they think they should play, not the way I think they should play.” Ummi associated 

a more designer-directed way of playing as less fun. Similarly, Gable wanted a lot of big ideas to 

 
86

 As well as shifting direction based off “what other [players] are doing” 
87

 Likely referring to climate change and associated issues 
88

 A mode where players can edit their own maps (worlds) 
89

 Kadek also noted that their desire to give “the most possible freedom to shape [their] world” was limited by 

“coder capacity” 
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come across in their game but acknowledged that players will interpret the game as they so 

choose. Despite this, “as far as I’m concerned, if [the players] feel ownership over… [their] 

experience with a game, any game, that’s enough.” 

 As their game asks for creativity from the players, Ooyu observed that players “tend to 

start building a degree of ownership” of the game experience. “Part of the fun of ownership of 

this is that [the player] make[s] all the content.” Ooyu found it “gratifying” seeing players take 

the creative side of the game and “make it their own,” including people making their own fancy 

versions of the game cards. Ooyu described the “rule set” as “open enough” that players can go 

the “direction[s]” that they wanted to, even if Ooyu - as a player themselves - wasn’t interested 

in those directions. 

 Ehsan also aimed to boost cognitive freedom through a combination of ownership and 

smartness. Ehsan reported that players “feel like [they’re] growing [their] own little fishbowl of 

people and having identity with each of them.” Ehsan designed the game to push the player to 

think “I’m smart.” For example, Ehsan would lay around “little nuggets” for players to find that 

aren’t “obvious” how to put together. However, once players “feel like they’re the one putting 

together the puzzle,” they become engaged because of “that one little moment” that “makes them 

feel smart.” In a way, it also boosts their ego; Ehsan suggested that “you want everyone to think 

that their system they came up with to win is the best system.” 

 Chesed also boosted agency through cleverness. Chesed opined that games “allow you to 

show how clever you are, how you can achieve your own goals.” For example, in one one of 

their games, Chesed showed how “ideas run the world.” In the game, there is a “marketplace of 

ideas” from which players can be “competing over these ideas and trying to develop [the world] 

their own way.” 
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 Some of the designers valued eliciting player imagination90. In referring to the story, 

Gable felt it was important for the designer to give ownership to and “leave room” for the 

players “to solve it themselves, make the connection themselves.” Furthermore, “Players feel 

imaginative when the designer gets out of the way and lets them fill in the gaps.” Similarly, 

Amets described the game as “very suggestive in many places” as “there’s a lot that [the game] 

doesn’t say or a lot that it implies.” From this suggestiveness, Amets was “always striving to 

kind of spark their imaginations just for fun because we knew that would make the experience 

richer.” 

 Ummi also described how they lay a framework from which players use their 

imagination. Ummi’s game provides the setting and the general conflict91 as the “foundation” 

and the player “fills in” everything else, including the “emotion of that journey” and the “tough 

choices they need to make under the gun of time.” Players also use imagination to “fill in” in 

Maitland’s game. The game is presented with some “generic-yness,” and so the player “must 

take that level of imagination of who they are, what they are” in the game, and provide the 

texture and context of the experience themselves. “There’s a huge amount of white space for 

them to fill in and the nature of the game is such that they’re going to.”92 Ibis used a map to be 

the foundation from which players “add a little bit of imagination.” Ibis reported how playtesters 

would use “qualitative words” to describe their actions; if there was “only a number” attached to 

players’ actions, the game wouldn’t have “that kind of imagination.” 

 As Ooyu’s game requires a significant amount of content creation from the player, 

Ooyu’s game may have relied the most (out of all the participant’s) on player’s imaginations. 

 
90

 Player’s Imagination is also discussed in Theme 5 and 7 
91

 Players need to leave earth and go somewhere else 
92

 Maitland also described how some players more explicitly think about and define the nations they are playing as 
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Ooyu ensured that players “had the opportunity to imaginatively engage with” the game93. Ooyu 

even wanted players “who may not have any kind of particular background” to understand the 

game and be able to “try to push themselves to imagine.” As the game is tailored towards those 

who want to be “creative” and have “time to think about it,” Ooyu designed the game to be 

something that players can “engage with more heavily” and gain some “creative sense of 

accomplishment.” Thus, Ooyu gave players “the structure for [player’s] imagination to create the 

structure they want” and to be able to “think of something new, each time” they play (as Ooyu 

also does). 

 Lastly, Yaito also pushed for player imagination. “If we engage our imaginations, that’s 

the first step to being able to actually make change. If you can't imagine something changing you 

wouldn't be able to change it.”94  

 

Theme 5: Game Structure & Dynamics 

Game designers use various game design techniques to structure the player experience. 

From the data, the following describes these designer’s main foci. 

Designers acknowledge a need to understand the games’ systems and how they interlock. 

According to Wayan, “you're trying to analyze game situation and you're trying to break it down 

to its fundamental moving parts and how they interact and the relationships.” 

The designers acknowledge the relationship between themselves, artifact, and player, 

where their role is to create an experience that achieves their design goals and provides a 

palatable experience. Qimat expresses “what I’m doing is kind of writing the operating system 

 
93

 As such, Ooyu used approachable methods which are explored in Theme 7. 
94

 Yaito related this to a “barrier” that needed to be overcome in one’s mind. If that barrier is overcome in the mind, 

it can be more easily done in reality. 
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that the players interact with, that they will generate. An experience that I kind of envision.” Ibis 

reinforces this notion, “The systems help create the experience which was informed by the theme 

of what I watched on TV and stuff.” From these quotes we see a relationship between designer 

and player where the designer imagines an experience that the player themselves generates. 

Chesed expresses a slightly different take, “the game and the player, it’s like neither of them 

have an existence… the gameplay itself is only found in the interface between these two 

elements. I usually concentrate on the interface.”  

 

Subtheme 5.1: Genre 

Designers of civilization-building games focused on a multitude of strategy genre and 

related genre conceptions in the development of their games. Many designers prioritized 

providing a strategic experience for the player. For example, Amets discussed how strategy was 

connected with every feature. Amets and their colleagues would connect a feature to their 

conception of the “future along a plausible path,” ensure it was part of “good storytelling,” all the 

while making sure that there was “good gameplay” attached to it so that the “the player is going 

to actually want to pick up and play with and find fun and be able to fit into their strategy.” This 

emphasis on strategy is seen in Maitland’s conception of a player’s experience over time, “how 

does your experience as a player kind of grow through the sort of like that real novice strategy 

strategic thinking up to a little bit more expert level.” Lastly, Ummi simply acknowledges that 

“everybody has different strategies when they play.” 

From this reliance on strategy, many designers conceived of their games as a strategy 

game, and this invariably shaped design decisions. Amets reports, “the original goal was to make 

a good strategy game.” Amets also relates this to the player, describing how Amets enjoys when 
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players experience the qualities of a good strategy game95 in addition to “interesting 

perspectives.” Gable describes “it's the magic of the systems and the ownership that they impart 

that makes a strategy game special.” 

To help emphasize Gable’s belief in strategy games, Gable compared strategy games to 

“linear games,” or games that have a more straightforward pathway from start to finish for the 

player. Gable expressed:  

There's a power in linear games. I think you can construct empathy better in those 

games... but there's less opportunity for the player to be clever in a way that sort of 

transcends the designer...what players feel about ownership and a game is tied to this idea 

of agency and cleverness. and I think that you can own a strategy game in a way that you 

can't own a [linear game]. 

 

These concepts intrinsically tie the earlier discussed concepts of ownership, agency, and 

cognitive stimulation (cleverness) to how the designer conceives of a strategy game. We will 

explore this concept more of player options in the following theme.  

 Similarly, some designers feel their game is a part of the 4x genre96, a related genre. 

Ooyu describes how they essentially borrow from the 4x genre in their game. “You have things 

that typically show up in these 4X style games, which is the idea that you're trying to grow, 

expand, conquer, though these ideas are present in the game and then also you're trying to 

advance try to press forward technology.” Qimat’s game is similar on the technology aspect, 

describing “like all 4X games, we have your technology. and if you go in with a science feature, 

you can expect this gradual upgrade process.” 

 
95

 Challenges, goals, objectives, competition for resources were examples provided by Amets of good strategy game 

design and being a good game designer from a mechanics perspective 
96

 4x is described in the introduction as well as in Theme 1, where Maitland talks about subverting some of the 

expectations of that genre 
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 Other designers use different but similar genre reference points. Ummi describes “a lot of 

these themes in these expansion games have to do with some sort of empire that's growing from 

already being successful.” Ummi describes how their game is a little different stating “you're 

actually racing for survival, rather than expansion.” According to Sacha, “maybe it was because I 

did historical war games. Always gave me a feature of trying to model reality or looking at you 

know battles which, in many ways Civilization is just another view of that.” 

 Besides Civilization, one game that was mentioned by several designers as a specific 

reference point is Risk. Sacha also wanted to emulate certain aspects of Risk because of its 

“randomness” and how “the way which the different strategies are really contingent on every 

game turn.” Other designers cited Risk but wanted to do something different. Wayan describes 

the shared sense of competition in both Risk and their game, but “In [game], a similar game, 

there is a shared jeopardy, is that, yes, yes, that these these competing states still exists, but they 

also exist in it in a shared very, very fragile and vulnerable biome.” This resulted in a different 

feeling to the game. Maitland learned to structure their game differently from Risk where 

Maitland feels you win by doing the thing that’s not fun97. So, he learned instead that you should 

“incentivize the most fun.” As a designer, Maitland feels it takes effort “to figure out a) what's 

the most fun thing b) how do I make you do that.” 

 Going back to the Civilization series, the designers referenced Civilization multiple 

times. Outside of general concepts such as progression and sandbox (both of which will be talked 

about later), the one specific feature of Civilization that was cited as an influence the most was 

 
97

 Maitland describes a strategy where you store cards instead of using them. Thus you are 

waiting for other players to finish each other off instead of taking action, which they associate 

with fun. 
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its technology tree98. Even though Kadek “didnt play too much Civilization,” they feel “their 

research tree… is a relatively steady concept.” Similarly, Gable says the tree is “the engine that 

drives their games.” Ibis specifically discusses having similar tech tree categories (or tracks) as 

the Civilization series. The tech tree feature is representative of what Ooyu describes as 

hallmarks of civilization type games, that is “expansion and some notion of progress, 

technologically. I think those things tend to be kind of universal at least in games that fit that 

archetype.” 

 

Subtheme 5.2: Progression & Goals 

Designers provide the player a sense of progress through goals and incentives as 

destinations. In their game, Ehsan talks about how the tech tree itself “shifts and grows” 

depending on the player, which ensures the experience is not the same for every player. 

Similarly, in Ibis game, the tech tree “grows… in different way” every game based on players’ 

choices, which increases its “replayability.”  These examples show how the designers expanded 

on a feature that already provides a sense of growth and progression. 

 Many designers also talk about growth and progression in the general sense of their 

civilizations. For example, in describing how players interact with each other or the AI, Kadek 

mentions its “More about outgrowing them, about out dealing them. And finding the more 

elegant way to build a city.” This reflects the “audience [which] is like enjoying endlessly 

building and perfectionizing something.” Sacha also describes this sense of growth in terms of 

the player “if you [the player] want to build society, then what are you going to do,” as well as 

the system itself “I wanted to model how the resources would be managed and manipulate over 

 
98

 This technology tree is also mentioned in Theme 1 and connected to Ibis and Ooyu 
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time and grow.” Ummi also details this relationship between designer, player, and system, 

describing “you [the player] have to start small and then work your way up” and “that's why 

most of the games, I may have some sort of technology or advancement In some sense in them 

because that's just what i'm passionate about.” The designer creates the system of growth that the 

player interacts with and has their experience of growth. 

 The sense of progression also provides an opportunity for meta-reflection. With the large 

scope in Ooyu’s game, Ooyu describes “I really liked the idea of a sense of progress, the sense of 

seeing change over time.” This sense is brought out in a specific example where “while one 

civilization is growing and amassing, you have other civilizations that are smaller appearing 

around the map and that’s quite nice.” Maitland describes a sense of reflective pride, “at the end 

you're gonna feel like hey I did build this little civilization.” Yaito goes a little bit further and 

wants players to think about after the civilization “you've made all that change. now in a few 

years, what else you're going to accomplish?” 

 Designers used goals to provide a destination for a sense of progression. As Ummi 

describes “you have to create a direction for players or it's going to be chaos, they're not going to 

know necessarily what to do.”  

Many of the design features discussed in this theme so far carry implied goals, goals that 

the player does not need to engage in but helps further their game, whether it’s progressing in the 

technology tree or having a sense of fulfillment from building your civilization. With these types 

of goals, the player has some agency in what they set out to achieve. According to Amets, “the 

player develops a goal, they figure out what they need to do to accomplish the goal. The game 

presents them the opportunities and also presents challenges towards that goal.” Ibis indicates 

some degree of variation in goal-setting in their game, in which it is obvious “some people have 
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on turn one they will decide” that they have a particular goal, role, personality to play in the 

game.  This player-directed goal-setting does create some openness, which is representative of 

sandbox games (which will be talked about later).  

Of course, the goal-setting is not entirely player-directed. Chesed describes how 

designers’ goals help direct sandbox players: 

the futures, in particular, were intended to try to give a goal oriented aspects of the game, 

especially since, in a sandbox players have a lot of trouble, they struggle with too many 

choices and they don't know which way to go, the futures were helped to address that 

they said okay well here's your challenge 

 

In Ibis game, interacting with the technology tree is required for progression or even an end-goal 

in of itself “if I were to generalize it will be the same as every civilization game which is build 

your empire and have either a goal of domination or a goal of technological superiority.” Having 

more designer-directed goals is not only important if the game has cooperative elements as in 

Ummi’s game “each player needs to maximize their contribution to the effort,” or in Yaito’s 

game, where there is an intended real life applicable message, “the game makes a couple of kind 

of important assumptions on it, is that players, first and foremost desire is to change the world…. 

Assume that corruption is not the desire… you have to be working towards that goal.”  

Chesed and Sacha also connect their goals to real life parallels. Chesed describes how the 

games’ goals are related to people prioritizing social groupings or collectives (e.g., family, race): 

When you are Members of different collectives at some point... You will have to figure 

out what's, the most important for you and a game is the same way. i'm trying to give all 

these collectives and then you have to figure out. Which one works the best to achieve 

the goals that are set in the game. 

  

According to Sacha, to help you win the game you will want to acquire territory, for which 

“you've got to spend the money and have the resources to do it in the game — like it does in real 

life. It's a high risk, high reward element to this. you've got to really, really be on the ball.” 
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Victory can be seen as the ultimate goal, that is, one that is essential to the concept of 

winning in a game. Often this winning is closely linked with finishing the game. For a few 

designers, victory was a way of simulating concepts from outside of the game. In Chesed’s 

game, you can play as non-human life forms99 that have the “victory condition” of 

“dissemination of DNA” because “life is only made up of success beings.” However, “humans 

can do things against their own biological imperative” of simply spreading DNA100. Thus, 

Chesed created “basic ideologies” and “tried very hard” to represent “politics and economies” in 

order to show how humans can “prosper,” pursue happiness, and “contribute to each other 

without destroying themselves.”101 Similarly, Gable discussed how the player can take different 

paths through the game which not only guide the player through the game by “making victory 

more visible” but also illustrate speculative versions of what would happen to different dominant 

societies on Earth. Gable explained how these paths encourage the player to question humanity 

but in “a way that lets them win this video game.” Sacha portrayed elections in their game by 

“mirroring reality”102. While participating in elections is optional for the player, Sacha noted that 

such a player likely “wouldn’t win the game.”  

While Chesed, Gable, and Sacha described how victory connected to conceptual ideas, 

other designers focused on the design techniques they used to direct players to victory in a way 

the designer preferred. Maitland shared “the best way to win is the way I want you to play… to 

do all the shit that I think is the coolest in the experience.” Thus, Maitland would lead players by 

 
99

 Chesed referred to these as “Darwinian life,” likely referring to all biological life 
100

 Chesed describes humans as having a “consciousness” (not necessarily more intelligent than other beings), 

which allows them to not “rely entirely on their programming” 
101

 Through “simulat[ing] the control of the populace themselves,” players will lose the game or get a huge 

disadvantage of they “allow a tyrant to take root in your society” because the tyrant will probably “trash” the 

society. 
102

 Through research, Sacha found that spending money is a significant factor in winning elections. In the game, 

territories essentially could be “bought out” through elections, just “like we do now” in reality. 
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using “signpost[s]” and creating a “system that incentivizes the most fun or desired experience.” 

Ooyu focused on pacing and noted how games “need to have a start and finish.” Thus, 

civilizations in Ooyu’s game will at some point reach “success” or a point where they “fail… and 

fall apart,” representing how cultures rise and fall in real life. If the civilizations were 

“completely incremental” (didn’t decline), “the game may not stop and you’d have no clear point 

of saying ‘okay, I won or lost’.” In Ooyu’s game, civilizations rise and fall at different paces; as 

such, a new civilization can emerge late in the game “and win the game coming out of nowhere. 

That’s interesting. It feels realistic.”103 For Ummi, when players felt close to victory, “they 

realize there’s something on the line, [even though] it’s just a game. That’s when you know 

you’ve created that immersive experience.” Ummi used victory to encourage players to invest in 

the game experience.104 

 However, Ummi also acknowledged that there can be a negative side to victory as well. 

Ummi’s game has a mechanic that has just been an “afterthought” by players. Rather than using 

the mechanic’s “subtle strategy,” they simply get the mechanic to a point that is necessary for 

winning the game. Other designers also diminished the importance of a win condition. For Yaito, 

“it doesn't really matter whether or not you win. The world in your society will always end up 

looking better than it did when you started, and that to me, is a really powerful message.” The 

end of the game did not represent real life for Yaito because “it's not like time ends. it's not like a 

bomb goes off and everyone dies. Time keeps going.”105 Similarly, Qimat lamented how it is 

 
103

 Ooyu commented on how they prefer the word “natural” as opposed to realistic, which they hate. Ooyu also 

talked about how the game accommodates players who do poorly so that players “still get to have this kind of 

interesting experience” even when they don’t win. 
104

 Ummi also talked about how they adjusted for players feeling like they can’t win, halfway through the game 
105

 Yaito had other encouraging words to say such as “just because you didn't quite make it, doesn't mean it's not 

worth going for it…. you've made it this far. you've made all that change.. another couple of turns you know, we 

could have done it.” 
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common in 4X games to have victory conditions attached to progress in a “linear progression” 

technology tree. For Qimat, this did not reflect real life, it “is kind of weird because science 

doesn’t stop.”106 In a DLC, they fixed this issue by creating a “complex talent tree” that you 

could “unlock and redistribute.” 

 While goals and victory conditions were a significant amount of focus for designers, 

designers also discussed incentives, which were used in various ways to structure the player 

experience. Qimat described how in the game, there are systems “still in place that, for example, 

incentivize destroying the ecology more than there are systems in place that will incentivize 

protecting it.” Even though a player may say about the small stuff “‘ah, this doesn’t hurt 

anyone’,” Qimat decried that:  

it's about the incentive... on scale, this will hurt a lot…once you get some really 

astronomical numbers of millions of inhabitants, then it's really the small incentives. It's 

really how do people act and what do players do in the end.107 108 

 

In addition to Maitland, who has been quoted in other parts of this dissertation about the 

importance of tying incentivization to fun, Ibis talked about the “progressive reward” of 

constantly “improving in something.” With incentives, players “get more and more power” and 

gain some sense of “achievement” as they move “forward” in the game. Sacha also reflected this 

constant flow of incentives. In their game, “you can't stand still... you can't do nothing. you have 

to do something every game turn. It rewards people who are objective, want to do things, got a 

sense of fun…”109 

 
106

 Additionally, making a technology that simply has infinite costs would reflect that “I have no idea what kind of 

scientific things we would put in there… eternal future take one, two, two-fifty.” 
107

 Qimat felt they learned a lot about “scale” from designing their game. 
108

 As discussed earlier, Wayan also wanted to depict some broader concepts about the world through incentives. 

Players in Wayan’s game are scored on the performance of the world, represented by humanity and the health of the 

planet. 
109

 Ooyu also discussed how if they were to design the game more they would “incentivize doing some of these 

other actions” to accommodate solo players. 
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Subtheme 5.3: Challenge 

Designers often used challenge and balanced tension to create some friction for the 

player. Two designers emphasized what in-game challenges represented or meant for players. 

Yaito designed the game to have “significant challenge” so as to not “cheapen the task we have 

ahead of us in real life.” Yaito also felt the message of their game is stronger when players lose 

(especially if they were very close to winning110) because such players might think that if they 

played “another couple of times,” they could have won. Ultimately, Yaito wanted players to feel 

like “they could change” outcomes in their game experience, so that players might “feel like they 

[could] change things for real.” 

 Sacha described how players “handl[ing] challenges” was central to the game. The 

experience of a challenge reflected “the randomness and the chaos of the game, the chaos of 

futuristic Earth.” Additionally, because the game “model[ed]” a civilization in a “disaster mode,” 

Sacha described “randomness” as essential to convey a sense of “opportunity and challenge.” 

 When it came to challenge, most designers focused on the thematically agnostic 

dynamics of player experience. As mentioned, Sacha wanted the catastrophes to provide a sense 

of challenge. However, Sacha wanted to “accentuate the psychology” that such challenges — 

while bad — can be “mitigated,” especially by players who “know the game.” Such players 

would be able to “handle the challenge more,” by design. Similarly, Ooyu designed the game to 

be “a little bit easier” as one progresses through the game; it “is quite difficult initially.” Early in 

development, one of Ooyu’s early dilemmas was “how do you make the game difficult.” Ooyu 

solved this through “challenges that [the player has] to deal with” and a “push your luck 

 
110

 Players might think “we were so close, but look how far we came.”  
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mechanic” that “can increasingly present a challenge that [players] would be more and more 

prepared to handle.”111 

 Amets equated a “good strategy game” with players experiencing “a good challenge” 

that is “exciting and satisfying for them to master.” Kadek also talked about providing players 

with an experience that is not “too hard” or not “too boring,” as described in Theme 3 when 

Kadek links difficulty to “game flow.” Similar to Sacha, Ummi also used events with a bit of 

“press your luck” to create “some sort of threat,” “surprise,” and “randomness” for the player. 

The goal was to “keep the game fresh” as well as to “simulate the problems that would likely 

happen as the world is collapsing around you and as you’re trying to save humanity.” 

Designers also balanced multiple intended experiences for players to create a reasonable 

amount of tension for the player. For example, as Kadek’s players experienced “the state of 

nature and the fate of the global civilization just going down,” Kadek needed a way to “enable 

the player of really working against that” dilemma. Kadek created an international cooperation 

feature where different nations could interact and affect positive change. Likewise, Ehsan 

“always” balanced among “fun vs. work vs. threat.” Players “always have to feel threatened, but 

not enough to where [players] give up.”  

Ooyu’s focus was “creating that sort of nice balancing act” around player decision-

making, “where it’s not always obvious what the [optimal] choice is going to be. There should be 

a reason to pick any given one.” Sacha also focused on the tension of ambiguity around optimal 

player choice. Sacha gave players options to do less, particularly when they had lower resources. 

 
111

 For Ooyu, this was a “balancing act” in the design process. Ooyu wanted to ensure this push your luck mechanic 

didn’t just progressively give more and more rewards. See Theme 2 for more on balance for the designer. 
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However, the game also provided a “counterbalance” where the game “requires” players to be 

“constantly think[ing] about decision-making” and not “sit still” on a turn. 

Sacha also designed both positive events and catastrophes in the game to prevent an 

“imbalance” if players drew too many catastrophes. This relates closely to balance within the 

experience of complex game systems. Sacha’s game “rewards the player that understands the 

balance” of how different game systems (e.g., resource management, acquiring territory, building 

cities, etc.) are interconnected. In order to best understand this balance, a player would need to 

learn, including how economics work, and how they create “imbalances” that lead to “all kinds 

of problems” when they do not work well. 

 Yaito described their game as a “push back and forth” or finding a “balance” between 

doing environmental things and taking care of people’s well-being, tending to both. Yaito also 

“balanced” the game representationally in a specific instance where there was a mechanic that 

that used board game components that represented employment. The mechanic allowed players 

to alleviate employment by moving the employment components people out of poverty. 

However, this also gave the impression that unemployed could not be useful in the climate 

fight.112 Lastly, Yaito characterized the game as a “balancing puzzle” in which the player has 

“tools to try and bring things into balance” between sustainable and unsustainable practices. 

 

Subtheme 5.4: Player Interaction 

Designers considered how players interacted with each other via competition, 

cooperation, and socialization. Some designers described competition in a way that reflected the 

theme or designer’s intent. Amets selected historical nations and created futuristic versions of 

 
112

 The mechanic was fixed by removing the emphasis on employment and making  
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them (players acted as these nations) “that we thought would be kind of the favorites to win such 

a race through such an apocalypse.” Even in something as hellish as an apocalypse, nations still 

competed as they do today. In Qimat’s game, players could use “pollution as a warfare tool, if 

you want to hamper [the] growth of your more sensitive neighbors.” Qimat expressed how this 

reflected how rich nations are doing the majority of pollution or even something like Bikini 

Atoll, where the United States conducted extensive nuclear testing. Chesed’s game was a “battle 

between dynasties” among biological lineages of “equal footing.” Chesed noted how “a battle for 

dominion of the earth between equals is fascinating fare,” not only for himself but also for other 

designers. Like Qimat, Kadek designed options to bring “natural catastrophe” or “sabotage” 

other players in order to reflect the corporatism of today.   

 There were also descriptions of how competition became part of the games’ dynamics. 

For example, Amets described how competition is central to “solid strategy design,” discussing 

how there needs to be an “opposition” that “present[s] itself by competing with you for specific 

currencies and things.” Ibis talked about how the research tree feels competitive when playing 

with other players as you are often “improving in something [that] other people may not have.” 

Thus, a player who does that “can feel better than [others] because you have your own kind of 

new power.” Ibis also described how some people enjoy competition for the sake of competition 

itself, whether it is “beating out” others, being “the best technology” player, or “attacking 

everyone.” Ibis noted how this reflected player’s “personality” as they often would engage in 

such activities even when it “doesn’t benefit them.” 

 For two designers’ games, competition did not exist without a sense of cooperation. In 

Wayan’s game, there is a “shared jeopardy” over climate change. “Competing states still exist, 

but they also exist in shared, very, very fragile and vulnerable biome.” While Sacha made no 
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qualms about designing a game catered to those who enjoy competitiveness, Sacha also 

described how a “cooperative version” was in the works. 

 Just as Ibis noted about players’ personalities manifesting through competition, other 

designers described how their game catered to both competitive and cooperative preferences. 

Kadek described how the game has various types of corporations including “greedy, 

exploitative,” “aggressive and have subversive methods,” “for nature,” and “cooperative and… 

willing to work with you.” Maitland felt it was critical for players to choose how to react “based 

on what other people are doing,” whether it was “bully[ing] everybody around” or pursuing 

cooperative options.113 Thus, Maitland prioritized “creating a system that allows players to 

explore those various forks.” Because of these possibilities, players could potentially just “nuke 

each other” or players could all “work together.”  

For some designers, cooperation was an essential aspect of their game. Wayan’s “central 

point” in their game was “if we're going to get through this (climate change), we've got to start 

cooperating, be more cooperative with each other, and I think that you know I think the less we 

do that, the harder it's going to be.” In Yaito’s game — also about climate change — “it’s vital to 

be cooperative if you’re going to succeed.” More specifically, Yaito hoped players would 

understand the game’s message, that “we need to all work together and make sure that 

everyone’s okay, not just yourself.” For example, in the game there are areas or sectors that have 

particular weaknesses. Players need to “look at the whole in order to be able to solve the 

problem” at hand, so in this case, they may need to have players with certain strengths handle 

 
113

 Maitland continued, “ Are you going to use the carrot or the stick to improve your position? You know, are you 

looking at things as a zero sum game, or is this something where we can all benefit?” 
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particular area disadvantages. This encourages players to help “each other out where [they]’re 

not able to help [themselves]... it kind of propagates the sort of selflessness angle.” 

Ummi also explored the benefits of cooperation, making a game that is “all about 

humanity working together to get off-planet114 and that's emphasized by the cooperative nature 

of the game.” Because of this, Ummi sought to figure out how to “create a sense of community 

amongst the players.” “Communication between players”115 is essential in order to make sure 

what they're doing is the most efficient for the team not themselves.” Ummi noted how creating a 

cooperative game “was a good design experience” because it differs from competitive games. 

For players, instead of “being in your own little world now you're in the world of everybody that 

you're playing with.” 

Other board game designers also remarked how they supported socialization. Yaito 

described how they tried to use words that were “concise” and “easy to say across the table.” 

Sacha expressed how their game supports “fantastic camaraderie… with your opponents” 

because it is a game designed for people to “really wind each other up.” For example, players 

can negotiate trades of resources and engage in “tit for tat.”116 

Ibis noted how game sessions can be radically different from each other, as if having their 

own personality. For example, there are somes sessions that are “really boring because no one 

wants to touch each other (in game), they kind of just do their own thing,” and there are other 

game sessions full of “louder people” who will not be afraid to be on “top [of] each other.” 

Maitland described a similar variance across their game sessions, attributing it to the game as a 

 
114

 Ummi articulated earlier, “off-planet to other places to survive” 
115

 Ummi also described how this communication can enhance the immersion. 
116

 Sacha contrasts their design to chess, where players “sit at a table and don’t speak” 
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“compact system” where the approach a player takes will “dramatically alter the experience 

everyone else has.” 

 

Subtheme 5.5: Narrative & Imagination 

Designers detailed how they used narrative and how it intersects with imagination. For 

Amets, many “great stories” happened over the “course of human history” that “work[ed] well 

with the structure of the game.”117 From these historical stories and their current knowledge, 

Amets told new stories “using an impression or projection of the future.” For example, Amets 

“might include” recent developments in the space industry118 to be part of the backstory” for 

such an impression of the future. This “new story” became something Amets and their team 

learned, and so they wanted to depict it in the game. Having said that, Amets reiterated how 

“storytelling needs to be in service to [fun],” as “making the game fun is always… where you 

want to end up.”  

Even though Amets serviced fun, Amets — like other designers — still prioritized 

internal consistency.119 For example, Amets strove to avoid “lazy storytelling” such as using 

stereotypes of countries. One of Chesed’s “cardinal rules” when it comes to design is whether a 

feature “helps storytelling.” “The whole idea of heavy simulation… is that it tells a story, a story 

that sort of makes sense, that sort of flows together.” While Kadek created many fantastical 

characters, the characters helped make “sense” of game features and were an integral part of a 

“good, charming story.”  

 
117

 In the design process, Amets used imagination, storyboards, and flow charts to generate the backstory with their 

colleagues 
118

 Privatized space flight 
119

 Internal consistency in the futures context is discussed in Theme 7 
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Interestingly, Ehsan articulated their philosophy on how the player interacts with the 

designer’s role as a storyteller. Ehsan does not feel like they are telling the player stories, nor do 

they feel like they are empowering players to tell whatever story they want. Rather, Ehsan loves 

“exploration” and wants players to “tell that story,” the story of exploration. Ehsan wants players 

to “feel like they have… their galaxy. That's what makes it fun for the player. That's what allows 

them to build a narrative around it.” Ehsan wants players to get excited to tell various details of 

their adventures120 exploring space in their own galaxy. These details become “built into my big 

narrative, and these galaxies become more realistic and more personal to me and therefore i'm 

more vested.” Ehsan expressed that even though civilization games are “about the strategy,” 

players still “build a narrative in their brain of what’s happening.”121 

Like Ehsan, Amets saw storytelling as a largely mental process, but more explicitly 

related storytelling to imagination. For Amets, the act of settling on a new planet, having 

objectives and desires on that planet, and what the opponent players might do differently:  

...are stories that  can be very compelling because everybody can imagine it with us. they 

can look at the same science and the same present day, common knowledge and look 

forward and say, yes, I can see how that would really happen, I want to know what would 

happen if it really did.122 

 

Similarly, Chesed (who prioritized coherent storytelling) linked how stories make sense to 

people because “all stories live in the imagination, live in this strange arena of the mind, in 

 
120

 One example that Ehsan provided was as follows: “it's all those little things like when I ran into that anomaly, or 

I found this one little anomaly, and there was a little guy in there that. Had a ship that got sucked to a wormhole now 

all the sudden.”  
121

 As explored in Theme 7, Ehsan described the design process of these types of games in a way that is similar to 

how the play experience is described. Designers are creating a “world in their brain.” 
122

 As described in Theme 8, Amets further explained that people (implied, not just themselves as designers) have 

explored these future projections using their imagination, and Amets used their game to tell these stories, believing 

that the game structure would be able to “tell very well.” 
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which you can arrange these elements, you can picture them… any art form actually will allow 

you to make a picture in your mind.” 

Inadvertently, Gable explained this notion further, articulating the importance of leaving 

space for players to imagine the story. Gable described how they do not “tell the story” because 

players need to “solve it themselves, make the connection themselves, fill in the gaps.”123 As 

such, Gable provided a “framework” for players to “fill in for themselves and hope that [it] 

stimulates imagination.”124 As an example, Gable added “little pop-ups” that provided “story 

nuggets” about events and quests.125 

Like Gable, Wayan also incorporated story tidbits in the form of cards. These cards were 

cards that players chose throughout the game. Additionally, the cards were “monitoring a certain 

set of data points. And then depending on where they sit, triggering the variety of narratives, 

pushing down a variety of narrative paths.” Though Wayan did not explicitly describe these as 

imaginative, Wayan described players making the “connection” between the “narrative texts” in 

the cards and how nations reacted to the player’s choice of cards. Wayan described these “card 

effect narratives” as “nice opportunities… to communicate with the player.”126 As discussed in 

Theme 1, Wayan felt it was necessary to tell the game’s story to the world. 

Kadek also felt like they needed to tell a story and “have narration,” as it helped them 

spread moral messages they found important. For example, Kadek expressed that they “want to 

talk about the economic world situation and how everybody is driven into and profitize himself 

 
123

 Gable related this to animated TV shows, where viewers “put their own imagination in that character, because all 

the detail was gone.” 
124

 Gable explained how they would plan the outline of the game’s story in advance 
125

 Gable felt these added a “human touch.” 
126

 Wayan also described how they included an intergovernmental organization like the UN out of narrative 

necessity, not game/mechanic necessity 
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over the others.” Kadek felt that games were ideal to “tell the story as an analogy, or something 

to the world we live in, right now, without offending all the parties participating in this world.” 

 Even though Ibis did not feel they were a great storyteller, they spent a bit of effort to 

“create the backdrop for people to start think imagining the story, as they play the game.” Ibis 

observed that when players obtain particular technologies or powers, “they would actually say 

the name, and they will kind of like make a little story about it.”127 Ibis opined that “the best 

games are the games where you don't feel like you are mechanically kind of keeping track of 

things doing accounting,” but rather “when you can get lost… almost think back as a story 

instead of ‘oh yeah I optimize this.’” For other designers, Ibis recommended that these types of 

games should “at least have some story” so that players can build “something that they can be 

proud of.”128 

  

Theme 6: Dynamics & Possibilities in Civilization Games 

If we think of the previous theme as directed by the designer, then we can think of this 

theme as more agentic. Both themes illustrate a dynamic where the participants reported how 

they directed the player experience while still giving the player agency, but this theme 

emphasizes how the designers created space for player freedom through choices and 

possibilities129.  

 
127

 Ibis described how they wanted players to be able to form stories from the research tree, so that the connections 

between technologies can “flow as a thematic sentence.” Also, they found it interesting for players to be able to 

make a thematic choice where a player could choose to be more “sinister” or “less sinister” depending on the 

thematic nature of upcoming research options. 
128

 Despite their low self-evaluation of their skills, Ibis was happy with how players in their game created stories 

and noted its importance.  
129

 A lot more big foci for designers than what is discussed here, but for brevity focused on the most pertinent and 

relevant ones to the other themes and research questions. 
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Subtheme 6.1: Sandbox 

The participants aimed to provide a sandbox experience for players, giving players a 

sense of discovery and exploration. Like the name suggests, a sandbox game gives players the 

tools to experiment and play with the world with minimal guidance, utilizing their own goal-

making and creative agency. Gable argues that creating a large-scale sandbox experience 

provides a mix-and-match experience for both players and designers. The player “can take these 

very familiar pieces and remix them over and over and over again, and still get an interesting, 

surprising result. And as a designer that toolbox is so easy to work with, because I don't have to 

explain anything.” Similarly, as Ehsan describes “the beauty of a sandbox system is, we can put 

the parts out there. And if you put this, and this, together, it's good. but we don't want that to be 

obvious, we want you to figure that out.” 

Several of the participants implied that the sandbox still requires a sense of direction or 

setting from the designer, in that the player experience is not completely open-ended. Maitland 

says it quite plainly, “all we can do is set it up and people are going to do, what they do in that 

sandbox.” Contrasting their game to those without an end goal, Ibis explains “it’s a sandbox 

where you are going somewhere.” Wayan describes how the sandbox acts a space for the player 

to solve a global problem, essentially acting as a dictator since they can do what they want. 

“There's only one one actor and that's you… it was like a global dictator, it's very sandbox-y 

also. You're competing against the system… this is the global community together to address the 

problem but it's you against the problem.”  

Chesed provides a slightly different take, stating that while a sandbox is “not a directed 

adventure to a directed answer,” the designer still provides rules and components as a 
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“framework” in which the player operates. “It's something that the players have to figure out for 

themselves… they can try out the values they already hold and see how good they are at least in 

this context.” Chesed takes this concept of rules as a framework and connects it to this sense of 

discovery. “A little universe run by rules… Even if they can't be changed, they can be discovered 

and used to [the player’s] benefit.”   

Chesed further implies that the love of discovery comes from the designer, “I love 

sandbox games. You can go in any direction in these games, and you can come up with 

something that's never been discovered before or never been done.”  Ehsan further dives into 

both their passion for discovery and how the designer creates that space of discovery for the 

player, as follows: 

It's all about discovery… I love to find things. I love to learn. And essentially it all just 

boils down to that little moment where [ther player] feel[s] like [they] found something 

and either nobody else is finding this or oh look the designers went through all this work 

to make sure that There was this little thing to find. 

 

 Other designers describe player discovery in a more straightforward way. For Maitland, 

they wanted players “to kind of go through this journey of discovery and understanding.” Ooyu’s 

game was “built around this idea of being able to create the components and continually discover 

new things as you play.” Both of these quotes hint at how the participants open up possibilities 

for the player through design. 

Similar to a sense of discovery, the designers like giving players a sense of exploration. 

One way this is done is through the use of a map. Even though Ibis’ game had a small map, 

players could “visualize, they feel like this [sense of] going somewhere.” In Amets’ game, “the 

resources are there to make the map, an interesting place to explore and to develop, you know, to 

make a different one plot to another plot, to make different continents feel different from one 

another.”  
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A sense of exploration need not be geographically-anchored. Designers more often talked 

about the experience of exploring different ideas and realities. For example, Maitland describes 

“there's a lot of ways that you can explore some very real-world things.” Much later in the 

interview, Maitland opines “the best civilization games are ones that create the opportunity for us 

to explore … questions [that] are central to human existence.” For Kadek, one of their central 

questions is climate change130. As such, Kadek wants to “make it exciting to explore [climate 

change] in our game, this future.”  

This exploration of different ideas in essence, allows for exploration of different realities. 

In Ooyu’s game, there is “the opportunity to explore a new reality, and you build that reality by 

finding worlds by embedding technology and you sort of impose what your culture is like and 

imagine it through that lens.” Wayan felt “it’s really important we offer people products that 

allow people to explore the subjects and also from a range of viewpoints.” This may mean even 

making space to explore something the designer enjoys but would find unfavorable in real life. 

As Maitland describes, in games they can be “untrustworthy” and “manipulative” which is “the 

polar opposite of how I live my life.” Maitland then reiterates this notion of designer as player, 

explaining, “it's interesting to be able to as a player explore that stuff and as a designer create 

spaces, where players can explore that sort of thing.” 

 
130

 Kadek describes this as a “very threatening and very certain problematic future” 
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Subtheme 6.2: Options & Possibilities 

Most participants131  reported how they designed opportunities for players to explore a 

wide range of content and consider choices, options, and decisions around this content.132  

Many participants reported a design process in which they would generate categories of 

content, which would form a basis for game systems that represented societal systems in the 

games’ civilizations133. For example, Maitland conducted research into “different metrics… 

different ways in which we categorize a civilization” and came up with five categories for their 

game. Similarly, Sacha essentialized trends and aspects of society, and considered “the basics of 

society… if you want to build society, then what are you going to do?134.” Ooyu focused on 

“breaking down all the technology that existed today into major categories135… that can be then 

decomposed into smaller categories.” 

Ooyu also wanted to “make sure there was enough coverage of different kinds of things” 

and spent time “trying to find [categories] that I thought were like ‘this is evocative enough and 

different from the others’.” This emphasizes a desire for differentiation and implies providing a 

breadth of coverage to (re)present something to the player and provide different functions. To 

best represent categories, Ooyu used labels they thought were archetypal. Qimat also used 

archetypes to flesh out societies, but Qimat’s archetypes were cultural ones, such as an “eco 

warrior.” “These archetypes… would have specific building patterns, specific goods, and 

 
131

 Maitland described the number of decisions as “fairly limited” because their game prioritized “accessibility and 

speed” of gameplay. 
132

 Some participants also described how they used player choice to generate a more fun or more strategic 

experience. 
133

 The designers also reported similar processes for generating characters such as civilization leaders in their 

games. 
134

 Some examples Sacha provided were health, transport, and urban planning. 
135

 Some major categories Ooyu provided were science, culture, engineering, philosophy, and societal constructs. 
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specific behaviors that would reflect their kind of ideology.” Likely using these archetypes, 

Qimat would think of categorizable ways in which cultures would approach civilization-level 

problems such as sustainability and “resource shortages”136. 

The participants not only thought about how players had diversity of content, but also 

how such content is portrayed as options and how players make choices with these options. As 

Gable says about games, they are “a series of interesting decisions with evocative outcomes.”137 

Kadek reported “we had the freedom and all of these planners [sic] out there to make it possible 

for the player to try any way thinkable to make a sustainable civilization.” This implies the 

designer wants to give the player the agency to make choices towards a designer-directed goal. 

Similarly, in Amets’ game, the player can choose different paths, sort of like the archetypes of 

Ooyu and Qimat. These paths act as “wildly different interpretations on what [the player is] here 

to do.” 

The technology tree present in civilization games is an opportunity for design of player 

choice, as designers will provide the players the ability to choose different combinations of 

technologies over time in a gameplay session.  For Ibis, the technology tree and its naming “can 

describe a state of the world that is gloomy or happy… it’s almost a dynamically constructed 

context.” Ooyu gives players the “building blocks for a technology and says, ‘well you [the 

player] figure out what it is going to be, that’s part of your creative role’” as a player.  From 

these two examples, the choices the player makes with regards to technology shapes the outcome 

of their experience. 

 
136

 The ideas of other designers who used a similar method of thinking about how archetypal entities approach 

global issues differently will be explored later in this theme and the final theme. 
137

 Gable attributes this quote to a colleague. 
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These games’ technology trees are often just one system that integrate with many other 

systems; together, these systems provide multiplicative options for player choice. As it is in 

Ehsan’s game, the technology tree “as [the player] build[s] up, it changes and shifts.” Because of 

this dynamism in the tech tree, Ehsan glibly described that you have to portray experiences or 

game entities in “20 different haphazard ways”138 to make players feel like they are designing 

their own system.  As players themselves are dynamic, Amets reports that “people have 

sometimes the same approach, sometimes very different approaches and [game] is like a great 

mixing pot of measuring those against each other in an endless cycle, potentially endless set of 

combinations.” Maitland shifts this idea more into player exploration saying that the designer 

sets up “the opportunity for thinking about different possibilities, different forks, and creating a 

system that allows for people to explore those various forks.” 

When it comes to refining these systems, Ummi describes how “you have to have enough 

flexibility in the mechanics to allow choice” so that “when you add up all those little mechanic 

tweaks that it gives a little extra choice here there, then you have a game that has a lot more 

discretion and a lot more paths to victory.” Ummi continues to discuss how more choice 

increases player engagement:  

if you're able to keep them on edge through the entire game, and even if they lose, they’re 

like ‘we still had a chance if we made a few different decisions’…it'll improve the 

experience, if I gave them a little bit more choice, rather than them only having one way 

out. 

 

According to Kadek, all of this variety and complexity comes with a balancing act: the goal is to 

provide “meaningful differences… no intention to be overcrowded [with details] and getting the 

game drawn [into] micromanagement.” Ooyu also commented on how to provide a “balancing 

 
138

 Sacha describes a similar situation with their games’ modularity: “there is a million of different ways in which 

the board game will set up” 
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act” around choice by discussing how better choices should not always be made so obvious, “it's 

about creating that sort of nice balancing act where it's not always obvious what the choice is 

going to be. There should be a reason to pick any given one.” 

Designers also discussed how choices within the games resemble the choices people 

make in the non-virtual world. Sacha discussed how people often have difficulty handling 

uncertainty or randomness, and how “people forget that the universe is chaos, building a business 

is chaos.” Thus, Sacha reiterates that players, like in real life, “got to make decisions with things 

you won't have come across before.”139 Maitland describes how players distribute resources and 

can make a decision between “global responsibility” or militarization as an example. “When 

you're putting it in that format it's very difficult to not sort of see the real-world analogs.” Later 

on in the interview, Maitland describes how these player choices incorporate the “lived 

experience that you had as players and us[es] that as a springboard to talk about these larger 

issues….’now I made that choice, so now, I understand a little bit more about other people 

making those choices.’” Kadek discusses how inflicting harm on others was left in the game 

because it reflects the “cynicism of the corporate share trading model.” Later on in the game, 

Kadek extends this idea saying, “so there should be at least several options for every problem… 

to make it really open and not pulling the player into like a ‘you have to be sustainable in the 

end.’” 

Wayan essentially agrees with Kadek saying, “I think you do have to offer as wide a 

range of options as possible.” However, Wayan’s game takes a less morally open approach for 

 
139

 Sacha also reflected on players’ decision-making in their games, which led to “some very interesting insight into 

people's psyche or or decision capabilities” and emphasized that it’s important that “more people can learn with 

randomness or learn with uncertainty, and also plan and handle strategy” 
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the player, stating “certainly if you start doing the things that the game considers evil… 

eventually, your crimes will catch up with you… there is a consequence for evil actions, I think 

is what was made very necessary.” 

 

Subtheme 6.3: Magnitude 

As described in the previous sub-theme, the designers reported giving players a sense of 

discovery and providing a lot of options through intricate systems140. In this sub-theme, 

designers discuss how they manage the large amount of content and the possibility space in their 

civilization games. 

Many participants described how they are attracted to complexity or magnitude. Gable 

also commented on their attraction to dense content, stating “‘those are the [systems] that are 

cool, like the ones that kind of unspool. Like your designer brain kicks and you're like ‘oh yeah I 

could use that.’ Or [those] that overlap a lot of other systems….” Kadek is attracted to the global 

scale of the setting, stating “[it] did make it feel relevant and intense to me.”141 Qimat is 

captivated by big picture concepts, stating, “[I] have this high-level approach to ‘how does stuff 

work?’. High concept sci fi is really something I like a lot.” 

These design motivations ended up influencing the player. For example, Wayan notes 

they are attracted to games that have challenges that require strategic-thinking as playing them 

“requires quite some application of effort and application of insight.” Wayan wants to bring this 

experience to the player through a “complex and difficult problem with no solutions.” Wayan 

notes how the player learns from this complexity because the player is exposed to a 

 
140

 Kadek captures this sense of magnitude and possibility through the following quote, though they are talking 

about game-making more broadly. “you create such a big world with so many different possibilities..”  
141

 In addition to the “make it or break it approach use on whole systems and ecosystems.” 
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“multifaceted problem that has lots of angles, [that] they probably didn't consider… and any 

solution they propose will only be exposed further down the line.” Chesed also noted the 

relationship between player learning and magnitude, stating “My games have high educational 

value, because they show something about how the universe works at a very long scale.” 

This attraction does not just influence the player as some designers also pointed out that 

players are attracted to the large scale itself. Ibis remarked that the civilization genre will always 

be around because “it's kind of an epic story… You’re controlling kind of the whole World of 

action generation. So, the… the grandeur of just having that, instead of building a farm. Okay, 

you have that little thing, but this is big.” Ummi also talks about how these types of games create 

a “unique sense of immersion that you’re actually the one creating these things… you’re building 

these civilizations or the solar systems or whatever it is you're building.” For Ummi, the best part 

is “you start very small. And then, by the end of the game, you have this huge empire, this huge 

civilization.” 

Not all is rosy when it comes to dealing with the largeness of civilization games. Gable 

described how the games’ many pathways and “dynamic play space” made the game difficult to 

balance. As Wayan conducted a lot of research to design their game, Wayan felt “there's just so 

much data present... too much to model…. more ideas, more stuff to include than we could 

possibly have time to simulate.” By reporting a need to manage their design ambitions, Amets 

also noted that there was a lot to deal with142, “we were... certainly aware that it was capable of 

potentially doing a lot. But actually doing all that or doing an appropriate subset of it without 

teetering the game, one way or the other, either over or under serving its experience, is very 

tricky.” Because of this, Amets cautioned “a little thing here or there can nudge how the player 

 
142

 Amets reported that “strategy games are very complicated and very layered.” 
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plays in a way that skews them way off from where you might have expected them to go.” 

Kadek also commented how it was “too big of a plan… to make a global simulation game.” 

Nevertheless, they were “intrigued by telling stories on that level… having the fate of humanity 

discussed in the story…that we find modes of living together on a greater scale, on a meta level.” 

Through these quotes, designing civilization games can require a lot of details to manage.143  

 Some designers reported the difficulties of adjusting to players exploiting or breaking the 

game144, and how the complexity of civilization games often makes it worse.  Ummi and Kadek 

both talked about how there are many different ways to break a game, especially considering the 

total number of hours players spend playing prototypes and finished games. Kadek alluded to 

how they could not keep track of all the possible optimizations of how different systems (e.g., 

health and energy) intersect. Qimat described the number of systems in their game as 

“multiplicative” and as such it “was basically impossible for us to balance for that.”145 Ehsan’s 

game also had many systems; Ehsan discussed how creating AI players was difficult because 

they needed to make a “computer account for all the cheesy things [players] are going to come 

up with with to exploit this… if a computer is always going to do [a mechanic] the same way, 

people will exploit it.”146 On the related topic of world-building, Ehsan explained that world-

building is different in other forms of art because “people didn’t get to run around your world 

and break it.” 

 
143

 Ooyu also reported when they’ve designed historical games that they “can get bogged down in the details and 

start losing interest in the design.” In their futures-oriented game, they focused more on the big picture. 
144

 Breaking the game in this context refers to taking advantage of the game system in a way the designers did not 

intend and typically do not want. 
145

 Qimat described the player’s potential for breaking the game as “easily really” 
146

 Design features often did not make it into the final game because of how the AI players would use that feature. 
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 Some designers offered solutions on how they handled this potential for breaking. Ummi 

suggested the importance of building “a strong foundation, but then you still leave room for 

interpretation, [so that] they’re not necessarily breaking the game when they make a decision.” 

Chesed reflected the same kind of caution when talking about design decisions around 

simulating civilizations and futures: “if I get careless, if I cut corners, if I tried to give players a 

break, someone will exploit it.” Similarly, Qimat emphasized to designers that players will break 

the game if there exists a way to break the game. Qimat also advised to “think about your 

players, like ‘What's the optimal behavior of people?’... ‘How bad is it if they break the game?’ 

and then you kind of try to design around that.”  

To help manage this complexity and large space of ideas, many designers reported 

various methods to simplify their work. One such way is to focus mostly on the broader scale 

rather than the small scale. Amets’ game, which was more on a “grand opera”147 scale, generated 

inspiration from “big sweeping political events of history.” They also used a lot of “caricature 

portrayals.” This led to them having some sort of an “aloofness” to the topics and “thinking [on] 

much broader terms” as that was “the only way, the only thing we would be able to show, and 

the only story we’d really be able to tell” through the gameplay experience. Similarly, Ooyu 

feels their game reflects “the beauty of a space game” as “it’s like really grand. I mean the 

civilization’s lasting over hundreds of years, so you need to abstract away the idea of people… in 

[game], people don’t matter anymore.” Earlier in the interview, Ooyu described, “In space, 

everything is able to be abstracted…you can continue to add to it because it’s sort of infinitely 

deep.” Ooyu opined that more narrow timelines results in more details and rules which they find 

 
147

 “Grand opera” is likely meant to describe a large-scale work of science fiction, blending the idea of a grand large 

story coming from terms such as “grand opera,” “science fiction opera,” and “space opera” 
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burdensome148. Like Wayan mentioned previously, Yaito noted “there’s so much information out 

there, and all of it is pointing in different directions… it’s such a big subject.” To relieve that 

tension, Yaito’s game “create[s] that overview that goes, ‘You know what? These things are big 

problems, these are things that can directly tackle those problems.” Yaito also described this 

process of “finding that balance” between overview and problems, feeling that players need the 

“right level of understanding,” not too much or too little, especially as a game. “The biggest 

challenge... is knowing how to portray the stacks, rather than the problems, but having enough 

knowledge of the problems in the end to be able to accurately portray it enough.” 

Other quotes show a focus on player experience or mechanics more directly. Kadek 

described how they tried to “hide the complexity” by refining the mechanics to be “super 

immersive, and not a single bit… too complex looking than it is needed.” As they developed the 

game, the “interface got more complex” but they really made an effort to get it to the “minimum 

of complexity that I can imagine.” Ooyu mentions how their game is unlike other space games 

where they try to keep many actions such as travel and combat as “basic actions.” Similarly, 

Wayan used cards to act as “cyphers for actually very, very complex procedures.” Ehsan 

reported adjusting to the player’s reception of complexity. Their game originally had a “very 

elaborate planet management system” that was not well-received, so they simplified it. Ummi 

noted that “there’s only so much that a player experiencing the game can handle intellectually, as 

well as keeping track of the mechanics.” 

While there are strategic options, the designers did not really talk about strategy game 

design in the way of providing options (they mostly talked about providing strategy generally 

 
148

 Many board game designers reported finding rules (whether rule-writing and/or rule-reading) burdensome. One 

stand out quote is from Maitland, who feels rule books should be “all killer no filler.” 
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and whether a design embodied good strategy game design), especially when compared to 

sandbox. 

 

Theme 7: Representation of Ideas and Systems in Design 

Civilization games are typically considered part of (or adjacent to) the simulation genre. 

Simulation games149 are characterized primarily by emulating real world systems or behaviors. 

While the question of representation and depiction can be applied to any game or creative 

application, it is particularly relevant to civilization games because of their association with the 

simulation genre.  

Though this dissertation focuses on civilization futures, many civilization games focus on 

the historical. (I bring up historical games in order to better make the importance of 

representation apparent to futures games.) With historical games, players and other interested 

parties (especially educators) often ask questions such as ‘is the game accurate?’, or more 

specifically ‘does it represent what society deems to be a truthful understanding of historical 

events?” From these questions, people can begin to discuss many related questions such as “How 

do we choose which facts or details to represent?,” “What is changed into something fantastical 

or stretched into something inaccurate that fits the function or design of the game?,” “What 

concepts or ideas are represented abstractly and which have their details depicted?.” In other 

words, questions of representation often focus on realism. According to Wages, Grunvogel, and 

Grutzmacher, “information contained in different stimuli for human senses divides into essential 

and non-essential information.” 

 
149

 Some examples of non-civilization-like simulation games include The Sims (emulating behaviors of people’s 

daily lives), Stardew Valley (emulating farming life), Microsoft Flight Simulator (emulating flying a plane), and 

Unpacking (emulating removing and placing items out of moving boxes) 
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These questions get a little more adventurous when shifting from historical to futures, in 

part because futures is often perceived as both shapeable and impossible to be accurate. Because 

of the designers’ ability to select and choose what to put in the game, the designer is shaping the 

representation of the future that exists through the play experience. 

 

Subtheme 7.1: Abstract v. Simulate 

Designers reported a variety of scenarios where they chose to represent information in 

either a more abstract or simulative manner. For the purposes of this discussion, abstraction is a 

broadening, simplifying, essentializing process and simulation is a detailing, complexifying, 

essentializing process. 

Amets discussed how they “abstract[ed] certain concepts like people, land, time, society, 

and growth. [The game] does a great job at making a solid strategy game out of these grand 

ideas.” Later in the interview, Amets elucidates how the game “distills” or “abstracts” such 

concepts150 into gameplay terms that are understood by the player. Ooyu talked at length about 

the abstract nature of their game. “In space, everything is able to be abstracted… it’s sort of 

infinitely deep.” From this quote, Ooyu reported a designer’s ability to abstract things as well as 

reveal how the setting of their game enables plenty of abstraction. 

While Amets and Ooyu focused a bit on abstraction, Chesed described their game(s) as 

an “ecological simulator” that also simulated catastrophes and biological competition. Chesed’s 

game design is driven by “the causal elements of what I’m trying to simulate and say, ‘What 

caused this?’ and then I searched for the best mechanism I can figure out to simulate it.” Kadek 

 
150

 According to Amets, such concepts also include “cultural, national, and political identities.” Amets provides a 

thorough example of how an identity such as China and its history were translated into the game. 
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briefly mentioned how during development, they “always ha[d] the feeling, [the game] must be 

more precise about this or that aspect of the world simulation.” Through these examples of 

abstraction and simulation, designers attempted to represent concepts or things from the universe 

(albeit each designer approaching this task in different ways).  

To understand the function of abstraction a little bit better, we can review two of the 

common ways abstraction impacted the player experience, as reported by some designers. 

Firstly, some designers described how abstraction acted as a framing for player imagination to 

occur; however, this abstraction needed to be mitigated by other factors. For example, Sacha 

described how the player might speculate how a society would react to a natural disaster from 

playing their game. “The imagination is still there for people to go, ‘What would this look like? 

What would this be like?’ [The game’s] abstract enough for people to actually draw some 

pictures.” Ooyu reported how they wanted their game to be “as abstract but as evocative as 

possible” so that a player can “feel they are creating everything that’s in there.” A bit later in the 

interview, Ooyu disclosed that “I knew the [civilization] tropes well enough that I thought, 

people will get this. They would also be able to imagine their own ideas, if I kept it at a high 

enough level but evocative enough, that balancing act.” Though abstraction is not mentioned 

directly in this quote, Ooyu is describing the similar act of reigning in the portrayal of broad 

concepts via an evocative experience. Lastly, Maitland discussed how emulating some 

components after historical “propaganda posters” “sets the tone of ‘conveys a lot of information 

but it’s still pretty abstract’,” suggesting abstraction has a contrary position to representation of a 

lot of information.  

The second way abstraction impacted the player experience was by distancing players 

from the content. For example, Qimat described how factions were depicted from “a bunch of 
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very abstract concepts” and as such, it “got a bit out of hand because it got very, very abstract 

very soon… it was really high concept.” Qimat likened the game as a whole as “a failure of 

communication” because it got too abstract. Nevertheless, there was a benefit to abstraction; the 

themes and topics were “just far enough removed, just abstracted enough that [players] can 

discuss it and go into it without kind of being dunno feeling personally attacked or kind of 

getting some direct references.” Similarly, Sacha opined, “I'm not sure if anybody else would 

find anything more objectionable in the game from a futuristic perspective… it's sufficiently 

abstract enough.” 

While abstraction helped distance the player from offense, simulation of the real or 

speculated world helped embolden messaging. Wayan described how using real world metrics 

such as HDI and GDP helped the player “see the world in the way that basically policymakers 

see the world [which] I think was important.”151 Ummi described how their game is meant to 

“simulate what it would really take to expand” and “simulate the problems that would likely 

happen.” Though Qimat felt the game was too abstract, they also felt the game successfully 

“replicates a bunch of real-life issues.” Players can “absorb these ideas, without them being 

upfront in your face,” the latter part of which we just revealed is probably due to abstraction.  

 Qimats’ quotes hint at how abstraction-like processes and simulation-like processes can 

coexist. Maitland’s game exhibit a similar notion; Maitland felt their game was “simulating sort 

of humanity and human nature and some of these really foundational concepts.” Maitland 

explains how the game elucidates these foundational human concepts through simulation. 

Notably, Maitland also felt their game as a whole was “really high concept” and “kind of 

 
151

 I recall seeing these kinds of data points in some games like these when I was younger, and I imagine it sort of 

helped further spur existing interests in geography, almanacs, and sociological trends. 
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abstracted.”  If one likens “textural detail” to abstraction and “concrete detail” to simulation, 

Gable’s comments also add to the conversation152, “We try to give the player the sort of 

framework to matrix, storytelling matrix with mechanics with textural detail and concrete detail 

that they can fill in for themselves.” 

Sacha outright rejects the notion of simulation in their game while saying there is some 

degree of abstraction, and instead offers a different notion, modeling153. “Would this model 

something accurately? And I believe it does in a fun way, rather than being in a simulation way, 

which is a completely different thing.” Earlier in the interview, Sacha explains that they are 

“trying to build a future scenario it has a lot of linkage to real world type of things, in a strategic 

way… they're fairly abstract to a degree because you can't have too much detail in the game.” 

Another way to look at the tension between abstraction-like processes and simulation-like 

processes is by looking at how designers treat essential and non-essential information. Using an 

example of representing plants and chemicals in their game, Qimat reported that in their design 

process, they “got more generic over time” because “if I come up with those very specific things 

a) no one knows it and would understand that it’s the correct one and b) it gets very, very hard to 

use it.” Wayan felt there’s “so much data present, there’s such a wealth of stuff… was too much 

to model… more ideas, more stuff to include than we could possibly had time to simulate… 

[leading to] some fairly significant omissions.” I interpret Wayan feeling some responsibility to 

simulate as much essential information, but needing to decide what was and cut out non-essential 

information. To a question about how a player experiences civilization futures, Maitland 

 
152

 Gable also expounds on this abstraction vs simulation seen in Theme 1 and Theme 5 on the difference between 

strategy games (which he akins civilization genre games to) versus linear games, in that the latter is more optimal 

for empathy 
153

 Modeling will be expanded upon later in this theme. 
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responded, “We actually put a lot of thought into if this was going to be generic or if this was 

going to be maybe tied to the real world at what degree of detail and specificity.” Maitland had 

an earlier prototype that depicted specific national identities, but they did not like that “there’s a 

huge amount of baggage with that. people are going to come to that, with all sorts of 

preconceived notions about how they should play.” 

 

Subtheme 7.2: Realism v. Fantasy 

Designers concerned themselves with questions of realism, fantasy, and fiction. For some 

designers, realism was a priority. Maitland wanted to ensure players could “explore some very 

real-world things.”154 Sacha noted the additional effort it took to make the game “a little bit more 

realistic.” While Ibis’ “vision is to be pseudo semi-realistic,” they provided an example of their 

own effort to achieve some realism: they used real locations in the world and the solar system. 

For Yaito, they “wanted to make concepts appear real… tangible.” Therefore, for the visuals, 

they aimed to deliver “something that was realistic looking enough that you could imagine it in 

your own world… seeing it for real. Ground you more in the idea that this whole thing could 

become a reality.” Also for Yaito, this pursuit of reality sometimes overcame a moral wish they 

had. For example, Yaito initially did not want to use specialists (e.g., an esteemed environmental 

scientist) to represent decision-makers of groups of people in their game since this lended itself 

to replicating “gatekeeping in terms of how much certain people have power over their society 

than others.” However, to make the game “be truly representative, we have to make it that the 

people who are making the decisions were people who are in positions to know what's best.” 

 
154

 One example is the game’s diplomacy track, with which Maitland’s goal was to make that a “super explicit very 

obvious analogy to the real world situation” 
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Similarly, Wayan thought it was “cool” and “very important” to have “imaginative” and 

“completely positive outcomes” such as achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement, if the player 

“knew exactly what [they’re] doing.” Having said that, “realistic” aspects of the game were “just 

as important.” 

While there were no designers who outright wanted to depict their world as purely 

fantastical, some designers had game features that prioritized fantasy over realism. In Kadek’s 

game, there were a lot of made up155 technologies “born from the necessity to automate things in 

this global society.” Kadek felt this was necessary to do “many things unrealistic because 

otherwise it would be totally no fun playing this game,” as they saw the realistic perspective of 

the planet is “too depressing.” For the player experience in Amets’ game, plausibility156 is 

typically most important; however, “then you get to the resources… every one of them is pretty 

fantastical.” Amets felt that the science fiction basis of their game allowed them to “go broader 

and just make up things… that you just can’t do on Earth.” Since they felt they could “make up a 

reason or invent a rationale… to underpin such a gameplay” with science fiction setting, they 

could have “wild, new kinds of gameplay.” Ummi also used sci-fi’s permission-to-be-unrealistic 

to come up with “unique technologies that push the envelope,” thinking that it would be “cool” 

to do futures speculation. Kadek described that while science fiction and futures is good for “this 

mind game, the thought experiment,” they also “gives the creative freedom to make it not over 

realistic.” Kadek felt if they did try to make it too realistic, they would need “a whole research 

department.”  

 
155

 Kadek referred to them as “fancy shit” and “fancy advanced technologies” 
156

 Plausibility will be further explored in the following sub-theme. 
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To compromise between realism and creative freedom, Kadek felt “the whole balancing 

act was like make it feel real.” Kadek provided one example in which they used a “realistic 

approach to the emissions situation” and other environmental questions while providing a sense 

of escapism157 by immersing players “to some other place… [in] this futuristic way.” Ooyu also 

tried to make a particular aspect - the rise and fall of civilizations - feel “realistic”158. Similarly, 

Wayan prioritized “realistic aspects” to their game as much as imaginative ones. 

Amets also showed this balance between fantasy and reality when discussing science 

fiction. Amets thinks those who prefer science fiction like it because “it’s about us, not yet about 

us. It's about what another version of us, or what we could be, under different circumstances, or 

what we might have been.” This leads to speculative, empathetic questions like “‘Well, how 

would I react?’.”  Amets also believes that sci-fi lovers enjoy “stretching their mind and pulling 

on their perspectives, their strongly held beliefs.” The fictional nature permits this casual, safe 

experimentation, yet, as it is science fiction, “it's at least based close enough in real experience in 

reality that I can take some real lessons that I can recognize and really invest in the outcome.” 

Sacha took a moderately different approach. While they appreciated science fiction, they didn’t 

want to fully push their game in that direction as “that’s been done very well. So, I wanted to 

bring it back to a little bit more real in the sense, which focused on earth…” 

 

Subtheme 7.3: Believability and Internal Consistency 

Designers are motivated by keeping their games believable and internally consistent. For 

Kadek, believability was in the form of “authenticity,” described as follows: 

 
157

 “A relief from being present in the world” 
158

 Ooyu also mentioned how they “hate using the word realistic, but it feels natural at least” 
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Designing a game forces you to make this world a real thing. Therefore, you have to 

understand it and all the factors that playing a role in it, and how you let them work and 

interact that they are becoming a Realistic or authentic holistic experience. And that's 

what drives you into understanding what you are creating. 

 

Kadek was motivated to provide an authentic experience for the player; in as such, they invested 

a lot of energy in understanding climate change as this was part of the game world they were 

creating. In portraying what the corporations do (with respect to climate change), Kadek also felt 

they needed to navigate this “balancing dance” between “being scary, being authentic to make it 

count what the actions are… but not too much to threaten away what I think is a huge part of the 

audience.” For Kadek, authenticity is similar to realism but also is about a sense of honesty that 

must be accepted and believed by the player, provided it doesn’t threaten them. Amets was also 

motivated by a “concern for authenticity,” expressing they had “a certain amount of anxiety or 

feeling of responsibility for being honest. Not… willy nilly making things that were just 

fictitious or that deliberately or carelessly flew in the face of something, that plausibility guiding 

principle.” 

 Amets felt that “plausibility was always at the heart of their design… whatever happens 

in this game has got to be something that you know isn't totally out there.” While they weren’t 

afraid to “slide over the line into fiction” particularly because of the future orientation of their 

game, they focused on “mash[ing] up anything from history with anything else as long as it's 

plausible and see what happens.” Since plausibility was “part of what we’re communicating with 

this game,” they wanted to harness “that good sci-fi power of the player playing in a believable 

world.” However, with certain features such as resources, they prioritized fun, functionability, 

and understandability over plausibility because (for the player) “it doesn’t matter how good the 
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material is if I just can’t get my head around it.”159 To achieve this, they would generate some 

“sci-fi explanation for how [resources would] work” 

 Other designers also respected portraying plausibility because of its potential reality.160 

For Ummi, “the cool thing about sci-fi is that these fantasy, so to speak, that are based loosely on 

technology actually have potential to come true.” Wayan combined the importance of data and 

player experience in their game design to communicate climate change issues, expressing, “those 

genuine mechanics at the heart of this game could basically generate something meaningful but 

credible outcomes…. create a simulation of humanity that could feed into that as I say in a 

credible and mechanical fashion.” In both cases, the designer is actively creating some sort of 

fantasy or alternate world that they believe relates to some “potential” or “credible” reality. 

 Despite all the data and theories that Wayan invested in understanding, there were still 

many “blank areas and grey areas.” In order to fill these areas, “if we didn’t have strong data in 

something, we just made something up. You know, we basically made it seem believable.” This 

was necessary because, as the designer, Wayan was “collecting lots of different pieces of 

research, you know different fields and trying to make it into a coherent whole.” This implies 

that without Wayan and their team's input, there would not be a coherent experience for players. 

Gable reflected a similar attitude, describing how they would write extensive guides and 

information on features that were “grounded in reality,”161 but this level of “detail” was not 

written for “the educational payload but for the believability aspect of it.” 

 
159

 For these types of situations, “player experience would be the tiebreaker,” ensuring something “rich, intense, and 

compelling” 
160

 Futures will be explored more in-depth in the following theme. 
161

 “Write 500 words about how this thing came to be” 
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 Qimat depicted what happened when believability was not prioritized. Qimat’s game had 

additional sci-fi futures deep in the speculation tree that depended on earlier fantasies and 

speculations. By the time the player started experiencing these speculations on top of 

speculations, Qimat reported the player felt “you lost any kind of believability or kind of 

relatability a while ago.” In reaction to this feedback, Qimat and their team “started to explain 

away these things162 but were kind of missing the storytelling… missing that kind of context… 

it’s not the same impact.” These issues of believability still occurred despite Qimat and their 

team doing internal, within team quality assurance of believability. 

 Ehsan perceives game design to be a process where the designer creates “little internal 

lores” to explain things that don’t “make any sense.” These lores collectively create “a little 

world in your brain.”163 As the designer creates this world, Ehsan reported that the designer 

“obeying the rules of [their] magic system or whatever is directly related to how much people 

will believe it or invest in it.” In Ehsan’s game, the magic system is sci-fi technology. “You can’t 

just make up a new word, stick it in there, and expect people to follow it.” There must be a 

“consistency in technology and gameplay.” Ehsan feels designers need to “keep the believability 

within a realm of suspended disbelief.” 

 The participants highlighted this need for internal consistency of their worlds through the 

games’ futures-orientation. Ehsan prefers a futuristic setting over a fantasy one because “you can 

kind of create a lore in the future that is based on some sort of facts. You have to fake it a little, 

but you can be internally consistent.” Additionally, Ehsan described how “a lot of internal lore… 

 
162

 Qimat referred to some of these “things” as MacGuffin, which is a rhetorical device used to explain away the 

existence of some entity 
163

 Ehsan provides an example of creating a ship as an artist and how it was portrayed did not “make any sense.” He 

relates this mentality of worldbuilding to art (likely related to their experience painting and illustrating), saying 

game design is a “much bigger version” of that mentality. 
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can affect gameplay” and “has to be reflected in the story.”164 “Really cool” mechanics will get 

removed from the game if they “can’t fit into the lore,” but usually they figure out a way to have 

the two match. When Ibis was creating technologies, they felt the technologies needed to “fit the 

same universe… the same story… Can’t have something that kind of stick out from this… even 

though there’s no actual story. But the context has to be self-referencing and also self-

consistent.” Ooyu and Qimat also came up with societal categories and technologies 

respectively, and they felt they needed to be reasonable within the context of what might actually 

happen in the future. 

 

Subtheme 7.4: Modeling & References 

Designers rely on “referentiality”165 to borrow and portray ideas from other games, 

media, and even scientific models. (In Theme 1, this dissertation explored how designers 

understood the landscape of game design and their unique voice in it, which included putting 

their own unique twists on existing game designs.) 

Some designers also heavily relied on (aka referred to) other civilization games, primarily 

the design practices born from the main Civilization series. When asked about the story they 

were trying to tell with their game, Ibis responded that it is “the same as every civilization game 

which is build your empire and have either a goal of domination or goal of technological 

superiority.” Ibis found comfort in this sameness stating, “I don’t mind being the same because 

people need something familiar to grab onto.” Ibis also felt that civilization games provide a 

framework for people; thus, in responding to a question about player imagination, Ibis 

 
164

 Ehsan also described how there needs to be a consistency in how the different factions interact and between 

technology and gameplay. 
165

 This refers to referentiality as described by games researcher, Lars Konzack, as discussed earlier. 
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responded, “you kind of guarantee people will do that, not [with] other games.” Ibis also 

believed many of their design ideas (particularly around engine building) would “work in some 

way” because “there’s a million games like that… Civilization” being one of them. 

 Similarly, Ooyu “relied most heavily on my own experience” playing many civilization 

games (including Civilization and Alpha Centauri). Ooyu referred to their game as a “civ game” 

which “bake in certain tropes” such as expansion and creating an empire. In coming up with 

different categories for societal systems, they “played enough of those games” to have a sense of 

the “broad categories that appear” and decided how these categories would fit into their game 

which tried to model societal evolution over large time-scales. While Ooyu often cut out or 

dramatically modified categories, they also included some as they are. For example, 

“agriculture” is “usually like an early technology” in these types of games, “it's always persistent 

[in societies]. We'll never get rid of it. So, it's you know it's sort of elemental.”  

In addition to what has been expressed in other parts of this dissertation, other designers 

referred to civilization games in similar ways as the above two designers, mentioned such games 

in passing, or cited the above games as sources of inspiration and/or much play time. Likewise, 

designers also referred to other science fiction media, both generally and by name, when 

describing some of their experiences. For example, Qimat talked about how they borrowed the 

idea of a “deuterium sieve” as in the movie Moon, Ummi talked about how they got the idea of 

thinking about hope as “humanity’s greatest strength and greatest weakness” from the Matrix, 

Kadek discussed about how they modelled some races from Star Trek, and Ehsan cited how in 

sci-fi such as Star Wars or Star Trek, the audience experiences “classic little morality plays and 

stuff like that in the future, and it's like low stakes.” and how it relates to their games. Ehsan and 

Ooyu talked about borrowing tropes from science fiction, Ibis talked about not “deviating” from 
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their sci-fi readings, and Ummi mentioned some science fiction websites they used for 

technology development.  

This borrowing from science fiction also resembles how designers borrow from what 

designers perceive as common knowledge of the world; designers believe this common 

knowledge is shared by the players as well. Amets felt that certain resources had gameplay 

expectations attached to them because they are “bound by the same common knowledge.” For 

example, if a player finds a spice resource somewhere, they’ve “got the advantage of already 

knowing probably what they're good for, but also that constrains the designer to not defy that 

expectation.” When designing the categories in the game, Ooyu made sure to give players 

“things that they would be familiar with, that are universally understood, understandable. People 

kind of have their own concept.”166 In order to brainstorm designs, Qimat discussed with 

colleagues about “general pop culture knowledge” to understand their expectation. In the same 

vein, Qimat used factions and the environmental context to stir player conversation. “It’s still 

link[ed] to today’s topics and today’s stuff you can refer to.”  

Like Qimat, Gable wanted to stimulate discussion of topics through their game. Gable 

felt the space-centric theme of their game allowed them to “fold history into our conversations in 

a way that we haven’t before”167. Gable is showing a reference to science knowledge168 which is 

a common theme shared through many participants. For example, Amets expanded upon the 

“common knowledge” discussed in the previous paragraph, saying how players can become 

engaged in:  

 
166

 For example, “even if they don’t really get the deep definition of art, they sort of know what art is, or they sort of 

know what biology is.” 
167

 For example, Gable referred to the “space program” and “Earthrise shot in Apollo 8” 
168

 Gable also mentions how while their game is not “hard science fiction” they “tried to ground as much as possible 

in actual science” 
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stories that can be very compelling because everybody can imagine it with us. They can 

look at the same science and the same present day common knowledge and look forward 

and say, ‘Yes, I can see how that would really happen. I want to know what would 

happen if it really did.’ 

 

Many designers such as Chesed, Ummi, and Yaito talked about how closely they stuck to 

science169. Other designers such as Wayan and Qimat often mentioned science terms as many of 

their games’ themes and content (e.g., technologies, resources, etc.) referred to scientific ideas 

such as “solar radiation” and using “silicon to do microchips,” respectively. While all the 

designers were inspired by science to varying degrees, these examples are mentioned to 

emphasize how many of the participants felt the need to portray scientific topics to at least some 

degree of specificity in a way that could be shared or communicated to the player. 

 The participants often used models of systems to inspire how they represented the world. 

This was particularly relevant for designers interested in portraying economics concepts. 

Kadek’s game uses a “world economic model”170 depicting “economic warfare” and trading 

between corporations where players can “learn tons of how to make economy work.” Similarly, 

Sacha was motivated the game to “be an educational setting” and as such, the game portrayed 

“basic economics in there that are helpful for people to understand.” Wayan included “human 

economic modeling” in their game as they felt “human, economic activity is essential” to the 

climate change dilemma. Yaito also used their game to express opinions on the role of the 

economy in society’s ills. For example, they decided to minimize the presence of money since 

Yaito wanted to emphasize “we choose” how “our economy shapes on[sic] our society,” “not the 

 
169

 Chesed talked about being “faithful” to the “laws of the universe,” Ummi discussed how they tried to make 

various building blocks of life “as scientifically accurate as possible,”  Yaito mentioned how “every single part of it 

is based on real science” 
170

 As explored in Theme 1, the designer used this model to express some opinions on how economics often pans 

out 
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other way around.” Yaito also modeled much of the game including the game board and 

components on the doughnut economics model. 

 A few participants communicated ideas to model systems more broadly as well. Wayan 

aimed to create a “somewhat crude but genuinely meaningful model to interact with”171. Wayan 

also found games to be “the best medium to study things in depth, because you're essentially 

creating a working model or working simulation of something just for the game to work at all.” 

Gable also described the importance of modelling as they “always try to model… our different 

systems. And the models that are the most elegant [are] the immediately understandable ones and 

the ones that work for gameplay.”172 Sacha wanted to “model something a little bit more real life 

in a way,” and felt how both historical war and civilization games try “to model reality,” 

showing how modeling can resemble simulation of sorts173. 

  

Theme 8: Futures Voice 

 Designers used and explored futures in a myriad of ways. This section categorizes their 

thinking into three main forms: projection, imaginative, and critical. 

 

Subtheme 8.1: Projection 

Designers used futures to explore their own projections of the future. There was a wide 

variety of predictions of the future depicted in the participants’ games. Ummi relied on “what 

science predicts” to produce a commonly assumed speculation that “fusion energy exists.” 

 
171

 As opposed to a  “choose your own adventure sort of scripted outcomes” 
172

 Gable discussed how they use “system dynamics,” “causal loop diagrams,” “analytics,” and “math model” to 

better understand how to design their systems 
173

 Sacha also uses math “only as an enabler to model something,” as they like to “model things from a realistic 

perspective.” Additionally, since their game focused on a civilization in “disaster mode,” they felt it needed some 

“randomness in there to create that opportunity and challenge at the same time” 
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Kadek offered a semi-prediction of a possible future. Kadek described how many political 

leaders “are willingful[sic] puppets for corporate interests” leading to many rising nations to 

“basically copy” the Western capitalist model. As such, in their game “there are only 

corporations left and doing the things they started today… no states anymore, no nations… just 

corporate culture.” Since Wayan’s game was first released more than a decade ago, Wayan felt 

their game made “a very accurate prediction” about how “humanity will have done nothing by 

2020.”  Ibis wanted to focus on “human civilization.” Thus, in the near future, Ibis decided to 

depict that “spaceships are commonplace… there’s no aliens… no like 15 factions of where we 

chose and weird shit. So, this is like realistic enough to be relatable.”  

 Like Ibis, many designers made futures relevant to current times. Sacha also talked about 

relatability, choosing the setting of “futuristic earth but basing it in something that real, as 

opposed to maybe 1000 years in the future, where people can't really relate to it.” Similarly, 

Qimat discussed how the setting for one of their games was “close enough to the to the current 

time that we could come up with futuristic production chains that people could still believe 

in”174. Players did not have to “imagine the world that we built,” but can instead understand the 

“metaphors” and how their “world” works, using “the game to talk about current events and 

current topics.” Using this close timeline, Qimat felt they could talk about the “climate crisis” — 

which was a “topic that’s close to [their] heart” — without being “too preachy.”175 Kadek also 

felt they could “tell the story as an analogy, or something to the world we live in, right now, 

without offending all the parties participating in this world” because of the close timeline.176 

 
174

 One of Qimat’s production chain examples was people recognizing futuristic crop fields as still crop fields 
175

 Qimat added that “you can’t say okay, this is bad, this is good…” Instead, use “caricatures, archetypes” and 

leave the moral judgment “up to the player.” 
176

 Kadek portrayed the “state of the world, as we have it now, with a little difference… that enable us to do, space 

travel. it's a little addition to just the normal situation that we have right now.” 
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Some participants also briefly discussed how they used currency to portray political 

futures. The close timeline allowed Kadek to explore the interactions of corporate activities and 

political internationalism (via the UN) similar to today. Amets felt they put in “a lot of effort” to 

create corporate patrons that acted as “future mutations of current peoples and current nations.” 

During creation of the game, Wayan started to “take life a lot more seriously” and spent some 

time becoming “more politically aware, more socially aware” and reading “current affairs, 

political material.” 

Designers also used history to inform their futures’ explorations and portrayals. Amets 

did not feel they were a “great historic student,” but used the “proverb that history repeats itself” 

to “imagine new circumstances where those forces are going to apply.” 177Amets did not feel you 

needed to “work very hard to imagine” because you can speculate the future using “pretty decent 

parallels of similar events.” Other designers talked about replicating cyclically destructive trends 

in society. Chesed described how in their game, losers of a conflict178 may need to “travel to 

another solar system basically as a war refugee” in order to “thrive or flourish.” For Chesed, 

“this sort of colonization effort has been common throughout the development of new worlds,” 

for example in the “age of exploration.” Sacha discusses how players will inevitably compete for 

the same territory in their game and how this mirrors history. “That’s unfortunately life, that’s 

how tribes work. That's why some tribes still exist, and a lot of tribes don't. Nothing different in 

that scheme of things, exactly the same. Just a bit more modern setting rather than spears.” Sacha 

also discusses how their game has event cards that showcase “these horror things that come up 

from time to time that always challenge civilizations.” In reflecting about the current state of 

 
177

 Amets felt to design such futures from history, they were “just paying attention a little bit, just having a bit of a 

bit of above average common knowledge.” 
178

 Chesed describes this conflict as “ideologically based warfare or conceivably man machine warfare” 
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today’s world, Ooyu described how their game depicts “the idea of how civilizations rise and 

fall” and how both the game and world shows going “through a lot of strife. I mean that’s typical 

throughout history, we’ve always had that.”  

As showcased in these examples of digging into history, many of the participants 

investigated futures through a large time-scale. This is no more prevalent than in Ooyu’s game 

and interview, where Ooyu discussed how “inevitably” a civilization is:  

going to fall apart. There's this sort of ebb and flow across time of cultures becoming, 

rising to significance, and then diminishing. I mean we don't know if that'll continue 

indefinitely, repeat all the time, but it's happened before, so the idea is: well, let's take 

that pattern and exhibit it here [in the game]. 

 

Ummi found inspiration from “projected future timelines,” some reaching as far as millions of 

years into the future.179 Qimat was “most interested in… very far-reaching stuff” such as “SETI, 

transhumanism… singularity… transcending humanity.” However, they were a bit “constrained” 

by how much of this could go into the game because of the games’180 nature, e.g., portraying 

buildings on the ground. 

Designers often speculated alternate possibilities to the future (as opposed to a singular, 

mainstream view of the future), often called “alternative futures.” Gable discussed how their 

game portrayed “language mixing and ethnic mixing.” If they were to re-do their game, they said 

they would take “a more nuanced perspective” as “homogenization is not necessarily like the 

future we should all look forward to, [instead] it’s celebration of what makes us unique.” Gable 

displayed a desire to re-do the depicted future into an alternate one. Qimat displayed a similar 

 
179

 Some of these timelines would explore “potential human evolution” and “different technological advancements” 
180

 As a reminder, this game is from a series of games so there are fan expectations of similarities and designer 

expectations (other designers they have to work with) of similarities 
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investigative questioning of alternative futures. Thinking about their game’s setting, Qimat 

reflected: 

What are we doing here? We are no longer dealing with specific humans or ideologies 

that we know in our time but… you have transhumanism. You have the whole inter-solar 

exploitation. Are we going to the moon? What are we doing on the moon? What are our 

civilization models? 

 

Chesed often speculated on what would be ideal conditions for humans in the future. For 

example, when it comes to future humans living outside of Earth, “rather than trying to live 

permanently on dirt sides, that it would be better to live on a Space Station that's tailored for 

human conditions, and it would have wide open spaces you'd be able to breathe the air.” In 

another example, Chesed displayed a penchant for thinking outside the box. In thinking about the 

motivations of humanity to physically visit another star, Chesed hypothesized that “it's possible 

that a goodly portion of the world… might contribute some of their working day towards a star 

shot of a few madmen to go somewhere else… because it can be done, because it should be 

done.” Ummi felt that designing content about the far future was “always fun” because it was 

“cool” to think about the possibility of “unique technologies that push the envelope… don't 

know if it's really going to happen, but it could happen.” 

 

Subtheme 8.2: Imaginative 

Designers thought imaginatively about the future. Though the last sub-theme focused on 

projection, there are hints of imaginative thinking throughout, particularly at the end where 

designers are thinking about distant and alternative futures. 
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Two closely-related types of futures-thinking that are also similar to alternative futures 

are what ifs and scenarios181, with which a few designers explicitly speculated on “What if xyz 

happened…?” in the future. Amets described both some grand ideas (e.g., the concept of growth) 

and some future what ifs (e.g. what happens if we encounter sentient alien life and what if 

society moves into a post commercial economy) that were explored in a different game. “All of 

these things are ideas that people have thought about and imagine ‘What if?’ And there's so 

many great stories in those what ifs that we would really want to tell and that [Amets’ game’s] 

structure would be able to tell very well”182 From this quote, Amets articulated that what ifs are 

both associated with storytelling and imagination183. As a designer, Amets exercised their “What 

if muscles in [their] brain of like let's imagine how human nature would react” to different 

abstract scenarios in the future. “By the time we got a further out into sci-fi, it just became more 

and more imagination, but imagination kind of honed by practice, to stay on this side of the 

possibility line.” Sacha also proposed a dystopic alternate reality, “what happens if… there’s 

plenty of sea, but just one plot of land left” for a society. This hypothetical Sacha proposed to the 

player184 inspired Sacha to “read up” and do “research into if that was the case.” Later in the 

interview, Sacha elaborated on the player’s angle, “From a futuristic perspective… you've been 

put in this position, what would you do? What decision would you make if you've got these 

 
181

 Scenario is a common term in strategy and simulation games for a set of pre-existing conditions that a player can 

load as a level, story, situation, etc. This use of the term “scenarios” refers to the futures context of the term, which 

is a set of pre-existing conditions about a particular scene, event, or state in the future. Similar but the context is 

different. 
182

 Amets also described some alternate history what ifs, e.g. what if the Zulu interacted more closely with Russia 

during Russian geopolitical dominance, and said “all of these what ifs come from the diversity of experiences on this 

planet.” 
183

 As explored further in theme 6. 
184

 Sacha said, “what would you do in that circumstance” 
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resources” and later on “if things did go back a few pegs on the civilization scale… What would 

you do?” 

Like Sacha, some participants showcased dystopian futures scenarios. Ummi’s game 

focused on “humanity is facing an extinction level event… not much hope left, but the whole 

purpose of the game is that one of humanity strongest emotions [hope]… helps them persevere 

and do things that you may think is impossible.” Qimat’s game depicted a nuclear meltdown 

scenario. During the design process of this scenario, Fukushima occurred, leading Qimat to feel 

that their design efforts were more relevant. Amets and their team used scenarios to come up 

with more ideas: 

We put together a imaginary doomsday scenario where we took what was at the time was 

present day political status quo and imagine some event that knocks it over. And then try 

to project in a very in very broad strokes, the fallout from that and how the cultures and 

peoples of the earth would rise fall or realign. 

 

For Amets, the setting of the game was a “thought experiment” where they would “imagine” the 

scenario of how humans would “grapple with” and “decide what to do” after they “barely made 

it off Earth before the place became unlivable,” and “learn from their mistakes.”185  

 For many participants, designing a game for players to explore futures was an 

imaginative process. In addition to the above, Amets designed their game to be a “war of ideas” 

between “the old” and “the new,” between “those that don’t exist yet” and those that are a 

“mutation” of “present day ideas… in a way that hasn’t happened yet but that we could 

potentially imagine.” Amets found this “exciting” and “interesting” because “our ideas, our 

imagination about what is going to happen, the future is always changing.” Wayan reflected that 

 
185

 Amets wanted to provide a sense that they and other designers were collaborating and imagining the causes and 

ramifications of such a scenario as sort of a setting for their game. They would also think about what was 

“plausible,” tying back to earlier themes. 
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imagination is a way to put ideas and concepts together. Wayan felt imagination is used to 

answer “How does this fit in with everything else? What impact does this have… What sort of 

problems could it solve?” To design futures in the game, Wayan expressed that they were 

“relying on other people's imaginations and their own projections, but at the same time, also 

having to try and assemble that into the new and the functional whole…. imagining a world in 

which all these things can coexist.” Wayan used other people’s imaginations and used 

imagination to bring a sense of whole. Like Wayan, Yaito felt that “the trick is finding a way to 

imagine how all these elements interact” in a way that is engaging for the player. As a designer 

focused on social action, Yaito opined “if we engage our imaginations, that’s the first step to 

being able to actually make change.” 

 When thinking in terms of imagination of the future, some participants stressed the 

importance of the designer’s vision. Gable mentioned how imagination is entirely extrapolated in 

the context of designing civilization futures. Gable further elaborated “your imagination is 

grounded in what you perceive as the the velocity of all these different aspects of society, where 

they go. So, we had to you know, imagine what the future will be.” Sacha supposed that “maybe 

doesn’t take too much imagination, but enough” to “really conjure up… what should it look 

like?” as well as “what would you have to do?”186. Kadek emphatically explained that: 

It's absolutely an imaginative process shaping the future. Because even if you hold a cube 

in your hand, you might reconstruct in your mind that there are other sites, the same as 

the front side of this cube, but you can turn it around of course. That's the empiric way to 

check something out. But futures and civilizations are definitely things that you can't 

eas[ily] do the empiric thing, turn it around and check it. 

 

Characterizing the future as unknown, Kadek — described from experience — believed that 

designers need to form a vision to “realize” the future. “These other sites of how the future might 

 
186

 This question came before the rest of the quote hence no ellipses. 
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be for the civilization in this or that way, it will never appear… the future is not happening, if 

you don't form a vision and develop it in that way.” 

 Other designers also reflected this notion that the future is unknown. Ummi described 

how unlike historical games, futures games are based on “what do you think will happen, not 

what has happened… you have no idea.”187 Ooyu would have concurred with Ummi, describing 

how “people do try to be futurist and try to imagine” predictively what the future will be like, but 

“there’s not a great history of that, I mean some things have proven to be true, and something 

haven't really panned out.”188 With that in mind, the player in Ooyu’s game must figure out 

“what those [future] technologies are and continue just to add them indefinitely. But also see 

them again in future [playthroughs of the game] and have them become relevant now and then.” 

In other words, the player’s purpose in Ooyu’s game is not to be correct about the future but 

rather have “fun” with the perpetuity and unknowingness of the future. Similarly, Chesed 

contemplated how “the future of humankind… in any direction is hard, too hard to imagine” and 

as such had many questions about the future that they didn’t “figure out.” These questions 

include topics such as the mind-body dichotomy, AI-human-cyborg interaction, and global 

energy management. Nevertheless, these unanswered questions and ideas are part of Chesed’s 

game. 

 Some designers discussed how they viewed futures as something to be made.189 Qimat 

described how: 

to build a future… the future only has the stuff that I put in it, and I decided to say is that 

those goods, those factions, those islands, that is what the future consists of, and also all 

 
187

 Ummi gives a non-game example of the movie 2001 the Space Odyssey, where the actual 2001 did not end up 

like the movie projected. 
188

 Ooyu further elaborated how “the things that people imagined” about the future 100 years ago, “we don’t have” 

now, and “the things that we do have… they’re really miraculous compared to what the expectations were” 
189

 In essence, creating the future can be interpreted as  a way to manage the future’s uncertainty.  
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of the stuff that I don't put in, to kind of hand wave…. yeah, i'm not putting in that's my 

choice. 

 

To help further specify the details and essentially move away from the unknown, Qimat would 

ask and answer themselves questions such as “What are your Fears of the future? like what do 

you see?, or what are your hopes for the future?, what do you hope will happen?” From these 

questions, Qimat felt their team would “comb those emotions and can try to paint certain 

pictures.” From these questions and emotions, Qimat could envision a lot of different “utopian 

fantasy” ideas and felt they were “awesome,” as well as a lot of “dystopian” things that they 

were afraid of. Eventually, these fantasies and “feels” became “the driving force” where they 

acted as “pillars” that “we kind of suit the game around.” Sacha also felt one of the benefits of 

“future civilization” games is that as a designer, “you can imagine all you want. You can create 

anything you want… whichever way you want to take it.” Similarly, Amets described how 

“designing the future sense lets you surprise [the] player, a lot more air, lets you wiggle with 

your source material.”190 

 

Subtheme 8.3: Critical, Preferential 

Designers often took a preferential or critical view on the future. Many designers shared 

an optimistic outlook on the future as depicted in their game. Continuing on this idea of futures 

to be made, Gable expressed how they:  

always paint[ed] the human experience as an optimistic one, as one that you would want 

to be a part of. Paint this picture of a place, you'd want to live or be, even though it had 

struggles and starts in some kind of dark place. 

 

 
190

 Wayan also described an example of how they predicted how something [inaudible] crashes when commercial 

activity exceeds industrial and agricultural activity by a certain factor. They felt this was something they “pulled… 

out of thin air” for “narrative outcomes,” but interestingly it turned out to be a “relatively accurate, educated guess” 
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Gable went on to mention that their game is “fundamentally optimistic” and that “I'd like to 

leave an impression of [the world] that's favorable and beautiful and optimistic.” Amets 

described how “futures are always getting better or different based on what we're doing 

today”191. Connected to this belief, Amets’ game is “a diversity battle royale about like the 

ultimate war of ideas, though in an aspirational way, not always in a literal war way.” Ehsan 

explained that because their game was set so far in the future, “we can be a little more blue sky.” 

Additionally, because Ehsan’s main goal was creating a fun experience, they felt “it wouldn’t be 

fun to have a fragmented society.” Thus, they created a future for Earth that was a little rosy in 

the sense that “Earth is united against all threats or experience. All threats come from the 

exterior.”192 

 Other designers’ approach to optimism was more geared towards solving problems. 

Kadek emphasized the importance of “inviting” players to take the role of an eco-friendly faction 

“so we could have the positive side of this game shown more. We want to make a new, better life 

and distant future, and space and so on.” Maitland expressed “hope” on the potential impact of 

the game, describing their belief “that more and more people thinking about [nuclear weapons]193 

is going to lead to better solutions. I think more and more people thinking about militarization in 

general is going to lead to a better world for people.” Yaito aimed to “create a sense of hope” in 

their game; therefore, they pursued an art style that was “bright, really distinctive, very pleasing 

to look at” and “colorful.” From developing the game, Yaito learned a lot about organizations 

and methods that exist to take action around climate change. As such, they felt that “if we set our 

 
191

 Amets gave an example of the success of SpaceX, 
192

 Ehsan described how this Earth “doesn’t have people starving to death” and “all humans get along.” Ehsan also 

reported also that they did not want to do “future predicting that was too grandiose” because of “the scope of the 

game” 
193

 This is a central topic of their game. 
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minds to things, humanity is this amazing powerful creature that if we set our mind to solving a 

problem, we find a way.”194 

 Connected to this perspective of problem-solving, many designers exhibited how they 

valued social justice and social change through futures. One of Yaito’s goals for the game was to 

“redefine what we would consider to be progress. As a result, I stayed at very much away from 

the ideas of what valuing your economy rather than your people, and your climate.”195  Yaito 

discussed how they wanted to have the game’s ideas to be “current because effectively, this is a 

fight we’re making now.” Yaito’s game acts as a “roadmap” or “overview” to help players, 

because “there’s so much information out there… and nobody really knows what’s right, nobody 

really knows what will make the difference.” Yaito hopes that “after playing [the game],” players 

can recognize the “big problems” and know why certain policies or actions are “bad” or 

“good.”196 Maitland also wanted to encourage players to think outside of the game space, stating 

“the world would be a better place if more people thought about the things that this game is 

trying to make you think about.” Maitland’s goal from the “outset” of the game design process 

was “trying to change the world in a really big way.” Maitland expressed a hope that students 

who play this game have a “turning point” and consider a career in international relations or that 

the game would have a “positive impact on sort of global demilitarization.”197 Ooyu also 

 
194

 Yaito further elaborated how it “doesn't matter what the problem is. It doesn't matter if it's the fact that you know 

we're bleaching our oceans. It doesn't matter it's the fact that we're chopping down the forest. Ultimately, we will 

face these problems and we will overcome them” 
195

 Yaito also expressed placing a lot of responsibility on people or humanity-at-large in order to initiate the change 

“if we want to change those of the existing infrastructure, we need to change.” Similarly, “ultimately we need to 

start growing up as a species and going just because you want something doesn't mean you have to have it.” That 

something likely refers to material goods. 
196

 Yaito wants people to focus more on the future. “instead of worrying about what did happen, we have to start 

worrying about what will happen and how we can change what will happen.” 
197

 Recall from Theme 1, Amets also described wanting to “change the world” and Yaito in Theme 5 described 

players wanting to “change the world.” 
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discussed social change but moreso from the concept of change more broadly. The “idea of 

change over time and how the changes affect the world is one of the compelling notions” of their 

game. 

 Kadek more directly combined this idea of futures and social justice as they encouraged 

players to “imagine a future” and conveyed that “it’s more important than ever.” For Kadek, 

nowadays it is common that “we can’t imagine a future” because of how the world is. Thus, we 

keep “destroying the planet” when instead people should put “pressure on the system” so that we 

can more “peacefully imagine different futures, different options, opening up for other 

possibilities.” 

 Wayan and Gable discussed some challenges when attempting to humanize a particular 

feature. Wayan acknowledged how it was a “challenge” to make reports from international 

organizations appear “less dispassionate, less statistic based, and more human based’. Wayan 

struggled to figure out how to use the reports to help players “understand how this is going to 

impact people at a human level rather than just looking for raising” data or statistics. Gable 

aimed to “celebrate” historical people and cultures in a way that was “dignifying and uplifting,” 

but admitted it was “hard when you have to make a video game that has pluses and minuses you 

know buffs and debuffs.” Like Wayan, Gable found it challenging to portray the richness of the 

human experience without reducing them to numbers and statistics. 

 Designers also explored futures that depict a continuation of the human mistakes and 

issues of history and today. Wayan tackled this idea from two angles. Firstly, Wayan explained 

“the game’s central point is… we’ve got to start cooperating… the less we do that, the harder it’s 

going to be” when it comes to climate change. In the present, “that’s a startling viewpoint that 

has been borne out. I think things are exactly at the same place” as they were in the past. 
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Secondly, Wayan expressed that working on the game was a reminder of how society “was 

overforgiving towards malicious political actors” that “resulted in tragedy” such as in Nazi 

Germany. “When you start seeing the same trends again, you think ‘Well, if this behavior 

replicates, this is going to end up in a very bad bad place.’” Amets took a similar approach 

though more rooted in the fiction of the game. A central premise of Amets’ game was “you’re on 

this brand-new planet where you have a chance to fix your mistakes… how do you do it right 

this time.” Although it’s a new planet, the player faced “the same old opposition in the form of 

other people and similar challenges.” The game still portrayed an option that was a “rejection of 

this premise that you ought to do anything different it was ‘No, stay 100% human. Make 

everybody bend to you.’” 

 Some designers focused more on the political-economics mistakes of society. As has 

been explored thoroughly by this dissertation already, Kadek’s game portrayed how political 

leaders are “willingful puppets” for corporate interests. Kadek described their game as “a story 

that is also about corporations about greed and the inability and history repeating itself198 in 

space expansion mode, the same business and society models that we have on earth.” Also 

explored earlier, Qimat felt the futures in their game replicated an “old feudalism backbone” 

except “everyone [is] just part of a corporation and living by their hierarchy in there.” Quoting a 

review of their game, Ibis reported that their game portrayed a “dystopia” that also reflects the 

current reality that “we work people to death.” People are treated as essentially “currency,” sent 

to space to do labor.  

 
198

 As explored in the first part of this theme, Amets also described how history repeats itself. 
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 Some designers reported how they hoped players would be self-reflective about the future 

when they play their game. Qimat articulated how he wanted players to just “play the game and 

get an idea” of some things to consider including:  

How would we live in the future? What is the way that you would like to live? What is 

the stuff that you eat, that you produce, that you buy?... do you really need to consume all 

of those things? 

 

Wayan wanted players to consider which of the futures the games portrays are “credible,” and 

encourage people to “think about the things [I] do, that's not necessarily the same way [I] do, but 

certainly to think about the subjects [I] do.” Through the fiction of their game, Amets wished for 

players to imagine themselves going to a new planet. And when they observe a faction or society 

behaving in a particular way, wonder, “‘Why is that?’ and you know sit with that thought for a 

minute and think about what it is in our nature that would do that.” Then, through the game and 

its mechanics, players can “mix it up and see what happens and then play the game again and try 

a slightly different mix up.”199 

 Designers also reported how futures-thinking in their game design process encouraged 

their own self-reflection. Wayan’s investment in climate change caused a “profound change” in 

them. Through designing the game, “You examine yourself, and you're forced to consider one's 

own position and how one has benefited from injustices that afflicted the past and that'll afflict 

the future, afflict humanity in the future.” Gable’s creation of futures lead to a reflection of 

current times, and helped the designer re-think how they would do things. 

Especially considering you know the social unrest in America… that white people have 

been aware of for the last year or two has made me kind of reconsider… the way we 

painted the progression of human civilization down these three tracks, you know, like 

How would that be received sort of as like good or bad speculative fiction. 

 

 
199

 Amets also expressed “hope” that players would “appreciate the the subtleties of the Games’ ideas and how 

they're expressed in gameplay.” 
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Similarly, from working on futures through game design, Qimat gained “a new appreciation, or 

kind of level of — not insight, but rather a level of understanding of how things work in the real 

life, in current life.”  

 

Chapter Summary 

 This chapter primarily focuses on capturing the study data through the Theme Chart and 

the Thematic Narrative. The Theme Chart provides an overview of the Thematic Narrative and 

can be used get a quick glance of the study’s findings through themes and units. The Thematic 

Narrative extensively substantiates the themes and units with recapitulations of the designers’ 

process, experience, and thoughts. The chart and narrative are used in the next chapter to derive 

the analysis. 
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Chapter 5: Analysis 

Chapter Overview 

 This chapter provides a series of analyses of the findings, transforming the findings into 

more digestible parts with an initial interweaving of literature.  

 

The ESCAPe Framework: Ontological Derivation 

Continuing from the previous chapter, wherein the voices of the participants were 

organized into a thematic narrative, this chapter develops an ontology of game design: the 

Environment - Self - Craft - Artifact - Player experience (ESCAPe) framework. The ESCAPe 

framework can be reviewed in Figure 3. Grounded in the interviews of civilization game 

designers and intertwined with the literature, the ESCAPe framework is a holistic illustration of 

the game design process. Rather than showing a sequence of processes, the ESCAPe framework 

details a loose connection of components, like the seminal game design frameworks it builds 

upon. These components can serve as considerations in the research and education of game 

design.  
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Figure 3 

The ESCAPe Framework: An Ontology of Game Design 

 

 

How were the main 5 categories derived? In addition to my interpretation, there are four 

main sources that were used to construct the framework. Firstly, and most importantly, the 

framework relies on the participants’ responses. If the participants did not have significant 

discussion or inference around a hypothetical component, it could not be part of the ESCAPe 

framework. Secondly, the framework integrates the participants’ responses with an assemblage 

of literature resources, primarily the MDA Framework, the DDE Framework, Leder and Nadal’s 

aesthetic experience framework, and the DAU ecosystem. The main purpose of the literature is 

to help provide structure to the participants’ responses. Additionally, using literature as structural 

guides ensures the ESCAPe framework is building off existing literature, increasing the 

relevance of the study’s findings to the field of game design. 

 The DAU ecosystem (Maier & Fadel, 2003) provides a three-component model 

(Designer-Artifact-User) for understanding an engineering ecosystem. What is key in this model 
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is the recognition of designer and player (user) as well as the object that links both of them, the 

artifact. “Artifact” can also be seen in Leder and Nadal’s (2014) aesthetic experience framework 

and Locher et al.’s (2010) aesthetic interaction framework. In the ESCAPe framework, the use of 

the word “artifact” is purposeful to show that it is a physical object that is also separate from 

designer and user (player). All three elements have a presence that is separate from each other. 

ESCAPe’s “Artifact” encompasses both the “Mechanics” of the MDA Framework, the “Design” 

of the DDE Framework, as well as part of the “Dynamics” in both MDA and DDE Frameworks. 

The use of the word “artifact” is to resemble everything that is hardcoded into or physically a 

part of the game itself.  

The authors of DDE Framework resolve some of the issues with the word “Aesthetics” in 

MDA by grouping designed elements that can be confused with aesthetics like graphics and 

sound and separating them from the qualities of player experience that define MDA’s 

“Aesthetics” (Walk et al., 2017). In the DDE framework, all designed components including 

mechanics are grouped into “Design.” For the ESCAPe framework, the word “Artifact” 

essentially replaces DDE’s “Design” and more. 

For both MDA and DDE, “Dynamics” refers to the behavior of the interaction between 

game and player, player and player, and elements within the game itself. Even though many 

things in a game cannot happen or be experienced by the player without player input, this is no 

different than many other artifactual elements like sound and art assets. Runtime behavior, like 

video, an animation sequence, or a calculation of variables, are all hard coded into the game or 

designed into the game, just like any other sound or art asset. They all are a physical part of the 

game. Thus, any runtime behavior that is part of the game is part of the artifact in the ESCAPe 

framework. Any sort of player reception or player to player interaction is part of the “Player 
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Experience” component of the ESCAPe framework. In general, dynamics can just be seen as a 

property of games, that is, things happen when elements interact; dynamics, as a general 

property, are a part of every aspect of the ESCAPe framework, so using a separate designation 

for dynamics is unnecessary. 

In the ESCAPe framework, the user is captured by “Player experience.” “Player 

experience” replaces “Aesthetics” in the MDA Framework and “Experience” in the DDE 

Framework. “Player experience” is preferred over “player” as many of the other aspects of the 

player are not only unknown to the designer but also not of significant importance, at least with 

the designers interviewed in the study.  

In the ESCAPe framework the designer is referred to as the “Self.” The use of the word 

“Self” is to emphasize the intimately personal access one has to themselves, and to de-emphasize 

the identity that comes with the term “designer” or even “artist.” The terms “designer” and 

“artist” carry their own baggage that can limit the purpose of highlighting “self”: the game 

designer as the “self” brings their inward self when producing outward in the game medium. The 

self is inclusive of the identity of a designer or whatever identities the designer wishes to carry, 

in addition to many other components. 

As a process, the “Craft” category is derived from the need to connect self and artifact. 

Craft extends from the self but as an activity, it is not the self; it is also an activity that exists 

with the purpose of output to the artifact. Craft is not entirely separate from either self or the 

artifact, so there is some overlap in aspects. Craft comprises aspects that the game designer may 

need to engage in, in order to bring their self to the artifact. The term craft is used to designate 

the activities the designer can become more experienced with in order to deliver their self to the 

game artifact. Craft may not be the ideal term as the entire craft of game design can involve how 
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the designer thinks about components other than form, such as thinking about player experience 

or their own environment; however, ultimately the craft still involves translating those ideas from 

the self to the artifact. 

 

Figure 4 

The Extended ESCAPe Framework  

 

 

Both “Environment” and “Community” round out the ecosystem of design considerations 

for the designer. The term “Environment” is chosen so as to encapsulate the existence of 

elements outside the designer from which ideas and inspiration come, as reported by the 

participants. “Community” is another encapsulating term but instead of referring to the 

designer’s environment, it refers to the player’s environment. Likely because the community is a 

third degree away from the designer after artifact and player experience, many of the participants 

did not report significant consideration of the player’s community, so it is left as an optional 
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component. Thus, “Community” and its sub-components are only seen in the Extended ESCAPe 

Framework (See Figure 4). 

It is important to note that the “artistic approaches” component is not a main component 

of the framework, and only seen in the Extended ESCAPe Framework. Throughout the rest of 

the dissertation, the dissertation emphasizes the self as the main opportunity to drive artistry 

through game design as this is what is lacking in existing game design. Additionally, since the 

self is inherently idiosyncratic and personal, greater attention to exploration of the self is more 

likely to lead to a stronger sense of artistry than exploration of other components. This is not 

about pure navel-gazing however, but exploration of the self that still has a relationship to other 

components, particularly to expressing oneself into the artifact of a game.  

Nevertheless, exploration of the self is not the only way to make art. As Dewey (1980) 

argues, the artist who experiments expresses their individuality through their unique experience 

of experimentation. Any art world gatekeeper who values games as art (art critic, games as art 

scholar, art collector, etc.) would probably see as art the game made by the game designer who 

made any true, exploratory experimentations of any of the framework’s main components, which 

is why the artistic approach points to each of these main components. The purpose of the self in 

the framework is a reminder to connect these experimentations back to the self, in a process of 

introspective reflection. The experimentation becomes Dewey’s “doing”, and the reflection is the 

“undergoing.” 

 

The ESCAPe Framework: General Description 

The purpose of the ESCAPe framework is to serve as a theoretical guide (or ontological 

in this dissertation’s case) to the practitioner (Glaser & Strauss, 2017, p. 30) on the nature of 
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game design. Practitioners include game design educators and game designers. Additionally, the 

ESCAPe framework contributes an alternate perspective to game design research that highlights 

greater opportunities for artistic practice and social commentary within existing game design 

practices. 

To better understand the designer’s experience and their relationship to the player, I 

analyze what participants focused on during the interviews. In general, the designer focuses on 

providing a quality experience for players and creating the desired artifact; the designer’s voice 

is developed over time but is not necessarily the focus of direct attention. Lastly, I analyze 

aspects of the participants’ interviews that are unique to civilization game design. This includes 

futures and futures-thinking which is unique to the inclusion criteria of the population of this 

study.  

The ESCAPe framework articulates game designer’s considerations, focusing on 

considerations that are central to game design. Designers think about their environment, self, 

craft, artifact, player, and depending on the game/designer, they also think about community and 

their team. A designer will weave from internal considerations and move to focusing on 

artifactual and player experience foci. 

The dissertation’s findings re-emphasize that designers make decisions on different 

components of game design. All participants’ primary focus is artifact and player experience, 

and some designers also heavily focus on the message. Designers’ focus on artifact and player 

experience is reflected by this focus in the literature, such as in the player-centricity of game 

design books and the technical, artifact focus in many frameworks and books. 

These foci are initially weaved from internal considerations which are informed by 

personal experience with environmental context and are sourced consciously and intuitively. In 
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other words, a designer’s decisions on artifact and player experience are heavily informed by 

their own attitudes and desires, as well as their perspectives on message, games and gameplay, 

what the player should be experiencing, and more. The key point is that it is designers 

themselves making these decisions, and that these decisions come from their own qualitative bias 

and viewpoint. This is what makes game designer’s artists, or at least reveals the potential for art 

and social critique. Art education is another vessel to draw out this potential. 

Collaboration and team interaction was not a focus of this dissertation nor of the line of 

interview questioning; however, study participants who worked with others often mentioned 

other team members. In some cases, participants described how questions could likely be better 

answered by one of their collaborators. Thus, it is worth mentioning that design decisions for 

game designers can be mediated by teams.  

Through their game design, their own inklings and intuitions, as well as what they care 

about over time, a designer develops an artistic voice. This is not necessarily an intentional act, 

but it occurs as they develop more and more games, particularly games of an artistic nature. 

Some designers get to exercise their voice more, particularly if they are more independent and/or 

are working on games of artistic or social critique nature. The designer’s voice gets filtered 

through or fueled by the key features of a medium (in this case, a game’s form and player 

experience) as well as the context in which the medium is released and interpreted. 

 

The ESCAPe Framework: Component Description 

 This section provides a description of each component with less attention to how the 

concepts were derived and with additional information beyond what is found in the ontological 

derivation. 
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The importance of the self and how it becomes a part of the design process is the most 

significant finding of this study. As illuminated by the thematic narrative, participants had 

perspectives. These perspectives primarily focused on game design (what they liked and thought 

was good game design) and the participants’ games’ topical content (eg. their opinions on 

climate change). Participants sought to explore and express these perspectives through creation 

of games. 

Additionally, indications of participants’ voices emerge through their answers. As artistic 

voice is the accumulation of artistic expressions over time, the data reveals how designers can 

use games to express what they care about and why they find it important to show a commitment 

to portraying what they care about through games. For example, Kadek is an artist who found it 

easier to portray difficult concepts of climate change in games rather than in the art world. 

Though it is not clear how the designer’s experience shapes the design of the game, the 

experience of design was richly intertwined with the act of design. The design experience is 

filled with aha moments, where serendipity and discovery would occur on their journey of 

design. Emotionally, the experience varied, from volatility, to fun, to depressing content matter. 

Additionally, there were many challenging experiences that needed to be overcome. While the 

participants did not indicate that their overall experience had an ongoing quality that was richly 

aesthetic, the data suggests that the designers had various smaller experiences that were aesthetic 

in nature. Additionally, as will be further argued through this dissertation, many of their 

behaviors and perspectives were artistic. More research needs to be conducted to better 

understand the relationship between experience and design decisions. 

While the self is largely ignored by game design frameworks, Jesse Schell’s game lenses 

framework includes the self as one of the five components, though it is treated with significantly 
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less attention than the other components. The dissertation’s interview questions also did not fully 

explore other considerations of the self that may or may not reveal themselves to be more 

important to game designers in additional studies, such as identity, which was only brought up 

on occasion by the participants. 

The environment (or context) involves the designer’s primary influences, or external 

drivers of the designers’ ideas. The environment is external to the designer, but the designer is 

inevitably influenced by these environmental considerations. For the study, the environment was 

composed of other games (as artifacts, design practices, and communities), disciplines of study 

(economics, science), global issues and general understandings of these issues, and other media. 

In other words, the environment represents the context of the designer and other people (who are 

separate from the designer) who fuel discourse and artifact production in game design. 

The artifact (or form) refers to the structure of the game and is composed of entities that 

are designed into the game. As is seen in the literature review, the game artifact is a significant 

focus in existing game design literature.  

As an artifact, a game’s structure will remain in the game in perpetuity and generally 

remain static across different playthroughs of a game. This mostly refers to content, 

programming (rules in board games), and other elements that describe the structure of a game or 

how content was depicted in a game such as narrative and unique to this dissertation, futures-

content. It also involves sensorially immersive aspects such as visuals and audio, though the 

participants did not focus on these aspects as much. A designer who is engaged in the artifact 

stage is focusing heavily on craft. 

“Runtime behavior” captures what occurs when the designed elements (code, visual 

assets, etc.) of a game run and interact with each other. The different designed elements of a 
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game will produce a series of artifactual actions over time, much like how a digital orchestra will 

produce a sonic landscape over time or a video installation will produce a series of images over 

time. In interactive media, this runtime behavior can change dramatically based on player input, 

but there are still limitations based on what is designed into the artifactual form (the code, visual 

assets, etc.). For example, in many games, an introductory cutscene will play when the player 

starts a new game, and there is little the player can do to influence such a cutscene. In a smaller 

scale example, a player can hit a button to make a character jump, but how that character moves 

across the screen and interacts with other objects on the screen is up to the runtime behavior 

(designed elements). In most board games, the runtime behavior is intimately tied to players’ 

physical actions as elements in the game cannot “run” for very long without a player physically 

doing something. 

The craft in the ESCAPe Framework refers to the practices a designer undertakes in 

order to articulate self into an artifact. While the dissertation did not explicitly code for craft, it 

has been a recurring sub-theme in understanding the nuanced differences between design and art, 

and how game design has been influenced. Craft only comes from a small amount of the 

possibilities of an individual’s expression. Yet in the context of art and game design, craft serves 

as a necessary bridge to connect self to artifact, the tangible skills that act as demonstrations of 

the self. Self-expression is about manifesting the self while craft is what a designer does to give 

expression a material form, and more importantly, craft need not be expression-focused. Despite 

any distinction between craft and self-expression, craft and the act of making can lead to self-

knowing, as the viewing and relationship with what one makes becomes a way of understanding 

and self-reflection. 
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Part of this dissertation was reviewing designers’ thoughts on representation in their 

game, which proved to be a data-rich topic. This issue is particularly important in the aesthetics 

of civilization games since the amount and variety of different representational elements within a 

single game tends to be high. Additionally, these games distinctly focus on elements, content, 

and themes from observable reality. The findings show that designers think heavily about how to 

represent entities they pull from real life. However, the designers did not report that they use 

conscious intent to focus on the lens of representation itself, rather they use skills and intuition 

(developed from prior experience) as tied to design goals and directions to determine how to 

represent content. 

Player experience is also a significant component of game design, and this is reflected in 

the literature. Player experience is how a player receives and interprets the game artifact, and per 

this dissertation and the figure above, refers to how the designer considers player experience (not 

what the player is actually experiencing, though the designer’s observations and understandings 

of such are a part). In this dissertation, the study design utilized Leder and Nadal’s aesthetic 

experience model which proved to be incredibly fruitful for organizing and expanding 

understanding of what player experience is200. Thus, design considerations of player experience 

could be divided into satisfaction, emotion, and cognition. Satisfaction concerns whether players 

like or dislike the game or aspects of the game. The participants mostly focused on “fun” with 

players' affect, revealing the dominance of entertainment in gaming. This emphasis on fun 

distinguishes games from other art forms, likely in part due to the fact that most other art forms 

do not rely so heavily on the audience interpreting and embodying an experience. For a designer 

 
200

 Leder’s model was also used to help question and understand the designer experience, 

but did not prove to be as fruitful.  
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or artist, it is one thing to depict a tragic experience, it is another to have the audience experience 

or enact a tragic experience. As seen in the findings, cognition is broken down into a rich array 

of considerations, from accessibility, imagination, and interpretation of the topical content. 

Sensory perception was only a secondary part of the participants’ discussions, but it will be 

included because of its apparent centrality to player experience and its existence in the literature 

(Leder et al., 2014; Walk et al., 2017). 

The optional categories, community, and the optional sub-category, team, will depend 

on the project. Since some designers develop and release a game largely or almost entirely on 

their own, they may not have many team considerations. Many of the same considerations of the 

self can be applied to a collaborative/team environment. Additionally, this dissertation study did 

not focus on team-related issues, though it did come up occasionally. For example, some 

participants openly mentioned how some questions might get additional insight from one of their 

fellow designer colleagues or even be better answered by someone higher up the chain of 

command (such as a creative director). This question of team collaboration reflects auteurship 

issues raised in the debate of games as art. Additionally, it should be noted that although game 

development is messy and not as neat as a design framework may suggest, team dynamics 

complicate the process even more (Whitson, 2020). 

 Player community was also not a focus of this study though designers did bring it up and 

it is also loosely connected to player experience as many players who come together will often 

have discussions about games such as in Internet forums and so forth. Like environment (E), a 

way of thinking about community is the context of the player, though how it bore out through the 

study was mostly in terms of community. Additional studies could do more investigations of 
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designer’s perceptions of player’s contexts, to reveal the assumptions and conclusions they draw 

about players.  

One of the auxiliary goals of the ESCAPe framework is to use easily communicable 

categories which can then be broken down further. Figure 5 is a demonstrated in the simplified 

version of the ESCAPe framework.  

 

Figure 5 

Simplified Version of The ESCAPe Framework 
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An Actor-Network Tryst 

To further articulate and justify the components of the ontology, a brief actor-network 

analysis is conducted on existing components of the ontology. In reality, the actor-network 

analysis happens in alternating fashion with the ontological derivation, so that the two inform 

each other. Additionally, while there are other elements of the broader actor-network of game 

design education that could be considered, such as the textbooks, game design students, or the 

classroom environment, they are out of scope of the data collection and thus data analysis. 

Furthermore, they do not serve to answer the dissertation’s primary research question (research 

question 1). 

If one accepts the classes (or units) of the ontology as actors in an actor-network, then 

how do such actors fulfill their network? 

How does the environment act? The environment acts by existing as a source of 

inspiration and influence for the game designer. It exerts influence on other actants that enter its 

realm of influence; in the case of game design, this is primarily the game designer. 

How does the designer act? The designer acts by creating games as artifacts, finding 

inspiration from their environment but also from their internal selves. They are guided by 

hypotheticals of the player experience, results and perceptions from player testing, as well as 

their own and other team’s experience as players. 

How does craft act? As a process, craft does not act. This is why it is the term used to link 

designer to artifact, and not on the same plane as the other components. 

How does artifact act? Once artifact is “finished,” it introduces itself to the player 

through things the designer created but also through many other means outside the scope of the 
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designer in the role of a designer—e.g., marketing, player’s environment, marketplaces, social 

media sites, etc. This brings up an interesting reality: the designer often needs to take on other 

roles, but the interview data was fairly constrained to the designer's interest in game design. To 

the designer, the artifact is off in the world and finished, unless they continue to work on the 

game. Through gameplay, the artifact acts on the player through its elements and presentations to 

the players, through what happens in the runtime and through a screen. In video games, the 

artifact is consumed through a hardware device, though the data does not reflect any discussion 

of this. In board games, the artifacts have a physical presence outside of a screen through 

physical pieces and board: this has a presence. The board game artifacts also acts as a locus for 

discussion amongst players. Before artifact is “finished”, the artifact becomes pieced together by 

the designer and the entire development team. The elements of the artifact act on the designer by 

providing information and clues from which the designer decipher and reinterprets what to do 

next. Of course, nowadays the line of “finished” is blurred but we use the term finished here for 

the sake of simplicity. 

How does the player act? The grounded ontology highlights player experience because 

from the designer’s lens, what matters to the designer is the immediate experience of the game as 

the game and its runtime behavior acts on the players. To a significant degree, who and what the 

player is beyond the player’s experience and was not discussed by the interviewees. However, a 

few designers such as Yaito talked about players in what they might be doing as a result of 

playing the game vis-a-vis player impact. This relates more to the movement or field known as 

games for impact as a significant amount of the design intent in such games is to impact the 

player beyond the scope of the game experience. Otherwise, who the player is goes a bit beyond 

the scope of the study as the dissertation is focused on the designer’s perspective. But putting 
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that aside for a second to focus on the player in the actor-network analysis, it is known that the 

player goes about the world and chooses games to play based on a variety of factors. Once a 

player has chosen a game to play and starts in the act of play, players operate on the elements or 

entities that are presented through the game; in video games, the player acts on physical devices 

that operate on a computer which is connected to a screen (the screen itself can also be the 

physical device); in board games, the player acts on physical components as part of a physical 

presence or realm of play which often involves physically being in the space of other players.  

How does the player’s environment act? This is part of why the player's environment is 

mentioned but ancillary in the ESCAPe framework. From the designer’s perspective in the data, 

they may think about that player’s environment, but it is not a guaranteed focus across designers. 

Thus, it is difficult to really articulate how the player’s environment acts from the data. Similar 

to games for impact, some designers considered how conversations of games occurred outside of 

the game, but this was largely used more as a tool for feedback (Gable) or points of reflection 

(Qimat) rather than something the designers intentionally designed towards. 

 

Process: Designer’s Attention 
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Figure 6 

Process Model of Designer’s Attention 

 

 

Figure 6201 provides an overview of the relationship of design to the game and game 

experience as derived from the findings. Designers primarily focus their attention on the game 

artifact and the player experience. The artifact is a primary focus likely because without an 

artifact, a game does not exist. For the participants, player experience was a central component 

of designing a game. Even though the designer focuses on the artifact and the player experience, 

the actual player experience comes from the player’s direct interaction from the artifact, not from 

 
201

 The act of refining the artifact and the player experience can be considered game development.  
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the designer themselves. Thus, concepts of player interpretation and evaluation come into play as 

the player’s focus is on the artifact, not the designer.  

The designer observes and reflects on their designs as well as the player’s reaction to 

those designs. The designer then integrates these reflections into their design process, possibly 

into new ideas, refining their game artifact and the player experience. Everything within the 

designer box influences each other. 

Designers are inspired by and get ideas from their environment, including discussions 

that are happening in game design communities, research, or for the case of more social-cause 

oriented designers as seen in this study, current events. The environment also includes a 

designer’s past life experiences as well as experiences with previous games and game genres. 

Designers who are more oriented towards social causes also aim to have some influence or 

impact on the environment from which they glean design inspirations. 

Designers make design decisions based on several factors. In addition to ideas discussed 

above, they also make design decisions from their own perspectives and the ability to express 

their voice. Through the act of developing games, a designer’s artistic voice develops over time. 

As we will explore later on, there are other artistic events that occur within the designer such as 

player imagination. In this context, expression is the act of revealing one’s own ideas and 

perspectives; thus, a designer’s attention and action on the game artifact and player’s experience 

is an expressive act. 

One may say the chart looks like it could describe other design activities as seen in 

literature that describes design generally. Lowgren and Stolterman’s depiction of design 

showcases a trilemma among vision, operative image, and situation (2004). A designer is 

confronted with a situation (context), from which they form a vision (designer), and focus their 
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attention on an operative image (artifact, or initial sketches of an artifact) that is refined into 

something more stable over time (Lowgren and Stolterman, 2004).  

From looking at how the game design process can fall into other aspects of design, we 

can see how game design can be open to a multitude of approaches, reflecting the complexity of 

the medium. Lowgren and Stolterman propose that an artist may approach design focused on the 

dynamics of the process, while an engineer would instead focus on “stabilizing” the operative 

image as soon as possible (2004, p. 21). This dichotomy is akin to two different approaches to 

game design, where many game design artists have focused their work on how to invert and play 

with the process of making a game and question the medium itself, and the rapid prototyping, 

computer science angle tends focus more on the development aspect of game design, focused on 

stabilizing and refining as soon as possible. 

None of the designers in this study focused on subverting or questioning the nature of 

games themselves, though many of them subverted and questioned dominant ways of thinking 

around civilization-level social systems. This may be in part because the act of designing a 

civilization game is cognitively taxing. If a significant priority of a designer is to convey a 

position (or provide a range of experiences that highlight certain positions) on civilization-scale 

issues, adding priorities such as subverting the nature of the medium itself can be distracting, 

increasing cognitive load. Having said that, several designers did devote a significant amount of 

intention to designing civilization games in a way that was unconventional to the genre; this was 

not done in the name of uniqueness or to question games, but rather for specific design goals. For 

example, Maitland sought to simplify the number of systems in their game because their product 

was heavily intended for quick sessions in educational settings. Having a high number of 

complex systems with many variables in their game would make it too difficult to teach and too 
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long to play. Ooyu sought to activate player’s creativity as much as possible; thus, there is quite 

a bit of abstraction and open-endedness in how concepts of civilization are portrayed in their 

game. Unlike many civilization games which rely on providing specific context cues such as 

culturally distinct images of political leaders and resources, Ooyu wanted the player’s 

interpretation of and output from the provided content to reign supreme. 

 

Civilization Game Design Framework
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Figure 7 

Civilization Game Design Framework

 

 

The Civilization Game Design Framework focuses on the expressive capacities of the 

designer’s perspective. In team settings, especially one where game designers have less creative 

control, the perspective represents the perspective of the team. While theoretically this 

framework could apply to other games as well, the focus is on how the designer’s perspective, 
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theories, and ideas come through the design of systems. In most other game genres, systems and 

theories are less pronounced. 

The upper part of the framework represents many considerations a designer can engage in 

prior to prototyping. In other words, the upper part of the framework are the entities that can be 

known prior to engaging in the work of design, and also help the designer set goals, vision, and 

scope. In reality, the upper part of the framework will shift dramatically over the course of the 

development and be influenced by prototypes.  

In civilization games, the designer comes into a project with their perspective. They may 

not fully know or understand their perspective, but it is there. The perspective can include ideas 

about the world but also perspectives and attitudes about games. They start to form a vision of 

what they want the player experience to be; the player can include themselves, but essentially the 

experience of playing the game. The designer starts to think about the world and the setting. 

They start to think about the kinds of entities and concepts they want to portray. They also think 

with particular detail about the world or game elements. These imagined world or game details 

influence the vision of the experience. 

The designer must also think about the affordances and limitations of their own skills and 

abilities, project management, the technology, the medium of choice, and external pressures such 

as clients, audience expectations, publishing, and so forth. These considerations impact and 

influence the vision of the game experience as well as the designs themselves. 

The upper part of the framework leads into the lower part of the framework, which 

represents the work of design. The lower part of the framework represents rapid prototyping. The 

designer considers the systems they want to include in the game and why. They then develop 

those systems and iterate on the systems, check-ing in on theories, player experience (with actual 
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players or not), developmental realities, and so forth. The systems shift depending on the 

feedback or output of check-ing in. The framework focuses on systems design as this is typically 

most significant in civilization games, but such process is also applied to other aspects of design 

including visual, audio, interface, and so forth. 

The Civilization Game Design Framework need not operate independently of the 

ESCAPe framework. The ESCAPe Framework speaks to game design more generally. The 

ESCAPe Framework helps further contextualize design and breaks down details of particular 

components. 

 

The Role of Futures 

The goal of this subsection is to analyze how futures are part of the civilization game 

design futures process. As the design of a civilization game does not need to include futures-

thinking (e.g., it can be situated purely historically or in a non-futuristic fantasy setting), futures 

can be relegated to an optional, supportive role in any chart that does not necessitate it. This is 

reflected in the Civilization Game Design Framework (Figure 7).  

For futures-oriented civilization games, the degree of futures integration will depend on 

what the designer is interested in integrating and what their goals are. The more central futures-

thinking is to the project, the more integral it becomes to all of the components (designer 

perspective, player experience, etc.) of the framework. For example, Yaito was motivated to get 

others thinking more about climate change, and as such, Yaito reported many struggles of 

figuring out how their designs illustrated the futures-related concepts of change that were 

important to Yaito.  Ibis felt less connected to the theme but still envisioned new technologies 

and were inspired heavily by other futures-oriented media. As such, they were more consciously 
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able to isolate futures-thinking to theming in the game and futures-related mechanics in the game 

happened more invariably as borrowing inspiration from similar games. Ehsan was mostly 

motivated by creating a fun experience and sense of discovery for players, so the futures-

thinking was more in service of supporting that than existing as its own pillar. 

In at least my conversations with these designers, none of the designers centralized 

futures as the primary focus of their work, but rather, futures-thinking supported other goals. 

However, this should not reflect on the potential in civilization game design to make futures a 

central focus, such as in SituationLab’s Thing from the Future. At least from the perspective of 

this group of designers, only a perfunctory approach to futures is needed to set something in the 

future and create something worthwhile to both designer and players. 

Even though futures can be separated from other elements and was not a primary raison 

d’etre, futures is still not something simply slapped on by the designers. For the participants, 

futures is both the games’ setting and a process, tightly-integrated into their designs. Inclusive of 

futures, the designer’s vision feeds into other processes and is sourced from other processes (e.g., 

deciding on future setting, having particular social perspectives about the future, etc.). Though 

futures is too specific to be included in a general ontology of game design, futures cannot be 

excluded from the actual process flow of creating if the designer chooses to include futures, just 

like any other idea that is part of the designer’s vision.   

Additionally, the kinds of futures-thinking that the participants exhibited can be 

categorized. Some participants use futures as a means to express activism or hopes of the future 

(or have players explore such ideas), while others use futures as a means of exploring possibility 

and offering the experience of exploring such possibilities to players. Certainly, both groups 

have elements of the other, just the focus is different. Regardless, the participants’ responses 
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exhibit the common types of futures-thinking: plausible, probable, possible, and preferable, as 

well as alternative and critical (e.g., through participants who have more social justice 

orientations). As seen in the thematic analysis, the participants’ futures-thinking also exhibited 

imagination. 

Though Inayatullah’s Causal Layered Analysis (1998) is typically applied to 

sociological-level issues, the designers’ underlying mythos and discourses shaped design 

choices. For example, Kadek’s use of economic models and economic warring is connected to 

their perspective on how global society is over reliant on capitalism. Similarly, Sacha’s use of 

chaos and randomness is tied to their belief on how people need to learn how to deal with the 

chaos of life. Changing these underlying beliefs could significantly alter how the designers 

choose to portray futures and thus, drastically different elements in other aspects of design 

(mechanics design, visual design, etc.) could ensue. 

 

Expressive Priorities 

The participants reported different priorities or expressive foci when it comes to design. 

Though there are many variable priorities that can be points of comparison, perhaps the strongest 

comparison that can be drawn relevant to the dissertation is a focus on message (communicating 

a content-based idea) versus a focus on providing a good player experience (an experience 

evaluated as positive by the player). One can get a fuller picture of the participants’ focus 

through the bullet points below: 

● Message-Oriented: Yaito, Wayan, Chesed, Maitland, Qimat 

● Equally-Oriented: Kadek 

● Good-Experience-Oriented: Amets, Gable, Ooyu, Sacha, Ehsan, Ummi, Ibis 
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 The bullet points were initially portrayed as a gamut. However, the foci are not meant to 

be portrayed as opposite. All the participants showed some degree of orientation towards both 

message and good experience. The message-oriented designers have a desire to focus on 

elucidating particular ideas and use simulation throughout their decision-making. The good 

experience designers prioritized. A good example is Gable. While Gable cared a lot about 

diversity issues, history, biology, and future cultures, Gable would concede a decision to the 

priority of the player experience over the message/content they would try to simulate. 

 

Chapter Summary 

As I have illustrated in the chapter, I have analyzed the findings to create and explain the 

ESCAPe Framework. The ESCAPe framework acts as an ontology of game design as understood 

through the study of civilization game designers. Additionally, I provide other analyses to further 

understand the ramifications of the findings, including a brief actor-network analysis which 

helped further develop and validate the ESCAPe framework. I also analyzed the designers’ 

attention and priorities. To help future students or practitioners specifically interested in game 

design, I devise a framework specific to civilization game design. To better answer the futures’ 

component of the research questions, I analyze how futures-thinking is part of the designers’ 

process. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion & Significance 

Chapter Overview 

 This chapter discusses the significance of the findings and analysis chapters. Firstly, I 

compare the ESCAPe framework to other existing frameworks, which helps further emphasize 

the necessity of understanding the self in game design. Next, I re-bring up the games as art 

debate, articulating that the over-focus on player experience and production of artifacts may have 

put aside the growth of artistic approaches. I also reveal game designers’ potential as artists, their 

ability to make creative decisions and guide the direction of a creative work in a way that has 

meaning to the designer and aims to deliver an aesthetic experience for the player. Lastly, I 

investigate how civilization game designers manage the complex array of design elements that is 

characteristic of practices of the genre and consider ways designers can seek out simplified 

forms. This simplification will be useful in thinking about how those with less experience with 

civilization games (such as students, non-game artists, educators, and non-profit administrators) 

can use the outcomes from the study. 

 

Designer Process through ESCAPe Framework 

By highlighting the self as a key part of game design, the ESCAPe Framework 

encourages designers to see themselves as a critical component of game design. The designers’ 

voice, perspectives, experience, and more all influence the design of the game. If a designer feels 

unsure about the self or aspects of the self, they can consider ways to improve these aspects to 

result in game designs that they may be more satisfied with. 

Another advantage of the ESCAPe framework is that it does not present radically new 

information. The ESCAPe takes the practices of existing civilization game designers, many of 
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whom do not have artistic intentions, and encapsulates their considerations into a conceptual 

map. The map itself resembles existing frameworks, as will be explored later in this discussion. 

Oftentimes with art and the avant-garde, there is a tendency to oversell the value of creativity, 

innovation, cognitive flexibility, and out-of-the-box thinking, hallmarks of divergent thinking. 

Particularly for those who have divergent thinking skills in spades, focusing on the practices 

already in existence can be an advantage as it can act as an anchor, a recognizable practice, that 

other people understand. Marketing and advocating for innovation often comes more easily after 

having an understanding of how things are already being done in a community-of-practice. 

As a main focus of this dissertation, explicitly outlining how an artistic approach may 

function is imperative. Other than a greater focus on the self, an artistic approach encourages 

exploration of any of the components, though exploration of the self is most overlooked. 

Through such component exploration, other artistic qualities can emerge. For example, an 

exploration of the self can strengthen the foundation for and grow the capabilities of self-

expression. An exploration of player experience can bolster empathy, imagination, and an 

understanding of otherness. Exploration of representation can help clarify and play with concepts 

and combine sense-making with meaning-making.  

Additionally, the way the framework is designed is it sequesters the artistic approach 

from the rest of the framework. Thus, designers who do not wish to engage in an artistic 

approach can ignore that portion of the framework. Designers who want to focus on more 

technical aspects of games in a similar way to how they have been studied in the past can focus 

on the Artifact and Player Experience portions of the framework. 
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Existing Framework Comparison 

 The ESCAPe framework will need to be compared to existing frameworks to consider 

why one would use it over existing frameworks. The last part of the MDA framework (Hunicke 

et al., 2004) is Aesthetics, which is too broad of a term and is often misinterpreted as explored in 

the literature review. Both the DPE (Winn, 2009) and DDE framework (Walk et al., 2017) 

resolve the definitional issue with Aesthetics by reframing it as Experience, referring to player 

experience. The ESCAPe framework continues this framing by giving player experience its own 

component. With the Leder et. al. (2014) model as inspiration, the ESCAPe model delineates 

aspects of player experience into satisfaction (evaluation), affect, sensory perception, and 

cognition. These categories (with the exception of satisfaction) are also reflected by the DDE 

framework with different names (Walk et al., 2017).  

The framework’s organization is significant because commonly used words can be placed 

into distinct categories, which can then be associated with each other. For example, aiming for 

fun is something most participants discussed, which reflects much of game design literature. In 

the ESCAPe framework, fun can be placed in the affect category. Once in a category, a word can 

be associated with or compared to other words that a designer could envision in that category. 

For example, if a designer identifies fun as an emotion or mood, the designer can think of other 

emotions or moods that may prove interesting for a player experience, thus granting permission 

to think outside the usual aspect of fun. Additionally, the framework allows designers to think 

how such categories may associate with or fall under other concepts. For example, the designer 

can acknowledge that they can aim for fun in the player experience; if a designer is having fun 

creating or playing the game, it does not necessarily mean the player will. 
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Dynamics has a less significant role in the ESCAPe framework. The only dynamics that 

explicitly remains in the chart is “runtime behavior,” which concerns only how designed 

elements of the game artifact interact with each other when the game is played. In the MDA 

framework (Hunicke et al., 2004), dynamics is also described as “run-time behavior” but refers 

to how mechanics interact with each other and “player inputs.” However, as illustrated in the 

DDE framework (Walk et al., 2017), there are other elements of Design — embedded into the 

artifact — than just code or rules from game mechanics. These other elements of design (visual 

assets, interface design, narratives, etc.) interact with each other, the mechanics, and the player as 

well. Not only that, but there are also dynamics among all the different components of the 

framework. As is explored in the literature review’s discussion of complexity and system 

dynamics, there is an entire technology ecosystem that has components that have dynamics 

among each other (Maier & Fadel, 2003).  The complexity can be seen in the Figure 6: Process 

Model of Designer’s Attention, which does not even fully capture the fullness of how 

components interact. Resultantly, the dynamics among different components are too complex to 

be practical to illustrate in a graph.   

There is also insufficient knowledge of how the dynamics between the different 

framework components interact in order to communicate such dynamics succinctly and in an 

organized way. For example, the MDA framework (Hunicke et al, 2004) also gives some 

examples of dynamics like “time pressure” and “opponent play.” Categorically, it is not readily 

clear how such terms differ from terms that would describe mechanics or player experience. 

Additionally, many of the framework components were conceived as a result of the study. Thus, 

the study did not ask many questions about component dynamics, other than the designer’s 
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understanding of the player and how the designer conceives of mechanics or design affecting the 

player. 

To circumvent these issues in practice, designers should simply be cognizant that 

dynamics exist. Until research improves, on how dynamics among these many systems interact, 

it is my perspective to simply acknowledge that dynamics exist, and that such dynamics between 

designed elements can be part of the artifactual form and dynamics between designed elements 

and players can be viewed as part of the player experience. For the moment, understanding of 

dynamics comes from experience with game making. Designers can also use existing textbooks 

(as seen in the early part of the literature review) and game studies books that extensively cover 

the traditional view of dynamics. 

 

Notions of Self-Expression 

 The ESCAPe framework resolves the gap in the literature and the frameworks regarding 

the absence of the self.  The textbook that most covers the self is Schell’s (2019) textbook. The 

self is one of five kinds of “listening” Schell (2019) encourages designers to participate in. Schell 

(2019) also discusses other aspects of the self, but these were often in service of player 

experience. 

According to philosopher Mitchell Green (2007), self-expression is an act of “showing, 

manifesting, or revealing one’s thought, feeling, or experience.” Relying on this definition, the 

participants demonstrated they were constantly making decisions on what they want to express 

through the game artifact and experience. These decisions were often guided by a perspective on 

a civilization topic or an attitude on what they find important in the player experience. Through 

such decision-making the designer reveals their perspective and point of view. Over time, their 
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artistic voice is also revealed. The frequency of self-expression opportunities illustrates how 

expression is overlooked in game design research and education, while simultaneously revealing 

how games can exist as an expressive medium. Despite the consistency in self-expression, the 

participants were not necessarily conscious of the fact that they are expressing, or at least it is not 

front of mind. This is reflected in common textbooks and frameworks as they are heavily artifact 

and player-centric lead. 

Some of the participants also articulated what they wanted to communicate to people 

more broadly. Whether it is the climate activism from Yaito or the postulations of social 

structures from Chesed, participants used games to investigate and share their perspectives on 

civilization-scale issues. The materiality of code and rules, as well as the traditions of game 

design, served as a guide to support the participants’ explorations. Using games — like other 

computer programs — to test out theories and ideas about the world is supported by the literature 

(Gilbert, 2004; Jagoda, 2020). Thus, games do not just have the potential to be sites of self-

expression, but games become a vessel of communication shaped by the practices and traditions 

of the medium itself. While communication theorist Marshall McLuhan (1964) famously 

suggested that the “medium is the message,” the participants show that the medium shapes the 

message; the participants bring their thoughts to the medium and figure out how to both adapt 

their thoughts to the medium and articulate their thoughts in tandem with the development of the 

artifact. 

 

The Self as a Storyteller 

There is also significant overlap between communicating a message and telling a story. 

Many participants found storytelling to be a central part of their design process. However, rather 
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than telling participants a story, the designers sought to give players agency over their own 

stories. Much like van Lierop (2018) discusses in their talk on designer’s story versus player’s 

sense of authorship, participants used stories to give players choice and motivation. This 

common preference of activating player’s power over their own story also reflects Nguyen’s 

(2019) views of games as an agentic medium. 

Once again, choosing to design with player agency in mind is a revelation of the 

participants’ values, or at least the design philosophy of the team of which the participants 

played a role. Though I observe that games are trending towards giving players more spaces or 

options to explore, many games are highly linear and have little to explore, so an agentic story is 

not a mandatory requirement of game design. Furthermore, there is not just one way to value and 

design agency. For example, Gable discussed designing stories as a “framework” from which 

players would develop their own stories. Ehsan wanted to give players a sense of exploration 

through story, giving players the ability to “build a narrative” through fun and strategy. As van 

Lierop mentions (2018), figuring out how to navigate between options is a balancing act, much 

like the many other balancing acts that the participants discussed. Though storytelling and 

agency are only two vehicles of expression, they reveal opportunities for designers to think 

through how to express their ideas and values in a way that connects with the player. 

For the participants, storytelling also became a site of inciting players’ imagination. 

Amets described stories as a way to connect with the player and have a shared experience of 

imagination. For Amets, the game became a way for player and designer to think and conjecture 

about the future. For Iblis, the game was a backdrop for players to imagine a story as well. These 

participants show the potential of games to be used in an expressive, artistic way through 
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storytelling. Designers can not only build community through story, but also add texture to 

common or overlooked perspectives in a way that stimulates player’s excitement to imagine. 

As the interview focused on particular game or sets of games, development of voice 

would be harder to detect in this format, but distinct style came through with the participants 

who worked solo or on small teams. Some participants’ voices were less about civilization-

related topics and more about game mechanics and player experience which still came through in 

their main game of focus during the interview. For example, Maitland is driven by the 

communal, social aspects of gaming. Not only is this evidenced in their portfolio of games, but 

their civilization game centers heavily on social mechanics as well as the conversations that 

happen after gameplay. Ooyu enjoys giving their players the ability to create content and provide 

a sense of discovery. Thus, their games (including their civilization game) are centered on 

players actively developing content in an open manner, and letting such content exist more 

organically with fewer rules (e.g., coming up with civilization names, allowing civilizations to 

rise and fully collapse, having a permissive attitude with how people play the game). The above 

participant examples illustrate that designers can inject what they care about in multiple games 

and develop an artistic voice, particularly when the designer has more creative control over their 

projects. 

 

The Strength and Hiddenness of Expression 

From the above examples, the participants expressed particular ideas about games and 

viewpoints about the world. From personal experience and experience with other artists and 

designers, it is imperative to remark on the will to express. At least from the interview data, the 

designers demonstrated an enduring will to express, despite setbacks and negative evaluations 
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from audiences. Green (2007) points out that expression may be “involuntary, voluntary, or both 

voluntary and willed” as well as successful or non-successful. Even if to a game’s audience, a 

game artifact or its experience is indiscernible or does not reflect the designer’s own feelings, the 

act of creating the game artifact for a player to experience demonstrates the designer’s will to 

express. In other words, even if there is ambiguity — on part of the audience, the designer, or 

both — around what a designer is trying to express, there is still a will to express. 

Similarly, a futures act demonstrates a will to think about the future. Creating something 

situated in the future reflects an openness to different possibilities in the future, even if those 

desires are not apparently embedded in the act of expression nor discernible to the audience.  

I bring up the will to express in order to illustrate two points. Firstly, the participants — 

like other designers — engaged in acts of expression. However, these acts are not always 

immediately obvious to both designer and player and in some cases do not always come across to 

the player. For example, Ehsan’s focus was on fun. This is Ehsan’s expressive intent: to create a 

fun experience for the player. From the interview, Ehsan appeared prideful of creating this fun 

for players, but also acknowledged that not everyone felt his designs were fun or well-received. 

Seasoned gamers know that Ehsan’s games are intended as entertainment products, but not every 

player (regardless of game expertise) will have fun with the games. In strategy games such as 

Ehsan’s games, the amount of textual information embedded in the play experience can distract 

from the fun. Similarly, despite the design difficulties, Gable was sustained by their many 

expressive desires. 

 Secondly, player experience was a primary concern to the participants. Regardless of the 

traditions of thinking about player experience in the craft of game design or its prevalence in 

academic literature, designers want their acts of expression to be successful. Game design, with 
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all its complexities and influences, can start to crowd the expressive goals a designer or design 

team has. Whether it is concerns over player satisfaction, emotion, accessibility, cognition, or 

more, they are all protective ways to ensure that the act of expression is successful. 

 Thus, even if it is discouraging, it is important for designers to respect their will. Even 

though designers expressed frustration and difficulties moving past negative player evaluation or 

the overwhelming amount of development effort, the designers persisted in the expression of 

their product. They got through these experiences acknowledging that the difficulties are part of 

the experience and entities to learn from. As alluded by Green (2007), willpower, when tied to 

expression, comes from one’s own observations and experiences. Like Schell (2019), Green 

(2007) understands introspection is a way of self-knowing. In the spirit of strengthening 

understanding of the self, knowing one’s own observations and experiences and using those as 

an enduring channel to continuous acts of expression can help designers overcome the 

difficulties that are part of (civilization) game design. 

The current ESCAPe framework, when organizing in this way it becomes clearer that 

other potential categories of self may need more research when thinking about aesthetic 

considerations such as a designer’s skills and identity. Similarly, for “community,” issues of 

discussion and the cultural context may need to be looked at more to see how designers interpret 

this information and becomes a part of design. Lastly, another study would need to help clarify 

how the team impacts a designer’s decisions: this was shortly referenced by many of the 

participants (e.g., participants expressed on occasion that a question may be better handled by 

others on the team, or whether I would like to talk to others on a team.) 
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Additional Textbook Comparison 

 The literature review explored the playcentric (Fullerton, 2019) and similar player-centric 

(Adams, 2014; Braithwaite & Schreiber, 2009) models of game design. Such models encourage 

designers to focus on the player’s experience and how they interact with the game. The ESCAPe 

framework is neither. The ESCAPe framework captures multiple different components in equal 

comparison, with slightly more attention towards the designer. Nevertheless, the development of 

the ESCAPe framework still shows the influence of such models. For example, the participants 

reflected much greater knowledge of and willingness to discuss Artifact and Player experience 

than any of the other components. Such a playcentric model may also be more advantageous for 

designers who want or need to focus on the player more in comparison to other components. 

  

The Designer’s Relationships to Game Aspects 

 The Focus on Artifact. Another goal is to emphasize the dynamic between the designer 

and the artifact as evidenced in the findings: while design is filtered and originates in the 

designer, the majority of the designer’s focus is on the artifact itself. Artifact prioritization is 

reflected in the experience of interviewing all but one of the participants, the vast majority of 

game design literature, game design’s partial roots in engineering, and my daily discourse in 

game design (conversations, internet forums, readings, etc.).  

Regardless of the historical influence of industry or academia, without an artifact, there is 

no game for others to interact with. Nevertheless, artifact prioritization is not a necessity for 

game-making. To focus on art practice or social commentary, a game-maker could focus more 

on their own artistic voice or spend more time considering and articulating socioculturally 

oriented messages and problems. 
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 Player’s Perspective. Though the study did not focus on the player, it is worthwhile to 

have a brief discussion of their perspective in relation to the designer. Vorhees (2009) describes 

the Civilization series as one that carries an “ideology of self-presence,” giving players a sense of 

control in their “own will… [and] construction of the world,” rather than one of true 

“multiculturalism” (p. 279). Games as a form of player empowerment above all else, reflects 

Nguyen’s (2019) re-iterations of games as an art of agency. The designers in the study reflected 

this will to give the player the tools and options to enact their wishes within the space the 

designer had created; however, many of the designers were also heavily inspired by perspectives 

on the state of the world or how it should be, much more so than the player experience alone. 

 For the designers, imagination influenced the game design and is closely linked to vision. 

The vision becomes the guiding force or flexible container for imagination, wherein the designer 

makes decisions on whether some imagined idea falls within the vision for the game and game 

experience. Because the designer creates an intended range of experiences for the player, there is 

some sense of shared imagination between player and designer; however, the designer knows or 

reasonably expects — at least in sandbox and simulation game design — that the player will not 

have the same imagination or vision as the designer. 

Relatedly, since games privilege the player and immerse the player in an experience, the 

audience member may have a smaller degree of critical distance when compared to experiences 

with other art forms. As seen through this dissertation, the craft of games has a long tradition of 

entrancing players, and that value of entertainment and engagement is often a requirement to 

progress through the game. Designers that create games that continuously create that critical 

distance while engaging their players in continuous play may be able to tap into taking 
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advantages of the traditions of the medium (immersion, player privilege), while stimulating 

criticality towards the content and intended meaning behind the work. 

 

Evaluating Game Design as an Art 

 Game design is simultaneously an aesthetic craft and a field of design. Like other 

aesthetic crafts, there are approaches that are more mechanical, with minimal levels of artistry 

and other approaches that have greater artistry. Some lend themselves more easily to fitting into 

qualities that match with art, such as greater degrees of self-expression, development of artistic 

voice, imagination, and meaning-making, among other behaviors not covered by the dissertation. 

Additionally, some approaches lend themselves to richer aesthetic experiences and a greater 

pronouncement of otherness. 

 

Why Haven’t There Been More Approaches that are Artistic? 

There are many ways to consider why there are not more “artistic” games out there, 

ranging from institutional (museum-driven), educationally-driven (will be explored next 

chapter), cultural (practices of design and expectations), or other. In the case of civilization game 

design, as explored via the dissertation there are two main factors that limit the potential for 

artistry. 

Firstly, the findings show a significant reliance on thinking about games as a service, 

largely player-centric. Even within player-centricity, the participants’ commonality of worry 

about positive evaluation and emotion, using simple descriptors like “cool,” “like,” “fun” shows 

how dominant and direct player feedback can be. Gable describes it well, articulating how most 

players often will be more satisfied thinking about games in visceral and immediate reactions, 
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whereas designers (as well as more knowledgeable players who understand design) will try to 

tease out player feedback and their own reactions in more elegant terms of design. Certainly, the 

participants often recalled more elaborate and rich feedback from players whether in playtest 

sessions or in community forums, but nothing was as consistently dominant as the participants’ 

worry as to whether they were making an appealing, engaging, and fun product. 

The reliance on player-centricity may be because of game design’s proliferation with 

industry. Even indie and self-published games gain prominence largely through profit-influenced 

means, whether promotion through a well-known publisher, shared via monetized social media, 

as part of a subscription service, or being hosted on a marketplace like Steam. Like other artists, 

indie game developers need money to survive. Designers need to cater to some form of a client 

or audience or else they may find themselves appealing to no one who will give them money, 

putting them in a more precarious living situation. 

That is not to say artistic practice is removed from thinking about audiences, even for 

non-profit or anti-profit motives. Though not universal, artists of many disciplines regularly 

consider — intentionally or not — how to better connect to potential audiences. Connection is 

even more relevant to interactive art and participatory art, wherein the audience is often viewed 

as a co-creator of the art. 

The current practice of civilization game design embodies the tension of overlooking the 

role of artistry over aspects of game design. For example, we can turn briefly to Sid Meier, the 

creator of the first game in the Civilization series among other civilization-like games. Sid Meier 

is well recognized, but we do not readily associate him with his perspectives, how ideas were 

represented, what his thoughts or expressions meant to him, or the details of the rich imagination 

he undertook. As Sid Meier says himself, “The player must be the star, and the designer as close 
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to invisible as possible” (Jahromi, 2021). “A game that has an agenda… a political philosophy… 

you want to make sure the player is having fun, not the designer. You don’t want to let the 

designer decide what the philosophy is” (Orland, 2016). Gamers could easily recognize other 

civilization-like games but their designers — outside of Meier — are often forgotten. I do not 

mention this to suggest that designers need to be recognized, but rather to show what is 

overlooked in the conversation of civilization games and games more broadly: a designer’s or 

even the team’s sense of perspective, style, or motive is not the focus, at least not directly. 

Certainly, in my observations as a gamer, the player does not reciprocate this focus on the 

designer. Some of this may be because designers are hidden behind organizations, even in 

smaller indie companies. Even in the case of auteur games, designers tend to not make 

themselves publicly available unless their games become huge (like Braid or Stardew Valley). 

Especially compared to other art forms, there is a brushing aside of the lenses and perspectives of 

designers both by culture and documentation of practice which both impact game design 

education and a heralding of player experience. As evident in the study findings, both designer 

perspective — even political — and an attention to player experience can coexist in a game. 

How it influences the quality of the game is up to whomever is designated to judge. 

The second main factor that limits artistry is arguably a core characteristic of games: 

games’ reliance on rules and systems as augmented by the advent of the modern videogame. As 

explored earlier in the dissertation, the lineage of the video game is heavily influenced by 

computer technology and its growing capabilities. With its focus on digital systems, 

mathematics, and data structures, computing technology has unleashed an explosion in the 

growth of games as a medium, wherein the game artifact can process, store, and generate heaps 

of information. This has resulted in the field’s attraction to system dynamics, or “a model of a 
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real-world phenomenon abstracted and evaluated through mathematics and expressed through 

diagrams backed by equations” (Sharp & Thomas, 2019, p. 67). Even the field’s use of 

frameworks and the ESCAPe framework itself is symptomatic of this interdependency.  

Because the simulation genre is characterized by trying to replicate real-world 

phenomena to at least some degree, simulation games inclusive of civilization games rely heavily 

on forms of system dynamics. Rules (or loosely, game mechanics) become the pathways that 

constrain and direct how the system operates. Those who are natively drawn to understanding 

systems and mathematics may have a stronger compulsion to games and simulation games, 

underscoring the field’s relationship to computer science. 

The beauty of rules is that it allows for interaction and play and facilitates the parameters 

of that interaction and play as conceived by both rule-creator (designer/artist) and rule-receiver 

(player). Since designers and artists often make games and other artwork in order to share ideas 

and experiences with others, the reliance on rules as a form of structure is only understandable. 

Similarly, the reliance on systems particularly in a genre like civilization games is only 

understandable as designers and artists try to convey increasingly complex ideas and scenarios. 

 When considering the potential of games as an art medium, one way to increase the 

variability of kinds of games is by rejecting or diminishing the necessity of rules or playing up 

more open-ended gameplay mechanics. Theater games, tabletop roleplaying games, and the 

sandbox nature of many games are of this nature already. Ooyu’s game is of this nature too, 

encouraging players to adjust the rules of the game to their liking. There is a caveat though to 

giving more freedom and options to the players, depending on its implementation. If done in the 

way as seen in the study participants’ games, more freedom in sandbox games typically means 
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more options, which can up the complexity of the design process and the artifact with more 

variables manipulatable by the player.  

Another way designers can harness the potential of games as an art medium is to give a 

greater priority to their own perspective and vision over other habits of the medium including 

player evaluation, player experience, and as just mentioned, habits of complexity. In the space of 

civilization game design, a designer with a perspective of global future or a social theory can 

develop a vision of the most important manifestations of the craft of game design that can best 

reflect their social commentary or perspective of a social theory. In other words, they can enter 

into a project mindful of the potential tendrils that can come with civilization game design and 

prioritize the design elements which would most be reflective of their perspective on global 

futures, social theory, history, or whatever angle they wish to take.   

 

Cultural Practice, Otherness, & Genre 

Art has a dual nature. On one hand, art is a source of communication and connection. In 

order for an artwork to more easily fulfill this criterion, it needs to be recognizable. In order for 

something to be recognizable, it needs to come from a practice that is recognized by others and 

shared by a community of people. The community does not need to be fully formed, 

intentionally formed, or well-understood, it just needs to be identifiable (such as by an external 

researcher who defines the community). Without such recognition, the practice does not 

communicate and exists in an individual’s personal vacuum.   

On the other hand, art is open to recognizing the other. It portends to house uniqueness 

and celebrate the individual. It provides a safe space from which artists can explore and express 

ideas, feelings, materials, and so forth. 
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So how does otherness and tradition combine? When otherness fits within a practice, the 

practitioner carries both the unique individuality of the other and the tradition of the practice. 

Practice becomes an ongoing undercurrent, from which any individual can pick up the tools and 

become a part. In the case of the artist, the artist as an individual can “leave” the community of 

practice whenever they want, but their artwork will always be connected to the practices from 

which it originates. Thus, the individual’s otherness becomes a quality that also exists outside the 

individual, in the artwork itself. 

As found in the dissertation, a game designer expresses their ideas. The shallowness or 

amount of referentiality of their ideas has no bearing on the fact that the game they create is an 

expressed extension of their ideas and their voice. As they express, they carry on and add to and 

borrow from the practices and traditions of game design and of genres within it, whether 

recognized as civilization game design, strategy game design, 4X, or whatever. The game 

becomes the artifact that holds their otherness. 

No matter the origins or incentives of the qualities of game design (eg. capitalist factors), 

the ability is still there. Of course, some people may experience greater barriers to expressing 

themselves (including their otherness) because of a variety of issues (personal, systemic, 

environmental, collaborative, etc.), or even due to a mismatch between themselves and the more 

recognizable practices of game design, as recognized by different current and living communities 

of game design. For example, an individual who wants to approach game design in an artistic 

way (or other ways that do not prioritize player or fun), can be met with a lot of suspicion from 

the more mainstream, larger budget, entertainment-focused game communities, especially prior 

to the recent rise of indie games. 
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Many of the interviewees openly and verbally expressed their identity to me in a way that 

was not prompted. I did not ask any demographic (age, gender, ethnicity) questions nor did I 

suggest identity directly with my questions. Those who expressed their identity were forward in 

claiming their whiteness and cismaleness. And except for one interviewee and another two who 

interviewed off-camera, all were identifiably white or white-passing. This reflects the 

predominance of whiteness and maleness in game design, which is likely even greater in strategy 

and 4x game design.  This otherness may have not come through as strongly through the data 

because of their identities. Of course, this is not to mention there are other forms of otherness 

outside of these dominant ways of thinking of otherness (e.g., physicality, neurodiversity, and 

more). 

Having said that, being a game designer - especially a board game designer - has a certain 

quality of otherness to it. Without diving too deep into game design culture, it has only become 

more recently accepted as more and more people grow up playing games. In terms of the ideas 

and themes that the designers choose to focus on, there is an incredible amount of otherness. 

These are ideas that are not regularly discussed in mainstream gaming, and some have angles on 

these already not-mainstream ideas that are even more radical or idiosyncratic. Even climate 

change has only recently become more accepted, and still in normal conversation, it is a highly 

contentious one with immense potential for critique and ridicule. 

Certainly, modern game design, particularly video game design, is a practice of privilege. 

It requires immense technological resources as well as technical skill and knowledge to execute. 

Civilization game design is particularly niche, and I would argue a high resource form of game 

design, not in its inherent nature but how it has been predominantly done. On top of game 
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design, a civilization game designer needs to have at least some vague conception of how the 

world operates and its history. 

If one were to root out the barriers of digital technology and common conceptions of 

world systems and the practices that are associated with them, civilization game design can be 

used in a greater variety of settings and become a greater showcase of otherness. They can also 

be used in the K-12 classroom. This will be explored more in the Educational Implications 

chapter. Having said that, there are some examples to this end:  

There is still great opportunity for otherness within a wealthy society. Someone with 

“othered” views or an “othered” background who has some propensity for game design could 

take such a form and figure out what to do with it. 

 

Sense-Making 

For the purposes of discussion, it will be helpful to separate the processes of meaning-

making and sense-making. For the participants of the study, while meaning-making can occur 

through the act of design, I interpret the bulk of their meaning-making to occur outside the realm 

of design. They approach design with well-constructed views and opinions and find games as an 

appropriate way to express them. 

As has been previously explored, civilization games are complex and require articulation 

of dozens to thousands of discrete concepts. Because of the immense cognitive load required to 

create these games, the participants report sense-making reflections as a much more dominant 

activity compared to meaning-making. If one assumes that particular individuals have a 

propensity towards sense-making over meaning-making and vice versa, it cannot be determined 
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from the results alone if something outside of task complexity and the tradition and culture of 

civilization game design leads to greater focus on sense-making. 

I can imagine in other game design forms and with other game design participants, the 

results would show greater affinities for meaning-making. Games where the content feels more 

pliable and the materiality of code, mechanics, and other designed elements can more flexibly 

shape the designer’s mindset on the theme at hand. Nevertheless, as is explored in the literature 

review regarding the expressive potential of algorithms, there is still opportunity for meaning-

making in civilization game design, the findings just may not be showing it. 

 Another possibility is that meaning-making is happening more holistically, captured by 

the data in aggregate. If meaning making is the act of giving something “sense, namely 

something that is consistent with and therefore reflects/enacts the person’s whole form of life” 

(Salvatore, 2019), then the participants’ decision to create, commit to, and develop the game are 

acts of meaning making. Simply the act of creating a game as a whole, regardless of its parts or 

even the designer’s evaluative satisfaction of it, is an act of meaningful expression.  

 Though it may not suggest anything about their actual experience, some designers did 

report some meaning-making when they were able to tie their decisions to intricate perspectives 

on the world or what they value in game-making. For example, Chesed was able to connect the 

player agency in their game to their own views that everyone should have a certain amount of 

freedom in the world. In another example, Ooyu talked about instilling flexibility in their games 

because they love seeing the diversity of stories that come out when players play their game. 

Compare these attitudes to Ibis who spent some energy in the interview disparaging their own 

creativity, potentially limiting their ability to articulate what they found meaningful or personally 

valuable about their decisions. 
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Designers wrestled with a lot of ideas and how to convey them into the game form. 

Designers who focused more on real-world concepts or messages (e.g. Yaito, Kadek, Wayan) 

devoted considerable effort to the translation of idea to game form. Designers who were less 

focused on message (e.g., Ehsan, Ummi, and Ibis) appeared to rely more on intuition, willing to 

borrow from existing conventions and practices of how games and other media underwent this 

translation process. They would then make tweaks towards their desired player experience.  

 In summary, sense-making (without meaning-making) is more dominant in the day-to-

day matters of design in large part due to task complexity. Designers are not letting materials 

speak to them as perhaps as much as other art forms in part due to immense cognitive load and 

practicalities to worry about in development; that may give more value to sense-making over 

meaning-making. Meaning-making over the real-world issues the designers find captivating 

happens prior to the act of game design or even concurrently such as through topical research, 

but not as much through the experience of creation. However, there is meaning-making in the act 

of creating and completing a game and when reflecting upon particular decisions made. As 

expressed by Salen and Zimmerman (2004), “design creates meaning.”  

 

Role of Aesthetic Experience 

 The issues with sense-making versus meaning-making are parallel with aesthetic 

experience. Firstly, without a doubt the designers are having an ongoing aesthetic experience in 

the creation of their game. Their focus is continuously on the creation of an object with 

noticeable aesthetic qualities. However, the difficulty in using aesthetic experience to describe 

their experience is that a significant amount of their experience may be considered to be low in 

aesthetic quality. This is truer if a game is complex in a way that keeps the designer focused on 
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resolving technical issues. Since designers participate in the bigger task of game development, 

that is, the practical act of getting a game made and published, designers invariably become a 

part of troubleshooting and negotiating issues of functionality.  

All artists need to resolve issues with their work but not the degree to which those who 

work with interactive media as they have the additional issue of functionality. For example, a 

sculptor, whose work has intricate, interactive machines, needs to spend an inordinate amount of 

time making sure the audience can functionally operate the interactive component of their work 

so that the audience can become a part of the art’s experience. This can keep the designer/artist 

away from attention to form, content-based ideas, and self, and onto the audience/player 

experience. In other words, the craft of more technically complex forms of game design involves 

greater worry regarding player experience just to get to a baseline level of reception, potentially 

limiting the designer’s ability to engage aesthetically with the process of working on the project. 

 Recall that emotions are considered part of aesthetic experience via Leder and Nadal 

(2014). The participants rarely discussed emotions directly unless otherwise prompted, nor did 

they show a strong connection between their feelings and design decisions. However, 

participants did talk quite a bit about their own emotions regarding playing the game as players 

themselves. Additionally, the participants discussed or implied emotions when talking about 

their attitudes towards moral and global issues. Both of these manifestations of emotions suggest 

an empathic connection to the player, similar to the function of introspection suggested by Schell 

(2019).  

Finally, the designers discussed their emotions with regards to difficult and successful 

experiences with the game. For the participants, completing the game was important as it 

allowed for the experience of creating the artifact to have closure (one participant was nearly 
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finished). Completion allows for the recognition of the doing and undergoing (Dewey, 1980) of a 

finished artifact. As through the process of Burton’s (2005) livingness, the experience of creation 

shaped their artistry and gave them a new perspective. 

 

Procedural Content Variety 

It is also possible that the lower sense of aesthetic experience generally reported by the 

designers is partially due to the genre’s fixation on procedural content variety. Procedural 

content variety involves giving players choices and decisions around a variety of content, rather 

than merely offering explanations or depictions of different aspects of the world. For example, 

giving players a wide set of options in how one builds a city rather than giving the player the 

ability to see the city aesthetically for what it is. At least with how such content is currently 

implemented in many civilization games, this increases focus on the mechanistic ramifications of 

choices, and only focusing on the thematic, immersive ramifications of choices as a byproduct. 

Rather than offering a singular ideology and corresponding world or set of nuanced ideologies, 

there is a desire to give players as many options as possible (within what they find reasonable per 

practical matters of development). This is to cater to what Nguyen (2019) refers to as the art of 

agency.  

Thinking back to Dewey (1980), this may create a state of constant doing rather than 

undergoing, where players are attracted to the next shiny thing to do rather than crafting their 

own immersive world or reflecting in one that is built for them. Simultaneously, designers are 

focused on recreating the possibility of a broad set of options rather than bringing players into a 

rich, singular world wherein it might be easier to develop a deeper, more layered vision of a 

world. 
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Certainly, the case of content variety need not be the case for every civilization game, but 

it is one that is characteristic of most that I can think of. The designers who may have focused 

most on delivering a more distinctly singular theme and world also may have had more of an 

aesthetic experience in the sense of envisioning a space: Wayan, Kadek, and Chesed come to 

mind. These folk also worked in smaller teams so they may have been closer to controlling the 

vision than some of the other designers, though there were certainly other small-team designers 

wherein having that aesthetic richness was less of a priority. There are also designers like Sacha 

and Qimat who were passionate about particular aspects of the world, with a resultant aesthetic 

richness about those specific niches. 

In Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter (2009), they argue for civilization-building game’s 

potential for players to engage in counterplay by playing as they want rather than playing in the 

way that is more optimal for winning (p. 191-192). As an example, they use Alpha Centauri, a 

successor to Civilization II, wherein a player could align themselves with more activist choices if 

they would like (p. 192). The possibility of offering players a set of distinct ideologies or 

pathways to pursue may increase the potential for having richer aesthetic experiences for both 

the designer and the player, which may be a good compromise between having a lot of content 

variety versus offering singular worlds or ideologies. Amets, Gable, Kadek, Wayan, and Yaito 

engaged in this offering but how these ideologies coursed through the design and play experience 

varies per the game. This may also be because within particular ideologies, there was an 

additional granularity of content variety. 

Regardless, the benefits of procedural content variety is that it allows players the range of 

options to tell these systems-level stories through their play experience. Through procedural 

content variety, the designer supplies the ingredients and the mechanized structure for the story 
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to be created by the player. Designers can use their unique backgrounds and perspectives to 

consider which ingredients to provide and how to design the structure so that the designer can be 

more conscious and purposeful of the subjectivities (such as worldview and perspective) that are 

embedded.  

 

Idea Representation 

Although civilization game designers are influenced by systems through the genre and 

create systems to structure the game and its gameplay, how designers choose to represent things 

and ideas is not very systematic. Instead, it is based more on self-expression, reference 

familiarity, intuition, trial and error (such as through rapid prototyping), flexibly adhering to a 

vision or creative directive for the work (e.g. conceptual accuracy, achieving some learning goal, 

trying to create a particular fantasy), or flexibly using past practices (other games, practices 

within the game they are creating). In other words, they are using the power of system dynamics 

to create something that has expressive capacity through how they choose to represent things and 

ideas, rather than attempting to systematically replicate reality or anything else. The systems the 

designers create become a simulated collection of made-up or expressive entities that are derived 

from real-world references and other made-up references (e.g., from media or their own brain). 

As seen in the participant responses, sometimes the creative directive for representation are 

concepts like believability and internal consistency, but there is usually a great deal of flexibility 

in such creative directive. 

 This is perhaps why in a large-team (where individuality can get mediated out), 

commercial game series like Civilization, issues of dominance and reflecting cultural hegemony 

were longstanding: Civilization mimicked dominant ways of thinking and it has taken conscious 
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steps to break out of that. The capacity was always there. Since civilization game designers 

generate a lot of representational content (to fulfill procedural content variety), civilization 

games in particular may really highlight issues of representation because it is very much at the 

core of a lot of the work designers are doing, conscious or not. Representational issues may be 

less apparent the more fantastical the game is, but interpretation of fantasy and repetition of 

tropes can also become representational issues.  

Despite any expressive potential, civilization games in their current status thematically 

deal with much more discrete concepts that are less open to both designer dynamism and 

interpreter dynamism than compared to something more open-ended like a generic interactive art 

installation piece intended for a gallery. The sense of correctness that comes with discrete 

concepts can make it more cognitively taxing in the development and orient designers towards 

sense-making. The following is a simple gamut chart that compares games to related interactive 

media. 

 

Figure 8 

Gamut Chart Comparison of Games to Related Media 
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In Figure 8: Gamut Chart Comparison of Games to Related Media, on one end of the 

spectrum you have interactive art installations, on the other end you have serious simulations; 

they are all expressive and require systems and some consideration of the user. In the installation 

case, it is about immersing the audience in a sensory experience, the designer and player being 

open to whatever interpretation, and also the process of development over time taking many 

different shapes more up to intuition and play. In the simulation case, it is more about elucidating 

reality or some sort of accurate projection of reality, the designer wanting people to feel like they 

accurately reflected the system, and the process being very systematic (as stemming from 

simulation science and game science). For games, it is somewhere in between with the added 

caveat of providing an experience that is evaluated as positive by players. Compared to 

simulations, games are more concerned with authenticity and believability of experience rather 

than mimicking representations of reality itself. 

 

Practical Advice 

Because of the high degree of complexity of civilization game design, the easiest, most 

pure solutions for future civilization game designers is to firstly have a vision of what you want 

to do or say with your game (as advised by Wardaszko (2018), for example), if having a 

particular opinion is really important to you, meeting a particular audience, or you want to take a 

more artistic approach, do some self-reflection on why that is important to you and how you can 

use a game to achieve those ends. Alternatively, you can start making and exploring smaller 

instances of your vision, and let the prototypes inform what you find interesting, exciting, or 

telling (as advised by Gilbert (2004), for example). Secondly, research and reference ideas, 

techniques, and mechanics from existing games. Some of these ideas will become more natural 
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to you as you design or play more games. The designers of this study borrowed heavily from the 

practices of the genre. Finally, to increase the originality, remix other ideas, techniques, and 

mechanics to suit the main priorities of your vision. Originality will already come through your 

self-expression; remixing allows for you to play and experiment with designs as you see fit. Most 

of the designers exhibited the utility of using small twists to add spice and variety to their game. 

 

The Variety of Futures in Civilization in Game Design 

As understood from the analysis, participants’ responses suggest that only a perfunctory 

approach to futures is needed to establish a futures setting and adequately support other game 

design goals. Nevertheless, once added, futures-thinking permeates throughout the design 

process and greatly impacts a game’s design, from theming to mechanics. Rather than thinking 

of futures pedantically or rigorously utilizing systems from previous games, designers thought of 

futures in a way that was fluid and adaptive to their design goals as well as their expressive and 

imaginative needs. Some designers such as Ooyu and Qimat were able to create structured ways 

of thinking about the future that were unique to their particular game. 

Additionally, there is opportunity to create games that explore futures more intensely. For 

example, a designer who identifies the different kinds of futures-thinking they are engaged in 

and that exists in their game can decipher how to make that type of thinking more profound or 

whether to devote less attention to it. Similarly, a designer who has knowledge of other forms of 

futures-thinking can consider adding additional kinds of futures-thinking. These suggestions are 

not needed in futures-oriented games but can help those who are looking to broaden how their 

games address futures. As we see from Situationlab’s Thing From the Future or even in the 
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many futures-themed mods of civilization games, having more diverse approaches to futures in 

games can produce avenues not yet frequently explored. 

The designer’s use of imagination to conjure up different kinds of futures also imparts 

more opportunities for designer creativity and expression. Since designers are actively choosing 

how to illustrate future scenarios, something that is not of the present, the designers exhibit their 

voice, their individual belief systems, and their mythos. For example, Ibis engages with the act of 

thinking about names of different future technologies, using their experience with sci-fi shows 

and other games as inspiration. Collectively, these technologies create a feel and mood that stems 

from the designer’s choices. 

The designers’ willingness to leverage player agency and player interpretation in futures 

also shows their openness to Ramirez and Ravetz’s feral futures (2011) inside the player’s 

experience of their game. This openness may be part of why there is less need for rigor. An 

openness for player interpretation is different than deliberate design for player creativity, which 

was truly only exhibited by Ooyu who created a game in which players have considerable 

leeway in the technologies and stories they create. 

Futurists Moore and Milkoreit (2020) discuss how technology art works and games can 

“provide an experiential act of collective imagining” in a way that is essential to thinking about 

issues such as climate change (p. 10). I argue that for the more socially activist or ideologically 

expressive designers such as Chesed and Yaito, creating their designs is a form of Bloch’s 

anticipatory illumination, in which they have aspirations (potentially utopian) to create 

something that they would like to see in the future. There is a hope and illumination of 

sociological changes to come.  
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Designer-created futures add a layer of interpretation of civilization-scale systems, even 

when fictional. They focus on exploration of what could be. As argued by Byrne (2005), 

imagination is dependent on the imaginator questioning and introducing possibility in response 

to something that they perceived as knowledge. If we assume that what someone knows is 

factual, then the designer essentially plays with information they find rational to create 

something new and experiential, regardless of its fictionality. As evidenced in the participants 

and their reliance on science and sociology-related content such as economics, the designers use 

at least some vague understanding or perception of how systems work in the present in order to 

imagine and create a new world which is then experienced by others. If imagination is a 

connector of possibility of what could be in the world at least for more ideologically minded 

designers, then futures helps unlock the notion of possibility of reality for such designers and 

gives their players an avenue to explore these designer-initiated spaces that illustrate possible 

and alternative futures. 

 

Chapter Summary 

 I use this chapter to broaden the relevance of the findings and analysis to literature and 

conversations happening in the game design field and related fields. Firstly, I consider the 

significance of the ESCAPe Framework, including how it compares to existing frameworks. 

Then, I continue the conversation beyond the ESCAPe framework and consider how other 

aspects of game design are artistic. Finally, I explore how the study participants expressed 

varying types of futures-thinking and how that impacts game design. 
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Chapter 7: Educational Implications 

Chapter Overview 

Part of the nexus of this dissertation is dealing with the practical realities of teaching 

game design students how to infuse the self and their views of the world into both their careers as 

designers and development as a designer. As explored in this dissertation, there is significant 

literature on the power of games to be art and thus potentially be sites of expression, simulate 

interpreted versions of reality, and more. While much of this literature is considered advanced 

material or hidden away, this dissertation has revealed that at least simpler, more approachable 

versions of such knowledge should not be. Particularly for game designers and game design 

educators who want to pursue an artistic spirit or articulate complex theories through games, they 

need more easy access to this information. Furthermore, the literature does not support how to 

integrate this knowledge — these expressive and complex-perspective sensibilities — into one’s 

growth as a game designer. The ESCAPe framework and Civilization Game Design frameworks 

are initial steps towards this end. 

This chapter helps educators and designers think about how to implement expressive and 

complex-perspective sensibilities into game design. Because the empirical research focused on 

the ontology of the human practice of game design, educational programming (curriculum), 

teacher’s knowledge, and a game designer’s own learning are the most significant arenas of 

education implicated. I first provide background information about the significance of 

understanding frameworks, which have supported game design. These impacts are filtered 

through four audiences. Firstly, and most importantly, I talk about how game design educators 

can shift curriculum and teaching to be inclusive of designers with an expressive spirit. 

Secondarily, I separately describe how university art educators and informal learning educators 
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can leverage their expertise to use games and cater to gamers. Finally, I describe how the 

dissertation may help those uniquely interested in civilization game design. 

 

Background on the Status of Game Design Education 

Making or developing a game is a highly interdisciplinary endeavor. It involves 

programming or rule-making, visuals, audio, and more. Though the term has ambiguity, game 

design is one activity that is part of game development, and it typically refers to envisioning and 

making critical decisions about the structure, content, and experience of the game, from rule 

systems to story to levels. In bigger teams and productions, game design tends to be a recognized 

role, wherein game designers will have shifting but defined responsibilities for a project, such as 

developing a game system that encourages players to engage in particular content. In these 

settings, a designer’s title may reflect a particular specialty like combat designer, narrative 

designer, or level designer. Larger-in-scope creative decisions, such as the overall direction of a 

game, are often taken by senior leadership roles such as a creative director or executive producer. 

However, in smaller teams, game designers typically take on a wider set of tasks in game design, 

creating early and up to final versions of art, audio, and more if they are so inclined. In these 

smaller teams and projects, game designers effectively act as creative, art, and sound directors. 

As game designers envision the structure of a game (if not more), game designers are often 

considered the auteur of games, though the exact title and responsibility will vary on the studio. 

I take some time to discuss the varying nature of the role of the game designer to 

emphasize the importance of thinking about the impact of game design education and the 

expectations that new game design students will have when they enter an undergraduate 

university game design program. New game design students often enter into game design, only 
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superficially aware of the complicatedness of disciplines in making games. They often lump 

other game making activities such as marketing or game development with game design more 

broadly. 

Game design has a complicated nature because like most other art or design mediums, it 

is a minimally regulated field and has only recently within the past few decades come together to 

be recognized and studied as a field in academia. Over the course of its history, the making of 

games has been undertaken by disparate groups and individuals, each with their own unique 

histories and influences. Industrialization and later consumer capitalism set the scene for the 

spread of commercially recognized games as products, stemming from consistent practices such 

as board game design. The fluxus movement and do-it-yourself artwork played around with the 

game form in the art world around the 1950s and 1960s. The advent of digital and computational 

media led to video games and the corresponding growth of game programming as a role in game 

development. Larger teams and bigger budgets would soon follow. Today, people in globalized 

society conceive games as creative outputs from designers, often packaged as an entertainment 

product to be bought like many films or tv shows of today or shared across free distribution sites 

like itch.io. In many ways, game design, as it is studied in academia and understood by laymen, 

is simply an assemblage of practices with different histories, grouped and recognized together for 
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I will briefly review game design’s interdisciplinary roots by discussing five key lineages 

of influences: industry (commercial), technology, serious games and games for education, 

independent development, and the arts. Like any other medium or applied field, how game 

design is used will depend on the purposes of the organization and motivations of the people 

behind it. The five influences have become integral to the game design education of today. 
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The Interdisciplinary Influences of Game Design and its Education 

Firstly, the study of game design is heavily influenced by industry. For game design 

students, there are a lot of advantages to an educational experience that caters to industry. There 

are many universities that have fruitful and close relationships with industry, such as Electronic 

Arts and USC or industry partners that collaborate with New York University’s Game Center’s 

Incubator. With close contact with industry, game design faculty align their curriculum and 

understanding of game design with industry-friendly objectives such as hiring and developing 

skills relevant for specific job roles and responsibilities. Though there is little concrete data that 

shows direct impacts of industry-academia collaboration on job outcomes, a curriculum that is 

influenced by industry is likely to impact game design students’ ability to secure positions as 

commercial game designers or move to related fields.  

Yet there are ramifications to an overemphasis on industry focus. One such ramification 

is game design’s permeating focus on player experience; as is explored in the literature review, 

game design educators (many of whom have been professional game designers) readily adapt 

this view. Though there are many origins and ongoing catalysts of this focus on player 

experience, game design companies benefit from and encourage this focus. Typically for a 

company, the goal of a focus on player experience is to generate income and good will, which is 

supported by metrics such as player (customer) retention and satisfaction. Player experience 

focus can resemble measures of audience or customer experience outside of the game industry 

more broadly, such as accessibility, engagement, and entertainment. In games, a focus on player 

experience leads to games that are often successful in pleasing large numbers of people or a 

target audience. As an analogy, one can consider how this approach would be applied by a 
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practitioner of another medium such as video or painting. Pleased players are satisfied consumers 

which in turn, typically result in better outcomes for the company. A focus on pleasing a large 

number of people is usually done by appealing to mainstream tastes or catering to the needs of 

the target audience. It should be mentioned that some of these design tactics can lead to “dark 

patterns” in game design, wherein companies focus too heavily on metrics that do not serve 

much of the customer base, such as finding “unethical” ways to engage players (Zagal et al., 

2013). 

Secondly, computer science and the advancement of technology have also had a profound 

impact on the game design field. Technology has fueled the computational power of games, 

expanding the complexity of the game as an artifact. Increased complexity in games has 

followed advances in technology more broadly, with which game design (digital and to a lesser 

extent board) has incorporated ever increasing sophisticated artificial intelligence (for digital 

games), graphical fidelity, new forms of interaction (such as virtual and augmented reality or 

board games that use phone applications), variety in rule systems, and the amount of concurrent 

game systems (e.g. having a programmed system that manages a player’s character and all their 

attributes, another system that manages the game’s interactable objects, another system that 

manages the interface, etc. as well as all the sub-systems underneath). These advances have led 

player expectations for the potential complexity and sophistication of games, at least from 

mechanical and technological perspectives. The designer comes in to leverage and balance the 

power of technology; their goal is to service the player experience through dominant practices a 

la mode, such as designing for immersion and accessibility. 

For game design education, the influence of technology has become another significant 

attraction or distraction. Just like the pursuit of player experience, designers are trained to adhere 
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to the promises of what technology brings, as this is what the dominant cultures and practices of 

game design elicit. Follow technology, and you can find a home in game design culture. Follow 

immersion, design elaborate systems of mechanics that appeal to players, or create innovative 

novel things to play around with, and you can find a home in game design culture. 

Thirdly, much of the study of game design has been influenced by the field of serious 

games or creating games for non-entertainment purposes or “serious” purposes. Serious games 

are defined by their function, typically centered either around knowledge transmission, including 

classroom or informal learning, training, or awareness campaigns or rehabilitative functions like 

social work or medical care (Rego et al., 2010). There are also games for change which could be 

considered serious games, but these will be discussed later. As they are disseminators of the 

experience of knowledge, pedagogical serious games are beholden to extant knowledge and 

ensuring the player receives and integrates information that are key to the educational outcomes 

of the game design team. Rehabilitative serious games are beholden to the needs of the 

populations they support. The design of a serious game is also typically beholden to 

stakeholders, such as a nonprofit organization which has provided funding for the game, subject-

matter experts, or activists involved in the project. Such stakeholders are somewhat similar to 

stakeholders in industry, but in serious games, they are often external to the design organization, 

with a skill set and frame of mind less familiar with games. 

Because serious games can be used to teach concepts of almost any field or help 

vulnerable populations, serious games have a rich history in the academic literature, and as such, 

much of the literature on game design comes from the serious games design lens. In the serious 

game design literature, the adherence to knowledge, player experience, and practical concerns is 

apparent (Ávila-Pesántez et al., 2017; Mitgutsch & Alvarado, 2012; Rooney, 2012; Winn, 2009; 
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Younis & Loh, 2010). Serious game knowledge has become a part of the larger knowledge base 

of game design, and the serious game practice from which this knowledge emerges from is a 

practice of fulfilling obligations. 

Through these three influences, game designers must learn to work with complex 

networks of social and technological obligation. Accordingly, game designers teach game design 

students practices that negotiate the opportunities and limitations of these networks. What 

emerges is a narrative that game design is in large part a practice of obligation and service to 

these sociotechnical influences. Like any field of practice, the tradition and the documentation of 

game design influences its practitioners to behave in ways that honor or stem from the tradition 

and documentation. They become reference points and codes from which practitioners operate 

and from which educators use as a knowledge base to teach and pass on practice to their 

students. 

To note, many of these obligations have benefits for designers themselves. For example, 

a focus on player experience is often a boon for a collaborative design team. When the intended 

player experience is sufficiently defined and the design team has a shared ethos of what is 

important in player experience, a focus on player experience can provide clear directions for a 

team, which can help eliminate confusion and wasted resources in a collaborative setting. A 

focus on player experience can also support an incredibly rich and imaginative process for a 

designer, as it elicits designer empathy and can be open-ended enough to provide expressive 

space for designers. Player-centricity also helps avoid creator-centric selfishness and create 

content that serves populations or even the general public, evading the mythos of the designer or 

artist who only thinks about themselves. 
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But in the space of game design education, a focus on these obligations at the cost of 

other approaches can deter future design students from more aggressively pursuing other 

approaches. There are two other influences in game design that are generally less-commercially 

motivated, lower budget, involve smaller teams, have less strict production requirements, are less 

loyal to the culture and practices of technology-use, pay less attention to audience appeal, and/or 

are designed less with specific populations in mind. In the past two decades, there has been a rise 

in the popularity of indie games, that is, games that are developed creatively independent of 

large, big budget publishers. Concurrently, the debate of games as art has been ongoing, fueled 

by games that are developed with artistic intent and the blurred boundaries between games and 

interactive new media art. 

I talk about indie games and games as art together while still making a distinction 

between them as they have notable similarities and differences. Many who develop games 

independently may not view their work as art and may have goals similar to that of industry 

development. Similarly, some consumers and critics may bristle at using the term “art” as a 

defining label for any popular game, as if the status of art is only reserved for those of high 

culture or daring innovation. Art also has a broad connotation from a focus to the visual, 

meaning-focused, or symbolism-focused aspects of expression. But like indie game developers, 

artists tend to work independently and enjoy finding alternative venues to disseminate their 

work. Indie game developers and artists share many of the same value systems, choosing an 

interactive form primarily to explore, express, and share ideas, perspectives, or an experience. 

Many lineages of games started with a more independent or artistic ethos. Whether it was 

Senet (one of the first board games, from Ancient Egypt), the fluxus movement artists, or Tennis 

for Two (the first recorded video game), early-in-their-lineage games were created by individuals 
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or small groups of people with the desire to explore a held perception (Milman, 1998; “October 

1958: Physicist,” 2008)  and/or share a leisure activity (“October 1958: Physicist,”; Piccione, 

1980). Such games did not have the complex obligations (and the opportunities and limitations 

they bring) of today’s gaming culture and its multitudinous influences stemming from a highly 

globalized and interconnected world. Such designers were less restricted by the expectations of 

games and the role of the game designer.   

Indie games and art games return to this feeling of independence, away from obligation 

and prioritizing the designer’s vision. One of the purest forms of an independent pursuit of a 

creative vision is the solo developer who approaches games as an artist. No matter the art form, 

an independent artist intentionally and unintentionally expresses dimensions of their version of 

reality through their work. The colors of an artist’s humanness emerges through their artistry; in 

the process of articulating ideas, thoughts, or feelings in an art form, the independent artist 

engages in many micro decisions and micro expressions that are intuitive, free from conscious 

regulation and external control. An independent artist is close to their work as they have control 

and direct influence into the output. This artistic expression not only allows for unpredictability 

on a micro-scale but leaves space for alternatives and otherness on a macro-scale.  

In collaborative art settings, artists still approach and create the project with their 

expressive values and nature, but the effort starts to become a more shared endeavor wherein the 

output is a marriage of minds. This mediation is larger as the team size increases and/or if instead 

of the objective is design instead of art. Where art as a practice is an open-ended exploration of 

possibilities, design curates possibilities, typically with clear goals in mind. Designers take on 

the open-ended thinking of artistry but siphon ideas to more consumable or problem-solving 

ends. If someone with an artist mindset becomes part of a large design team, other interests such 
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as mass audience appeal become important considerations as previously described. Any 

unpredictable outcomes of an individual’s artistic expression needs to be ultimately filtered and 

accepted by the team. Designers who work in an organization will need to cater to the 

organization’s needs in order for the organization and the designer to be successful, under the 

terms of the organization. 

This tension between design and art is emblematic of games’ interdisciplinary and 

overlapping influences, including influences not mentioned and new influences to emerge in 

time. Game designers, game design education, and games themselves are all part of this 

interdisciplinary game culture, often conceived as one field across literature and its concepts, 

conferences, and common parlance. Even if one wanted to isolate these influences further for the 

purposes of education, many game designers have the skill set and desire to move among the 

various influences of games.  

Resultantly, design educators often teach game design more generally, but in actuality 

approach teaching with particular foci, likely stemming from their location within the game 

design ecosystem. For example, a game design educator with big budget industry experience will 

be able to translate the practicalities of working on large projects, and likely discuss the 

importance of marketing, working with publishers, and more. On the other hand, a teacher with 

an artistic spirit will focus on cultivating students’ artistry and perhaps experimentation with 

craft. Anecdotally, game designers and game design educators seem to understand the need for 

this symbiosis, that is, a need to keep the field open to different approaches. This may be because 

all these approaches have developed in tandem and interdependently, rather than independently; 

as such, game design practitioners acknowledge the field’s interdisciplinary, multifarious history 

as an advantage. 
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Yet, any symbiosis among practitioners and educators does not necessarily equate to 

quality education nor a clear understanding of similarity and difference among approaches. 

Additionally, none of these approaches are standardized; faculty are hired based on their 

achievements and perceived ability to teach, not necessarily a deep understanding of the 

possibilities of the field or ability to teach multiple or new traditions of game design. With these 

conflations in mind, novice game designers may have difficulty recognizing and learning about 

the different approaches, let alone be able to align their own practices or aspirations to the 

influences that most connect with them.  

 

Artistry & The Role of Frameworks in Game Design Education 

Game design education can be viewed as a way to carry on cultural traditions and 

practices. Accordingly, game design educators are the mentors and cultural ambassadors for 

students towards those practices. The novice game designer, as an individual, is far from an 

empty vessel when they come into the game design classroom. The mind of an individual is not 

the same as the narratives, histories, and futures of a culture, no matter the individual’s degree of 

embeddedness within that culture; an individual has their own thoughts, ideas, and feelings, their 

own growth and development over time, in addition to their situatedness in a culture. The 

practices of a culture will not and should not immediately be passed onto a learner without the 

learner’s own individualization of that practice. When it comes to learning, people construct their 

own meanings from the stimuli around them. In the educational environment, those stimuli are 

better served cogently and scaffolded to the current skills and knowledge of the student designer. 

An educator can only cater to the skills and knowledge of the individual student if the students 
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are recognized by the educator as unique individuals, with their own perspectives and attitudes. 

Game design is not like some fields where only product or performance matters. 

Like any tradition or practice, a lot of how game design is passed on is through 

documentation, not just lived experience, apprenticeship, and orality. Both textbooks and 

frameworks are forms of documentation that are key drivers of the history and more importantly 

the continued practice of game design. Game designers and researchers can use textbooks and 

frameworks as outlines or guides to the world of game design. As explored in the literature 

review, some textbooks include Professor Tracy Fullerton’s Game Design Workshop (2019) and 

Professor Jesse Schell’s The Art of Game Design (2019), and some frameworks include 

Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics framework (Hunicke et al., 2004) and the Design-Play-

Experience framework (Winn, 2009). These textbooks and frameworks are largely generated 

from theory and anecdotal experience of experienced designers and designer-researchers. Game 

design textbooks and frameworks also have a noticeable impact in informal game design 

discussions (as I observe from my times in internet forums202), demonstrating the degree to 

which documentation influences the field.  

 If game designers and design educators are reliant on game design textbooks and 

frameworks to mentally form the model of what game design is, then any approaches that are not 

detailed in these textbooks and frameworks will be overlooked. This can occur in spite of a 

designer’s or educator’s background and experience, particularly in a new and dynamic field 

wherein researchers are still building and may forever be retooling its ontological foundation. 

 
202

 The reliance on textbooks and frameworks in game design compared to more traditional art forms should not be 

a surprise; I argue that as a multimedia, complexity-driven, conceptually-driven medium, game design uses 

frameworks to help replicate practices, whereas other mediums may be more driven by physical practice, via the act 

of physical making.  Game design, as it has been practiced, is much more about rule making and audience behavior. 

Video game design relies more on cognitive understanding of the computer and its software, a complex network of 

tools that requires a certain base level of understanding to get it to even function before one can make art with it. 
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For example, the practices of artists who create artistic games may not be passed on or have 

difficulty growing if their practices are not documented and made more than ancillary to the field 

of game design. 

Instead, practices that dominate documentation of game design become self-reinforcing. 

As has been revealed in the dissertation, the documentation of game design is heavily situated in 

the consumer experience and the structural components of games, rather than articulating the 

more complex actor network of game design, inclusive of the designer as a unique, 

individualizing, humanistic force. Thus, a lack of frameworks or textbooks of an artistic 

approach on game design misses on key practices that exist. This lack of documentation reflects 

artistic approaches more generally, as modern artistic practice is characterized by an openness to 

new methods of making, weary to “paint-by-numbers” approaches. Simultaneously, artists also 

have a natural proclivity to experiment, making documentation — at least at first glance — feel 

less necessary as an approach. 

But art students use education as an opportunity to develop skill, experience, and 

exposure to ideas different from their own. Thus, discourse in game design that is dominated by 

particular approaches may hamper the ability of students’ to more fully witness game design’s 

breadth and decide on its integration. Furthermore, artist-minded game design educators may 

have radically different approaches from each other or may have more difficulty reaching novice 

learners whose practice is informed by models or frameworks. 
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Audience One: Game Design Educators 

Game design educators are a primary audience of the dissertation. Excited to teach about 

their craft, game design educators must consider how to develop students with different concepts 

and goals of game design. While some students may have an artistic mindset, game design 

educators do not currently have documented knowledge and approaches to support such students, 

comparable to more dominant approaches. 

Looking back to the research questions and the problems behind them, game design 

educators may use unclear language with different terminology from game design frameworks. 

Additionally, game design frameworks do not cater to student designers with an artistic mindset, 

which in turn limits individuation of perspectives on futures and social issues within the game 

design space. The following section considers how game design educators can teach with clearer, 

more complete conceptions of game design and how the self can be cultivated in game design. 

 

The ESCAPe Framework as Definitional Clarity 

Game design education often does not articulate what game design is and often conflates 

it with related notions such as game development (Turner, 2013). Before diving into a richer 

discussion of the ESCAPe Framework, it is important to note some key discoveries through the 

framework that can make it clearer to teach game design. Firstly, notions of player experience 

can be divided into evaluation (satisfaction), emotion, sensory, and cognitive (interpretation, 

imagination, etc.), reflecting portions of existing literature (Leder et al., 2014; Walk et al., 2017). 

Teachers can use such categorization (or any alternative categorizations) to encourage students to 

think of other ways in which they can cater to player experience other than the usual frames of 

thinking (e.g., fun, immersive, engaging, etc.) as well as how their own play experience can be 
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categorized to these ends. Students can be reminded that such elements are integrated as part of a 

bigger whole via the ESCAPe framework, rather than viewing thinking about emotions as 

frivolous.   

Secondly, teachers and researchers should refrain from using aesthetics to refer to player 

experience. The Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics paradigm started almost twenty years ago and 

has helped usher greater understanding of game structures and what occurs when people interact 

with them. More recent research such as the DPE Framework (Winn, 2009) and the DDE 

Framework (Walk et al., 2017) as well as this dissertation show that much of what is discussed 

under MDA’s aesthetics can fall under player experience. Additionally, the use of player 

experience and artifact more clearly delineates the role of the player as separate from the game 

object. However, using the terms described by MDA’s aesthetics can still be useful as these are 

words or similar to words that are used by designers in practice. Future research beyond this 

dissertation could further explore how to categorize commonly used terms. 

Via the “Artifact” component of the ESCAPe Framework, the separation of the game 

object from other components of design confirms the work of the DPE (Winn, 2009) and DDE 

Frameworks (Walk et al., 2017). Code, content, visual assets, and more are seen as similar 

design elements that contribute to game design, rather than necessarily privileging one over the 

other. Resultantly, educators can use the ESCAPe framework to lessen pressure for students who 

feel compelled to overemphasize one of these particular elements of design when they may not 

need to. 

Similarly, the craft component supports the link between self and artifact, resembling the 

verbs the designer does to deliver ideas into an artifact form. Educators can use the distinction of 
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craft to help students understand how craft actions come from the self and lead to the artifact, 

rather than necessarily simply being actions unto themselves. 

 

The ESCAPe Framework: Catering to Multiple Students 

Besides the examples above and throughout the dissertation, researchers have 

investigated the tension between industry and academia (Haukka, 2011; Turner, 2013; Zagal & 

Sharp, 2011), in part because the effect of industry can be seen in game design programs. For 

example, multi-semester project development classes (Mateas & Whitehead, 2007) simulate the 

length of industry game projects. Outside of the curriculum, Zagal (2020) explores how game 

programs offer community, a sense of professional identity, broaden game making experiences, 

and industry relations. Similarly, Harvey (2019) notes how teamwork in game design programs 

leads students towards hyper-specialization, reminiscent of industry. Like industry, roles around 

computer science are privileged over other roles, which in turn impacts inclusion and diversity 

(Harvey, 2019). In terms of Read’s (1958) earlier dichotomies, while students can use these 

offerings to better integrate particularly with industry, to what degree can students use these 

offerings to agentically individuate? 

Despite any drawbacks of game programs’ integration with industry, I believe there are 

several positives that emerge from this connection: industry influence has sustained student 

interest, financial viability, and expansion of such academic programs. Industry influence helps 

assuage university-naysayers who accuse academia of wasteful spending and irrelevant subject 

matter, particularly in the context of ongoing underemployment and the rise of crushing student 

loan debt. At least in the UK in 2008, employers felt those with academic game study often did 

not have requisite industry knowledge and technical skills (Centre for Developmental and 
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Applied Research in Education, University of Wolverhampton [CDARE], 2008). This is not to 

mention the incredible efforts that many researchers and game design professors have undertaken 

to more closely integrate academia and industry, understanding the benefits of a mutualistic 

relationship (CDARE, 2008; Greenwood et al., 2021; Haukka, 2011; Swain, 2009). 

 Returning back to this study’s findings, I propose another reason self-knowing has been 

neglected, and artifact and craft have been privileged (in addition to player experience, which has 

been explored), both by industry and academia. The artifact and by proxy (the outputs of) craft 

are much more visible and apparent and are thus more readily up for discussion and subject to 

evaluation than the inner workings of the self. Artifacts also typically exist in perpetuity, which 

make them more available to consume and digest, like any sort of documentation. Even player 

experience has a degree of apparentness and perpetuity that cannot be said of the inner workings 

of the game designer, at least determined by current game culture. Game design educators do not 

often recognize this reality, and if they do, it should not be used as a means to denigrate the self. 

 The tensions among industry, catering to player experience, and self-expression are 

captured perfectly by a recent conversation on the “gamedesign” portion of the social media 

website, reddit.com (watertowerdrew_2, 2022). An industry design veteran had been interviewed 

and shared “Top 10 game design mistakes new designers make.” One of the mistakes is “Making 

a game for yourself”203.  The design veteran elaborated that it is a mistake “not knowing what 

people want.” If you make a game for yourself, “you end up making a game only one person 

wants to play — you.” Instead, designers should “get into the emotion, likes and preferences of 

others.” In response, several upvoted comments disagreed with this particular “mistake.” Some 

comments include “some of the best indie games to ever come out are because of people making 

 
203

 The conversation was also posted on gamedev subreddit a few days later, and also has criticism on that point 
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a game purely for themselves… [otherwise,] we end up with so many trashy clones of popular 

innovative games” (Sphynx87, 2022). “People are not so different from each other. If you like 

something, you are probably not the only person in the world who does so.” (samedifferent01, 

2022). “Some games are definitely totally fine to simply not care about a target audience… 

sometimes your game is simply a work of self-expression and will be great anyway” (Speedling, 

2022).  

Seeing these issues, game design educators should consider how to expose their students 

to many game design approaches. While one may argue the benefit of catering to industry only, 

some students are not interested in attending a higher education game design program for 

industry-preparation only. Educators should help their students find what is important to 

themselves, and how to use the games program to explore their career and intellectual options 

purposefully. Ideally, in the context of this dissertation, students would come out of programs as 

both more capable, expressive selves and industry-prepared professionals, or alternatively, able 

to reach their individualized goals with the program. With only a few projects under their belt by 

graduation in an undergraduate program, it should be premature to expect all students to have 

enough experience to confirm their preferences and intuitions, but students should be able to 

formulate a career direction and understand the potential practical and intellectual opportunities 

and challenges that would come along their way. 

 Through the spirit of catering to both game making as design and game making as art, 

Read’s (1958) process of integration and individuation reappears. Generally speaking, design is 

the service-oriented, audience-pleasing, professionalized force, and art nurtures the self, making 

visible perspectives and things about the world that are important to the creator. In addition to 

acknowledging all the game making approaches in between, what does this mean for the role of 
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the educator? How can educators be responsible in relaying such information to their students, 

helping them understand the decisions that lead them down particular personal and occupational 

paths, all the while also growing intellectually, socially, and creatively? 

 One such answer is for the educator to see themselves as a mentor, who establishes the 

language and tone for the classroom. In a study of a game design practicum where undergraduate 

students worked with a professional game design mentor, the researchers found the students 

adapted to the mentor’s epistemic frame and collaborated with the mentor to navigate indirect 

trajectories to greater game development skills (Nash & Schaeffer, 2013). The importance of 

discourse in the study elucidates the importance of design frameworks such as the ESCAPe 

framework to establish organizational clarity.  

Similarly, the game design educator as mentor becomes a key in establishing a 

“facilitating environment” wherein the educator sets the tone, welcoming students to engage in 

particular practices (Burton, 2000, p. 335). Through teaching game design, the educator as 

mentor should facilitate students’ individual uniqueness, imagination, and reflection, as drawn 

out from their own experiences (Burton, 2000, p. 343). As such, the game design educator is 

purposeful in catering to otherness, without the expense of others’ own interests in working for 

industry.  

It is essential for educators to have this nurturing quality in order to recognize the 

expressions of their individual students and cultivate the uniqueness of their voice, all the while 

addressing the pressures of industry. A game design program should establish a culture of play 

that is receptive to different people and ideas while bearing in mind the realities of game design 

outside of academia. Two avenues to look for guidance in this endeavor is to review Schell’s 

(2019) brief look into introspection, and Flanagan’s efforts in (2009) critical play.  
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It should also go without saying that both expression and game design as art are related to 

a plethora of concepts and processes that many designers would undoubtedly find important, 

such as imagination, craft, systems representation, or even designer as player. Even for students 

who are primarily interested in simply making “cool” or “awesome” games to be part of the fun 

of the entertainment industry, I would imagine it would be valuable for them to consider why 

making cool things is important to them? What is awesome about the industry? Such questions 

can set them on the path of reflection and introspection to help them understand the self. 

Furthermore, such questions are important in the context of the ongoing effort to improve quality 

of life in the games industry, which has been known for its burnout and issues around 

psychological safety and inclusion. 

 

The ESCAPe Framework: Embracing the Self as part of Game Design 

Learners approach a university program with the aspiration to think and act as 

independent selves within an engaging and fruitful discipline. As Herbert Read (1958) describes, 

education should encourage learners’ self-sufficiency (p. 6). If one views the educator as an 

interlocutor, one agent of many (in addition to environment, peers, role model, job status, job 

prospects, culture, etc.) that empowers the individual learner, then the ESCAPe framework is a 

potential tool educators can use to help learners think more critically about what they care about 

in game design. Whether about a student’s place, their hopes, or what they would like to 

accomplish in game design, the ESCAPe framework reminds educators and students alike that 

the self has a role in game design. The self is more than a vessel to an end, whether that end is 

delivering the best player experience, generating the most money, or crafting the most elegant 

game mechanics. These goals tend to be more universally accepted, but this dissertation argues 
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that the self should have greater prominence, especially in the pursuit of more expressive goals 

or simply a student trying to better understand their love for game design. An educator should 

help the learner in a process of both “individuation” and “integration,” developing both 

“uniqueness” and “social consciousness” (Read, 1958, p. 5). 

Many educators are already familiar with thinking about how to better support student 

perspectives, such as through constructivism (individual and social construction of knowledge) 

and student-centered learning. Practically speaking, this can look like Know-What-Learn (KWL) 

charts given to students at the beginning of a class (Ogle, 1986; Szabo, 2006), or art and design 

critiques where students share their process and their thinking. Because of art and design’s 

influence and the game industry’s openness towards indie games, I would say many design 

educators are already at least welcoming to expressive and artistic approaches to games. This is 

borne out to some degree in the literature review. 

The ESCAPe framework serves as a reminder of the aspects that should be innate to 

game design, with particular attention to the self. So, one may say that this dissertation is thus 

frivolous, simply being aware is already what designers are doing. But we should not take the 

inclusion of the self and the arts for granted, and some data indicates why. In a 2011 survey of 

US and UK game degree programs, game design professor Monica McGill found only one UK 

university relied on official art education standards; a majority relied on some computer 

education standards, a majority also relied on frameworks from the International Game 

Developers Association (IGDA), and some relied on game degree programs at other institutions.  

McGill (2009) also did a study comparing university game development (not design) to industry; 

the survey facets included many arts disciplines and soft skills alongside expected game 

development skills related to coding and technology but did not list skills related to expression 
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and self-knowing. The 2008 IGDA Curriculum Framework204 is divided into nine “core topics.” 

In the “Game Design” topic, there is no mention of personal experience, and in the approaches to 

game design section, there is no indication of self-expression. The same issue applies in the 

“Visual Design” and “Interactive Storytelling” topic. There is discussion of “auteurship” in the 

“Game Studies” topic, but otherwise, the designer as a human with meaning, experience, and 

ideas is somewhat overlooked in this framework. Similar conclusions can be found in other 

studies (Ip, 2012; Taylor & Baskett, 2009) and at least one other curricular framework (unity, 

2020).  As is in the history of game education, self-knowing has been pushed aside, despite 

games’ roots in and continuing influence from art. 

 

Audience Two: University Art Educators & Art & Tech Educators 

 A discussion of artistry in games cannot be had without also elucidating the relevance of 

games to art education. As a consequence of games’ multitudinous non-art influences (including 

public associations with commerciality), newness as a field of study, and non-essentiality to arts’ 

multi-form often form-agnostic nature, games are often seen as ancillary objects of study in art 

education or as just another entity of visual culture. As games have not been part of a normal art 

or art education curriculum, university art educators may feel they lack familiarity with or 

confidence to teach games and may not see games as another form.  However, there are many 

novice student artists (undergraduate or not) who are not only influenced by games but also wish 

to make games or game-like objects. By improving understanding of how artistry manifests 

through game design, art educators can understand how games can be related to other art forms. 

 
204

 There is supposedly a more recent framework in development, the 2020 IGDA Framework, but scant 

details exist online, and outreach to find more about it was not fruitful. It may have been derailed by the pandemic. 
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This is particularly relevant to technology-focused and interdisciplinary art educators, as the 

popular iterations and academic research of games tends to focus on these pathways. 

While some scholars have advocated for games to be used as inspiration or skill-building 

for art making (in spite of any teacher fears) (Overby & Jones, 2015; Martyniuk, 2018), the 

scholars did not contextualize games as if they were other artworks. In other words, the games 

were approached more from a visual culture or discipline-based art education perspective. 

Though this may not be the ideal approach for expanding the potential of games as art, I have 

revealed through the dissertation that there is artistic value inherent in the game making process, 

even if approached from a perspective only adjacent to games as art. 

For example, game design has components of self-expression. Among university 

disciplines, art educators can contribute most to an individual’s experience of practicing self-

knowledge. As such, this section considers how games can be taught similar to another core “art” 

medium like painting, rather than primarily a piece of material or visual culture to simply be 

critiqued and analyzed as adjacent to art practice. 

 

Games as another Art Form 

Normally, an educator would feel some anxiety about teaching a subject with which they 

are less familiar. But outside of fundamentals courses geared at particular media (e.g., an intro to 

painting course), art educators’ classes often do not focus on the technical or even perceptual 

skills associated with the craft of a medium. Instead, art educators often focus on skills such as 

meaning-making, cultural relatability, and self-expression. As such, art educators often feel 

comfortable enough to accept other media outside their personal technical skill set. This is 

particularly true for artists who work with technology, who often have to adopt different 
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mindsets to suit a variety of applied contexts in the professional world. Furthermore, modern 

artists and art students are already encouraged by curricula and the art world-at-large to think and 

play with media in interdisciplinary, non-form centric ways.   

Thus, in order to support games as art in the art classroom, art educators can approach 

games as they would any other art medium, no matter their level of familiarity. Rather than 

diving into the details of game design craft, art educators are uniquely situated to cultivate other 

aspects of art-making such as self-expression. Art educators should disclose to their students that 

they do not want to evaluate the students’ work as a work in traditional game design paradigm, 

but rather as an art object or artistic process. They can draw relationships and similarities among 

artistic approaches to games and other artistic approaches to other media.  

To become better skilled at supporting game endeavors, the educator could familiarize 

themselves with games by playing and experiencing games, particularly more artistic ones. One 

only needs to look at the work of art educator Ryan M. Patton (2013) who has investigated the 

use of games in the art education classroom. A study evaluated the impact of game design 

classes on preservice art educators, who found games are like other digital art projects in many 

ways, including having “meaningful objectives and goals” (Patton et al., 2020). Similar attitudes 

towards understanding games can be found from other scholars in art education (Martyniuk, 

2018) and futures-thinking environments (Agloro, 2022; Candy, 2018; Hayward & Candy, 

2017).  

Going one step further, art educators can become more familiar with the process of game 

design so that when a student has interest in game making, the educator can better support the 

steps and decisions that the student makes. One way to do so is to review the design process of 

video games, board games, and other forms of interactive media (immersive theater, workshops, 
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etc.). Another way is for educators to at least attempt to make small games. By deep diving into 

the process, educators can better find the expressive capabilities of the medium and support their 

students in that endeavor. Especially if they actively reflect on their process, the educator will 

gain a better understanding of how cultivating the self will inform their game design, no matter 

the medium, no matter how strange for art or how commercial. To work with student 

expectations of what games are and what they could be, the activity of comparing games to other 

media could be part of a unit wherein students explore how one can take an “artistic” approach to 

a relatively established design or applied art discipline more generally (not only game design but 

also architecture), considering how this approach might differ from the usual, industry or 

service-centered approach.  

 

Resolving the Tensions Among Making, Self, and Ideas 

As thoroughly explored in the dissertation, there is a tension between the player-centric, 

industry-focused model of game design and more artistic approaches that favor the designer’s 

expressive self, including their ideas and perspectives. Similarly, in the making of a “game,” 

there is a tension between game development (the act of making a game) versus game design 

(the theory and process of creating a game’s structure). This tension is emblematic of how an 

artist (or any creative person for that matter) approaches a project more generally: do they 

allocate more effort and resources to the act of making and finishing a project, or do the focus 

more on self-exploration or even on their ideas? 

Insomuch as the study participants are concerned, these questions seem fairly resolved; 

the participants were determined to complete their works and be proud of their contributions, 

despite any flaws. Of course, this may have to do with the population sampling, as I only sought 
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designers who had recognizable, completed works. Regardless, the study participants’ 

orientation was towards having finished works over mentally wrangling ideas back and forth. In 

situations where they were not sure about a particular decision, they prioritized creating 

something and then adjusting later, in the vein of rapid prototyping from industry.  

For example, on the issue of representation of ideas with civilization games, educators 

should be mindful that they will need to help students deal with complex perspectives, as well as 

complex and complicated ways of trying to represent such perspectives in their games. Without 

delving into game development (such as project management) to keep the focus on game design, 

educators can encourage students to trust their intuition in the immediate, and also trust the 

development of voice and craft over time. The participants did not recall doubting issues related 

to idea representation. Instead, the participants would create something as extended from their 

self-expression, test it out with themselves and players, and revise as needed. This is similar to 

art education’s push to let materials speak for themselves. 

In the classroom where an educator wants to encourage complete works, an educator 

could recognize when a student is in a state of over-intellectualization or inwardness and help 

them figure out how to integrate their strengths and interests into the act of making. One way to 

do so is to attune students to their own “sensitivity to the quality of things” (Dewey, 1980, p.49) 

which can activate the student’s appreciation of having a complete work, rather than simply 

forcing the completeness out of the student. Similarly, the educator can use the frameworks in 

this dissertation, to help free up the mind of the student. While keeping in mind that any 

component of the ESCAPe framework is not mandatory, the educator or student could use the 

framework to identify a missing puzzle piece that could help them complete their project or 

provide a new avenue or perspective that will give them the confidence to complete their work. 
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The educator and student could also acknowledge that the framework was derived from complete 

works and that some of these elements do not become apparent until the work is finished. 

Another way educators can integrate self-knowing into the player-centric or industry-

focused model is to contextualize the importance of craft and making. Educators can promote 

craft and making as action-oriented, output-centric avenues to self-reflection; the artifactual 

output still reflects the designer, even if the designer relied more on intuition in its expression. 

Simultaneously, craft and making privileges the portfolio, which in turn, is not only useful for 

job applications but also for further education and opportunities in the non-employment sphere. 

The benefits of making something (terrible) instead of nothing may be part of why game 

development, craft, and technical skills are emphasized over self-knowing in game design 

literature and educational programs. Nevertheless, asking students to integrate self-reflection into 

portfolio development helps bring awareness to their voice, and allows students to practice the 

articulation of explaining their design decisions.  

Discussion of making also resurfaces issues surrounding meaning-making, sense-making, 

and aesthetic experience in the process of design. Recall that the dissertation found that aesthetic 

experience and meaning-making was not as prevalent as sense-making among participants, 

possibly because of the cognitive load of designing complex systems. In the participants, 

meaning-making likely occurred more in the broader scale, appreciative of going through the 

experience of making a game and seeing their perspectives coalesce in game form. Thus, even 

when students find self-knowing and artistry important, I would imagine students may simply 

need help working through the details of craft, artifact, and player experience. Particularly in 

assisting more advanced game design students or those working with more intricate game 
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designs, a game design educator needs to have skill-sets or at least be able to refer them to 

resources that can help resolve those issues. 

 

Simple Lessons Around Social Imagination 

To help in the effort of taking action, educators should also consider approaching global 

issues in a way that is simple and suited for their needs as educators. With our ever-changing 

world and art’s focus on meaning-making and self-expression, social issue topics such as art as 

activism, art as social justice, and futures in art have taken off in the past several years. Art 

faculty are often expected to encourage students to explore these topics in their artmaking 

process. Civilization games can serve as one example of a recognizable practice in which this 

sort of sociological imagination can happen. 

Despite their suitability to connect artistic expression and making, an educator of an art 

classroom may reasonably find it impractical or too niche to devote much attention to civilization 

games. Resultantly, an educator should consider using lessons that are more media-and-genre-

agnostic so that the students can still use art to explore worlds and global systems. In such a case, 

a lesson could be oriented around simple prompts such as imagining the type of world the 

student wants to create or addressing systemic problems the student sees in the world. The 

teacher could then ask the students if someone were to interact with such a world, what would 

the student like that world to feel like for that person? Would it be fun, sad, and why? Then the 

teacher could help the student figure out how to create a game, traditional art medium, or some 

sort of interactive experience around these ideas, either by having them rely on their intuitions or 

asking them to think about what are the most important things or actions to put in that world that 

would help match their ideas. 
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 As in many art projects and futures games, an educator can think of other types of 

manifestations of combining social imagination and art, with civilization games serving as one of 

many inspiration points for both educator and student. With the frameworks from this 

dissertation as support, both educators and their students need to embark on the journey of play 

to find what applications of civilization games work for their context.  

 

Deeper Lessons Around Social Imagination and The Futures Connection 

An art educator can also think about how art and visual culture help soothe people, help 

them cope with the disorientation of reality, help them live out their fantasies and what ifs. And 

as explored in this dissertation, there are varying levels of futures and fantasy, on the extreme 

end being more independent from reality or hard science fiction or simulation that is closely 

derived from properties of reality. An art educator should take the time to think about what it 

means for students to create these fantasies for other people and themselves. 

Fantasies from self-expression may support or conflict with representation of otherness 

through civilization game design. As this dissertation explored earlier, civilization games can 

both be sites of reiterating dominant viewpoints and perspectives (Kelly & Nardi, 2014) and 

elucidating novel and underrepresented ones. Self-expression can conflict with otherness when 

one’s self-expression is seen as disrespectful to otherness or reiterating harmful, hegemonic 

views. Additionally, “othered” expressions may not be respectfully received by students or the 

educator, creating awkward tensions in the classroom. Though catering to both self-expression 

and representation of otherness is ideal, educators may have to find themselves prioritizing one 

over the other in practical settings. Furthermore, issues such as positionality and power dynamics 

arise in the classroom. This dissertation does not investigate such issues in detail, but those 
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teaching anything that deals with the expressive possibilities surrounding global systemic issues 

should be cognizant of their role as educators, as facilitators of an informed and open 

environment to both otherness and self-expression. Educators can also look to notions of critical 

play supported by Mary Flanagan (2009) to help students become more cognizant and receptive 

to expressions that are less expected. Art educator Dipti Desai (2000) also investigates the 

connection between multiculturalism and otherness. 

 Lastly, as hinted at throughout this chapter, educators should be aware that civilization 

game design can be a rich avenue for exploring both alternative and projection-oriented versions 

of a global future. Students can use their imagination to think of and create new futures for 

society, and then articulate such ideas into a game form. Game design essentially allows for a 

space of doing and undergoing, particularly if the design expectations are kept light. Even if an 

educator does not feel entirely prepared to tackle the vastness of futures, educators should 

consider learning and exploring with students. Such a method of research and knowing is 

supported by game design professor Laureline Chiapello (2021), who argues that “universities 

are a place of reflective development for both students… and teachers” (p. 53). As design and art 

involves the act of making, the design/art classroom becomes a testing ground for new concepts 

(Chiapello, 2021). Thus, game design educators who may be hesitant to explore futures can set 

and communicate the tone of the classroom as a testing ground to engage both themselves and 

students on a mutual journey of exploring futures. 

 

Audience Three: Informal Learning Educators 

The third audience group considers educators who work in nonprofit, mission-based 

organizations such as museums, learning centers, and entrepreneurship accelerators where the 
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aim is to stimulate creative thinking about global systems and global issues. For the rest of this 

section, these educators will be referred to as informal learning (IL) educators. The role of the IL 

educator is to cultivate explorational, agentic thinking around these topics, typically with the 

public but also with clients or grantees. Such educators often use workshops as the delivery 

method, have open calls for ideas, or have grants for particular audiences.  

Unlike classroom educators, an IL educator does not typically obtain a thorough and 

individual understanding of the needs and wants of their constituents; rather they appeal to target 

groups or to the general public and see who is engaged and interested. Thus, approachability, 

quick lessons (for workshops) with a start and end, and clarity/engagement are key. 

 Before this dissertation, an IL educator inspired by civilization games would have had 

less knowledge on the experience of creating such games. If the educator wanted to use games to 

cultivate interesting ideas about social issues, they may have had difficulty parsing the applicable 

utility of civilization game design as a model. Since there is scant literature on how ideas 

develop in the process of civilization game design, an IL educator may have dismissed 

civilization games. In other words, such educators might have difficulty looking beyond the 

artifact and customer-centric ends, limited in readily available knowledge of the people and 

processes behind the games. As explored in the dissertation, there are civilization-adjacent game 

models one could draw from (e.g., games for change or critical play (Flanagan, 2009), but the IL 

educator may or may not find those paradigms suitable. 

 Now, with the ESCAPe framework, IL educators can see how the self becomes integrated 

into the game design process. The IL educator can more readily use game-like structures to 

construct workshops, wherein workshop participants can construct narratives and explore their 

own ideals regarding global systems and social issues they want to address. The perspective of 
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the workshop participant becomes centered. The IL educator can take advantage of the informal 

learning environment, stimulating experimentation and critical thinking around the perspectives 

workshop participants share. The IL educator can also better support and network with designers 

who may be interested in producing such games. 

 

Audience Four: Prospective Designers of Civilization Games 

As they are the future creators of civilization games, prospective designers are the final 

target audience. Such designers have the opportunity to grow both game design and civilization 

game design to new arenas if they so choose. They can simulate civilization and share their 

perspective on past, current, and future issues through the medium of games. 

However, designers can face unique challenges to their personal game design experience, 

as each designer will have unique goals for their game and have a unique role in the game design 

ecosystem. Designers who are looking to support their unique perspective, push the boundaries 

of games (particularly civilization games), or those who want more support with civilization 

games would most benefit from integrating lessons from this dissertation.  

Nevertheless, any prospective civilization game designer should be able to relate to many 

of the comments and perspectives provided by the study participants. Furthermore, the 

rigorousness and emotional rollercoaster of designing such games was a common theme. Any 

prospective civilization game designer should be mindful of the complex tasks ahead of them 

and can consider how many of the tools and ideas proposed in the dissertation could be of use to 

their practice. 
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Horizons of Civ Games 

Similar to the informal learning educator, the civ game designer can be more conscious 

of their reference points as a result of the dissertation. Through the findings, participants showed 

a wide variety of inspirations whether it was other games, other media, encyclopedic 

information, intuition, or their attitudes towards particular global sociopolitical issues. No matter 

the origins of these ideas, some more than others, and some more consciously than others, 

integrated their viewpoints on games, on the world, and on futures into the game. With 

developments in representation and connections to simulation and understanding of futures, a civ 

game designer can more readily understand when it is beneficial to do research and learn and 

envision where they can inject their own self and perspective. The civ game designer can now 

feel like they are part of a larger community of designers who have shared and integrated their 

viewpoints on social issues through games and understand how their simulations of social theory 

connect to other theories in existence. These other academic theories can be used as inspiration 

for both future research and future games. 

With the ESCAPe framework, prospective game visionaries can more readily see 

collaboration opportunities, now that different aspects of game design and civilization game 

development have been more fully parsed out. Collaboration can help offset cognitive load for 

such prospective game designer. Through self-reflection, a designer can consider which aspects 

of game design they prefer to work on and find others that can fulfill other areas. 

 

Practical Considerations 

 As game design is open to a wide variety of approaches, it should be reiterated that 

qualities of artistry are not essential foci in game design. One only needs to compare the new and 
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emotional indie game from an unknown designer versus the replication of yearly sports games 

from large organizations to see how wide the space of game design has become, just like the 

medium of graphic design, video, or applying paint to a wall. For many, game design may be 

about relying completely on other games and well-known ideas to create incredible gaming 

experiences; in such cases, the strength of the game relies on the quality of the execution of game 

mechanics, the ability to serve the user experience, or the innovation in combination or newness 

of a game structure. 

Still, at least in civilization game design, the self is intertwined in the process of design, 

even in participants that were in more industry-driven settings. For some, it can be argued that 

the self and its expression is a matter of finding qualities in other games that are not necessarily 

artistic and replicating those references. Ultimately, the inclusion of the self is a reminder that 

the decisions are up to the designer (or to the collection of creative input in a team) and that the 

designer may go whatever direction they choose. A greater focus on the self at the right time may 

be just what a more service-centric game design needs to give the game that extra appeal and 

weight. 

When it comes to civilization game design more specifically, the injection of the self 

brought up some strong feelings for some participants. While the participants in my interviews 

were generally engaged and excited throughout the interviews, some participants expressed their 

ongoing frustrations with global issues and recalled profound moments of realization or learning 

as they developed their games. For these folks, civilization game design — particularly futures-

oriented — was an outlet to work through their experience and perspective confronting these 

global realities. I would argue that for those interested in investigating global ills, civilization 

games can be a way of coping, a soothing mechanism, with the disorientation of reality. For 
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designers like me, Wayan, and Yaito among others, there is something sort of harrowing about 

learning about systemic issues and ways to solve them, but the rest of reality and only a few 

other people seem to be attempting to tackle those issues publicly, some people even denying the 

issues exist. This harrowing disorientation occurs regardless of the game design process, though 

the process can fuel it. Additionally, I observe a growing percentage of the public feeling this 

way as well. Game design becomes a space to not only escape, but to also express and test out 

ideas and theories (Gilbert, 2004). Game design becomes a way to experience a portion of the 

fantasy of instituting things that your mind wandered to try out, to experience the “what if,” even 

in purely historical games.  

A good example is a designer’s experience of the happenings that surround the push for 

climate change action, much of which is reflected in Yaito’s narrative. To describe it personally, 

one can imagine a personal anecdote. Pretend you are someone who has grown up playing 

games. As you age, you learn a lot about the problems of climate change in school or in a 

program. You learn about the steps society (often business and policy, and to a lesser degree 

individual and cultural) needs to take to address those issues. You then see so much of the world 

not following through. You even see people attacking or denying that those are problems despite 

evidence to the contrary. You need a way to express, explore, and share your hopes and 

frustrations. You find game design as soothing fulfillment, a form of expressive escapism that is 

needed to understand and address your positionality to societal issues, an escapism similar to that 

described by political theorist Greg Sharzer (2021). This generalized anecdote also reflects the 

notion that the best way to know about a system is to be a part of it (Klabbers, 2003; Wardaszko, 

2018). 
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The Existence of Civilization Games 

There are many in fields who may have perspectives on the world but simply may not 

know how to express themselves. One often has to train to become experts in these fields in 

particular ways. Civilization game design is an identifiable practice that allows for artistic 

expression and interdisciplinary thinking, while giving the option to be more accurate and 

simulative, or more playful and abstract. The process allows for a complete experience of doing 

and undergoing, though educators may need to make conscious attempts to counter some 

existing civilization design practices; for example, an art educator may want to emphasize 

meaning-making, but with the participants’ responses, existing civilization game design 

experiences may currently center sense-making more. Civilization game design is an outlet to 

explore what our world could be through the lens of the creator. If you want to create a game 

about global systems issues or are an educator who wants to support such a goal, there is a genre, 

an informal tradition of folks carrying on the practice of developing civilization games that can 

be an anchor to your own endeavors. 

 

Chapter Summary 

The chapter provided several implications of the study on the education of game design 

and its relationship to civilization games. First, I reviewed how the dissertation impacts game 

design educators, reviewing the organization of the ESCAPe framework and its applications for 

game design education programs. I also suggest that game design educators should cater to 

multiple game design approaches in order to be inclusive of more game design students’ goals 

and motivations, particularly in the context of differing goals of academia and industry. 

Similarly, I then consider how art educators can contribute uniquely to the development of artists 
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seeking to use game design, as well as how to incorporate lessons on social imagination. Finally, 

I share how civilization game design can be utilized by those seeking to explore perspectives on 

global issues, including how informal learning educators can use their unique environment and 

how game designers can integrate themselves and push the horizons of civilization games.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

Chapter Overview 

The conclusion chapter provides a summary of the dissertation and some reflections. 

After I discuss the dissertation process and its findings, I reflect on several themes of the 

dissertation. Firstly, I discuss how inclusion of the self may shape game design education. 

Secondly, I share similarities and comparisons between game design and art practice to help 

readers connect and understand the value of artistic approaches to game design. I also spend 

some time discussing how expression and complex perspectives can grow in game design. 

Lastly, I suggest some avenues for future research. 

 

Dissertation Summary 

At the beginning of my dissertation process, I wondered about the possibility and nature 

of aesthetic experience in civilization game design, relying on my own experience as an artist 

and designer, literature reviews, and pilot studies. Through literature, I knew that both 

understanding of games as art and designer’s experience were under researched. I used my 

understanding of game aesthetics, game design frameworks, and Leder and Nadal’s (2014) 

aesthetic experience framework to design and execute a qualitative interview study of thirteen 

civilization game designers. I used the interview process to better understand how designers 

considered aesthetic issues and had their own aesthetic experiences in order to create a 

framework for civilization game design. 

Through a naturalistic interview and analysis process, the data showed that the 

participants may not be having consistently rich aesthetic experiences in the processes of design. 

Instead, the participants spent a lot of effort negotiating the complexities of managing systems 
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design and player experience. More importantly, participants universally tied their game design 

to their self-expression. By re-reviewing the literature, I found that understanding the self was 

nearly absent in dominant game design textbooks and frameworks. To resolve the lack of 

attention to designer in game design literature and to collectively capture the participants’ 

behaviors, I created several frameworks including 1) the ESCAPe framework which articulates 

components of game design inclusive of the capabilities of a designer as an expressive force with 

individual perspectives, ideas, and opinions and 2) Civilization Game Design Framework which 

articulates the process of civilization game design specifically. 

 In addition to the self, analysis of the interviewees responses clarified the limitations of 

the Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics use of “aesthetics,” ways to organize designer perspectives 

on player experience, brought ideas of how designers represent ideas about the world in game 

systems, brought light to issues of otherness in game design, and demonstrated how futures-

thinking has been used in futures-oriented civilization game design. Educationally, I 

demonstrated the necessity to cater to more than industry and critical studies-related goals in 

undergraduate game design programs by primarily highlighting the importance of the self in the 

development of the game designer. 

 

Dissertation Significance 

In my research experience, I discovered two general sectors of research that are each 

interdisciplinary: 1) games as art and how such conception comes through in game design and 

game design education and 2) artistry and aesthetics in futures-thinking and expression of social 

theory at the global scale. While there are existing linkages between these two sectors, there is 
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now a dissertation as a singular starting point that researchers can draw upon to construct new 

knowledge. 

There are many perspectives on the confluence of art and art-making with global futures, 

politics, empire, civilization, the social imaginary, and more. Most literature that uses social 

theory in games uses such theories to critique extant games, rather than looking at how these 

theories influence or become thoroughly part of the practicalities and magical realities of art and 

design. In the literature that does exist that fuses social theory in game design (Lee et al., 2013; 

Sanko et al., 2020), the objectives and the validity is rooted in the learning outcomes, rather than 

the aesthetics of the theory or the expression of the designers. There are interventions that move 

towards introducing artistic considerations (Belman & Flanagan, 2010; Ruiz et al., 2012), but 

there could be more that think more aggressively beyond the academic environment that 

centralizes player’s learning. This suggests an opportunity for designers who dedicate time and 

energy to articulate their perspectives, narratives, and imaginaries on social theory through 

games to build new horizons for future designers and gaming experiences. 

As a new and applied field, there is also a lack of empirical studies into expert game 

design, let alone ramifications of games as art into education, knowledge, or practice. This study 

helps reveal the need for further investigation into the dynamic and ever-shifting practice of 

game as art with respect to game design and game design education, as there is certainly much 

more to discover. 

 

Reflections on the Trajectory of Game Design Education 

Game design involves acts of self-expression which come from self-knowledge and is an 

experience that has qualities that warrant further investigation. Commonly used introductory 
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textbooks and to a lesser extent programs and frameworks have relied too heavily on industry 

and programming-driven forms of thinking, articulating the craft, player experience (service), 

artifact, and practical issues (game development, publishing, etc.) over the self and experience as 

designer. The growth of game studies has been instrumental in applying critical lenses and 

elevating aesthetics issues with games, but focus tends to remain on the play experience, or on 

culture and identity when it comes to the designer. Interestingly, many introductory textbooks 

mention the importance of artistry but do not dissect artistry or the self. Despite any limitations, 

introductory textbooks, programs, and frameworks have expanded the viability of game design 

as an occupational and intellectual field and have been critical in my own growth and knowledge 

as a game designer. 

While the ESCAPe framework begins to resolve these literature gaps, the ESCAPe 

framework is not radically different from existing frameworks. In addition to using interview 

data from a variety of civilization game designers, the ESCAPe framework honors existing 

frameworks by only venturing a small amount beyond. It is one initial step towards 

understanding how to help students and others approach game design in a more artistic way 

through highlighting the self. Additionally, the inclusion of the self and expression in the 

ESCAPe framework is strengthened because it relied on interview data from a genre that is not 

immediately associated with the art world or indie games. 

In a practical sense, not every designer finds it meritorious to adapt the sensitivity of 

artistic approaches or the self into game design, regardless of what might benefit them or what 

their approach actually entails. As such, the frameworks in this dissertation can serve as pivot 

points rather than prescriptions for best design. Designers certainly have the freedom to tweak 
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particular aspects of the framework to suit their or player’s needs; alternatively, they can reject 

the framework entirely.  

However, from an educational standpoint, educators need to be cognizant that there are 

students who enter into programs hoping to approach things artistically and/or express complex 

theories and perspectives using game design. The educator can even play a role in unlocking 

dormant talents in and making conceptual connections for students who may not be fully 

cognizant of their artistic or political inclinations. For example, Konzack (2008) reminds “that 

games are also aesthetic experiences. That is why a flawed philosophical idea may still be 

interesting to present and explore from an aesthetic perspective as long as it is thought-

provoking” (p. 43). These approaches should be more adequately supported by introductory and 

dominant literature, in order to adequately support the growth of as many budding new game 

designers as possible. As game design is still a new field with many interpretations of the term, it 

would be irresponsible for educators to cater to only one kind of approach, unless explicitly 

articulated. 

 

Reflections on Games in Relation to Art 

I will now devote some attention to how game design — as a cultural phenomenon of 

practice — differs from art practice. As modern art practice challenges the boundaries of 

tradition and practices, comparing game design to artistic approaches can help designers and 

researchers understand how to expand the possibilities of game design. This dissertation and its 

augmentation of self-expression is one example of the benefits of comparing game design to art 

practice. Similar to what has been captured by other media art scholars, the dissertation has 

elucidated how the world is “multiple worlds, under different systems of observation, always 
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mediated by representations, artistic interventions, and social practices” (Aneesh et al., 2012, 

p.2). No matter the influence of technology and programmed systems, the possible potentialities 

of civilization games should more closely reflect the range of human influence and individuality. 

In order for game design culture to more readily accept the practice of games as art, the 

games as art movement needs to challenge the dominance of games as a playcentric service 

which has persisted across game design culture for decades. While some artists may not want 

their art to be disliked by, confusing to, or misinterpreted by audiences, art tends to be much 

more open to negative evaluation, negative emotions, and unintended interpretations. As has 

been articulated by Green (2007), an act of expression does not need to be successful. Art does 

not always deliver the most tolerable, entertaining, or most cognitively accessible of products, 

even true of “successful” art. These notions have been challenged by designers and game studies 

literature for decades, particularly in the realm of exploring other emotions, but negative 

evaluation and cognitive issues (like accessibility and interpretation) have received less attention. 

 It is worth noting that there is also a significant focus on craft and form in game design 

and game design education, which is similar to foci in traditional art and introductory visual arts 

education. This focus on form has helped establish game design as an enduring creative form and 

has been critical in growing knowledge of how to represent ideas, thoughts, emotions into an 

interactive artifact. However, modern art has challenged and continues to challenge the focus on 

form in art. As such, I feel it is only inevitable that more approaches will come about that 

challenge game design’s focus on form (in addition to its focus on player experience as a 

service).  

Even the recent growth of indie games has not truly challenged a focus on form or player 

experience. The category of indie games is more of a category of localized auteurship and 
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creative control, which are only small portions of artistry. While the growth of indie games 

shows an appreciation for and allows designers to pursue less commercially-influenced forms, 

there is also nothing that limits indie games from replicating existing dominant practices. This is 

particularly true as many indie game developers rely on sustaining their career through attention 

to consumer trends and wishes. 

 At least for civilization games, the existence of computational systems and discrete 

conceptual systems differentiate such games from traditional art forms. For board games, rule 

systems exist in place of computational systems. Through the design of such systems, the 

designer’s process is heavily focused on sense-making, more than one would expect in 

traditional art. The civilization game designer has to devote particular attention to the clarity of 

programming or rules as well as on discrete concepts, which in turn, have relationships to each 

other within a system. Furthermore, civilization game designers are much more concerned with 

articulating aspects of either reality or fictionalized versions of discrete realities (e.g., sci-fi, 

historical reinvention). Because of this reliance on a systems version of reality, the discrete 

concepts need to be somewhat sensible to each other in order to create a sensible world 

thematically and one that can function via programming or rules. The civilization game 

designer’s focus on rule, programming, and concept precision is not like traditional art forms, 

with which the artist focuses on tactile materiality and larger forms of corporeal manipulation. 

  The commonality of frameworks not only in game design but also more technical, 

adjacent fields (e.g., simulation design, information systems, complexity science) exemplifies 

this reliance on sense-making and management of complexity. Designers and researchers need to 

abstract these concepts in order to speak about them in an organized, digestible, meaningful way. 
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Management of complexity can exist in art, but it tends to be less about discrete concepts in the 

making of the art and more about sense, intuition, play, implementation of projects, and 

coordination of people. 

Even though computational code/rules and discrete concept systems have gone hand-in-

hand in civilization games, this does not need to be the case. Certainly, the existence of some 

civilization board games are already examples of games that rely less on computational code or 

rules. For example, Ooyu’s game or Situation Lab’s Thing From the Future. Similarly, it would 

be an interesting experience to create games or interactive art on the topic of civilization that 

explicitly does not rely on heaps of discrete concepts.  

On the other hand, some may argue that computational systems, rules, and concept 

systems are just tools, similar to how a painter may rely on geometry and mathematical thinking. 

Tools are simply a portion of a designer/artist’s repertoire of abilities. It is how the tools are used 

that give the medium its artistic or expressive quality. 

 

Reflections on Future Directions of Games 

Game design is an act of creation, with human subjectivity and input. An artistic 

approach to game design that leverages the self lessens the priority of service in favor of the 

verisimilitudes and unpredictable otherness of human expression. Within the context of 

civilization game design, an artistic approach to game design draws out the designer’s 

imagination to create new spaces and possibilities of how we know and experience global 

systems. 

In the context of these similarities and differences between game design and art, if more 

game designers harness the expressive components of game design practices, the possibilities of 
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game design will indubitably expand. Similarly, if the designer acknowledges that through 

civilization game design, they are expressing their observations and perspectives on the world 

(fictional or realistic) using the medium of algorithms, rules, and play experience then they will 

be more open to the subjectivities of expressive game design. 

Outside of games, I would most liken civilization games to political, alternative history, 

or science fiction works, such as novels, theater, art, or treatises. Civilization games are 

essentially interactive, playful versions of such works that focus heavily on the experience of 

systems, though the possibility for a focus on something other than systems is there. As such, 

civilization games are a reflection, fantasy, and expression of global political systems, cultures, 

narratives, imaginaries, and more. Because civilization games often do not focus on one 

particular issue or system, even deciding what systems and content to portray becomes a political 

act, or at least an expression of the designer of that which they find important or interesting to 

portray through a game. 

Particularly for the politically-oriented participants, their game(s) was a way to express, 

play, and think beyond the immediate and most apparent in global society. For such a designer, 

political urges and leanings were at the core of their expression. Games were just one of many 

possible outputs, but it was a medium for which they had clear affinity. Part of a designer 

expressing complex views on real world social systems — particularly ones that are global — is 

having some degree of knowledge or awareness of their own perspective on their experience in 

said systems. This is what can give civilization games more life. More designers (as well as those 

who are in creative control of projects) need to either embark on the journey of thinking more 

deeply about social systems or more philosophers and social scientists need to consider how 

design of civilization games can be fruitful to their practice. Personally, I would like to 
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encourage more civilization game designers to use and express their imagination on global 

systems issues, so that we get more people to collectively think about or participate in global 

universal affairs. With more thoughtful game designs, such participation would occur not in the 

quick social media way, but would push for the kinds of deeper thinking that could lead to better 

solutions for global systems issues. 

One idea to consider is for designers to re-think some of the discrete and abstract 

concepts in civilization games. As Dewey (1980) describes, recognition is different than 

perception; perception is an act that involves human bias. Particularly in more complex systems, 

concepts must be quickly recognized and have limited interpretations and end points within the 

game in order for the game to function. It might be more interesting if designers delivered these 

concepts in a way that was more open to interpretation in the play experience, such as reducing 

the number of concepts and expanding their interpretations. A similar idea is for designers to 

acknowledge their own contexts and experiences that shape how they perceive such concepts, 

and either channel these perceptions or show a greater sensitivity towards the nuance of 

perception in such games. The purpose is to add more room for bias and perspective, both on the 

part of designer and player, without the game becoming too cognitively laborious. 

In the realm of futures issues, it is still not clear how game design connects to futures.  

However, as is seen in the participants’ games, there is something expressive (and to a lesser 

extent) imaginative about futures, just as there is with game design. Additionally, many types of 

futures-thinkings are happening in futures-oriented civilization game design already, even if 

folks may not have extensive futures background. Imagine what might be if those who are more 

versed with futures-thinking contribute more thoroughly to civ game design? As futuring is often 

an expressive act, or at least requires some sense of a perspective in the more technically-
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possible conjecture portions, this is true as well. Even many historians will remark that history is 

significantly an act of storytelling and reflection of perspective. 

In games more broadly, I would argue there is a lack of conceptually deep games, 

particularly when it comes to an aggressive level of thinking about ideas, philosophies, theories, 

notions, etc. about our observable and future sociological world. There are some examples of 

conceptually deep games, such as The Talos Principle or some civilization games, but these are 

few and far between. My opinion on the lack of conceptually deep games should not reflect on 

the lack of deep thinking in game design which there is plenty of, I just find it focuses on 

everything but the self and deeper theories about society, typically focusing on areas such as 

storytelling, player experience, technology, form/artifact, and cultural impact. 

As explored in the dissertation, the cognitive complexity of existing civilization game 

design has more to do with managing concepts, programming them, and how it translates into a 

player experience rather than challenging systems in the vein of a political thesis or elucidating a 

deeply insightful experience of sociological life, though some of this did occur with a few of the 

participants. More intelligent technologies and even frameworks such as ESCAPe Framework 

and Civilization Game Design Framework may be able to free up cognitive space for thinkers 

and visionaries to focus more attention to depth of experimentation and articulation of ideas and 

theories through games rather than on development and concept management issues alone. I 

hope this dissertation has shed light on the potential of the self to contribute to civilization game 

design and game design more broadly, so that more expressive and more conceptually rigorous 

games emerge into existence. 
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Reflections and Implications for Future Research 

The addition of the self to game design frameworks should be considered by future 

researchers who are heavily reliant on or interested in studying game design frameworks. Such 

researchers will need to question why the self has been overlooked for so long and evaluate 

whether it is sensible to include the self in game design framework. If the self is accepted, they 

will need to think of other ways to define the self in the context of game design. Additionally, 

researchers will need to consider the applicability of such frameworks to different genres.  

When conducting the study of this dissertation, I did not anticipate the self or expression 

to be a significant outcome of the findings. As such, I would conduct more research into other 

dimensions of the self (e.g., technical skills, identity, repertoire development, divergent thinking, 

external perception of their work, etc.) in order to more fully and accurately represent the self in 

game design frameworks. Additionally, I would study different population pools such as more 

explicitly games as art makers, interactive artists from the art world, games by professional 

futurists, and simulation designers from social science. This dissertation touched upon literature 

from these disciplines, but knowledge of game design would certainly benefit from more 

rigorous comparison to adjacent creative practices. 

 Additionally, I would conduct the use of frameworks, especially the ESCAPe framework, 

in educational and design settings. I would like to gather more data on how frameworks are used 

in educational programs and what can be done to improve their use. I would also like to 

understand their viability to game designers who may not have a significant academic 

background, both in industry and those who develop games independently. Similarly, I would 

like to identify more conceptual gaps in design to consider what sort of conceptual tools other 

than frameworks that could be developed to better assist designers. 
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 As an educator, artist, and designer, I would like to conduct more studies on how to 

support the expressive voices of future creative individuals, particularly those beginning to 

develop mature and complex perspectives of the world. I would like to understand many aspects 

of their process, including how they decide media, the difficulties they encounter, and their 

visions both for how they would like their career to go as expressors of global issues and what 

they would like the future of humanity to be. 

 Finally, I would like myself and others to produce more games and interactive works that 

articulate personal and conceptually nuanced perspectives that elucidate social theory and global 

futures. Such projects and its processes could be subjects of research in order to build more 

knowledge and community around creative and critical expressions of global issues. I anticipate 

this dissertation has already been instrumental in that goal. 

The dissertation process has taught me the importance of exploring the function of the 

self in the articulation of qualitative research. Connecting my experiences from pre-

undergraduate, to undergraduate and beyond, describing the problems that I encountered, and 

how it relates to problems as found in the literature and data. In this dissertation, the “self” is 

found not only in philosophy of mind and art, but also through unexpected areas like systems 

science. The experience of “doing and undergoing” a heavy study of past experiences and 

observations has illuminated new avenues I could not have gained with knowledge alone. I will 

use this exploration to energize further explorations of expression, games, art, social theory, 

systems, global futures, and more. 
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The Role of the Educator and their Social and Moral Obligations in the Teaching of 

Civilization Game Design 

One of the original reasons I began this dissertation process was to clarify how designers 

and artists can use games to explore the complexity of modern and future existential dilemmas 

(e.g., climate change, AI proliferation, biodiversity loss, ongoing sociopolitical unrest, ongoing 

organizational power imbalances, etc.). As a result, I started to see how civilization game design 

reflected society’s growing, digitally-mediated interconnectedness. Through the internet’s ever-

growing trove of content and knowledge databases, people have incredibly easy access to a 

nearly unimaginable amount of knowledge. Additionally, through social media, people can 

connect at least superficially to a wide variety of strangers’ perspectives and life experiences. 

Such interconnectedness has its boons and negatives, including triggering both a never-ending 

supply of ideas and anxieties of other worlds.  

Civilization games typically contain heaps of discrete data (even if fantastical); this data, 

in turn, can be manipulated by the player in intricate yet conceivable systems. In essence, 

civilization games often reflect the informational wealth and overload experienced by the 

average, internet-active person of today. Thus, civilization game design is a potential outlet for 

prospective designers and artists who need to release and explore the constant barrage or 

possibility of knowledge, particularly if such designers and artists are attuned to the concept of 

civilization and understanding civilization in a systems manner. 

Using the themes uncovered in the dissertation, I highlight three key arguments as to why 

an educator would want to support a student’s pursuit of civilization game design: 1) the 

educator themselves finds value in thinking about the global future in socially beneficent ways 

and wants to encourage students along this pathway, 2) the educator is interested in supporting a 
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student’s unique thoughts about the world and is interested in helping the student integrate their 

expressive individuality with the rest of the world, and 3) the educator wants to support the 

student’s interests in the genre for whatever reason the student might be interested in the genre. 

Though this dissertation process has helped reveal how designers and artists can use civilization 

game design to explore and express thoughts about key existential issues, designers and artists 

can also use civilization game design for more simple and pure purposes, such as entertaining 

people, being able to make games for the beauty and sake of making games, or being able to 

make games that are like other games and media. 

Under the context of inclusive education and the educator taking an active process in 

identifying their purpose as an educator, the educator needs to think about their positionality 

while still catering to all students. 

If the educator finds it important to push their students towards apparently socially 

beneficent forms of thinking, then the educator should acknowledge and introduce to their 

students the strength of socially beneficent civilization game design. Such an educator can 

showcase examples of civilization games that adapt socially beneficent ethos, such as games 

lauded by the games for change movement. Educators can consider values-oriented and activist 

methods to game design such as Values-At-Play (Flanagan et al., 2005). To not alienate students, 

such an educator should also integrate how such socially beneficent games can still cater to key 

game design practices such as making games fun, accessible, or integrating the designer’s 

perspective. 

If the educator finds it important to tease out and help grow student’s individual voices, 

then such an educator can use civilization games to confront their students’ ideas and visions 

about future worlds. The educator can illuminate how civilization game design can be used to 
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manifest and create their own worlds and ideas. Students who may be new to identifying and 

pursuing rich visions will need to exercise their imaginative and expressive muscles more, but 

the educator can help students identify whatever practical methods and scope that will suit their 

strengths and personality best to deliver on their vision. 

If the educator is interested in the plurality of game design, and the wide range of 

students’ potential motivations to be a game designer, then the educator needs to play the role in 

affirming and strengthening the designer’s connection to that motivation. As seen through the 

data, there is a wide range of what is possible with civilization game design. To help broaden 

their horizons and to support students who may not be sure why they are interested in game 

design, such an educator needs to expose them to the variety of approaches to design and help 

the student identify the motivations they are most akin to. As a reminder, the following are the 

many recognized, approaches to design: ideas-centric design as just mentioned, values or justice-

centered design as just mentioned, cultivating form or artistic style, catering to the craft of game 

design, catering to technology, catering to the player experience, catering to the designer’s 

experience, etc. 

 No matter the educator’s positionality, the educator plays a role in making small but 

significant influences in how future students approach games. As we know from the dissertation, 

game design education is a somewhat small field with a knowledge base that is still growing. No 

matter the approach chosen, broadening or deepening the possibilities of civilization game 

design in the classroom is already an act of opening. Making students aware of the breadth or 

depth of civilization game design helps legitimize such practices, similar to how I was exposed 

to the different lineages of game design, and how it eventually led me to exploring the depths of 

artistry and futures-thinking in civilization game design. New research will need to explore these 
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spaces, but in the time being, educators should consider how their teaching and what they choose 

to focus on has social and moral impacts.  

 

Final Thoughts 

When I was a young kid, I could have never conceived of delivering a dissertation, let 

alone on a topic such as civilization game design. Yet throughout my life I have been immersed 

in my many creative outlets and the breadth of games, with its many genres and many different 

approaches. Through this dissertation, the identification of the self as a central component in 

game design has not only inadvertently catalyzed how I view creative expression through both 

game design and the possible imagined futures of the world, but also helped me see the humanity 

in everyone who approaches a social practice like civilization game design. The similarities yet 

wide range of stories and thought processes shared by participants — thwarted and confirmed by 

the vast array of literature — have opened potential research and design areas to explore. 

Civilization game design may have its obstacles and limitations, but the dissertation has only 

begun to unlock its possibilities. 
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Appendix A 

Expression in Game Design Textbooks 

 

Fullerton’s Playcentric Design 

Tracy Fullerton is the founding director of University of Southern California’s games 

programs, as well as an experienced experimental game designer and founder of many 

commercial ventures. Fullerton (2019) devotes the introductory chapter (of 16 chapters) to the 

role and process of the designer. Fullerton provides passing attention to certain aspects of the 

designer’s process such as passion, inspiration, and creativity. Inspiration advice mostly relies on 

encouraging designers to observe things in or about the world and “break them down” into their 

“underlying systems” (p. 9). 

Though this chapter is focused on the designer, Fullerton directs it towards “designing for 

innovation” and “breakthroughs in player experience.” Fullerton describes this emphasis as 

“playcentric,” wherein the “playcentric design process” is one in which the player is fully 

thought of throughout the process (p. 12). In other words, Fullerton describes the primary role of 

the designer as “an advocate for the player,” that sees “the world of games through the player’s 

eyes.”  According to Fullerton, more designers have adopted a playcentric approach to develop 

“original ideas in player experience” (p. 22)  Thus, while Fullerton wants to drive designers to be 

original, the focus is on the player. 

Despite being “playcentric,” Fullerton’s model does not describe the “play” of the 

designer. Additionally, Fullerton encourages designers to understand players by becoming a 

“better player” (p. 9). Fullerton’s exclusion of the designer’s own play and self-understanding 

suggests the designer’s key role is to design in service of the play experience of the player, and 
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the emphasis of “play” is in service of the designer as a player, not the designer as a maker or 

creator. 

 

Schell’s Self 

Jesse Schell is a game designer, professor and founder of Schell Games. Prior to these 

experiences, Schell worked as an engineer and at Disney Imagineering. Schell (2019) may come 

closest to unlocking an artistic approach to game design but still only talks about it very briefly. 

Schell lists about 20 skills that are important to game design, a small selection of which can be 

associated with artistry (e.g. “visual arts” and “brainstorming”) (p. 3-4). Schell also describes 

“five kinds of listening” that the designer should undertake: team, audience, game, client, and 

self (p. 6). It is this listening to the self that most gets at artistry; Schell describes the skill of 

listening to the self as “the secret behind your tremendous creativity” (p. 6). 

The book encourages introspection as a method of listening to the self. However, like 

Fullerton’s playcentric model, this listening is in service of the player’s experience. Schell 

encourages designers to “trust” their own feelings and instincts about an experience (p.16), as 

well as analyze them (p. 18). Simultaneously, Schell encourages designers to put themselves in 

the experience of the player to get a sense of the player’s preferences and emotions (p. 17-18). 

The goal of the designer is to use such an understanding of experience in order to essentialize the 

experience so that players can experience it too (p. 24).  At the end of the book, Schell implores 

designers to question and find their purpose for design, particularly because of the limited time 

designers have in life. What is missing from Schell’s book is how the artist develops their voice 

through such listening and sees it as a method of expression. 
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Schell also briefly discusses the role of aesthetic understanding in design. Schell argues 

that “the key to creating great artwork is in your ability to see” something from multiple 

perspectives and understand its deeper meaning (p. 431). Schell argues that visualizing concepts 

early in the design process (such as through concept art and illustrations) can help make game 

design more concrete and create inspiration. 

 

Brathwaite and Schreiber’s Brief Player-centric Art Form 

Brenda Braithwaite (now Brenda Romero) was the former chair of Savannah College of 

Art and Design’s game development program, and is known both for her industry work and 

experimental games. Ian Schreiber is a designer, educator, and programmer of industry and 

training games. Like Fullerton, Brathwaite and Schreiber refer to game design as “player-

centric”  (p. 2, 2009), emphasizing the (“meaningful”) decisions the player should be making, of 

their own volition. 

Right off the bat, Brathwaite and Schreiber refer to game design as an “art form” (p. 1), 

though this specific notion is not immediately expanded upon. Rather there is a much later 

chapter on “Games as Art” (p. 231), a topic which will be discussed in more depth later in the 

literature review. They consider how all games are “art games” and how they tend to be original 

and unconventional. Games have the potential to be “more expressive than other artistic media” 

(p. 232).  Unlike as is present in other chapters, Braithwaite and Schreiber acknowledge that the 

chapter forgoes the“how” (p. 232). Instead, the remainder of the chapter provides reproduced 

articles and activities to help the reader think of what it means for games to be art. 

 

Crawford’s Manifesto of Art 
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Chris Crawford is a game designer and the organizer of the first Game Developer’s 

Conference. In Crawford’s “Art of Computer Game Design” (1997), Crawford argues that games 

are an art form in its infancy. Games are unique because they invite participation, aided by the 

advances of the computer. However, games have been limited in their artistic potential because 

1) technologists (mostly male) have led the development of computer games and as such, artistry 

has been “subordinate to technical prowess” and 2) games have been beholden to the 

marketplace. Crawford opines that “lack of theory” is the main reason games have not 

progressed artistically, and that any further developments in technology will have little influence. 

In order to achieve art, Crawford emphasizes the need for the field to establish “principles of 

aesthetics” and “a model for development.”  

Crawford’s book does not detail how one develops into an artist. The book focuses a bit 

on the craft as well as key elements in the process of developing a game. Crawford describes the 

design process as one where the designer is immersed in both the artistic and technical (Chapter 

5). Crawford also highlights the role of the designer to the player. The designer manipulates the 

player experience indirectly via creating the “conditions and rules.” 

 

Adams’ Art as Secondary? 

Like Schell, Dr. Ernest Adams (2014) was a software engineer before becoming a game 

designer. Adams acknowledges that there are divergent perspectives on what game design is 

where some focus on art and others focus on technology. Adams describes these perspectives as 

“incomplete.”  “The greatest games combine their artistic and functional elements brilliantly” 

and is reflective of game design as a craft. Adams acknowledges the game is an “art form” but it 
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is one that is “collaborative.” As such, the designer typically does not have immense “creative 

control.” 

Adams’ own perspectives reflect this tension between art and other elements. For 

example, Adams describes aesthetics as “a minor consideration.” Later in the book, Adams 

argues that designers need to have developed “aesthetic competence” in part to rely less on 

“cliches” and more on “real imagination.” Additionally, Adams describes imagination as an 

important part of the design process, but emphasizes that “imagining a game” is only one “task” 

(Chapter 2).  

Like Fullerton as well as Braithwaite and Schreiber, Adams’ approach is “player-

centric.” The goal is an “enjoyable game” which can help it become more “commercially 

successful.” As such, the designer has a “duty to entertain” and a “duty to empathize.” If your 

idea is “incompatible” with entertainment, then the idea needs to change.205 Features that don’t 

entertain the player should be treated with “great suspicion.” Similarly, the designer “must” put 

themselves in the player’s perspective, trying to “understand what the player wants from the 

experience.” In the face of all this, the designer still “must have a vision.”  

 Adams also explicitly describes alternate game approaches. Adams describes a 

technology-driven game as meant to “show off” technology, something that Crawford would 

likely agree as problematic. Adams takes a cynical approach to the designer-driven perspective, 

describing it as a situation in which the designer makes all the decisions and is “convinced that 

their own creative instincts are superior to anyone else’s.” This seems to belie the idea that a 

designer could make all the decisions but does not rely on instincts but rather on data — possibly 

of all kinds including introspective data — to make decisions. Adams also separates the art-

 
205

 Adams also suggests removing any unentertaining part of an idea altogether. 
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driven perspective from the designer-driven perspective, and describes such games as “visually 

innovative” but “seldom very good.” To alleviate such issues, Adams believes a designer should 

spend more time thinking about the player’s experience rather than visual presentation.   

 

Koster’s Craft and Intent 

Raph Koster has a background in poetry and is most famous for his game design 

contributions to the Massively Multiplayer Online genre. For Koster, the purpose of art is to 

communicate (p. 148) as it provides “challenging information.”  The “medium shapes the nature 

of the message” but the content can be anything. Koster critiques the views of those who see 

games as only for fun or entertainment, seeing that more commonly accepted art forms are often 

used for fun and entertainment as well. Thus, Koster wants designers to  acknowledge the lack of 

difference between art and entertainment (p. 194) other than intensity.  

Koster is motivated to legitimize the power of gaming as equal to other media in many 

ways, including the ways of art. Koster wants designers to believe games are capable of making 

art, and they need to believe so (and even identify as artists) in order to push the medium forward 

(p. 188). In order to be like other art forms, games “need to illuminate aspects of ourselves that 

we do not understand fully” (p. 190). Similar to their views on other forms of entertainment, 

Koster views games as art if the message achieves a high level of craft and if the player/audience 

wants to return to it again and again.  

Koster emphasizes the importance of craft and the designer’s intent, and how they are 

intertwined. The more we understand the “basic building blocks” (p. 156) of games, the more we 

can achieve high art. Koster argues that the formal systems in games, which are built from basic 

building blocks like mechanics and victory conditions, act as an “artist statement” (p. 186). As 
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such, those who want to use games as “an expressive medium” must understand what kind of 

“messages are best conveyed by it” (p. 162).  Furthermore, a designer needs to have intent when 

creating the game’s systems (p. 190). This intent is critical to elevate the medium (p. 184) and to 

more strongly reflect the human condition (p. 188). Koster’s intent indirectly advocates for the 

importance of designer voice, albeit Koster ties this motivation to the medium and human 

condition as a whole and elevating art’s status, rather than the ends of individual designers as 

human beings. 

 

Rogers’ Cheap Ideas 

Scott Rogers is a designer, educator, and has worked for Disney Imagineering like Schell. 

Rogers’ book is aimed at designers who are interested in becoming a working professional (p. 

Xix, 2010), which is a signal to educators of how to present such a book. The book is practically 

oriented about what an aspiring designer can do in the immediate present to make a game and 

prepare for industry. Additionally, the book emphasizes commercial success. For example, in 

citing many popular games, Rogers encourages emulating originality through emulating other 

successful designers, stating “the majority of gameplay design works by each game building on 

its predecessor” (p. 26). Through this emphasis on industry and professionalization, there is very 

little information on artistic expression, nor the designer as an expressive being. 

 Nevertheless, the book discusses an adjacent area: idea generation, from which there are 

thoughts that touch upon artistry in games. Rogers presents a casual approach to ideas, 

expressing that a designer only needs one idea, to create something “innovative” or “original” (p. 

26). Similarly, “ideas are cheap” and “don’t be so dear with your ideas” (p. 36). Furthermore, 

Rogers wants to make sure a designer is passionate about their idea, as gamers “can feel when 
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developers are passionate about their games.”  The difficulty with these statements is that some 

students may prefer working with multiple ideas or may spend a lot more time working on 

thoroughly investigating a single idea, and that their passion may wax and wane. Additionally, it 

is not clear how or why a designer should be passionate about their idea, other than through the 

lens of the consumer, rather than the sake of the idea itself or for the designer. Understandably, 

Rogers’ teachings are more acceptable in a highly collaborative organization, where an 

individual, professional designer is more reliant on bouncing ideas off other designers and 

working towards a consumer- or client-focused goal. 

Rogers’ attitudes towards ideas also influences their view on fun. Rogers also opposes the 

theories of fun that have been proposed by many academics (as will be shown throughout this 

literature review), instead proposing a theory of un-fun. A designer should start with a fun idea, 

and remove all the aspects that are not fun (Rogers, 2010, p. 30-31). 

 

Salen and Zimmerman’s Multifarious Meaning 

Katie Salen (now Katie Salen Tekinbas) is an artist, designer, and professor who has 

worked heavily with large institutions. Eric Zimmerman is also an artist, designer, and professor 

who has worked in my commercial and artistic spaces. Salen and Zimmerman co-founded the 

Institute of Play, a center focused on delivering educational programs using game design. 

Together, Salen and Zimmerman (2003) created Rules of Play, a nearly 700-page book that is the 

most cited introductory game design book.  
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For Salen and Zimmerman, the designer creates meaning206. For players, meaning can do 

any number of things, including “understand[ing] the world in new ways.” The game itself also 

has a relationship to the world as it interacts with society — the game’s context cannot be 

separated from the game. For example, a game is always “experienced as play within a cultural 

context” (Chapter 4). The game “provides contexts for interaction” (Chapter 4). 

For Salen and Zimmerman, meaning is central to “systems of interaction.” As such, game 

designers should be motivated to understand meaning to better create these systems for their 

players. As the designer creates systems and its elements, they “shape” the system and thus 

present the system in a way that is different from the inspiration source (chapter 1). Designers do 

not design play directly, they only create the structure that supports play (chapter 6).  

The goal of the book is to create a “critical discourse” around game design, and to create 

“meaningful play”  (p. 526). As such, the intention is to understand games critically. Because of 

this critical studies perspective that necessitates dissecting what games are, the focal point from 

the structure of the book is more about game studies rather than game design, and even less so 

game designers. As such, like the other game design books, Rules of Play places a lot of attention 

to the detail of craft, with a greater focus on creating meaning. The emphasis is on the filter of 

the player or the game as an object (in this case, cultural object), rather than meaning for the 

designer.  For example, Salen and Zimmerman argue that “as designers, we must identify and 

invent strategies that encourage forms of exchange between players, their games, and culture” (p. 

573). The designer is the arbiter vessel that creates the space and rules for the player and link the 

 
206

 Salen and Zimmerman define the designer as person(s) who create “a context to be encountered by a participant 

from which meaning emerges” (Chapter 3). Context is derived from structure, elements that would fall under craft - 

mechanics, objects, and so forth - Context probably could be seen as dynamics, though it is more an intentional 

relationship between elements (designer makes choices in how these elements combine). 
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players to culture. But what does it mean for the designer? How does the designer retain their 

own version and understanding of their own significance through the act of creation (design)?  
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Appendix B 

Frameworks from Game Design Textbooks 

Categories are made relevant to dissertation. Not meant to be a one-to-one reproduction of book 

organization. 

 

Schell (2019) 

● Designer 

○ Introspection 

○ Responsibility 

○ Purpose 

○ Idea 

● Player  

○ Experience 

■ Interest Curve 

■ Story 

■ Transformation of Player 

○ Profile (Demographics, Psychology, etc.) 

○ Player’s Mind & Motivation 

● Elements of a Game (Mechanics, Story, Aesthetics, Technology) 

○ Mechanics, Balance, Puzzles 

○ Theme 

○ World 

■ Spaces 

■ Characters 

○ Interface 

■ Presence 

● Venue 

● Player Communities 

● Designer Team 

● Designer Leads Player through Indirect Control 

● Development & Publishing Concepts* 

 

 

Rogers (2010) 

● Designer* 

○ Ideas 

● Artifact* 
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○ Story 

○ Character 

○ Camera 

○ Controls 

○ HUD 

○ Level 

○ Combat 

○ Enemies 

○ Mechanics 

○ Music 

○ Screenplay 

● Development & Publishing Concepts* 

 

Fullerton (2019) 

● Designer’s Role 

● Design Process 

○ Conceptualization / Ideas 

○ Balance 

● Player Engagement  

○ through Structure 

○ Fun 

○ Accessibility 

● Formal Elements (Objectives, Procedures, Rules, Resources, Conflict) 

● Dramatic Elements (Challenge, Play, Premise, Character, Story, etc.) 

● System Dynamics 

● Design Team 

● Development & Publishing Concepts* 

 

Adams (2014) 

● Game Studies Concepts 

○ Genre 

● Player 

● Machine 

● Game Ideas 

● Mechanics 

● Balancing 

● Player Experience* 

○ User Experience (Interface, Complexity, Navigation, Audio-visual etc.) 

○ Gameplay (Fun, Challenge, Difficulty) 

○ Creative and Expressive Play 
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● Other Design Elements* 

○ Character Development 

○ Storytelling 

○ Level Design 

● Design Team 

● Development & Publishing Concepts* 

 

 

Brathwaite & Schreiber (2009) 

● Game Design General Info* 

○ Process* 

○ Game Design Atoms 

● Mechanics* 

○ Additive & Subtractive Design (Mechanics) 

○ Chance and Skill 

■ Chance 

■ Strategy 

■ Twitch 

■ Target Audience, Balance 

○ Multiplayer 

● Design Elements* 

○ Storytelling 

○ User Interface 

● Digital to Physical 

● Contexts* 

○ Puzzle Design 

○ Genre 

○ Other Applications of Games* (eg Games as Art, Serious Games, etc.) 

● Development & Publishing Concepts* 

 

 

Salen & Zimmerman (2004) 

● Design Process 

● Game Studies Concepts* 

● Systems 

● Interactivity 

● Rules 

○ Systems 

○ Emergence 

● Play 
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○ Narrative 

○ Pleasure 

○ Meaning 

○ Simulation 

○ Social 

● Culture 

 

 

*Category names derived by the author of this dissertation 
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Appendix C 

Types of Immersion in Games 

This section provides an overview of immersion207 in game design. While immersion is 

not a main consideration of the dissertation, it is an idea that is discussed a few times throughout. 

 

Deeper Immersion  

Game designer Emily Brown and game researcher Paul Cairns (2004) define game 

immersion as the degree of involvement with a game (p. 1298).  Brown and Cairns (2004) 

separate immersion into three different levels, each with their own barriers to entry208. The first 

level, engagement, requires games to feel accessible and have expected rewards (Brown & 

Cairns, 2004, p. 1298). The second level, engrossment, requires players to feel emotionally 

invested in games, which can be motivated by sensory stimulation and fiction (Brown & Cairns, 

2004, p. 1299). The setting can also contribute to engagement; a distracting environment can act 

as a barrier (Brown & Cairns, 2004, p. 1299). The third level, total immersion, occurs when the 

player feels the game is all that matters; the barriers to entry are empathy and relevance of 

sensory stimulation (Brown & Cairns, 2004, p. 1299). 

Grodal (2009) adds additional power to the concept of immersion in games, sensing that 

audiovisual stimulation, muscular activity, and cognition work in tandem to produce an 

embodied experience. Furthermore, Grodal (2009) argues that interactivity (and by proxy, 

immersion) fluctuates in level as games are played. Grodal (2009) terms these fluctuations 

 
207

 As is suggested by Brown and Cairns (2004) as well as Ermi and Mayra (2005), the concept of flow is similar to 

immersion, as flow is about finding the appropriate challenge level for an activity and becoming lost in the activity, 

giving it all one’s attention. 
208

 Only study-relevant barriers to each level are mentioned here 
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“novelty-habituation cycles,” in which we intermittently learn new forms of in-game actions that 

become skill sets with repetition or practice over time. Grodal’s statements suggest that 

depending on the game design and the skill of the player, a player’s immersion will drop once 

the feeling of accessibility is lost, corroborating Brown and Cairns’ research. 

 

Hypnotic Imagination  

This sense of repetition is also present in games and play consultant Nicole Lazzaro’s 

(2004) understanding of immersion. Lazzaro (2004) created a typology of gamers based on 

player preference and emotion. Lazzaro’s (2004) category of “Easy Fun”209 is associated with 

immersion, with ambiguity, incompleteness, detail, and the hypnotic nature of repetition and 

rhythm seizing the player’s attention (Lazzaro, 2004). Lazzaro’s category of “Easy Fun” 

provides clues as to what immersion might look and feel like aesthetically. While Lazzaro’s 

descriptors of incompleteness and detail may seem contradictory at first, what is intended to be 

captured through these words is a sense of discovery and awe (supporting Brown & Cairns’ 

notions of fiction), reminding us that immersion is just as much about the player’s willingness as 

much as it is about the experience itself. 

Through the literature, one can understand how game designers and interactive artists 

thus not only use their imagination to create their work, but also invite their audiences to exercise 

their imagination as well. Creators of interactive work must pull on other faculties of the 

imagination to make their creations aesthetically acceptable and comfortable solutions for their 

audiences. As discussed by artist Robert Pepperell and art professor Michael Punt (2000), an 

expression of imagination into a form is accompanied by a desire for it to affect others (p. 28).  

 
209

 The other categories are hard fun (challenge), altered states, and the people factor 
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 In psychologist Michael Kubovy’s (2000) Visual and Design Arts chapter in the 

Encyclopedia of Psychology (p .188), Kubovy uses different properties to describe the 

“prototypical visual aesthetic experience” as follows210: “excludes the awareness of other objects 

or events…,” “is dominated by intense feelings or emotions evoked by the visual pattern,” “… is 

coherent,” and “involves make-believe.” While Kubovy is referencing visual patterns, one can 

see the similarities to immersion in games, and how intimately related aesthetic experience and 

immersion can be. Kubovy essentially asks audiences to use their imagination and become part 

of the work, unknowingly becoming lost in the artwork’s coherence.   

Illustrated through the SCI-model, imaginative immersion refers to becoming engaged 

with game fantasy, characters, story, or world (Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005). Though gamer and 

philosopher Veli-Matti Karhulahti (2012) is specifically referring to characters, imaginative 

immersion may lead to a conflict in what the player wants to do versus what the game permits. 

This conflict can cause a break in imaginative immersion. In thinking outside the realm of video 

games, philosopher Susanna Schellenberg (2013) claims imaginative immersion can lead to 

learning (p. 508), empathy (p. 508), and escapism (p. 507). Furthermore, Schellenberg (2013) 

argues that since imaginative immersion by definition is not a fully conscious act, there must be 

a continuum of mental state from imagination to belief. This continuum may explain why many 

gamers feel very intimately connected to certain stories and characters; as they identify with 

characters or game worlds, they may at some point and to some degree, be in a state of 

imaginative immersion. Recognizing aesthetic experiences in which players enter into a state of 

imaginative immersion can help identify points of learning or care. 

 

 
210

 There are a total of six traits; the most relevant for discussion are the ones listed. 
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Bewildering Stimuli in Nature 

Challenge-based immersion211is the player’s sensation that the experience is at an 

appropriate level of difficulty (Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005). Difficulty issues depend greatly on the 

player. Difficulty can act as an accessibility (too hard) or investment (too easy) barrier; 

suggestions for overcoming challenge issues include designing difficulty adjustments, adding 

tutorials, contextualizing the difficulty level, increasing the quality of non-progression-related 

elements, or allowing sandbox modes212, where the player can explore and learn through 

freeform play.   

Game studies author Dominic Arsenault213 (2005) suggests changing challenge-based 

immersion to “systemic immersion” as he does not feel challenge-based immersion qualifies214 

as immersion. Systemic immersion is adopting a games abstracted or mediated system for 

representing a system of reality (Arsenault, 2005). For example, if a player thinks in terms of a 

human character as having multiple lives, but in reality the human would only have one. 

Sensory immersion is the sensation of becoming enveloped by audiovisual stimulation.  

Sensory immersion is common virtual reality experiences, but can also be present in something 

as simple as a screensaver (Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005). 215   

 

  

 
211

 Not only is challenge-based immersion the most strongly related to flow out of all three immersions, it is also 

related to the concept of “optimal challenge” or “moderate challenge” as it relates to learning and the  

“challenge point framework” 
212

 Sandbox modes are highly constructivist modes of learning 
213

 Arsenault (2005) also notes that an game does not need to always be immersive for the work to be considered 

immersive 
214

 Arsenault (2005) does not clearly explain why this might not be immersion, but based off the writing, I assume it 

is because he understandably believes no one can be immersed in the challenge so as to forget about the real world 
215

 A good example of a highly immersive digital work that is not a video game is Char Davies’ Osmose (1995), 

which is a virtual reality installation of an archetypal yet abstract tree. 
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Appendix D 

How Interactive Art Manifests More Broadly 

 This section provides an overview of dealing with issues in interactive art, which can be 

an umbrella of more artistic approaches to game design. It can be useful to read this appendix to 

gain a better understanding of game design’s similarities to interactive art, which occasionally 

appears in the main body of the dissertation. 

 

Elucidating Interactive, Immersive, Digital (IID) Artworks 

In order to understand the external considerations the artist must face when making IID 

artwork, there should be a clearer definition of what constitutes an IID artwork than that which 

has already been discussed. According to Kwastek (2013), interactive art has four “actors” as 

follows: artist (the one who conceives of and follows through on the production of an artwork), 

assistant (anyone helping make or implement the artwork), recipient (the audience), and 

technical system (which can include the software, hardware, etc.). Unlike traditional art forms, 

interactive art also must worry about space (physical, digital, and/or virtual) and time.  

According to a group of artists and researchers studying mobile augmented reality, there is no 

overarching definition of immersion; also, in digital contexts, interactivity is often used with 

immersion to describe sensory immersion (Margolis et al., 2012). As an example, interactive 

media author Carolyn Miller (2014) describes immersive environments as needing interactivity 

to “visualize abstract concepts and make fantasy come to life in real spaces,” concepts that the 

artist can fuse into an experience that the user finds fantastical.  As far as this research is 
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concerned, the word immersive means any attempt to immensely sensorially or narratively 

engage recipients216. 

 When adding in messages of futures or social change, the artist also likely needs to think 

about how to conceptually weave in meaning with any systems or conduits of interaction, instead 

of just thinking about visual aesthetics. In describing interactive art, artist and researcher 

Katarzyna Zimna (2014) describes the artist as the initiator of creating an environment (whether 

it be through games, scenarios, etc.) conducive for meaning generation on part of the audience 

member (pp. 128-129). If audience perception is not important to the artist, there probably is 

little reason to spend the extra resources to create an interactive work. 

 

Managing Materiality and Technology 

 Three ways to consider the materiality of digital technology are code, software, and 

hardware. 

 

Code 

According to artists Casey Reas217 and Chandler McWilliams as well as designer Jeroen 

Barendse (2010), code is a set of instructions, or algorithm, which is used to control a computer; 

an algorithm can be written in many different ways and programming languages, requires 

assumptions of a problem, and requires decision-making (p. 13-15). Because code, like any 

symbolic system, has many different ways of simulating, solving, or portraying an idea, most 

 
216 Other types of immersion include temporal, spatial, and emotional (Margolis, Cornish, Berry, & Defanti, 2012).  

According to Daniel Moeller (2012), there is strategic (planning) immersion in virtual reality.  While this study does 

not exclude other types of immersions, they are not the focus of the study. 
217

 Casey Reas is a co-designer of Processing, a programming language widely used in interactive art  
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approaches will not be similar. As a result, despite any impression otherwise, there is a great deal 

of subjectivity involved when programming. This was first articulated by computer science 

pioneer Donald Knuth (1997) in the Art of Computer Programming (first published in 1968), 

who related programming to an aesthetic experience. Nevertheless, as an art form, programming 

still carries rigidity, for computers only have one interpretation of code as the program will not 

even run with certain errors (Reas et al., 2010, p. 15). Even though computers may only have one 

interpretation of code, code — like text — relies on context and the conventions of the 

institutions who create and manage it, as argued by communications and culture professor 

George Cox (2013, p. 8). 

 Like any other skill or language, various people will have and require different abilities.  

As seen earlier, digital art has its roots in computer science and engineering, so naturally, 

programming languages that are considered standard in computer programming such as C and 

Javascript can take years to reach a comfortable use level for an atypical programmer; the goals 

of artists and those in math-heavy fields are usually different (Reas et al., 2010, p. 21). If IID 

artists want to achieve a particular goal and require a particular language, they will either need to 

develop knowledge of a language themselves or collaborate with those knowledgeable in 

programming. Creative coding tools have been developed to help alleviate these barriers, such as 

Processing developed by Reas and Ben Fry at MIT; processing is a language aimed at merging 

computation and aesthetics as elucidated by professor, programmer, and painter Ira Greenberg 

(2007, p. 5). Much like how certain types of paints (i.e. watercolors v. acrylic v. gouache) are 

ideal for specific purposes, many creative coding tools and programming languages are best 

suited for specific functions. Visual programming languages such as Scratch and Max add 

additional layers of abstraction from assembly code and tend to facilitate the debugging process; 
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they also act like and are often written in programming languages, but use preset code blocks and 

a visual interface so that users can easily move code around and deal with little text language. 

Since visual programming languages often come in a software package intended for a specific 

purpose, visual programming languages are often referred to as software. 

 

Software 

Though knowing programming is essential in increasing technological literacy, it is not 

essential in creating interactive, digital artwork. Whether its documents or location tracking, 

every digital art process nowadays relies on multiple software packages resulting in a software 

environment of media hybridity (Manovich, 2013).   

According to computer graphics pioneer Alvy Ray Smith (1995), he and Ed Catmull 

invented the idea of integral alpha in the 1970s, which ensured that transparency became 

considered as another color element in digital compositing (p. 5). Film became easier to 

manipulate as this allowed for the superimposition of media within the same frame which 

became an incredibly fast process (Manovich, 2013). Soon after the introduction of Adobe After 

Effects in 1993 which helped to commercialize digital compositing, version 3.0 of one of the 

most widely-used and well-known tools, Adobe Photoshop, added layers, which similarly 

allowed easy manipulation of individual elements that overlap and exist on the same screen.  

Furthermore, the rapid speed increase allowed for greater remixability (Manovich, 2013).  

Layers are now a ubiquitous function in media authoring programs and even find their presence 

in non-authoring software and interactive art itself.   

 Layers rely on a combination of their function and appearance as part of software’s 

interface. Media professor and programmer Alexander R. Galloway (2012) draws upon the game 
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World of Warcraft to reiterate the criticality of the interface.  Any google image search of 

“World of Warcraft screenshot” or “world of warcraft interface” pulls up many (often 

horrifyingly cluttered) images where interface reigns supreme. There is as much if not more 

information about the aesthetic experience of playing World of Warcraft in the interface is there 

is on the rest of the screen, which Galloway (2012) refers to as the diegetic space218 (p. 42).  

With digital art, the interface exists within the screen; in other words, the outside exists on the 

inside (Galloway, 2012, p. 42). Using an example of a work that may be more applicable to this 

literature review, the interface of new media artist and professor Golan Levin’s The Dumpster 

shows biographical data of messages that appear to the right of the screen.  Due to the somewhat 

abstract nature of the piece, it may be arguable to call any other part of the work the interface, 

but the biographical data is likely to be of interest enough to anyone curious of the emotional 

context of the messages. 

While these are perhaps rather palpable examples of interface use in interactive art, 

anything from simple icons to complex feedback mechanisms can help mediate the relationship 

between human being and the media content (Manovich, 2013).  If the interactions are simple 

enough, a media interface that does not seem separate from the diegetic actions would likely 

increase feelings of immersion. Manovich (2006) describes The Dumpster as some sort of a new 

genre, “social data browser,” for it is not portraiture, documentary, new media visualization, nor 

database art; in my opinion, Manovich’s description is appropriate for the work’s peculiar 

interface, which throws me off as art should, thus both trivializing and drawing interest to the 

content. 

 
218

 Diegetic space is the space on the screen that concerns the main content / narrative 
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Often in part due to the fact that development on a particular software or programming 

language is perpetually ongoing, existing software and/or programming languages may be 

insufficient for an artists’ needs, as is demonstrated by artificial intelligence researcher Peter 

Desain and music cognition researcher Henkjan Honing (1993) in a letter to the editor of 

Computer Music Journal in regards to Max219. Desain and Honing (1993) describe their 

frustrations with Max, as one needs to use workarounds to get their desired results, and 

sometimes using less abstracted, standard languages may be better suited (pp. 6-7). To forego 

such frustration, sometimes achieving a particular idea or project necessitates the creation of 

languages, tools, or environments, which often happens as a result of collaborative efforts 

between artists and engineers. One such programming environment is Field, which was created 

by digital artist Marc Downie (2008), as a way to expedite the process of developing works of 

“real-time animation, computer music, live-lighting design, filmmaking, and print” (p. 2) as part 

of his art collective.  

 

Hardware   

Likely in part to circumvent a culture where “digital artists remain largely parasitic on 

hardware developments driven by computer games and software advances driven by the needs of 

either commercial design or Hollywood production” (p. 5), Downie (2008) designed Field to be 

open source so that it does not depend on vanishing hardware (p. 32). Whether it be for software 

or hardware, open source development allows not only for continued and community 

development around a product or art piece, but also for anyone digitally savvy enough to reuse 

and remix the code as they see fit. Arguably, open source development may be more important 

 
219

 Max is used for installations and many live performances (music, digital performance, etc.) 
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for hardware, as hardware compatibility tends to be more difficult to maneuver around due to 

hardware’s reliance on physical materials, as described by engineer Erik Rubow (2008, p.3). As 

Galloway (2012) points out, hardware considerations are not inseparable from software, no 

matter how immaterial data or images may feel (p. 59). 

 

Managing the Audience-Artist Relationship  

 With hypertext and hypernarrative, digital storytelling gives great agency to its recipients; 

thus, an artist needs to consider the recipient’s likely thoughts and assumptions as well as how 

many options s/he wants to provide. Unlike in mainstream film, virtual worlds can remain 

completely open-ended. As a result, nonlinear storytelling correlates well with world-building as 

discussed in the second topic as different agents in an interactive world can give story pieces 

depending on earlier events. This can translate well to futures concepts since future events rely 

on past actions on the part of the recipient, increasing recipient immersion and responsibility in 

their own experience of the art work. 

 Looking outside of the artwork context and into the museum exhibit, interactive and 

immersive elements are used to increase guests’ engagement and understanding of artwork 

and/or issues. However, these media are also often problematic. Audiences are often frustrated or 

confused when coming to an interactive, immersive exhibit, as the user is confronted with 

usability issues that were unresolved or cognitive challenges that were not scaffolded (Ntalla, 

2014, p. 113). Developing virtual reality museum experiences on cultural heritage for over ten 

years, researchers Carrozzino and Bergamasco (2010) feel that the exhibits which used the most 

highly immersive and highly interactive technologies were most pleasant; however, these were 

the most resource-intensive types of work to produce. A less technology dependent exhibit 
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example is curator Henry Drewal’s Mami Wata220, which focused on bringing about awareness 

to the African water spirit, Mami Wata (2012). In order to provide great immersion which used 

the screen as an element rather than a central focus, Henry Drewal utilized highly sensory objects 

such as flowers for smell and paintings with a great amount of texture (2012). 

 Pearce (2006) notes that digital games (and likely some other interactive art) are unique 

from other forms of art in that they stem from open-source communities, often making the tools 

of production available to their audience (p. 73). This decentralization of control and decrease in 

auteurship not only reflects participatory art movements, but also shows that IID artists who 

distribute their work digitally often need to confront the type of relationship they want to 

maintain with their audiences after an artwork is initially made available. While the Internet has 

led to this democratization and communal culture, it can create expectations for an artist to 

continue to support the work after release, even if s/he may not want or care. 

 

Working with Artists and Other Professionals  

 Although there is somewhat of a dearth of research into collaboration in IID art contexts, 

we can look further outside of the art realm such as in science and technology research, where 

many interactive, immersive environments are explored, to better understand the potential 

challenges faced by artist-designers. In a high-quality virtual reality simulation of a pyrite mine 

developed by Portuguese and Brazilian researchers, multiple developers worked together, taking 

into consideration several technical aspects including output (sound and video), input (user 

tracking and interface), middleware, 3d modelling of objects, three-dimensional modelling of the 

 
220

 Drewal’s Mami Wata was shown in many locations and has many screen-based portions, but much of it is more 

mixed media than screen-based and more participatory than interactive. 
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environment, in addition to accurate portrayal and principles of a pyrite mine (Soares et. al., 

2010). Because their desired end-goal was very specific, many of the researchers had to develop 

software and hardware specifically for this project.  As we can see here, the development of such 

work requires teams and collaboration, much like those in the more traditional fine art world 

such as Damien Hirst and Jeff Koons. The manpower and man hours needed to produce this 

quality of work will likely decrease in the future as technology develops, yet the quality, 

manpower, and man hours, and expectations of products that use this newer technology would 

likely increase as well. 

 This multidisciplinary and collaborative nature in creating these works is something that 

almost all IID artist-designers have to face, as it is rare for such type of works to be produced on 

their own. To continuously innovate and push the media, many IID artists collaborate with 

technologists, researchers, and institutions in order to further legitimize their career and practice. 

Though artworks need not reach the same level of sophistication of well-funded, sophisticated 

research projects such as those directly funded by an institution, many artist-designers consult on 

these works, are influenced, and must confront some of the issues that these highly technical 

works raise. As seen earlier in the Carrozzino and Bergamasco (2010) example, works that 

provide a more technical expertise and knowledge must be employed to produce better user 

experiences. The artist-designer must govern over the priority of these elements particularly 

when portraying futures. The field is constantly changing and those looking to pursue a career as 

a digital storyteller or some sort of media artist must be constantly learning new technologies and 

remain open to other fields (Miller, 2014).   
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Appendix E 

Interview Protocol 

Semi-Structured Interview Question Protocol 

● Spend the approximate amount of time on each theme so that each participant addresses each 

theme. 

● Each theme has multiple questions to help guide the interview, but no individual question is 

mandatory. 

● Use probes as needed. 

 

Table 2  

 

Protocol Guide with Semi-Structured Interview Questions 

 

THEME SUGGESTED QUESTIONS 

Grounding Questions (5 minutes) What inspired you to make the game (this may or may not tackle 

the question but will help get person thinking about it)? 

 

[Or if they are not sole originator, how did you first become 

interested in civilization games?, and what lead to the development 

of particular game] 

 

What excites you about civilization games? 

Designer’s Orientation and Decisions around Civilization Futures (25 minutes) (30 minutes total) 

Attitudes towards Civilization 

Futures in Games  

As a designer, what excites or inspires you about civilization 

futures in games? 

Intent of Including Civilization 

Futures 
What was your goal by including civilization futures into the 

game? 

 

If multi-designer, what was your role? 

Designing Civilization Futures (If they haven’t already) Take me through your process of how you 

decided to include civilization futures.   

 

Take me through your process of designing and developing 

civilization futures in your game.  How did you come up with 

ideas? What was unique about implementing them? 
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Decision-Making Behind 

Including Civilization Futures 

[General] 

(10 minutes) 

How would you describe the range of civilization futures in the 

game?  (A player can experience a certain set of stories by the 

options you have provided them… is there a main driving force? 

Central framework?  How did you decide about that) 

 

Tell me about the process of deciding to shape [describe particular 

aspect of the game] in [describe a particular way]...? 

 

Tell me about the particular aesthetic style you chose for 

civilization futures and why that was important? 

 

Artistic Voice Behind 

Civilization Futures 

(Communicate Particular Unique 

Perspective) 

Do you feel like you communicated your perspective or ideas on 

civilization futures?  How so? 

 

(new, if too focused on games so far) What are your own general 

thoughts and attitudes regarding the future of civilization?  What do 

you think it’s going to be like and what are you most excited 

about? 

Player’s Aesthetic Experience (25 minutes) (55 minutes total) 

Process Intent Behind including 

Player 

How important is it that other people play your version (thoughts or 

ideas) of civilization futures? 

 

Generally, why is it important for you to consider this player 

experience?  What was your goal? 

 

How do you view the role of the player with regards to your game 

(in experiencing or creating civilization futures)?  

Designing Player Aesthetic 

Experience 

(If they haven’t already) Describe the process of considering player 

experience when it comes to civilization futures in your game. 

(when making design decisions) 

Aspects of Design to Elicit 

Player Aesthetic 

Emotion/Judgment (10 minutes) 

● Style 

● Mechanic Design 

Before you did any playtesting, how did thinking about player 

experience affect designers’ decision-making around rules, art, 

sound, etc.? [Provide an example specific to the game to 

civilization futures] 

Additional Questions: Player’s 

Construction of Aesthetic 

Experience 

Would you say you considered how the player experiences, 

manipulates, or constructs their own version of the future of 

civilization? (Can you provide an example)  How was that part of 

your design decisions? 

Additional Process Behavior 

Behind including Player 

Generally, what were some of the steps that you took to consider 

player experience?   Outside of playtesting? (what is the difference 

of considering player experience prior to playtesting) 
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Take me through the process you took on deciding XX______ and 

how considering player experience became a part of that process? 

Additional Design Decisions (15 minutes) (70 minutes 1:10 total) 

Design Decisions: Conflict and 

Opportunities Between Artistic 

Voice and Player Experience 

Can you think back to design elements where you might have had 

some tension - and it can be completely internal, cerebral tension - 

with what you wanted to express as a designer versus what a player 

would experience? 

 

How about points of synchronicity, whether it was with playtest 

players or hearing feedback afterwards…? Where you designed the 

game intending to produce a particular experience or feeling in a 

player and you heard people were experiencing as you intended…? 

Design Decisions: Conflict and 

Opportunities Between Artistic 

Voice and Game Structure 

 

 

 

Could you speak to any ideas about futures that you struggled to 

implement because you didn’t think they made sense in a game? 

 

What did you find really easily to replicate in a game?  Why do you 

think that is?  (Easy Wins with QA / audience) 

Design Decisions: Conflict and 

Opportunities Between Abstract 

& Simulate 

Civilization games are of the simulation genre, but to be a true 

simulation, you need high degrees of detail.  [Choose a particular 

mechanic/system].  How did you decide what to abstract and what 

to detail for a particular system? 

 

Why did you choose to simulate the systems that you did (mention 

the systems in the game)? 

Design Decisions: Over Time Think of some of the most pivotal shifts in thematic changes in 

your game.  How did your perspective change as you were 

designing the game?  Did your decisions change because of these 

perspective changes?  How so? 

General Questions (20 minutes) (90 minutes 1:30 total) 

Designer’s Aesthetic Experience (If they haven’t already) Please describe what it felt like for you to 

design civilization futures in the game.  What were your dominant 

emotions or sensations when designing civilization futures in your 

game?  Why is that?   

 

What did you think was particularly interesting about the act of 

creating an experience for others around civilization futures? 

 

Can you talk about some key moments that you had when 

designing this game?  Experiences that really resonated with you? 
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How would you describe the experience overall? (Challenging, 

intense, relaxing, rewarding) 

Importance of Imagination of 

Civilization Futures 

Designer perspective 

Do you feel designing civilization futures is an imaginative 

process?  How so? 

What is the role of your imagination when designing a game that 

plays out future of civilization? 

 

What sort of imagery and visual inspirations were you relying on 

when developing the game? 

 

How was your imagination used when designing?  What were you 

imagining? 

 

How did you sustain your interest in thinking about and imagining 

the future of civilization? 

 

Player perspective 

Was producing an imaginative experience for your players 

important?  How did you achieve this, if so? 

Educational Quality of Game 

Design 

What did you learn from the experience of designing? 

 

How might you say designing such games is educational (for 

others?)? 

 

Wrap-Up What did creating a civilization game mean to you?  Why was it 

important? 

 

Any other thoughts you want to share about how you think about 

the future, how you designed that, and how you wanted to share 

your thoughts with players?  

 

Any other major difficulties you want to share? 
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Appendix F 

Interview Data Codes Summary 

 This appendix shows a portion of the original data codes. It is presented here to give a 

sense of the intermediary steps that were taken that lead up to the Thematic Chart in the main 

body of the dissertation. The construction of the Thematic Narrative brought additional analysis 

and understanding beyond these data codes. 

 

Significant Codes for Designer’s Aesthetic Experience 

• Designer’s Aesthetic Emotion 

• Designer’s Aesthetic Judgment 

• Designer’s Evaluation, Affective 

• Designer’s Evaluation, Cognitive 

• Designer’s Difficulties 

• Designer’s Inspiration 

Designers regularly go through a process of affective and cognitive evaluation as they produce 

their work. They also form aesthetic emotion and judgment. A large amount of references were 

allocated to each of the first four codes. However, these codes did not lead to any significant 

insight in a thematic analysis. In other words, the greatest insight gleaned from these first four 

codes is that these processes existed, rather than deep contextual meaning or linkages to other 

concepts. Therefore, I will spend some paragraphs breaking down the composition of each of 

these first four codes to clarify the nature of these processes, so that the broad significance of 

such codes can be expounded upon in the next two chapters.  
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Significant Codes for Designer’s Voice 

● Broad Scope 

● Uniqueness, Originality 

● Viewpoint 

● Vision 

● Games as Art 

● Metaphor, Analogy 

● Expression, Expressing Value 

● Ideas as Important and Provocative 

Game design is a process where the designers have something to say and express that is unique 

to their point of view. Some designers think of their game design process as an art. Similarly, 

some designers reported feeling their ideas and/or decision to discuss civilization-level issues 

were significant or meant to be provocative. These codes will be explored more closely in the 

thematic analysis. 

 

Significant Codes for Player’s Experience 

● Organizing Subcategory: Player Emotion 

○ Aesthetic Emotion 

○ Evaluation, Affective 

● Organizing Subcategory: Player Cognition 

○ Aesthetic Judgment 

○ Cognitive Interpretation 

○ Evaluation, Cognitive 
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○ Pondering, Thought-Provoking 

○ Receiving Message (Players) 

● Organizing Subcategory: Managing the Player (rethink this label) 

○ Breaking the Game, Exploit 

○ Player Agency, Ownership 

○ Engagement 

○ Player Expectation 

○ Personal Taste 

Less Significant Codes for Player’s Experience 

● Difference (Players), Ease of Experience, Growth, Intuition, P2P Interaction, Real World 

Behavior, Roleplay 

In general, it was easier for designers to talk about players’ experience rather than their own. 

 

Significant Codes for Abstraction vs Simulation 

• Fiction 

• Model Grounding 

• Modelling 

• Plausibility, Believability 

• Realistic, Natural 

• Reality 

• Scientific Grounding 

• Sensible, Coherent, Logical 

• Simulation 
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Less statistically significant codes include: Impressionistic, Fantasy, Not Simulation, Not 

Realistic, McGuffin, Possibilities 

 

From these codes, the interviewed designers highly value sticking to some conception of reality. 

They often build their games using scientific or economic models as guides, and/or aim to model 

particular systems. They want their worlds to be consistent so it is receptive to audiences by 

being believable or sensible. However, there is room for fiction and texture. Some designers 

explicitly mentioned that they did not aim for simulation and realism. This group of codes will 

be explored more in the thematic analysis below. 

 

Significant Codes for Futures 

● Organizing Subcategory: Futures as Critique 

○ Counternarrative, Countergenre 

○ Social Change 

● Organizing Subcategory: Currency of Futures 

○ Continuing Issues 

○ Current Times 

● Organizing Subcategory: Negative Futures 

○ Apocalypse 

○ Negative Events 

○ Future Pessimism 

● Organizing Subcategory: Positive Futures 
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○ Future Optimism 

○ Hope Futures 

● Organization: Futures as Process 

○ Scenario 

○ Speculation 

● Organization: Futures as Large 

○ Human Frontiers 

○ Large Scale 

○ Timeline, Ebb and Flow 

 

Less significant codes for Futures: Alternative Futures, Future from History, Future from 

Projection, Extrapolation, Feral, Motivation (Futures), Utopian, Futures Systems 

 

The codes reveal that the creation of these games reflect much of futures-oriented work. 

 

Significant Codes for System Dynamics 

● Organizing Subcategory: P2G Dynamics Misc. 

○ Balance 

○ Growth, Develop 

○ Challenge 

● Organizing Subcategory: P2P Dynamics 

○ Competition 

○ Cooperation 
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○ Socialization (originally in Player Experience) 

● Organizing Subcategory: Exploring Possibilities 

○ Creativity 

○ Diverse Content 

○ Explore 

○ Open-Ended 

● Organizing Subcategory: Structure 

○ Goals 

○ Incentives, Scaffolds 

● Organizing Subcategory: Player Decisions 

○ Strategy 

○ Choices, Decisions 

● Organizing Subcategory: Thematic Richness 

○ Genre Reference 

○ Storytelling 

○ World Building 

Less Significant Codes for System Dynamics: Trade, Pacing, Record/Permanence, Randomness, 

Replayability 

 

Miscellaneous Codes 

There were many additional codes than what are listed above. 
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Codes that fell under the category of Idea Manipulation will not be discussed as they are 

not relevant enough to the research questions. However, “Referentiality” — the most referenced 

code in the Idea Manipulation category — will be discussed as it is closely intertwined with the 

other themes. 

 

The following concepts were coded for but are not associated with a particular category. 

These will be discussed in the thematic analysis. 

● Complexity 

● Player Imagination 

● Designer Imagination 

 

Individual codes within two categories were not significant in quantity but are still of 

relevance: 1) Learning (Designer and Player) and 2) Relationships between designer and player. 

Due to their research question significance and within-quote richness (particularly the second 

category), these categories will be explored further among other themes in the thematic analysis. 
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Appendix G 

Descriptive Glossary of Key Terms 

Throughout the dissertation, I employ many abstract concepts to illustrate how game 

designers exhibit artistry. To do so, I decipher and clarify nuances in the concepts’ meaning, and 

consider how such terms are used and understood by designers and academics. Readers can use 

this glossary to become more rapidly acquainted with some of the central terms before the 

concepts are revealed through the dissertation itself. 

Aesthetics refers to the beauty of an object or stimulating thing (e.g., an idea, sound, etc.), 

as interpreted and experienced by a viewer or participant. When aesthetic is used as an adjective, 

such as in the aesthetic properties of an object or the aesthetic nature of something, aesthetic 

qualifies the noun as distinctly related to beauty or viewer taste and perception. For example, an 

object’s aesthetic properties are properties that distinctly trigger mental and perceptual 

sensations in the viewer. In the dissertation, aesthetics can also refer to the “aesthetics” segment 

of the Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics framework (Hunicke et al., 2004). In the framework, 

aesthetics is comprised by a loose collection of qualities that describe experiential player 

motivations for playing a game, such as challenge, pastime, creativity, and so forth. In laymen’s 

use, aesthetics can also refer to an object’s visual style, but it is important to acknowledge that 

visual style is only a portion of the aesthetics of an object.   

Aesthetic experience is the entire range of physical and mental sensations possessed by a 

viewer or participant when confronted with an object or stimulating thing. As any object or 

stimulant can have aesthetic properties, aesthetic experience can refer to daily life experiences 

that have an aesthetic quality. There are both psychological and philosophical understandings of 

aesthetic experience. In this dissertation, the psychological aesthetic experience is captured by 
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the Leder and Nadal’s updated model of aesthetic experience (2014), which derived its definition 

from how audiences receive artworks in a museum. The model illustrates different aspects of the 

perceiver’s experience, including judgment (deciding if a work is bad or good), their 

interpretation of the work, their emotion, their understanding of the discourse around the work, 

and more. Philosopher John Dewey (1980) characterizes aesthetic experience as one of doing 

and undergoing, that is, one of action and reflection. One cannot have an entire aesthetic 

experience without both the conscious acts of doing something, and integrating one’s actions into 

their full analysis.  

Art is an open concept (Weitz, 1956, p. 32), meaning its definition is often changing. As 

is known from art history, what is art has expanded over time. In the dissertation, art can refer to 

four different things: 1) the art object, 2) the process of making art objects, though this is often 

delineated as art-making or art practice, 3) the field and discipline of making art objects, though 

this is often delineated as art education, art practice, or the study of art, and 4) the sociocultural 

status of what is considered art and what is not, such as in the discourse around the legitimization 

of games as art. The purpose of the second and third definitions is to relate art to design, as they 

are interrelated processes of making and thinking that have shaped creative endeavors for 

decades. Design tends to be more focused on creating for a field-recognized end or purpose, 

whereas art tends to be more focused on creator-led exploration and delivery of ideas and 

materials. The fourth definition focuses on how particular art objects or art practice has 

sociocultural significance, which is relevant for distinguishing between art-making versus non-

art-making thoughts, behaviors, and objectives. Art-making thoughts, behaviors, and objectives 

are partially determined by the collective practices of what society defines as art. In the space of 
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game-making and game design, the discussion of games as art has fueled and supported 

thoughts, behaviors, and objectives of game design that are somewhat unique to games as art. 

It should be noted that these definitions consider a game, in its entirety, to be an art 

object. However, a game can be comprised of many art objects, such as visual designs for a 

character, level designs, or sound effects. Thus, in common parlance, art when discussed in the 

context of games can also refer to two other things, which are of only minor concern in the 

dissertation. Firstly, art assets that are used in the development of games, inclusive of concept 

art. Art assets can be considered as one group of many sub-elements used to construct the bigger 

game. Secondly, game art, or art that uses games to create another art object. For example, 

screenshots of a game, a digital painting made within a game, etc.   

Artistry refers to the collective qualities exhibited and experienced distinctly by artists, or 

those who make art, that are essential in the making of art. The term artist is used loosely here. 

The artist in this case is anyone who could be argued to be creating something of an artistic 

nature; the artist themselves does not need to identify as an artist. Artists also refers to human 

artists (and other biologically sentient actors), as the qualities exhibited and experienced by 

human artists differs from that of machines. Furthermore, what is defined as artistry can be aided 

by considering what is defined as non-artistry. For example, there are different qualities 

exhibited and experienced when making an art object versus when making a non-art object. 

While there are qualities that overlap, there are qualities that are more distinct in the effort of 

making the art object versus making the non-art object. 

Qualities of artistry can be viewed as different thoughts, behaviors, and objectives 

possessed by the artist. In section two of the literature review, I delineate a constellation of 

qualities of artistry to be able to recognize and discuss at least some aspects of artistry more 
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specifically. Since every artist is different, there are some characteristics that are essential for 

some artists but not essential for others. However, there are patterns across artists that can be 

generally recognized, even if a particular quality may not be relevant to an individual artist.  

Futures refers to both 1) the collection of infinite possible futures that exist and 2) the 

field and discipline of predicting and making futures. Futures studies refers specifically to the 

academic discipline of futures. As displayed by futures practitioners, the plural futures is 

preferred to the singular future to remind audiences that the future has a multiplicity of 

possibilities. Global futures refer to futures of a global or worldwide scale, which can be 

contrasted with other, more local forms of futures such as personal futures. Futures can be 

predicted to a certain degree or range of possibilities, but futures can also be created through acts 

like activism and public planning. Futures can also reside heavily in those who think about the 

future, whether in a purely fantastical state or one that is pre-manifest. For example, a future can 

be scenario of future-situated events that is generated in ones’ mind and contains a plethora of 

impossibilities, while a different future can be a realistic scenario that the thinker can likely act 

out and experience soon. Futures-thinking refers to the act of thinking about the future. Like 

other forms of thinking, futures-thinking has many qualities, some of which overlap with artistry 

or artistic-thinking.  
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Appendix H 

Visually-Aided, Historical Summary of Civilization Games 

Through this appendix, I provide a visually-aided, historical summary of civilization 

games, with particular attention to futures and more well-known games. This appendix is not 

meant to be an exhaustive list, but rather contains key releases to provide a general visual sense 

of the story of the genre. This history focuses primarily on video games and secondarily board 

games, though there are other game forms (such as alternate reality games, interactive art, etc.) 

as well as many more niche games that could be included. It is important to keep in mind that 

many lesser-known civilization or civilization-like games exist, though they may not always be 

the easiest to find.  

 

Figure 9 

Screenshot of Civilization (1980 Board Game) as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 
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One potential starting point for civilization games is the 1980 board game, Civilization. 

Players need to trade resources, expand their territory, and advance the development of their 

civilization to claim victory. 

 

Figure 10 

Screenshot of Populous 

 

 

In 1989, the game Populous was released and is often seen as one of the first of the god 

game genre, or a game wherein the player is given a considerable amount of agency and 

sensation of god-like powers over a world. 
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Figure 11 

Screenshot of Civilization (1991 Video Game) 

 

 

In 1991, the computer game Civilization was released. 
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Figure 12 

Screenshot of Master of Orion 
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Figure 13 

Screenshot of Master of Magic 

 

In 1993 and 1994, Master of Orion and Master of Magic were released respectively. They 

can be considered variations of the Civilization model, with Master of Orion focused on space 

and Master of Magic focused on a fantasy setting. Like in Civilization, the player runs and 

manages empires; all such games are often attributed to the 4X genre (explore, expand, exploit, 

exterminate). For the purposes of this dissertation, the designation of the 4X genre has 

limitations as it precludes and highlights a very particular set of mechanics rather than the theme 

of building and managing civilizations more generally, of which any particular mechanic is not 

essential.  Future iterations of Master of Orion would follow, and both games helped create 

audiences for civilization games not purely set in historical settings. Some later examples of 

fantasy-based civilization-like games include the Age of Wonders series and Endless Legend. 
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Figure 14 

Screenshot of Sid Meier’s Alpha Centauri 
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Figure 15 

Screenshot of Civilization II: Test of Time

 

 

In 1996, Civilization II was released. In 1999, Sid Meier’s Alpha Centauri was released. In both 

Civilization I and Civilization II, one of the possible victory conditions was for a player to first 

reach Alpha Centauri, the nearest star system to the Sun’s star system. Sid Meier’s Alpha 

Centauri essentially continues the game from the space victory condition, taking place in the 

22nd century. The game also has notably political takes on civilization. Civilization: Call to 

Power, often seen as a clone or variant of Civilization was also released in 1999 and went into 

the far future, the year 3000. An expanded remake of Civilization II, Civilization II: Test of Time 

was also released in 1999 and includes space and fantasy campaigns. 
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Figure 16 

Screenshot of Empire Earth II 

 

In 1997, the first Age of Empires game was released. The Age of Empires series carries the 

civilization-like ethos of evolution of societies over time, but with a heavy focus on real-time 

military skirmishes. Other early games in the real-time military strategy, civilization arena 

include Empire Earth series, first released in 2001, and Rise of Nations, first released in 2003. 

Empire Earth II was released in 2005. Unlike Age of Empires, the Empire Earth series went far 

into the speculative future of earth.  
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Figure 17 

Screenshot of Europa Universalis IV 
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Figure 18 

Screenshot of Realpolitiks 

 

In 2000, Europa Universalis I was released. The Europa Universalis (EU) series of 

games and other associated historical, political strategy series such as Victoria would become 

popular into the following decades, inclusive of Europa Universalis IV released in 2013, the 

SuperPower series first released in 2001, and the Realpolitiks series first released in 2016. 

Compared to the Civilization series, the EU series is often seen as more complex, inaccessible, 

menu-based, and niche. EU is also often seen as more loyal to historical simulation and does not 

venture into future eras and fantasies like Civilization has. In EU, nation management largely 

heralds the state/government (Devereaux, 2021). Resultantly, like Civilization or almost any 

work based on history, EU chooses to highlight aspects of history at the exclusion or contortion 

of others. In EU, the player is often focused on territorial acquisition and cession, as supported 

by diplomacy, military, budget, and political factions. This relatively narrower selection of 
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systems may be viewed as interesting or important by a subset of history buffs, while 

overlooking other aspects of history such as the daily life of families, symbolic relevance of 

monuments and policies, and human impacts of culture.  

 

Figure 19 

Screenshot of the Browser-Based Game Planetarion 
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Figure 20 

Screenshot of the Browser-Based Game Jennifer Government NationStates 

 

The proliferation of the Internet saw the rise of browser-based, online multiplayer games, 

or games that can be accessed via an Internet browser, logging into an account, and played with 

thousands if not millions of other players online. Some of these games are inspired by other 

civilization games, including the space-faring game Planetarion, released in 2000, and the 

political nation diplomacy game, Jennifer Government NationStates, released in 2002. Both 

games are still in operation today. The browser-based platform has implications on the type of 

gameplay that emerges. These games are easy to access as they require little else other than an 

Internet connection and a device that has a browser, which means they can be played almost 

anywhere. Compared to games on other platforms, browser-based games also require a greater 

focus on text and less on immersive graphics to engage the player; the greater focus on text in 

combination with the connectivity of the Internet permits greater ease of player interaction, 

including use of relatively easy-to-manage forums, which are unlike more traditional video and 

board games.  
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Figure 21 

Screenshot of the Political Simulation Game Democracy 

 

The focus on menus is heightened in the Democracy series, first released in 2005. All of 

the core gameplay in the Democracy games is visualized via menus, graphs, and simple 

iconography.  
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Figure 22 

Screenshot of the Modern Era in Civilization III 

 

Also around this time, Civilization III was released, further developing the series. The 

portrayal of futures in this iteration of Civilization series was nearly non-existent, but player 

mods, or user-created variants to the game, were also becoming more and more popular. Soon 

after Civilization III released, another space-focused civilization game series was also emerging. 

The first of Galactic Civilizations series was released in 2003. 
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Figure 23 

Screenshot of the Final Frontier Mod in Civilization IV 

 

 Civilization IV would release a few years later in 2005. While the timeline within a game 

of Civilization IV ended in the near future for the time (2050 AD), the timeline was later 

transformed through official mods that came with the game’s Beyond the Sword expansion pack. 

One such mod was Final Frontier, which provided a version of Civilization IV but set in space.  
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Figure 24 

Screenshot of Utopia: The Creation of a Nation 
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Figure 25 

Screenshot of SimCity 2000 

 

 Before progressing further in the timeline of civilization game history, it is imperative to 

backtrack a little bit and talk about a related-genre, that is city-building games. Compared to 

games like the Civilization series which portray often world-wide or nation-wide level of entity 

manipulation and management, city-building games tend to focus on more local, intimate form 

of controlling systems (political, cultural, economic, etc.). Players often spend much of their time 

on constructing and managing infrastructure, tinkering with how infrastructure interacts with 

each other and the city’s citizens.  

 Early text-based games including 1964’s The Sumerian Game and 1975’s Hamurabi are 

often seen as precursors to the modern city-building genre for their simple resource management 

gameplay. Perhaps the most well-known early city-building game is SimCity, released in 1989 
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and eventually leading to many sequels (e.g. SimCity 2000, released in 1993) and spin-offs. The 

player can begin a SimCity 2000 in a near future era (2050 A.D.); the player could build 

arcologies and fusion power. A handful of the early city-building games were set purely in the 

future including Utopia: The Creation of a Nation, released in 1991.  

 

Figure 26 

Screenshot of Darfur is Dying 
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Figure 27 

Screenshot of the United Nations’ Stop Disasters! Game 
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Figure 28 

Screenshot of PeaceMaker

 

As games matured, more academics and thinkers began writing about the power of game 

design and its potential to impact people’s lives for socially beneficent reasons. One of the 

movements that began in the early 2000s was the games for change movement, which aimed to 

harness advances in using games for educational, serious, and expressive storytelling purposes. 

There was increasing interest from non-entertainment institutions such as universities and 

nonprofits to support and fund such games. In 2006-2007, a slew of games for change emerged 

that borrowed or were heavily inspired by the developments in civilization and city-building 

games. In 2006, several games were released including the following: Darfur is Dying, a game 

about the ongoing Sudanese strife; Climate Challenge, a game focused on increasing awareness 

about global warming, as produced by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC); and Ayiti: 

The Cost of Life, which depicted the challenges of rural Haiti. In 2007, PeaceMaker depicted the 
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Israel-Palestine conflict, and Stop Disasters! was produced by the United Nations Office for 

Disaster Risk Reduction to bring awareness to how disasters can be better managed. 

Collectively, these games showed the power of activism through game design as a form of 

futures-thinking. 

 

Figure 29 

Screenshot of Regional Actions in Fate of the World  
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Figure 30 

Screenshot of Emissions Impacts on Different Regions in Fate of the World 

 

One of the more seminal climate change games is Fate of the World, released in 2011. 

Fate of the World is notable for its level of immersion and polish for a game focused on other 

goals beyond entertainment. It is also notable for its depiction of future timelines and its sense of 

interconnected globality.  
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Figure 31 

Screenshot of Civilization: Beyond Earth 

 

 In 2010, Civilization V was released. The game does not depict much future timelines; 

however, this was resolved in the 2014 release of Civilization: Beyond Earth, a spin-off of 

Civilization V set in futuristic extraterrestrial planets. Much of the team who worked on Alpha 

Centauri also worked on Beyond Earth. 
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Figure 32 

Screenshot of Anno 2205 

 

 The Anno series is a longstanding economic city-building series, with the first game 

released in 1998. Though the series typically presents historical eras, they ventured into the 

future with Anno 2070, released in 2011 and Anno 2205, released in 2015. Both Anno 2070 and 

Anno 2205 depict visions of new societies and spend a lot of attention to portraying and 

managing the effects of climate change. They also heavily focus on technological advancement, 

with Anno 2205 venturing into space. 
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Figure 33 

Screenshot of the Fourth Edition of Twilight Imperium as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 

 

 

Figure 34 

Screenshot of the Second Edition of Eclipse as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 
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Figure 35 

Screenshot of Interplanetary: A Giant Hop for Squeakind as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 

 

 

Figure 36 

Screenshot of High Frontier 4 All as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 
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Board games have a long history of civilization games set in space. Some recognized 

names in the more fantastical science fiction space include Twilight Imperium, initially released 

in 1997 and published with multiple subsequent editions, Race for the Galaxy released in 2007, 

Eclipse released in 2011 with a second edition in 2020, and Space Empires 4X released in 2011. 

There are also more simulative type games including Stellar Horizons, released in 2020, and 

High Frontier 4 All, originally released (as High Frontier) in 2010 and part of multi-series of 

games that include the evolution of intelligent life from organic compounds and bacteria. There 

is also a plethora of lesser known space civilization and exploration games including Deep 

Future, released in 2016, Legacy of the Stars, released in 2017, and, Interplanetary: A giant hop 

for Squeakind, released in 2021. Some of these games are released largely as an extension of a 

designer’s hobby, which demonstrate the potential variety and arena for design of games that are 

not created with commercial reasons at the forefront.  
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Figure 37 

Screenshot of Stellar Horizons 
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Figure 38 

Screenshot of Stellaris 
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Figure 39 

Screenshot of Endless Space 2 
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Figure 40 

Screenshot of Civilization VI 

 

 As indie games have exploded in popularity, the existence of smaller-scale games also 

happens in the civilization video game arena as well. One such game is Stellar Horizons, 

released in 2016, and developed by a small studio. Such indie games coexist with the bigger 

budget, bigger team behemoths including Stellaris released in 2016 and Endless Space 2 released 

in 2017. Both games depict complex systems of futuristic space civilizations. Similarly, the most 

current installment of the Civilization series, Civilization VI was released in 2016. The Gathering 

Storm expansion pack of Civilization VI focused heavily on climate change mechanics. 
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Figure 41 

Screenshot of Anachrony as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 
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Figure 42 

Screenshot of Cliff Empire 
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Figure 43 

Screenshot of Frostpunk 

 

With the showcase of a few indie space games and significant releases from the mid-to-

late 2010s, the history of civilization games can wrap-up with an overview of very recently 

released games. To start off, there are a slew of post-apocalyptic city-builders that show 

civilization games often overlap with city-builders, as well as the futuristic storytelling potential 

of the genre. The board game Anachrony released in 2017 is a bit of a city-escaper rather than a 

city-builder but shows how games can take from multiple genres. Just to name a few, Cliff 

Empire, released in 2018, Frostpunk, released in 2018, Surviving the Aftermath, released in 

2019, Endzone: A World Apart, released in 2020, and Oxygen, released in 2023, showcase 

different takes on the bleakness of a post-apocalyptic world, and are developed with mostly 

small teams. Additionally, with each team hailing from a different European country, Hungary, 
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Ukraine, Poland, Finland, Germany, Turkey, respectively, these post-apocalyptic city-builders 

collectively show the expanding global reach and nature of game design. 

 

Figure 44 

Screenshot of Terraforming Mars as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 
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Figure 45 

Screenshot of Surviving Mars 
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Figure 46 

Screenshot of Per Aspera 
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Figure 47 

Screenshot of Terraformers 

 

As recent interest in the possible colonization of Mars has taken off, there have been 

some space games that show the future potential of civilization and city-building on the red 

planet. Released in 2016, Terraforming Mars uses the randomness of card draws to highlight 

different ways of transforming Mars, with one expansion featuring diplomatic ramifications. 

Released in 2018, Surviving Mars portrays early life on Mars in a vein similar to other city-

builders with attention to the quality of human life. Released in 2020, Per Aspera is more of a 

logistics simulator but with new updates has expanded how players consider human impacts. 

Released in 2023, Terraformers has a lot of gameplay similarities to board games but is a digital 

game, and streamlines the player experience to consider different priorities in colonizing Mars. 
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Figure 48 

Screenshot of Solarpunk Futures as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 

 

As game design has matured, so has intellectual interest in game design. Futures games 

are a genre that showcases thinking about the future (of civilization). Our Futures (release date 

unknown), The Thing from the Future, released in 2014, Impact: A Foresight Game, released in 

2016, and Solarpunk Futures, released in 2022 are all simple games that encourage players to tell 

stories or think imaginatively about possible futures. As these games are meant to be played in 

community and workshop like settings, they use the power of human interaction to generate and 

expand thought around futures. 
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Figure 49 

Screenshot of CO2 as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 
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Figure 50 

Screenshot of One Earth as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 

 

There are several examples of board games that encourage players to think about the 

future of the environment on a global scale including CO2, released in 2012 with a second 

edition in 2018, Earth Rising: 20 Years to Transform Our World, released in 2022, and One 

Earth released in 2022. 
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Figure 51 

Screenshot of Citystate II 
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Figure 52 

Screenshot of SHASN as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 

 

 

Figure 53 

Screenshot of Hegemony: Lead Your Class to Victory as Emulated in Tabletop Simulator 
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Figure 54 

Screenshot of Half-Earth Socialism 

 

 Also recently, there have been a plethora of politically oriented games that help show the 

politically expressive range of game design. The first Citystate game was released in 2018, and 

Citystate II was released in 2021. The game has many similarities to classic city-builders like 
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SimCity, but with a much greater emphasis on how land use affects politics and attracts certain 

kinds of cultures and thinking. SHASN, released in 2021, takes political scheming and discussion 

games and brings them to real world and futures scenarios, while also attaching territory 

acquisition. 2022’s Hegemony: Lead Your Class to Victory highlights economic power struggles 

while dealing with policies. Also released in 2022, Half-Earth Socialism feels similar to Fate of 

the World but highlights niche, alternative policy ideas that go beyond climate change impacts. 

Syphisilisation is not yet released but challenges narratives of colonization. 

 

Figure 55 

Screenshot of Imagine Earth 
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Figure 56 

Screenshot of Universim
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Figure 57 

Screenshot of Humankind

 

 

 I would like to finish the showcase of games with a few very recent games that illuminate 

the broadness of what a single civilization games can be. In 2021, Imagine Earth was released. 

The game offers distinct political perspectives while also offering an imaginative, semi-

fantastical take on the near future of Earth. Universim has been playable since 2018 but is not yet 

in a fully released state. Universim blends city-building, the age-based evolution of civilization 

games, and the god game genre like Spore and the earlier mentioned Populous. Players can 

manipulate small humanoid creatures and use god-like powers such as weather control, all the 

while plopping buildings and advancing their development of their civilization through the eras. 

Finally, there is Humankind, released in 2021. Developed by a large studio that also developed 

the earlier mentioned Endless Space 2, Humankind is viewed as a newcomer competitor to the 
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behemoth that is the Civilization series, providing its own unique twists on building and growing 

a small civilization into a massive one, from the pre-civilization era to the future. 

 Holistically, this appendix not only provides a rough overview of the history of 

civilization games, but it also illustrates just a handful of the many ways globality and human 

society can be designed in games. There are various stories and perspectives of how humanity is 

intertwined in creating that globality. Additionally, the appendix showcases the groundwork laid 

by past games, for the many directions future civilization game design can go. 
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Appendix I 

Recruitment Letter 

Figure 58 

Participant Recruitment Letter Template, Modified As Needed 

 


